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Foreword
c.

There can be no simple treatment of curiiculum. The subject is com-
plex and vast, defying easy definition. Id the following phges, curriculum
is analyzed in terms of its many partstheory,structure, content, and
mplementation.

Curricutum must he concerned with stimject. What do we want stu-
dents to learn? What do they need to know in order to live life to the
fullest? They need to _read., to write, and to compute. They sltould be able
to express themselves creatively in vocations and avocdtion§. They need
to be able to participate in a demoJIV and to earn a living that will
bring them joy. satisfaction, and self-respect.

Curriculum must be concerned with system. How can we manage 'The
piocess of education so it is humane, accessible, and exciting? The dis-
ciplines must be Organized soas to be indepehdent, yet related; discreet,
yet balanced. Traditional structures and new prganizatikinal concepts must
be- analyzed with the learner always in the forefront. Systems are worth-
while when they.serve people .and nurturie those for whom they are de-
signed; school systems are designed for. students.

Curriculum, the complex network of what to teach and how to teach
it, exkts for students. Educators`can become .so enmeshed in technology,
philosophy. and management that they forget the focus of their endeavors

whOm they zire serving. We must constantly strive to educate in a manner
that will humanize. personalize, and civilize. An educated person is one
)lio knows the difference between the mundane and the important, between
satiation .ind sotisfaction, between escape and recrea4n. The educated

E, person understands self as well as society, and reachestlevel of fulfillment
that allows freedom from elitism and pseudo-sophistication..The edutated

. person is free.
In this Yearbook, we have the components of the ideal curriculum

that delicate halance among knowing the subject, knowing the system and
knov.ing the student. The authors call for quality curriculttm that will fulfill
the learner effective Currivuluni that will stimulate the learner; and valid
cum:alum that will prepale the learner to deal with sooiety and self. What
greater goal could he devised?

iv

BENJAMIN P.°F.BERSOLF.

ASCD President, 1979-80
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Intioduction
Arthur W. Foshay

Till t rEmPr tit-Rt- is to bring up-to-date a constant theme in
AS(1) yearbooks 'curriculum workers may do their work. What we
offer is the combined judgment of a number of curriculum workers. The
judgments are based in part on, what has been said and thought about
curriculum work and in partionlhe experience and understandings of
reali4 the w;iters ha%e. . -

Considered action for Qurriculum improvement is based in part Ion.
theory and in part on experience. We have organized the present year-
book accordingl%. The first three chapters (by English, Holman, and.

(ir.mnis) deal with the cultupe of the school and were influenced some-.

what o% the work of Sarason. The next four (by Walker, Foshay, Connelly
and Flbai, and (ia% ) deal with certain aspects of curriculum theory. Thc
final three INy English. ('zajkowski and Cotterson, and Weiss) deal with
certain aspeets of the ..%-;1> it all is.

I he book is iddressed primarily to the ASO) audience, which con-
sist44' mainl!. of people direoly involved in curriculum work in school
sstah. Ihese people are the object of many conflicting pressures--to
acconunodate the often ignt)rant demands of the popular press, to respond
to the needs teachers ha%e to make.sense out of what they are doing and
wish the!, were doing'. to meet the sometimes idealistic hoes of 6:iards
of education. imd to make the whole affair operate efficiently and eco-
nomicall%. We hope the AS(I) audience, whether it is experienced in
curnculum I.kork or not, will find useful suggestions in these paged. If
curriculum workers are not to he whipped from one fad to another, they
will need TO undeNtiend the school milieu, to know what-Irfe-odels of
cur nculum elopment are, to understand talk about the curriculum, and
to be ackpiainted With some of the main concepts that govern the field.
I ho. also will need praoical suggestions that put the writing and talk,
the models. .ind the concepts into action within the schools they are.

rinslatin e. thew% into practice has never been easy. hope we
hae helped in tins difficult process here.

(i



Section One.
The Culture of the SChool

tt., 4

WI HI (,14.. %%Mt a c(msideration of the school as a culture.
So to comAter it ma% make it seem a little less strange to those who
enter it as participating adUlls.The onicitls of a school see it in entirely
different terms from those of the students'br the general public.

From the inside the school is, first of all, a public organizatiort. In
chapter I Fenwick Ens.thsh kees it this way. As a student of organizational
behavior and as an experienced school superintendent, Dr. English con-
siders in sonic depth the effect of school-community relations on the
schoul. Reatlers of his chapter should come away with an increased under-.
standing of the nature, of community pressures.

At le% of the school culture fromFhe inside is offered in chapter 2
li I velvn Leiier Holman. Leaning heavily on Sarason's important book
and un her ovvn professional experience, Mrs. Holman offers a view 'of
the internal A ork MO of the school that is realistic yet theory oriented.

In -Classroom Culture and'the Problem of Control," Joseph (irannis
offers a stimulating account of curtrent thinking about and practice in the
actual (Teiation 'of classrooms. lie calls attention to malpractice and to-
built in !Mutations t.ec It is cliNuent statement on herding) and offers a
[sum of classroom practice that is at once inspiring and practical.

I here ,.. have it: the school ill the community, the school as a
v.hole. the cla,..rooth .111 from the pinnt of %levy of the school as a culture.

4,1 vi
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The Dynamics of Schcior
Corhmunity Relationships

Fenwick W. English

11(4)1S \ND ( ()\t MUN1111 s exis in a state of dynamic tension.
.1 subsystem of rhe lari.ter community. a se ool district exerts resources

11/ h.tlt Ike i relationship with the eommunit an t the same time main-
tain :in internal halsince of its own. A school dtstrie can be provoked by

.."...1Arrtlynternal and external pressures. This chapter foc ses on the external
pressures ;Ind balance.

I he boundar% between a school system and its community is some-
Mho fuiA. Schoor sstem and communiLy relationships appear to remiiin
tr.41,11,11 as long as the ...tool s>st.em does not stray.too far or too long
110111 the dominant attitudes of its community. An attitude is a kind of
predisp,,sition to reitti eertain way to specific stimuli. On the other

ormon IS .1 kind Of \belief that a person can hold without any
licer reaetioi..: 'school practices that are compatible with paren-
tat .ind :0111111unit% ornikut V. ill be toler4ted and.perhaps accepted. How-
o'er. those thitt do' not :onform to the attitudinal-Ore of beliefs may evoke
stiono. reaetiims and ,:ounterineasures.

1 Ike most human sslents. schools create ibulTers so as toWhvoid'ex-
%essl%e meddlina from exteryal forces. The first school system buffer is
the hoard of education which 'is confined C in theory) to dealing Anly with
pi1,11.% dec.ion. and not operational ones. This means that even if 'a policy

the imp.Ict may be operationally sm all. If a school
II d ps rk,Ito. about the priorities of basic skills. the decision

ma% not ..hatis...e an% thaw proeramtnaheall%
second butler is the official Whotil iU rrftU Rim. Die curriculum

lertcseht, the "oile te,huoloe," of so.tiools.2 As such it contains a fair

It I \ ' I otThsh.' ( ,,rnprehenuite I)lerinnary
I I PI 'tt I Pm A G to 1 Save r Nev. York: McKay,I" I I, ,utc,f in 5. !, eamremem i.t Aurnidei. hy Mamn I. Sh4w,

And I 1,.k . tk :t .ts% Hill, 10%71. p. 5_

I %inv. i) I homii,ot1 tru lu rum (Nev. York Mc6rav.-Iiill,

1
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share.of technical laneuace and jargon. One of the many symbolic func-.
of the curriculum is to discourage interference by the community in

. .

the actual operations of a school, or school srern. The curriculum is t
therefore a barrier or, butler to .extensive citizen metalling. Citinns will
often take it more seriousl than professionak. who may secretly ignore
it. Ilowe%er. in a conflict situation hoth professnmals and citizens will go'
to war as if a .m.111 word altered here and there will lead to an enormous
impact. I he eurrkulum is .1 political smhol injIns respect. It stands for the
territorial peruhhte o elitk.ators to actually decide, often, arbitrarily,
v.liat v.111 be tautiht and under Iaat conditions.

Citizens are not iitthout recourse and. it mobilized prilperly can
oentually proad in almost all situations of conflict. Their tirst recourse
is with the board of educatritn. Citizen actions may force the board ,to .
ti.onipl. cin/ens ma elect new members committed to a certain point
of %iew. Once the board has been altered. the community may seek to
influence the Ala school oth,er of to control the structure of thc system
by proidinkt him her with a set of directiNes or by changing superintend-
ents.

I he pie.cdml.: set of a;tions is an eample of what ma. " happen when
an "cirant scnool eni 'Iosses the -zone of tolerance- of the com-
munit%.

4

lii rea14%. Ole /one rk,leran.-e eoneept sas,), no superintendent or .school
f,o,r1 d L.111 .1h1.011 ,tppro trom the eommunitt for poncies which conflict with
predoinin..11 sommiontt pretetenees Ii the board and its administration per-
wa Ii enastnitz pr,h.% .k,ntside the hodnds %It Ole public needs and desires. they
risk iiper. c.onth.A with the .ommunit.'

Factors Which Got ern School-Community Conflict

.11-4.'e shool st:An'N Mt.' not an% more prone to conflict with their
comminnt:cs sin,C1 i,nes it the c'ommunities are relatively homo-
L'ett"'t Ih ruse lari:er st s:ems usualk Include more citizen heterogeneity
in tett is 1'1 dOWI !Lint /I Altie structure of attitudes, more conflict may
he 1,i, diked , ro se. hottet er. is Ill it the key determinant. As any
COUI111-11101, 1'c,1111c. 111.qc di% CI 'dried and shifts occur in citizen attitudes
!not be.onics more difficult :it the policy level. The
-/one t t 'icr .rr1e i rinc difficult to leniit in eteroFeneous corn-
mutinys C re o -.)resents a teal voternance pr.oblem and a broader
:one :oleralse. et 'he school .%stein mat hate fewer options for fear

ot 11.,.ndow Int Inutomt\ v.Ithin the lauer community.
" h 111.1% intfuetke the leel of possible conflict is

Inh art! 'tit. iii.itOn the communit% actuallt has about the schools.
.-t:ts. kommunit% would bt; able to proside mach

t: !Anon 11 ,,,t ni, it . !big,/ S lio(d
I N.Ifi..11.ii S. h. i II Board., \ ,00,01,111. 147 p
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dearer directions to its ejected officials. A less informed electorate may
create the condition, m Vthich the -Ante of tolerance".is again Wm', but
when.attention 1,1m:used on a spec& subject, the eleetinate may qctually
he very much more discriminating.

In 1974 the National School Boards Associatiira commissioned the
Gallup Poll to eanune the 1041 of information among the general publii
about,school board tperations, I he Poll reealed tbat fully 63 percent of
Ore gxneral public could not name one action h their local school boards;
22'percent did riot know what the role of the school hoard was; 40 percent
of the cample thliught thot the PIA had responsibility for running the
public schook as opposed to Ss percent who thought), the school board
had the responsibilit. . ....

\\ hilt: the word / ur41 ulum %%as mnuse.d in 1sking the respondents
about area, ot authorit% of boards. MO items Aithin the eurrieillum area
were includ..d dec.rding w hat testhooks to use and what subjects should
he tauttht. ()I the adults resporidine, 31 percent 4ndicated that they thought
boa,rds ,hould 11.1%e a "great deal of authorit in deciding what textbooks
to use. 35 percent felt ".1 fair amount of authoritv.- 5 percent said "no
authorth." and 2() percent -did not kmm.- In the area of s,ubject de-
termination. 3() percent indicated that boards should decide with -copPlete
authoritC what subte:t. Nhoulc be taught, 35 percent indicated "a fair
amount 'of auth;,rit.- 5 ;rcent said "no authority.- and 30 percent
"didn't know." I

hilard or cducat:on ma... not he representat;ve of a.community.
Shit!, in the ele1/4torate ma% tak ;".. place after,elections. There may be times

nen a board i, orleratinl: on 3 past understandint; with its ionstitueneies.
and either the understandin,2 1. no kmger functional or the eonstituents
therasek es ha% c ,tianeed. I he v ider this tiisparitv may he. the more mis-
leadin,, board appro%al ot Nl. hool district actions may be. However, at
sonic point in Ilille thC ti:sstql.trh:e heMeell the communit .tind the school
distrk I Mils! .1...ffil .LIIII?Ulto silme kind of balmhx,

.

I % e n %%hot this dispttit% is no limeer a problem, the possible lack of
representati%eilL's, (1! h,.1;ds ot education raises other imeresting questions
.11,oto po.sil,le contl:,1 Roaids rate tyieall s. represented a small section
t the ,.,ttitrititrit% \ Pew; s!thlt iondtieted k the l'inversity of Michigan
and 1 nRersit% ,,t t het: n indicated that the socioeconomic characteristics
ot hoa:d member, %%.:1-e 'lit percent male. 96 percent white, 47 percent
I 4 % c....u. . if , ,Iil..0c... hN percent -to s9 %eat. ut :111e, 85 percent Prote tant,

s, hool B., \s-imation. at 1 herr St hth,/
Irw,liva,q1 III Oion.il hool Board, 1975 p. S.

h.1 " Bomk lo.socianon it.,ta enteti PsR Bnuctil 40
(), I hc %kJ, ,onipAtirie Penns%kania hoard

toir.t.s. NA,,th the n o:on 11 dat.1 int., the hoard i peRetrj
in ; , c i s c h t ..0!ite .7 ! pei,ont I I all 'Ilial. 71 peRent 40-49 %cm,
or J:k- nt f pet.cht

i
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...and 44 percent Republican. Byards are therefore not, representative of the
population at large; they are considerably underrepreseMative of women,

' wial minorities, nonetkllege graduates. and non-Protestantreligious in-
clinations.

Areas/Issues Which.Portend Conflict at

Perhaps the tnost explicit list" of sensitive areas in which cqmmimity
attitudes may portend Z:ontlict with those in the school curriculum was

loped b a citi/ens' group in the Kanawha County, West Virginia,
textbook rebellion.1 he list of taboo postures waksigned by 12,000 citizens
after mulfvultural textbooks were adopted by the hoard of tducation: The
list provides a snopsis of trouble and conflict experienced in the rest of
the nation, hut none elsewhere has beep on quite such a scale of magni-
tude as in AN est Virginia. Paraphrased somewhat, no text .or curriculum
would be supported if it:

.

Raised questions about the sanctity of the family unit;
2. Questioned belief in a_Supernatural Being or a power beyond man;
3. Demeaned, encouraged skepticism. or fostered disbelief in the

political sstem described Attie Constitution;
4. Downgraddl the economic sstem referred to as free ewerprise;
S Encouraged disrespect 'for the laws of the nation, the'state, and its

subdiisions;
-

h. Fostered disNlief in the history and heritage of the U.S.;
7. Adocated. suggested. or implied that traditional rules of grammar

and %ocabuIar% of the English language were not proper;
8. Dealt A%ith rdigion in any manner or supported programs that

fostered relwious 11..helief. 1 he denial of supernatural forces is a form of
rehtnon and must also he unconstitutional.",..

Socral additions ,-ould be made to the list including the rejection of
an% htlok %%Ink..11 used profamt, ncoutaged racial hatred: di4 not en-
k:our.we losaht to the I'mted States, or defamed any of .tha nation's
ti mutters bs rnisrcprescntin:: their Molise, or ideals. Among the targets of
pa s in K anov, ha_ ( v,ure,

tes:rook-,' ue ot open-ended tinestions to encourage independent
thondit and anak tim the part ol stuktents Patents hase complained that
question, ,oztkor nun; the .tudents' feelings. their esperienies. and their home

insaNion prisac. ho- hase conte.nded. also, that students

111:.0.0f1 Assok nation. k Whitt mu ( rqinf% It 1. As,/n ( /nod/ tgrliu V. ashIngton. D (- National khication
.\s,01,11011. 0,11141,, pp.

1,1
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stiould not be aSied what they think or how, they should 'ehave.: they should
be told what.to think and how to hehase.''

A publication froni" the lohil Birch Soicty similarly repeatea the
attitude:

It ou Is ant to please a "I iheral." turn oer a rods so he can luxuriate in
the oole ot his Lountr's imagined shortfalls. Neser mind that this is the great-
est, Lountry on earth. %hose noble ideals should. be taught to our youth. Let
him damn th se ideals and %alloy instead in gutter.culture and ghetto language
with rewlutionaries. rapists. and prostitutes tor tus heroes. But please. keep
hini awa!, nom our .hildrea.'

I hree ears later in Montgomer County. Maryland, .wealthy
Nuhurh of Washington. D.C., a parent group called CURE (Citizens
United for Responsible Education) protested to the schopl board to re-
nuwe mon the curriculum a hook called lire Learning Tree by pordon
Parks. Cr RE oblected to the sexually explicit language and profanity
experienced lw the book's central figure. a 12-year-old black boy growing
up in Kansas Cit%.

In a heated dtalogue with the leader of CURE. a board member asked
the group whether it would ban Shakespearean plays, the Bible, or "even
Madame Bolan- because of sexualk explicit language. The CURE leader
responded that "Shakespeare's sex is not explicit or vulgar."

A parent group in Frederick County, Marx land, tried to have the
hook Gre.nde/ . a modernization of the English . .Asie Beowulf, banned.
I he group charge that the book used ."vile and vulgar language" and.
promoted "a neliato.e %.1o,,, of life.-

I he preceding examples show how some school systems' actions in-
xolx lite-certain Issues ha% e gone flex ond comnninities' "zones of tolerance"
and resulted in whool-ctoninunny conflicts. The "zone of tolerance" con-
cept also inludes tmtlict initiated by the ,Comniunity and thrust upon
the st:hools For example. in Marion County.. Indiana. the West Clark
Comnnunix SLhool Board adopted a textbook called A Search for Order

,,,,iple,!!% atter public pressure %Aas applied. The text, developed by
We Institute tor Creation Research, ,i,tempts to prt ent findings which
retrit: eolut um and supptIrt biblical creationism. lie Marion County
Superior Gaut rat! that the use ot the book in the public schools was
.ontrAtht-tor% to 2_111 ears to constitutional government.

leirk. the ptir row I 1 Sew( It If at Or der in ( opnpletity is the promo.
hon'and fundamentalist ( bristian doctrine in public schools. The

!bid p

1,1hn Ho.0 Patents Ke..oh All..tn I vthooks art kopaganda.- American
)1,1"-,. 0%cinhcr I +- ii

lohns,.n V, Pct Suries ssault Ist
ounr, tient. cooly 20 lime 1475

s.t.,reen I ),,k% d Rook ( ,hip Dead in I ibraries. Alie in Schools."
xt.:t. 21 1.tiolai% 1475. se.: It.

Montgomery

9
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publishers, thernseltes. admit that this text is designed to find its way into the
pubh k. schools to tress Biblical Creationism."

In.the same .vcar that the Marion County, Indiana, case was decided,
the Dalliis Independent School District officially adopted A Search for
Order (n "Cwnpleuty as a source hook for high school biology students.
On a six to three %ote, the_ board split along racial lines in approving./ All
the white .menibet voted to accept it, and the minority members orliosed

I here are also eases in whiCh both the schools and the community
ntajortt% aftarentl% tind a practice acceptable. hut it is deemed unac-
ceptable by a nunorit%. For example, a national survey conducted by the
Anti-Defamdtion lieague of Wnai Writh found that a majority of American
public school, stiff ignore the spirit of the First Amendment. The survey

as conducted in 103 communities in 31 states and the District of Colin-
bia and indicatedsthat 91.5 percent of those responding said their schools
cotiducted holidaX concerts with religiaus content, most often Christian.
One-third of the reyondents said that the schools in, their communities
.used "pral.ers. trattns. and biblical selections or taught' biblical, principles
such as the account of Creation in Genesis." 13

Implications for Action

Not only arAschool-con-miunity relaiionships dynamic and tension
tilled, hut they are also franvactii ral, F.4011 partner in the dyad expeets to
vet sonhilling from the other: .

Wh% then should*hool people %%ant to he responsive to xxhat they con-
Vet. sirtualk tr4a.kle. potentialb. less-informed, and legally non-acountable
communities" 'The larrot in eliciting responsiveness from school people is
the stipp;ttt of their Lhentele. That support is no longer freely given. It is
exhanged tor mqnething 14

Communities need scluulls to provide children with the results of
scho(ils instructional programs. Children require skills, concepts, and
...i.,no%%ledces to make their %%a\ in society and to tinS the keys to selt-full-
tillment .md the good hte. Schools reed the support of their communities

Ilendien ( .impbell. 11 Ind. 5 it Sup. Ct. Marion ('ounty) cited
%itiou.11 ot Riologs leachers. A Compendnon of Inforouillon

kt .Jr% 1,9 and MC Fvolufwn-Creatiomsm Confrovercy
\ .1 Xsiociation of Biolop. Teachers. June 19721, pp. 1-2.

D.111.1. S. hook Pick Disputed Textbook for Biology Class."
},,4 lantiar 1977.

Spiegel. l-irst Amendment Violation Seen in Schook Religious
Pri,n,cs },qh 1 unt-%. I Aprd 1976.

Dalt. 51.1nn s)onie heertul Prospects tor Schooling and Public Involve-
ilijil raper pierared tor the Natiopal Forum of I eadersof Fducational Orga-
ni/.0ion. ashington. D ( Nipeenber 1978. pp. 9-10. (Mimeographol)

in
on

(Reston.
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to maintain their serviees..and functions and to g'row as viable social
.institutions organizations.

While the schools could engage in more practices that exclude parents
- and communities, increased isolation would kad to decreased support,

even Aith a monopol on the sert ices they perform. If the people come to
believe that the sersices are faults or :are not important. the community

ill reduce the level of financial support directly or indirectly. Therefore,
while schools must eeri organizational ener g. to maintain independence,
they risk isola.ion and abandonment if...they are too successful.sSo schools
'have sought to find %;kruais iv,oys to channel such involvement in a eon-

- structie manniir. king tki forfeit any:of their perceived or actual
Prerogaties. review son of these ways is presented.

r\
T h. 64114,114 Inyolvement

Ad HoeCommunity .4disory (:( tnmitteex. At various times school
, districts hae formed dthis,or eommitt es to study a particular curriculum

or program problem. Most often thes relate to mandated federal and/or
' state requirements for input b parent and other citizens. For the most part

few such groups 'are es erorganired tin areas %here the school district al-
lead% ha<a sohjf,consensus in the 'community. They are Usually formed
as a political resronse to a touch\ subject such as sex education, religion
in the schools. tethook screening or guideline development, thanging
school boundaries or closing schools.

School sstems appear to use such groups as sounding bo: rds, stalking
horses, or lightning rods. 1 hey allow the school svstem to'ex lore alterna-
tRes to llelwate issues which other subgroups in a community may find
politicalls and educationall offensive. If the reaction is negative, the
resultufg antigonism is directed to the ad hoc eommittee and its work or
recommendations. rather than to the school system or its staff.

1 he disatkantaile of ad hoc committees, from a community perspec-
tlc, is that.problems ,tre narrom, l letined and time is limited. Sustained
e\ainm.iti,41 of an eduk-dtional program or curriculum is often impossible
under su,..11 or,:umstattccs. Eroin a sk:hool sstem's perspectt ve, a disad-
antal2c is that effort is evendcd to keep ad hoc groups on target, i.e.,
to keep them from stra%ing ava% front their approved domain.

A stratco. called tem ins: is usod lot this purpose. Fencing is defining
1k hat problems are acceptable to the schinil system and thus, by definition,
the posille solutions I low e'er. shimld any.group stray too far and not be
wrreoed. 3 report can be politely accepted (and the symbolic function
of nisolsement quiell studied to death. A repugnant recom-
mendatiIn IMi . also he fem.ed off b not assigning it to anyone or to any
depirtmem or arca in parth:ular for action. It simply,slips through the
era,. ks ot the LIN,: ot organi/atain and eentualbi becomes irrelevant.
,Ren chtineh tune. an% prepared plan or report has within it enough

information v4 hich needs to be dealt with immediately so that the plan will
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begin a kind of deca.ing process at a certAin point, no matter how soundly
conceived or reasoned it was originally. r

Li,en if a school 's.stem approaches the use of community ad.hoc
committee.s moth a sincere interest, the tact is that they are rarely spon-
tanegus creations. .1 hc !. are usually initiated by the school district, the
responsibilities are defined b!. the school ditrict, and the membership
may also be selecte,lk the district.

. 'I nese groups ma.,, he contrasted with comhmnity committees that
form front a common dissatisfaction with some aspect of the school sys-

,

tem. Some esamples are parent groups which organize because they are
concernea with safet !. to and from school and want to obtain a traffic signal
at a dangerous intersection or because they are concerned with the actual
or intended use of a controi,ersial textbook in the educational program or

' school lihrar!.. A taxp.oers' group .may organize to restrain or reduce
school faxes. I hese groups are ad hoc as well, but their objectives, scope,
and membership are mil usualk dictated by the school syktem.

Sooner or later such groups must confront or contact the school sys-
tem. i.e., attempt to impact the ssteds behavior. Such contacts may con-
sist of meetings With teachers, principal. the superintendent, or the.board
of education. I he actual transaction may be acrimonious or .conciliatory.
The school s.stem, howewr, is usuall!, on the defensive because it has had
no opportunT to define the turf or predetermine the focus of the group's
agenda. 1 he school s.stem is.th&efore usualt reacting. The -zone of toler-
ance- is defined in the reaction rather than the initiation of the district.MI

Pernument Groups:Committees. A othet method the community
ma% Use to become [milked in the affairs of a school district is to assume
a %arivt . of roles in such groups, as the PTA, school principal's council,
superintendent's human relations committee. etc. These groups may have
a permanent lite hoond an !. role incumbent and may continue because of
s%stem-communit!. tradition or demand.' Some may he required by some
form of legislan% e mandate.

Ombudsman District Dutretwh. I hough by no means a dominant
form of [milking citizens. the ombudsman idea has been tried in some
schoid districts I he (mibudsman may he a professional or li knowledge-
al)le communth pci,on 11 ho helps eitirens cut through the red tape and
official di.innels ot the school district. 1 he ombudsman may initiate action
a, a kind of swem outreach or merck respond to calls for help by, frus-
trated parents or citiren,

Polls. Narcevs. and Needs Assessments. Many school districts
hae attempted to formahre aivolvement of their communities hr, system-
Ark alk kit:1.0,1111w polls. suo.eys, opinionnaires. or needs assessments.
No..eds assessment is the most formalized of the procedures.r however,

I enA iLkW I nehsh And Royer kmilman. Needs. A mvessment: A Foryv
(dion 1),1 imient (Washington. I) C.. Association for Supervision

and Deelopment. I97S

cr
4
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while it has shown much promise as the most sophisticated of the forms of
-invohement, it is not %ghoul problemi.

1 he fir,,t ddficult that arises in usiny a needs assessment is the lan-
guage barrier. Education has de%eloped a specific and technical language

can he rdated to specific practices or activities much more easily
than general langullke can. I he t'echnical laRguage hls meaning for prac-
titionerv. hut considerahk less for la% persons. Fo successfully involve the
communth needs assessments, as well as polls and surveys, must he di-
vested of jargAind much technical kinguage. But while laypersons may
s.hen respond. their respon.c hecome too.general for the educator. What-
eer the results, howeser. educators are responsible for the translation into
practice. If the results are so general as to provide asreat level of variance
in interpretation. diszioseements vbithin the school district can and often do
nnse rep.irdine ho to implement the community's feelings and percep-
tion,. Some of the nroNems stem from attempting:to determine exactly
what the communit% was tr%ing to communicate because more than pne
Practice or acti% it% ma% le imolved. Information obtained in such needs
assessments 1 and polk and surves) becomes embroiled in systillii politics
and IILi no cr be applied.

Ilmeer. specific responses from the Community may threaten the
position of-minorities. 1 hen %ague ohjectivFs predominate, thq impact of

nintinit ielApoint can he mudi larger than the actual numbers of peo-
ple might dictate. For this reason, those in ositions of power may -not
desire r:inking of ohiecti%es. outcomes. or p ictices that they perceive not
iii he in the hest intere.t. of their n this case, language spe-
eiticit nia he more a matter of political impa t and power than of simply
de 6)mo. curriculum froin specific and vatic ated outcomes. It has long
.11i:en understood h% diplomats in develtying workable peace treaties that
gencr.il language enahling more than one logical interpretation may be
oe,e11 hIr the p.irtic. utoked to support any agrecinent.

Nnothcr %%oh polk. stires. and needs assessments is that of
pionci samplin ,.! of thc gioups to be imoketl. Some knowledge of statistics

in order tor the results to.he Considered a response."'
I he question ot topk:s to include in po Is an surveys can also

he .1 prohlem. Cnninunit% groups most often do not want to focus on the
oukome, or result, of ,,-hool thstriet operations. Rather, most prefer to
...on,kier the ,olution,- h as spectlie subjects. grouping methodologies,
tc inNtruCtional matin ils or take up matters such as class size,
te.k. her Nal .11 ws. or ,Idnilm,ttator poNarity. Professionak rightly consider
these (NNW,. al m.uters in%ok mg expert judgment. A turf problem is in-

cm. k.k `X I ngh,h. I he Polincs of Needs Assessment.- Educational
"s.owthhei 1977 h-2.I.

1,1mick NA I fwlish and Roget Kaut man. 'te-eds. Assessment: Com ept
Ildl."A00d ( . kink:anon:0 lechnoloc!y Publications,

p;7s)
1
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evtahb, produced. +Mile educalors may not resist having communities_
define the results. learner gro(vth, communities may fe:.1 too con-
stricted and not understand the relationship heNieen means and ends.
Communities ma> come to fed used hy survey; restricted to results and.°
percei%e that such instruments have little use in helping citizens "run thc
schools- in hat nion v,ith their value structure. If citizens are blocked by
a sur%e, th.it doesn't ask them their feelings ahout open classrooms, they
ma% perceo,e that questions about the prairities of reading goals are use-
less.

hus. some questions used in polk and surAevs may inVolve tensions
hi:1kb cot corinnunities and their schools because of language, politics, and
:titles. .1 1,4,A, e er, question, can be asked ahout technical innovations or

chancs unless such ill no a ions portend shifts in values as well. An auto-

Table 1. The ScncolComrry.nity Transactiral Relationship

SCHOOL SYSTEM
!STAieir LEVEL . COMMUNITY BEHAV R BEHAVIOR

.St ije i -ln,ormal reque eat --Public discussions; callU./
Q Ir1.0.1!nel ith system icials for a committee

Petitions to theet with Call fcr individual
cr o",cials board on . citizen reSponSe by
U.1 dentified problems letter or telephone

; Circulatio.. of a poll,
survey, needs assessment

u. .

: Sta je 2
w

N4

+ ----
D.alogue. presentaflri of
'act; agendas. tru.
build.ng

Dialogue; presentation of
system viewpoints and
perceptiogs

----Receipt of recommenda-
tions arid suggestions;oac-
tion taken which is isnar-
mony with the community

ZONE OF TOLERANCE
....-

0.?
a

cl?
>-

0 cr
z

)
la

,t 3

irnioq

;, lg.. 4

St ige
...34f1( t,on

Verbal protests
Letters to the editor
Demonstrations
Circulation of petitions
which call for action or
support desired soluti s

--iPress conferences with
prepared statements

Confrontations by system
officials in public and
private meetings

Use of ridicule, call/ or
ousters
( raanized pro.ests and
ei.r..onstrAtions which call
fo recall. i e . action to
remove officials
Calls for invo!,itgations
Petty har issment

--Legal maneuvering and,
advertising

Posting of notices to
define/confine responses

Reduce access to sys-
tem information/officials

--Confined speaking time
at public meetings

Legal action. injunctions
Special elections to
change officials
militant action to pressure
tot,cial-; sabotage of
day to-day operations

Exclusion of groups
from all but legally

required meetings
-Isolation of group

Organization of a cou;ter
group of supporters

$ -Legal maneuvers;
Injunctions
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mated attendance accLnting system will not he reskted unless it is per-
. .

cei%ed to he excessively costl,t. The community 'value system may be that
taking attendance is good t a value I hut that it is too costly (a conflicting0

Cmni.. st.hifter wed ool st_hcduling may he considered appropriate
Tull or unless it contradicts .the %alue of schooling creating open time
during the, school day k% hen students may not he.required to he in class.
Flexible scheduling innovatipn in the late sixties was unappealing

cititens nut because it bvaS inefficient or ineffective as a tool per se
hut hecause unseheduled or opep time contradicted various citizen percep-
tR)fls about what constituted ajproper school environment. Some com-
munities simpl% owl%) not lolerate students 'on the lawn during the school.:

Man% conventional school schedules' are today computerized with ut
contro%ersy because the% do not incorporate open time.

Some Signs of Trouble BeNeen School Systems and
Communities

1 he,Lhpamic 'partnership between a school system and its communit
is one in %%hich both parties require influence and authority to secure some-

' thing from the other. Signs that trouble may he brewing between the part-
ners nhi1 inin.0 he subtle and cimfutted with everyday activities. As the
sivnal; beinThe more %OM, they may h xacerhated sternal pressures
sudi Us a new ta law or curriculum r uirements in form of minimum

,

competencies, or h pressures resulting from an uhpopular superinyndent
or internal dissent and militant leacher demonstrations. Ir .1

I able I indicates some terliAive signs of five hypothetical hut distinct
stdces ot school-communit% relation.. Stage I indicates typical behavior
4, hen either par ner initiates actions to involve the other in a transaction.
When each part% is I unctioning in the other's "zone of tolerance,- relation-
ships ale cooperati%e .md productive (Stage 2).

t I.,eser, %%hen a partner leaiies the other's "tone of tAierance," warn-
ini.! sitnA ina1 be issued and Stage 3' is entered. A community or subgroup
within a ,timmunit mal. begin Stage 3 hy tiling petitions which make de-.
mands tor spe1/4-itic ends to practices or requests for performance of an
a..tion I hqe ma he %erhal protests at hoard meetings. PTA gatherings,
and or letters written to the editor of the newspaper.

I he school sstein issues warnings by holding official press confer-
.

enteokkmouncinc the critics by pass* along information, or by answering
tdch. made 11%, the subgroup of community representatives. It should be
1 r

no4:k Alai the ,decision to engage in actual confrontation is usually a con-
, sidort. I one tor *school sstem. Occasional outbursts by district officials

1 hen tho ma% he publick goaded are pot c\onsidered the same type of
risponse as a press contereike in which statenients arikmade for the public
Media.

1
A.
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Each partner rira tesort to stronger-actions when Stage 4, the rebuke
or repriraand level is entered. The rebuke stage is a censure level and is
different from the sanction le%el (Stage 5). he rebuke stage is niiirked by
a community's underlyng acceptance of the officials of the system al-
though the communit% ma% want to block, nullify, or initate an action or
change.

'At the jtage 5 sanction le%el. there is a deliberate attempt to remove
officials or U?'c'e a chang'e t.w direct application of legal or nonlegal actions.
Whilg a school stern is not without recourse at this most viqlent stage, it
is considerahly weakened in terms of the actual alternatives'which can be
selected. Extralegal means open to the community or its sUbgroups cannot
usually he ciinsidered h% the school system at all sime there are more
rules. regulations. and laws go%erni4 system officials and their conduct
than citi/ens.

In reality the sta,ges shown in Table I probably overlap and are not
discrete and separate ;pheres of action and choice as shown. In addition
neither a commutO noNchool system nuwes from one to the other stage
smoothly :mil in progression. It is quite possible that either partner may
skip several stages and prokseed to the nmst violent level immediately.

Probing Community Confidence Levels in the School District

It .would he difficult to differentiate the cause and the effect in the
relationship hetween an community's *.V;one of tolerance- with the school
%%stem aitd its confidence in the ability of the school system to produce
quaht% education. Confidence in the schools may he a result of the per-
cei%ed qualit of education in the school system,or it may he the cause of
a wide "rone of tolerance:* In the latter case, th,e zone may he larger be-
cause the communit% helie%es the schools are doing a good job and know
%%hat the% .tre doing_ I tom.ever, if the schools are perceived to be of low
qualit%. ti eti the ,:omniunit% njay keep a watchful int: and allow only a
s er sm.il range tit toler:ince for deviating from its basic attitudinal value
set.

Oat. reg.irding public perception of national or loc*educational
qualit% Are d to come hv. Most of the information comes from national
polls A !Loris. II on contidence in ll.S. institutions showed that more
respect, and less c lost» and suspicion. was found towards the Presidency,
Congress, higher ed .aimoth and the medical profession. Two institutions
that ky:chned in confide -e ixerc the public schools ( from 48 percent to
4; percent) and law enforcempnt (from 37 percent to 36 percent).'8
Another Harris Poll inhcated triat whilc440 ju;rcent of a national sample
thought th-at the qualit ot life had improved over the past ten years, 88

ournIcnce In Institutions Uir Strongly.- Washington
Linuar% 1975 *4

i
*
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percent felt that -achio.ing quality educationfor children" was stir a top
priority.'9 A Gallup Poll On current levds of Kippiness indicated that
white females were the -happiest:* segments of the U.S. population.,Edu-
cation was an important sal-10)1e: percent of respondents with a college
education,indicated that theY werti -very happy" as compared with only
42 percent with a'higli school background and 29 percent with only a
grade school education.-"

Oh a more locali/ed level. a University of Pitts,burgh survey of six
neighborhoods within that cit!. 'indicated that the quaiity pf schools topped
rhe list of complaints mkout city services. il'he stpdy concluded with the
comment that -Unless people'v perceptions.of a poor quality public school
%%stern can he dispelled. the cit is going to have a difficult time holding
sii to its oun4er. heaer-educated and more upwardly mobile families."21

It is difficult to dra v. sveeping conclusions about confidence in public
.edut!ation. hut at hest. it can be said that there are no indicators showing
high les els of satisfaction with the public schools at the present time. When
rt.:acting -to such data, it is far easier for educators to complain about the
public's lack of information. its apathy, or its stereotypes than to consider
taking positisc steps to improve cimfidence in public schools. The solution
is not an cxpensise 1'R effort to couince any community that the existing
qualit of education is indeed the best.ever. Rather, the answer seems to
he disseminating information that the public considers relevant indica-

. tors of edm-ational qualit. To date, the only available data have been
nationaLSA1 sores or press results about tocal,student performance on
other standardi/ed tests. While educators complain that such instruments
o prileedures are inadequate m9sures at the tst. ttiey have offered very
few alto-nails es %.% filch has c generated any meas e of public support. Indi-
sidual classroom te.scher tests. pupil-teacher contract work, pupil self-
es aluatitin. Ilse student rformancesdliefore audiences, or simulations--
none of these has e generated much lay support as effective substitutes for
national tests. Hies seem unlikely candidates to perform this function,

hen puNie confidenee ir the schools has apparently ebbed.

Restoring Public Confidence: Rebuilding School-Community
Trust

Hoss do ptikli; agenoc% deal v ith the ariety of charges leveled against
Ilo). do the% een kno Nhether criticisms are valid or not? Agencies

And do use their oAn stall to insestigate alleged problems. hut there is

'1 0111, Hams. I rt Percent 'I hink the QuArkty ot life Has Improved
(hei In N c.ir U ,,,hoicron row. August 197S.

(lcoree t i.slliip. \A hues. Women. i'ducated N/iess Selves as Happiest."
PS De.emher 1977.

ars -`skhools 1 op I ist ()t Residents' Complaints. Study Shum,s."
Po,r.t;werte. I I October I 978.

Fiva
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alwziridthe question -,of selfinterest. flow can the public he assured that the
ageticy will Idok ohwetiel!. at its own programs? And how _can the public be
sure that the agemy ANIII tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth when it tells its side of the story."

,

1 he Los Angeles loard of Education established the Independent
Anal!ois Unit as an .pifernal response to providing the citizens and the
Board with data about the actual operations of the school.system. One of
the expressed functions of the Unit is to resve confidence of the pOlic
so that the!, can belie%e what they are tokl about the school system.23.

nother promising alternative to both -externally administered stand-
ardi/ d tests and the t.pe of internal analysis provided in Los ,Angeles isf
the external E13.-si. i.e.. the Educational Performance Audit. An EPA is Me
equivalent of a financial audit, but it is an audit of the educational programs
of a school district. It seeks .to pro%ide an estimate of the degree to which
any selected arra!, of programs and Or curricula provides an optimum
solution to the district's stated goals and objectives. It provides the best
estimate of the degree to % hich a sehmil system is utilizing its resources.

An EPA will provie: a community answers or approximatiohs to the
following questions:

I. To % hat extent is the range of objectives for students adequate to
provide directions for the,school system's selection and deployment of its
resources'?

2. Is the gien range of programs the best or optimum answer to the
stated or assumed educational requirements?

3. Wha! search strategies and what criteriatiwere used by the school
system, in selecting and or designing the programs?

4. llt.it extent are the existing or planned programs working?
5. In what k1 a>, can the school system become more responsive to,the6

requirements of the community and become an effective educational entity
for IN clients!

1he major parts of an EPA are:

1. Ret jew oi Goah.. Objectivs of Iwtrmlion. The major policy and
opt:rational statements of the school system are reviewed. The analysis
reveals the extent to which .they can adequately serve as a proper focusing
device b!. which educational instructional programs can be shaped, im-
plemented. evaluated. and improved over time.

2..1- %whit:mitt ot Programs. and Currh.alurn. The major programmatic
thrusts of the school ssiem are reviewed in order to determiite how or

Roger I Rasmussen. -The Independent Analisis Unit: A Mechanism fOr
Iricreased Distrio ALL-ountahility.- paper presented at the Summer 1978
Annual C omennon in The Ameri%:au Asso ea; ion of School Administrators,
Mumw.ipolis. \tam It) hat 1978, p. 2. (Mimeographed.)

lhId.p 10.
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whether they fit the specified instructional objectives. Programs and cur-
riculum are reviekved to evaluate the degree to which they include or ex-
clude goals:objectives and to estimate the existing level of effectiveness at
the time of assessment.14

3. A._nalyvts of the instructifmal Support Syytems. 'Me review prgcess
considers the adequ;yy of the instructional support systems. Investigated
are the 'level of suppint services and the degree to which current deploy-
ment patterns are responsive andeffective in delivering the range of pro-
granis necessary to effectively reach the objectives of instruction. Such
analyses review the table of organization, descriptions of j6bs, division of
labor, definition of wdrk. work flow. adefiiiacy of communicttion in assign-
ing work. and current evaluation proCedures. These are evaluated, and
ways they can be improved afc tiliggeSfrell."

4. Retiew or the Decision-Making Dauk Haw. A critical aspect of an
EPA is ari assesssment of the existing data base for decision making and
consideration of was in which the system can become more effective and
efficient b) uSing rele.k ant data in decision making.

5. Reounmendarionv tor Policy and Operational Guideline Improve-.
mew. .111e recommendations in an EPA include specific new or revised
policies and operational guidelines by which the performance of the school
system as'a system can he improved. .

. An EP indicates to the community, board of education, administra-
tion. and staff the current strengths and weaknesses of the various pro-
grams of the school district in terms of whether thcy are reaching their
stated instructional targets. It provides an in-depth picture of the capability
of these,programs to swcessfully muster the existing range of resources to
reach the school sxstem's goals. In essence. an EPA is a content analysis
of the eduk.vtAal programs of a school system with a public report as to
the degree to which the.programs can be expected to mzike a difference in
the likes of the.students the sstem is expected to serve. Just as in the case
of an external financial audit, the independence of the auditor frpm the
pressures and influence of the system and of the community helps establish
a kiv1 of ohjectise measure to which public confdence ca be attached.

-

The Concept of Nficrochange

Communit attitudes and opinions can represent major Problems for
school districts in terms of public tolerance of and confidence in the
schimk. Mat rocitaneev. significant movements involving attitudes and opin-
ions in the larger societ. tinally penetrate to the operational level in the
school. I:Alt/4.1rd Wynne cites few such macrochanges in American educa-

k rerp.4.1.:k W Fnglish nd Frank I.. Steeves. -Curriculum Evaluation," in t
Secondat v 'itrricItlum tor a Chanwnq World. 11 (Columbus. Ohio: Charles E.
Niel:rill. 197S ). pp. .29i-1 1 b.
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tion." Among these are the common school movement of the first half of
the mneteenth cilia!), the progressive educatioh movement, the post-
Sputnik curriculum reforms. and the school desegregation and compensa-.
tor> edut:atitm thrusts of the late fifties and early...sixties.

,Wrute sh,w4, that the South did norcrcces4fully integrate as schools
until there had been widespread shifts in the attitudes of the general popu-
lation regarding desegregation. He cites a 1942 opinion poll which mdi-
cated that onl> two of ti%e white dults considered blacks equal and a 1956
poll which showed four of A dramatic shift occurred between 1963
and 1965; the number of white Southern parents who indicated they would
not object to hlacks ttending white schools changed from 3g percent to
62 percent. It was this shift which accounted for increased desegregation
of Southern school s% stems.

It ma> be in the issue of tntegration and busing that the politics 9f
educational change in terms of conflict is most amply illustrated. Boards
follow command> opinion shifts. Where significant segments of the com-

, mann> resist integration. there is conflict. In describing the antibusing
marches in Boston. a nem.spaper account indicated that as the marchers
rolled past sarious distinct neighborhoods, the people Were wearing Colored
itinkFT,Ads..(ireen stood for South Boston, purple feir Hylie Park, red for
Dokhrsjer. I he school hoard chairman wore an arm band of mariy
col6rs, and so did longtime antihusine advocate 1.ouise Day Hicks.2" In her
own statement in I he NeW York Times decrying the necessity for busing,
Mrs. Hicks said!

Ilkt glaii,e at modern school-curriculum guides will give the least
sophIstK:,tted arnone us an idea ot just skhat ks happening. Motherhood and
fatherhood are e%identIs nj,s.s ohsolete Instead. a profes4ional group, teachers.
salmied t the state. Is nolA -attempting ro instal.salues forie.4 taughtlin the
home .

A, a r e-ailt. the last ka.von of the r uclear family, the city neighborhood,
has keen twned into a halllegt,ifind 're parents have decided to make their
LINt sialut II) ot their (sod. . en responsibility to control the destinies of
then children until the\ are m. lie enough to msame the same role for their
,h:taren

Just As the apparentl> said "Never" to the 1954 Brown deci-
sion. so "Southie tiIl S.1%. Neser- in South Boston.-" The change of mem-
heiship and direo;on of tht; hoard of education oecttrred in the process of
integiating the Boston sch,d,. At the sante time a federal judge put vitt-

&A ad W. nne. "Outsiders and Insiders Public and School Macro-
chance in /he 5, hoot An I mnrabihry t Berkeley, Calif.: MeCutehan
Pith! ( or p I .1-21 pp 1111.24

I. kitaer Busing npponents Protest in Boston," New York Times,
\pril

-! I ourse Da% MA. Afar, him..." Net% Yfif,( limey, I May 1976.
Giohe..25 Octoberlioton oultiOncrs \Iarh unst Busing "Boston

1 976
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lenee-prone South Boston into receivership a..cl bc:ame involved himself
in the selection of administrators of those mil ook, going over the authority
of the board of educ.ation.

Considered Action: Guidelines for Curriculum Devellope

, Unfortunatels. those msolsed in developing and changing curricti
.rn a school sstem cannin count on the school administration and/or
hoard of education to offer much protection %%hen school texts and cur-.
riculum stanht in oppositiop to and threaten the majoritarian value system
or perhaps e en the %Atte s.stem of a strong minority subpublic in a
communit. Changes must first occur in the rfolitiod and/or social systems
before curriculum alterations which may he lasting are possible. Anaheim,

kan.p.k ha Counts. ans .ountless other battles and conflicts provide
documentation of the efforts of es ..itors to take up the cause of attitudinal
change woh mew texts and curricula in the.publie schools. These experi-
emes ought to at least dispel the notion that there can be such a thing as
a neutral or salue-free text 'or eurriculum. Values, as thcy may find expres-
Sion in the schools. are %ch.( FA en the choice of no value is a value-
laden, altetnato.e which stands on as man assumptions as any other kind
of lust ii. ctional decision.

Some educators has e yped with the realities of value differences by
co-optini.! them. ignoring Am, or ,hielding real intentions in vagire tan-
guaee which can col.er a multitude of purposes. If the term behavioral
(pbret ft .. is found objeithinable. then pertormwwe objective may he sub-
stituted. Such phrases as indIvuhulli:.ed imtructUm, human relations, sm.-,
I .1 ill %AIM. and man% others allow some room for professionals to function,
interpret. and reinterpret restrictive or biased Viewpoints which may haveI
been toi.ted upum them

Hie some parent ,. .ipparentk desire value-free instruction, such as
the titre,: Rs. in the schools. this point of slew itself is representative of a
5%steill t aim.s in th sense that it is an assertion or denial of present

hool tc\is of curtly ula I here is no V, a the school can stay ray from
IcadtifIl! %%holier by choice or hs default.

dtk-ators should h.o.e sonic notion of their community's one of
tolerau:: !hes shu,uld kniiw what subjects, topics, or practices will lead
to .onttontation in the political arena; and they should have some idea of
the real consequences of such a battle. Sometimes a hard choice will have

he made w he t her to sic ritice a program in the name of progress so that
eeneral awakenine to the real isues will result or to sacrifice that same

program and N.1 k e 1h.ito.el is possible from it until there is'a significant
shift in the communth's political system. Both arc hard decisions. Yet
they InAtie all the time. and some, rather matter of factly.

\s Mars Breasted 50 lusiOtfully observed about sex education in
.naheim. public s,:hools an rarel teach the whole truth about anything

-
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unless ",the live in perfect communities which are. totally objçctive about
life and its many values.' Few such eommunine.i apparently exist. There-
fore the -zone of tolerance" will vary with each community's degree of
CO(15r1SUS ahlout what is acceptable.

.ON er the past 2.00 e.irs. American opinion has undergone tremendous
shifts. Attitudes hae changed much more slvw ly. Only large movements,
tnacrochanges. hat.c esulted in any deep alterations in educationat prac-
tice found in texts and.curricula used in the marority of schyd systems.

Racis{ and sexist notions and practices are still to be fOund in schools,
but theN are diminishing. as tho are in the larger society. Problems remain
for the schook in parts of the nation that resist changing practices which
reflect conimunities' racist an sexist attitudes. The whole truth is relative
and evolint.t It does not exis verywhere at once as an absolute standard
for curriculum development or am thing else.

1.ruth in school curricula is truth as found to. be acceptable in the
nation's political :Ind economic sstems. For Lhat reason. -pohtics is not
imk- an essential inktredicnt of cufriculum change. it is an essential element
in defining the content- and methodology of the curriculum at ahy given
point in time. Curriculum conflict between school systems and their corn-

. munines is first. last. and aitt,as political. There can he no realistic pure
discussion of curriculum des elopment in the schools sans serious consider-
ation of wh.it is ultimatel acceptable to the community.

_)

Mart firtste1/41. ()if ' 5. t t dui arum' (Nev. York Signet Books. 1971 ).
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The School Ecosystem
. Evelyn Lezzer Holman

ioRs to %.u;ous schools within the same shool system are
often stru:k IN% the diers,n, and uoeenness of quality they find. Schools

"ketAing Ole same population, and seem.ingly following the,.same county
program he %J.:h. &Oct ent. lo understand the differem es 4nd why
the th.-cur, an c..-010121:al ,B,1131,..4aLthe sch,00l is helpful. "By jtudying the
intera:ting :o.inpimnents of th.: ;ehool ecosstem --principal, teachers, stu-
dents, and offlimuntt%.- Akk: to see the complex relationships that
make eaeh s,,11.,,! unique and ti,discoer the patterns and regularities that
A,L. otten tad to note beau.se tho are so obvious. An ecologicid under-.
stanAl,14., ako help us work more effectively within the school and
work to IMprme ii

In /he ( 11:teire t%:e , ;loot id the Problon of Change, Seymour
saLlson pr.o%:des 311 mj, m %ley. that forces the reader to eimfront the
trt.c, %kell a. the 1!,1est R cuispending one's %allies and simply describ-
*tit hit m .tit there- in :he scliimuls. Sarasot. reminds educators, we often
find new 4.,0,5 01 iev.,ittL, 0111 s1/411001s)

Elaboration of the Otnious

Sar 1,on's ..1% of looking at the obious takes the form of a being
twin ticm ,I,Rerwho ho%,..is in Cis spat. 4.fatt ahoc a building elemen-
tar .ind reeds l,1%.1tional ilpta into a :oniputer. 1 his data bank
re'.e.i!. 11%e k0115eillttL' tlit%s the senool houseti many
rcorlc. 1!101 .v..%0111111011.0eN 111.111% a:todnes. but for tWo dal.s

weeis i% :nipt \\11% thus pattern ' \\di% a in,e tm,o, not a

NA' ., the tit St per,oti 7 I ..teate.i mole informal 1115-
, the s. ill this ,..h.11ItUl

.t //,- ke I Wei the PI (
. VI% 11 t!I.1 l.ts ,11 Pi7 I

0 i)
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,

four-three pattern t regular intervals. which earthlings-Call a month,
big pe6ple come together in the oening. 1 he big people who were in front
of the small people in the cubicles during the da.y do most of the talking.
The other big people sometimes do what the small people do when they
wish to' tali: the raise their hands. What does this mean? How do we
explain sdch regularities to this man from space What secms obvioki-s often
has little ratioRale that %%c can articulate. Such regularities or patterns
within the school often go unexamined until some change is contemplated.,

l-he attempt to introduce a change into the school setting usually is .an
:.ittempt to change a segularit that someone do$:s not like."' According to
Sarason, programmatic regularities such as bell ringing or length of math
class are meant to effect beh!o.ioral regularities such as. stud,ent attentive-
ness or performance on math tests; hut "would academic and intellectual
development he akkersel!. affected ( if itnathematics were taught) four days
a lAcek instead of tie? ,

I he point is that our alternatives are limited if we cannot examine the
regularities within the school and hOw the affect the school ecosystem.
We can he so engulfed in tradition andlilibit that we cannot view present
regularities aN partrjra galax of alternatives. The similarities between the
sChr\O! da and PI -1 meeting in the question-asking regularity may seem
an elahotation ot the (`+hikitis. hut the implications of such programmatic
regularitie, and their effects on teachers mid students should be explored,
sith:c regularities secni to he the stutT that schools are made of.

Me example ot the implications of such regularities, and an argu-
Went for middle schiiiik Allich can smooth students' transition from a
newhpothookl element.n into the %icier cornmunity of combined
tccdci sJil hes in this description of the obvious:

In Lonti.1.4 to the elementar sehools, the junior high schools are phNsik.ally
1.1f i .1nd 0111.11I1 mot e pet iply Ihe students conic from more than one neigh-
! i h d. the\ mo%e more hequentl!. trom room to room, they have more

Old the% h.o.e More treeklom in that there (1 not one teacher vho is
tca,:h-t mid hi-jc respimsikilo it is to oersee them. There is a host of

ne+, rules and reeillanons that the st tidents most ohsere. The students :ire like
v.iio 11.1%e Tent MCIt ii%Cs in a snhill ttiN ii and ..oddents tind themsekes

in .1 Lop:. uni.lmill.11 01%

Curriculum Change and the Ecosystem

\ hen ointemplAtine chamte, it is pukkat to ask. Aro these changes
inf...nded .dter esisting tceularities or to become new regularities that

e51St sidc side 4.111) old ones! Innovation insolves new regularities

'

00
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that coexist with the old; change involvp some altering of_ the existing,
regularities.'

Seeking change requires entering the ecoststem of the school at any ,
one of several points:

1. ihrough the hterarch!, or commitment of the de facto leadership;
2. Through the supporting community. by seeking to alter what it will

support;

3. 1hrough the materials of instruction, including the examination system;

4. Through the teachers. by alter.ng their beliefs about what should be
taught, to which students. and how; .

5. Through the students the clients) by altering the kind of tudent served
by a school or a given saw( program." 4

'Such points include the components of the ecosstem: administration, staff,
students, and communiq. 'The materials of instruction are selected by one
or any combination'of the components.

In considering change in the ecoststem, according to- Foshay,gour
principles emerge. "First, innovation or change not comprehensible to the
leadership of the school , will be trivialized or aborted."7 As a teacher,

believed and experience.d that the principal made the difference; so as a
prineipal. I aceepted that burden with all the ambivalence and guilt en-
tailed. I sought to keep up with educational literature and never managed
to do so when putting in the time the job required; I always felt the pres-
sure of being "the ke> to the successful school." As a director and super-
visor of principals, I still accept the conventional wisdom articulated by
Foshav that the shool cannot rise tibia "the level of sophistication of the
prink:pal; the quality of instructi.km .annot rise.above the quality of the
dMinistrator's mind."'

[he second principle is that successful change or innovation appears
to come both "from the top down ( thus being legitimated) and from the
bottom up It hus hying honest )."" Although the principal may see the
classroom teacher as the Lc ,. person in any change. teachers see the prin-
cipals stamp ot apprOt.al as necessar to an!, new program or'procedure.
In hong the public and e.plamMg change, the prmcipal mtra legitimize
what takc '. pl.,. e in the school. but teacher support determines the honety
or need for such cham4e.

Fosha%'s ard principle that "credit for the success of an innova-
tion goes to its originator. Marne for a failure is logged with the classroom

5 Ibid . p 1119

4 Arthur \ I 0.h.o. Stratc0e% tor Curriculum Change.- in L.Awys On
( 'urgt uhim I \ N't k ohimbh, t no.crsit% 1975), p. qc

I1-41 . p 1 io

a !bid
Ibid . p I 17.
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teacher"1" --illustrates a reason there is lack of. motivation for teachers to
change..lhe much-touted resistance to change on the part of teacherS may
retlect a firm grasp of this point. If change is to occur, teacher-proof ma-
terials and packaged progratns are not thee answers; such condescending
approaches and attempts to circumvent teachers only alienate them. They
'their retreat behind negotiated agreements. A system of positive reinforce-
ment which utilites the internal reward system of the school provides a
more effective approach.

Foshay's _fourth principle, -Innovation must be locally verifiable and
locally modifiable, at the classroom level..." addresses the perceived con-
flict hetween theory and practice which teachers so often express. Airegketed route of verification at the school level includes the obvious.1p-
proach of listening to teachers. Just as we often fail to listen to students,
we fail to he open-minded when teachers and parents express concerns.

When I was a principal working under budgq.- restrictions, a multi-
textbook approach usually precluded every child's having an individual
texthook to take home: classroom sets were usually ordered by or for
schools and shared by different classes, When teachers complained that
valuahle time was wasted, by able students in reading assignments in class
that could he completed at home, we curriculum experts labeled them
inflexible. In trying to proent a page-by-page rote curriculum which was
not tailored to indo,idual student needs, we questioned teachers' profess
sionalism in needing the security of a textbook,

When parents echoed their desire for students to take home i ividuallyyl
assigned texts, we explained our multitext curricula and decrie any need
hut' homework. Instead of truly listening to parent concerns and enjoying
their inokement a S a s%mhol of their caring and support of the school, we
retre.tted behind jargon. We forgot that parents wanted homework not only
because the% had it w hen they were in school hut also because it often
became a lanul% hour %.k hen reading was done in the home and the tele-
% ision was off_ Parents could help their children and feel involved in their
piogress I he% wanted to look at the hooks the students proudly brought
fautne on the first da% of school. In our attempts to protect children who
eibuld not do homework hecause they liviid in a two-room trailer or because
the worked at night. we often neglected opportunities for able children
w ho could do homework and lost an opportunity for the concerned parent
to feel he she Ve.is parenting in the hest serk of the word.

..\ middle ground with assigned text, not necessarily the same text for
each child. and .1 wide %army of supplementary materials and media seems
in hindsight a more prudent approach. We sometimes make our own prob-
lems hy not listening and not finding the avoidable pitfalls.

11,41 r 113
lhd . p I
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Insidsrs and Outsiders: Stability and Change

Schools. under certain conditions, can become more .vital than they cur-
rently are and . . . most of the reconstruetitm must .occur school by .sehool.
This means that it iI1 rno%e torward on a broken tront and not as part of a
national grand strateg!.. Hut there must he help and support from outside. There
must he created a produLtive tension between inner- and outey-direeted forces.12

AnOne working in a school system quickly perceives that those in
the schools firmly retain a concept of insiders and outsiders, with outsiders
referred to as they. 'Fhe includes anone who does not understand the
day-to-da frustrations confronting those within the schools. If a principal
remains aloof from his her faculty, he she may bscome part of they..They
also denotes .in) s,stem or group making decisions about changes and
regularities without understanding existing regularities or without con-
sidering the impact upon staff or students. The outsiders in turn feel that
tlit insiders are antagonistic, rigid, or insecure. Often outsiders fail to con-
sider the possibilit that the !tali* acquired such skepticism through past
dealings with outsiders w ho visited, formed judgments, and proclaimed
their opinions far and wide. .

If change is to occur. it must occur at, the school level with synthesis
and balance between inner- and outer-directed forces. In attempting
change, we should he sure to undeNtand the complex ecosystem and pro-
vide "feedhack, acceptance and encouragement of a trustworthy source,
some source whose prus i valued""preferably an insider. (One hopes,
the principal.)

Ecos)stem Components: The Principal

I he ke pervon iv always the principal.

Foshay

. a principal. I hdieved that the most important characteristics for
NW% I% .11 and success wcre .1 sense of humor, a sense of security, and a
sense of perspectne. .A. superisor of principals, My thoughts are the
sank. those f11111011,lis lit) are respected and considered effective radiate
a sense ot secunit. humor. and perspective that sets them apart. The prin-
cipal's .iuthkIrit remainsin the puhlic's mind if not always in the principalj
w.n thoughts. I %er one usiting the school stops at or at least passes y

the principal's office. and often a sign in the lobby demands that visitors
report 1to the m.un office before proceeding. Few would argue with the
st.itonent that the principal virtuall, sets the tone of the school. If he/she
radmtcs a \ ed. open. inI sek:Ure manner, such an attitude permeates

1: John I poodlad. I he Dynamo v Educational Change (New York:
\10,,r.o.% HILL 1,e7s). p

" (hid . p 21 .
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tf).i. staff and infects students. Is this because 'such a principAl pithers or
attracts teak:hers who ret1e0 the same qualities or because 'Welt a principal
provides a. climate where such attitudes are nurtured nd can thrive?
Probably both.

In the schooi ecosystem the principal's understanding assumes para-
mount importance: he she must conceptualize the system, including Many
complex._ relationships, anti must focus on needed change. The school's
ability to change is determined Sy thc principal's ability to, synthesize the
sChool's forces and to mediate inside and outside demands.

The principal pla.s a key role in theschool's becoming a dynamic self-
. . renewing place. Supreme among the components of his or her "span of control"

was intellectual or conceptual managementthat is. the ability to conceptualize
the whole so as to vhualize other possibilitie.s and how specific steps and in-
novations might lead to them. This is not necessarily a personal thing; ill fact,
it s.irtualb., necessitates team effort and argues for staff processes . , But it is
the leadership responsibility of the principal to see .that such management
occurs. not now and then hut as a continuing vital element of the school's
functioning."

' "Principals' Principles"

In discussing-principals principles," Glen G. Eye perceives the prin-
cipars major purposik as enunciating, stimulating, reinforcing, creating,
and evaluating.r' As the -enunciator of purpose," the principal ensures
that all perstmnel understand the purpose and goals of the school. This
role calls for a. peTson who can interpret and enunCiate that purpose in a
clear .ind concise manner for parents and students. The principal's ability
to articulate successfully the schook philosophy and purpose provides
direoion for staff and students and greatLy determines the school's success
in meeting its goids.'Often the school's or system's philosophy remains a
distant. meaninglcs, listing of goak that few:teachers understand how to

gtranslate into learning for students. Synth .i kzing and channeling efforts
toward stated goals echoes an elaboration of th obvious; but few teachers,
principals. students. or parents can clearly state their school's objectives. Just
ask. In his deaimg %%ith educators, Goodlad laments that neither principals
nor teachers were able to articulate clearly just what goals they thought to
be the most Important for their schools)" Helping to provide a process
for arm ing :it cons-ensus remains a major function of the principal. The
prit mediates the delicate balance betv-7 school vl n d school system
purposes. translates the purposes into working reality, and provides staff
membc rs %A. it h a fechng they are working toward some worthwhile result
that will benefit students.

" RIR! p bl
's (Hen (1 ke. "Prmopals* Principles.- Journal of-atiewional Research

(19 (January 197b) S9.92.
Goodiad. Dynamics. p 21.
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The principal as "reinforcer" of accomplishments provides an avenue
of reward and recognition fin those. working toward stated school.pur-
poses. "Notes of eommendation elicit greate support of schobl policy.than,
vigorbus warnings about- violation."17 A . ositive approach encourages
teachers to try harder and expand their pr ffessional know-how. We all
want to he perceived as competent in our #bs and be respected as indi-
viduals; hut too often principal, who we h e were teachers of the highest
quality, forget the valuable .Flash oom tecfinique of reinforcing the gOod
and positive. Forgetting that effective power need never be seen or used,
principals sometimes erroneously perceive that superintendent, staff, stu-

: dents, or commufnty will consider them ineffectual if they do not Amon-
strate their authority and.control. The energy for change often lies in sim-.
ply recognizing good..telichers whO can explain how they are working
toward the school objectives and who receive reinforcement for doing so.
Such teachers can provide a model and demonstrate good teaching more
effectively -than numerous bulletins on teaching techniques with which the
principal floods the teaching staff..A principal who gives friendly greeting
and praise to teachers for hard work :and achievement encourages than to
do likewise for the students. The principal's modeling for teachers pro-
vides a structured but seethe and relaxed environment which ensures
gradual spillover into the classroom. One quickly senses a spillover :n
schools when talking with staff and students who are working and thriving
in such an atmosphere.

By creating .a design or process for reaching goals, the prtncipal en-
courages the prokessional staff to support needed changes. The imaginative
adnIinistrator encourages an imaginati s a process in reaching yon-
sensus on goals and exploring all al 'motives for reaching those goals.
Although conflicts inevitahl!, arise, I "open search for sound criteria and

. relevant eidence in ci.Inflict resolution will increase the principal's identity
with the source of jUstice.-I4 Solving problems together encourages a staff
to consider all alternatives and feel ownership in the solutions; making
defensible choices encourages teachers to be open and collaborative with
parent, as %en as kkoh students and each other.

I he principal's role as "evaluator of product" entails a supervisory
function that encourages increased voluntary scrutiny of the teaching
process and continuous auditing of the learning of pupils. Evaluation of
students .or teachers must be seen as a continuous process. A principal's
auditing o1 student performance as related to the school's goals encour-
ages teaihL.!s constantl% to monitor their own teaching behaviors and
results. I he principal who discusses kis her own role in reaching school
(lllie,:ti%es and who sh.ires successes and failures with staff provides .a
model tor such an ongoing process of evaluation throughout the school.

" e. "Prinop les." p. I 91.

!bid . p III
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.Tho*principal must also be zoncerned with -consolidating people."
An adinilkstrator considers% timing and propel presentation befog, tftv-
senting aw programs or, Making 4einands on'a staff. Faculty meetings or
presentations that are not unnecessarily kmg or disorganized provide a
model that encourages teachers to' make the hest use of instructional tirne
with students. An agenda for meetin4 followed by minutes or individual
'follow-up enables staff to flowchart goals and achievements. The principal
shoUld be able to communicate expectations clearly both in speaking and
in writing, indicating what he she perueives as the main goal of the effort,
the levels of responsibilit., the time table, the resources, and the limita-
tions, while (*monitoring the effort, but delegating responsibility."9

It is impossible overempl size the principal's role. While studying
schools.that did wel'l oil the lo Test of Basic Skills, the Maryland State
Department of F.OtuYatani found c nstellation of positive factors associ-

' ated with high scores:

. I. Strong principal leadership, 'e.g.; schools -.being run" for a pur-
pose, rather than just -running";

'2. Active participation by the principal in the classroom and instruc-
tional programs and teaching;

3. High expectations on the part of the principal with respect to
student and te:icher performance;

4. Perception h% the principal of having control over thc functioning
of the school, the curriculum and program, and the staff.2"

(iood lad t;:hoes the ke!, 'elements needed for successful schools:
autonom% in the s%stcm. a sense of -mission, unity, identity and wholeness
that per%ades- the school, and a structure surpounding the school that is
supporto,e. lite principal is central to the attainment of the kind of school
implied. She or he. far more than any other person. -shapes and articu-
lates the pies mho:: ,unhiance nd creates a sense of mission."

Ecosy stem Components: The Teacher

So,Lessful tea, hers or;hestrate 10 or more major contributions to learning
in order to lissist student progress..lhey include ahrtring that students understand
dtreOtons before embarking on the task. maintaining momentum, keeping stu-
dent, ity.olsed. using po,Itise reinforcement hut not unrealistic praise, varying

Ntaigaret S Dser. "Mastering Change in Education: New Concepts in
1 eadership." 1.1111I ,air.n111 fThnolth:v I tiovemher 1976). pp. 57-58.

\Las lavd State Dep.irtment ot I ducation. ProceAs Evaluation (Balti-
more. . 97s

." John I (toodlad. "( an Our Schools Get Better?" Phi Delta Kappan
I Januar% 197') ) 34fi.

111I
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instructional techniques. alternating the length of learning episodes, .providing
regular and consistent feedback, and on and on22

. Few other jobs demand that one be enthusiastic, caring,. and knoOrl-
edgeable every 50 minutes with the same subject matter and the same
people da!, after day. Teachers are expected to motivate, encourage, prod,
challenge, and ounsel students and at the same time demand and deserve
respect. Dirwing large groups, giving individual attention, programming
content, following lesson plans, checking papers as well as the lavatory,
and keeping students moving in overcrowded halls between classesor,
at the elementary level, taking off snow boots, finding lunch boxei, wiping.
up milk spills, and supervising recessthese provide the daily -fare of
teachers. As a teacher. I felt the pressure .of constantly planning for many
different student needs and the emotional drain of dealing with students

-, in need of love as much as academic training. Facing students' emotional
deprivation as well as their intellectual deprivatioh and bearing respohsi-
bility 'or their intellectual growth seemed an awesome responsibility. As
an idealistic young histor) and_ government teacher, I believed students
'needed a grasp of the past to put the present in perspectiye. How could
they.control the mechanisms of government without understanding its, pur- ...

pose and the reciprocal nature of our social contract? Believing, almost
cf. too fervently:that an educated populat:e remained the basis of our society's

freedom. I felt I could help them noi 'only to survive but to survive with
understanding. intelligence, and hopeand I had one hour each day in I f
which .o accomplish such worthy goals.

_

'The guilt and conflict resulting from not ever being able to give enough
to. 'fulfill the emotional and intellectual needs of five classes, of over 30
human beings weigh heavily on the young teacher. I was always wonder-
ing how to challenge Ton, giving a kind word to Beth whose mother had
just died, checking with Stan iiho was sleeping at the fire house because his
father had thrown him out, or deciding whether to wake Joe even though he
had worked late (he supported his mother but it looked bad o other
students ;ind the administration if I allowed him to sleep). All of this hap-
pened in a well-run school with sympathetic administrators in a suppor-
tive community A Ith working class students whose parents want d them
to get a good education. One can only imagine 'the frustration ar burn-
out rate of teachers working in inner-city schools or in schools with a
nonsupportive odniinistration or community.

Fe.4ers are ill prepared for such realities. They are defeated by
-their inadequate formal trai ( ng for the realities of the classroom, their
sheer ignorance of and lack ( preparation for what life in a school would
he, the demands and willingness to give and.the consequence of sustained
giving in a context of constant vigilance.""

-.1.1,

22 Ibid.
23 Sa.1%on, CUlture. p. 172.
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v

Drawing on his etperience with young teachers:Sarason concludes:

First,. by and large they are an eager, anxious malleable group searching
rather desperately for some kind of acceptable compiromise between the realities
of the classroom and their fantasies about being able to help all children. Sec-
ond. they are often torn hetween the perception that they must adhere to a
schedule and a curiiculum (and in some instances daily lesson plans are re-
quired) and their .frequent fueling that they should depart from the rouOne.
Third. they are quite unprepared both for the lonelineSs oi the classroom and
the lack of reloonships Nn,which questions and problems can he asked and
discussed without the fear that the teacher is being evaluated. fourth, when an,
evipluation-free relationship is available . . a fair numbuf of .these young
teachers are able to change. and sometimes dramatically so.24

My expehence only confirms such obserCations. Only the strongest
survive the first few years of teachhig. At what cost to themselves or the
students? An;one sitting in a faculty loungr can sense those who have
reached a level of frusttation. Are teachers' comments in the faculty lounge
a needed outlet .for everyday stress, or are they professional cries for help
with individual students or personal failure'? Too often teachers' com7
plaints about students are regarded as unprofessional rather than as
attempts to tind alternative ways of handling the student. In the lounge,
such comments may elicit help from an experienced teacher. Why do we
not formalize such needed sessions by providing seminar time in the
school day for teachers to talk over mutual problems with other staff
member% or in-house resources? That teachers have trouble adjusting to
a role which requires them to "serve as a combination traffic cop, judge,
supply sergeant, and time-keeper" should he understandable, as should
he the conflicts in the principal's role.25 Teachers need help in coping with
the dilemma inherent in a job that requires them to be "at once the execu-
tive (supervisor. directise, critical ) and the intellectual guide and coun-
selor ( supportive, advisory, knowledge oriented )."2" Such contradictory
roles bring frustration 'to teachers, who often consider themselves Made-
quate to cope with the many situations they confront each day.

An obvious. need etivtv to create a dynamic learning environment for
teai hers av we as for ctudentv. Attempts at inservice seem to offer too
little too late. 1 e hers remarks concerning inservice programs range
from -a waste of time" to "an injection of inspiration with no lasting
value." the problem lies partially in the absence of an overall cohesive
plan lust a few das scattered here and there to inspire the troops. Teach-
ers. v,ho are told to nuke their classrooms interesting and appropriate to

instructional needs of individual students, find themselves herded into

am] . p 171

W Jackson. ttle in the Chiscroom (New York; Holt. Rinehart
and Winston. Mot ). p 15.

24 Susan Kelchen Fdgerton, -Teachers in Role Conflkt: The Hidden
Dilemma.- Phi Delta Kappan (October 1977): 120,
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mass presentations with little or no follow-up. Too often those leading
The inservice are college oriented or are consultants remote from the
realities of school demands. Too often the school administrators take no'
part in the inservice,. revealing a great dear by their 'absence. Teachers,
besieged with admonishments to provide for individual needs, to be ac-
countable, and to provide for continuous progreis of their students, find
few models on inservice 'days Ind find no one concerned or accountable
for their growth. Teachers frequently demand: more involvement in in-
service activities to protect themselves from arbitrary mass meetings offer-
ing simplistic solutions to complex problems. Teachers acutely feel the
need for professional'development, and ttieir criticism of inservice reflects:
the quahty of their experience rather than their professional interests. In-
service, to he effective, must be an integral- part of .cach school, filling
needs identified by that staff and led by both insiders and outsiders. Such
comprehensive and meaningful inservice reqUires both money and. staff
for follow-up; the "band aid- awprodh only irritates the wound.

Each school requires some school-based specialist to whom the teach-
ers confide weakness without tear of evaluation. Resource teachers from

,a school system's central office remain outsiders With' little knowledge of
the dav-to-day problems and frustrations wittin a particular school. If the
pprtal could be free tir perform such a 4functibn, his/her evaluation
duties would still remain: however, a master teacher who is able to work
within the school. helping the principal design inservice around individual
teacher teams or department neee and simply being available to listen to
the problems of teachers. would provide the principal and staff with some
practical expertise and help daily. The specialist's office could become a
resource room for teachers, the 'pedagogical service slation" sought by
Almander and Goodlad. a place for teachers to "fill uir ind recharge."
This master teacher ho has the principal's ear and confidence would be
a "counselor ror teachers." With the myriad responsibilities of principals,
the additional help of an in-house teaching specialist makes sense. Because
of budget restrictions and overcrowded classes, school systems infrequently
grant such "luxun" positions; however, such positions seem a necessity.
Schools hay ing adequate administrative help such as resource teachers or
specialists, as well as team or departmental leaders with released time for
helping teachers with their problems, seem to have fewer problems and
better teacher and student morale. .Unfortunately, too few *schools enjoy
such resources.

Teacher Concerns: Time

Most teacher complaints and concerns fall into the categories of
either a lack of. wise or a lack of classroom management. Sarason states

27 William M Alexander. MASCO Focus (Fall Conference Maryland
Association tor Supervision and (urriculum Development, 1978).
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that he "never met a teacher who was not aware of and disturbed by the
fact that she had not the time to %ive some children the kind of help they
needed."2" An ungraded class may irnytound the organizational and man-
agement problems, for without addilionid staffing there is still one teacher
with 34) students. Instructional aides are a mixed blessing: much organiza-
tion and niathwete t are required to use them effectively. No wonder-.-

negotiated agreement are designed to protect 'teachers from encroach-
ments upon their plan mg time, such as cafeteria or recess duty. Aides
increasingly handle suh duties, but administrators with little time to train
and supervise aides often spend More time in the cafiteria than They do in
the main office or with instruction.

Too often principals have no one to negotiate their cause and prevent
the erosion of their professional time. Polarization of teachers and admin-
istrators easily occurs when lessening demands on one results in a heavier'
burden fur the other. Teachers in overcrowded and understaffed schools
find themselves in a vicious circle; overworked administrators are busy
coping with daily crises and have.little time to listen'to teachers' concerns;
teachers feel the Alministration remains aloof and unsympathetic.

his author conducted one survey of an overcrowded school in which
75 percent of thc faculty stated that the administration "did not care" and
that a majority of the student body had a "poor attitude." Students, too,
responded that "teachers did not care" about them and did not take time
to "pat them on the back" and give encouragement. Intervention in this
debilitating circle of perceised isolation was obviously needed,

Tre-wher Concerns: Discipline

A biology class begins with thc teacher reviewing lab proceedings
and reminding students to fill in the lab worksheet. Several students con-
tinue prisate consersations in the back of the class: another boy reads a
James Bond nosel, two girls chat and comb their hair with only slight
acknow ledgment of the teacher's presence. Two boys coming late take
seats near the hack and continue their discussion in low tones. Several
students ne.ir the front listen while thumbing through their lab work-
books, hunting for the lab report. The teacher ignores any lack of interest
and continues to address the few who seem to he paying attention.

One hour later the same group of students enters a Shakespeare class.
Students take their seats quickly, take out a copy of Othello and review
their notes from the pres,ous day. Students discuss thc characters in the

in quiet hut interested tones. When the teacher moves from the hall,
closes the door. and seats himself in front of the semicircle of desks, all
students are quiet. waiting for him to speak. "Yesterday, we dis'eussed the
character of Desdemona as Rp,ical or atypical of Shakespeare's heroines.
tom felt. .. How many of you agreer

1 Sardson, (ulture. p. 152.
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Alihough/both teachers have the same academic group (supposedly
academic students are more easily controlled), the biology teacher acquires
a reputation of-being easy, anu staff members label him as having little
control; yet the English teacher enjoys a respected reputation of being
interespng hut hard. and fellow colleagues admire his discipline. What
amorphous characteristics of the latter teacher make the young man read-
ing James Bond sa!, "Fa never try that in his English class"? We say the
English teacher has discipline. Such discipline remains so subtly integrated

t into the instructional atmosphere of the class as to defy its existence; it is
recognizable only hy the lack of any problems or distractions. yducators
know that one can't separate discipline from instruction; however, in order
to study class management and guide young teachers in how-to seminars,
We isolate key elements. Young teachers often say "What would you do
if such-and-such occurred?" when such a situation would probably not occur

.an experienced tea .her's classroom. However, the classrov structure
or previous handling f more Minor situations would have:set the tone
and prevented the inci ent. For example:

New teacher enters the classroom and students continue talking. "All
right class, let me have your attention." A few students continue to chat,

,Raising 'her voice, "I said, let me have your attention. Quiet down." Mur-
murs continue hut the teacher begins the lesson, talking over the under-
ling current of noise. Fie ininutes into the lesson, the.conversation is
too distracting to continue. Teacher interrupts the class to call down the
students who are talking and' then resumes her remarks: After -a few
moments, the students vominue their distracting conversation. The teacher
assigns aluvtion and sk arns that offenders will be sent to the office if the
talk continuis.

I he experiem:ed teacher closes the door, walks to the center of the
room and establishes eye contact with as many students as possible. Stu-
dents look arolund the room at anyone still talking. A prolonged.stare at
vac -orner brings the desired eye contact and, smiling and relaxed, she
begins the lesson. Fo,e minutes into the lesson two students start a conver-
sation. the teacher continues to talk but moves tqward- the offenders and
proceeds with the lesson beside the conversationally minded students. Her
proximit discourages further talkind few students notice the teacher
msolsed in discipline.

Shooting butterflies with rifles quickly turns the young teacher into a
screamer or worse. A sparse repertoire of responses to student distractions
can result in quick failure for the new teacher. But no one has taught her

lotherwise. ,he is left to her own devices after an hour-long faculty meeting
to re% icw the school's policy and procedure handbook and a quick de-
partmental nteeting to assign appropriate textbooks. Few administrators
take the time to teach new staff the skills necessary for good discipline,
and thus their admmistratise time becomes occupied by students sent to
..le 0-1X .C.IcAers ho lack basic discipline skills.}
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. . . Discipline RI& morale obtained under institutionalized leadership.
It is observable in the social interaction of the persons concerned, and it rests
upon psychic arrangements in the minds of those persons: Discipline is partly
personal influence and partly the social standing of the office. It is Me resultant
from the filtering of the teacher's personality through the porous framework

. of the institution.29

Although personality filters through the institution, teachers need
training in the specifics of crassroom managemert. Physical proximity to
students, eye contact, quick response to possible distractions, and a wide
variety of nonverbal or low-key reslionses can help the nekv teacher cure
rather than contribute to discipline problems. It falls to the schools to train
teachers in classroom management because that is where the students are
and wherc those experienced teachers are who have the skills of classroom
management. Observation of other teachers skills remainvinprofitable,
however, without someone to point out the small details That make for
a smooth-running classroom. New teacbert are often ainazed that the same
students act so differently in an experienced teacher's class, but they lack
the sophisticat;on to see what actions on the part of the teacher cause the
difference in student behavior.

Teacher as Model

Just as the principal sets the tone for the school, the teacher sets the
tone for his:her students. A teacher who is interested in ideas often finds
students eager to emulate that model. I can remember visiting an English
class where two teachers 4,re engaged in a debate over the character of
Phinney in A Separate Peace. The students supported the view of their own
teacher but were amazed that the two teachers had the intellectual open-
rips and securiq to admit that the arguments of each were well grounded
inLthe plot development. Such models of adults actively, excitedly involved
in literature and the interpretation of charkter were rare; two teachers
respecting the intellectual competence of each other without closure on
who was right or wrong provided an invaluable model for students. Sara-
son notes that teachers -thinking about thinking, wiiia is never made
public, is precisely ssha the children are interested in and excited by on those
rare occasions when it becomes public."3" A student named Sharon, after
seeing the play /776 and discussing it with two social studies teachers and
an English teacher. wrote a note and called the experience "the most
exciting learning experience I ever had." The teachers were pleased but
failed to recognize or capitalize on the potential for motivation and learn-
ing discovered. The obvious can so easily be ignore(r.-

.29 W.Ilard W,Ikr. 1 he Socuilogy ol Teaching (London: John Wiley and
Sons. 1912). p 197

3" Sarason. Culture. p. I 87.
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Ecosystem Components: The Student

Over the last quarter of a century, dramatic changes in-family sta-. ,

bility have affected our nation's young. Jhe threadbare social fabric sur-
rounding the family seems unable to provide the emotional warmth and
support students need to cope with their world. Divorce, illegitimate.births,
and desertions cause one in every six children to live in a one-parent home,
usually with a mother who has little money or time to spend .with her
children. Even in two-parent homes, increasing job demands, commuting,
and community obligations mean parents spend -less time working, play-
ing, 'reading, and talking with their children."31. Since the majority of
mothers need to work, children returning from school find an empty house
where they are left to their own devices. "Replacing parents, relatives,
neighbors, and other caring adults are . .", television, peer groups, and
lone liness."'2

Television becomes the ever present baby-sitter, enabling tired par-
ents to tune out their children and allowing children to succumb passively'
to a mental preoccupation with fantasy and make-believe at best--rand
sex and violence at worst. M9gt students own their own television sets,
thus preventing adult:child coierdmation over programs; and some families
relegate children to wateh television in their bedrooms while the traditional
living room or family room is reserved for adult viewing.

Paer groups play an increasingly important role in the emotional
fabric of students. Students finding few adults with whom to talk rely on
each other for guidance in deciding right and wrong; conformity to gruup
standards too often beciimes the measure of gdod. With no one at home
when they return from schoiil, latch-key children receive little or no adult
care and cily on each other for basic emotional needs.

Parents trapped by poverty, work demands, or the cult of individual-
isM often fail to recogniu their responsibilities and The frustration and
loneliness of their children. Juvenile suicide and crime have tripled in the
last 15 years; in some communities, drugs and alcohol abuse seem com-
monplace. From .the segregation and loneliness of children emerge the
alienation and hpstility of the young adult.

For the ecosystem to survive, the components must interact and
support the s!,stetn. School provides only a small portion of the skills,
attitudes, t now ledge. and habits needed by students.

In the past. experiences in the home, the work situation, and the school
made .soinewhat different contributions to the development of American youth.
Most kltirliz people acquired their basic habits of orderliness, punctuality, and
attention to work prinianl !. through experiences in the home and work setting,

1: 'me Bronlenhrenner. 1 he Disturbing Changes in the American Family,"
Soach (Alban% . State 1niversit) ot Nev. York. Fall 1976), p. 5.

.12 !hid p.
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with the helpful supplementation of.the school's Jegimen. They came to rec-
ognize the meaning and importance of the productive work through participating
in family chores and through holding part-time jobs that often involved the
close supervision and critical appraisal of their efforts.33

In the past, students were activery involved in family and commu-
nity. Today, increased use of role playing in schools reflects a n ed to
expand the limited experiences of students, but simulations cannot bsti-
tute for real social interaction. Schools must be an integral part-of a m-
munity and provide for shared educational opportunities in that commtini

Support Systems Needed

More school-based support must be established; more pupil personnel
workers, school psychologists, and social workers are needed.. Often a
school of over a thousand students rec'eives the *Sefvices of- a school Psy-
chologist or pupil personnel worker (home visitor) less than one-half day
each week. Ovrtlapping bureaucracies could be reduced if community-
school liaison groups received adequate resources of people, money, and
time to do the job. School counselors need to be trained to work with
parents as well as children. With adequate funding. counselors and school
personnel could run programs at night for parents who need help with
their parenting Skills. In the Gallup Poll of edtwational.attitudes, three
ot four adults surveyed favored school-based night courses about handling
children's problems and were willing to pay additional taxes tb support
such programs.34 Presently many school personnel try to run parent pro-
grams in addition to the rigorous demands of the regular schoolredqy. In
some schools teachers do not know the name of the pupil personnel
wtqker or pschologist who services their school population, This state-
ment is not meant as a reflection on services but a reflection At. how too
few res)urces are marshalled to help the students and their famihe.

Students and Skills

Since the College Fntrance BoarCi's announcement of the Scholasticr_
Aptitude I-est wows decline, school systems'and parents across the

trs hase cried -hack to the basics"; the three Rs of reading. writing, and
anthmeti.., not hills, have merited educators' attention. I-ivever, the
prohleti does not lie in mastering basics alone. Student scores spelling,
punctuation. and reading recall show no,decline; neither are msic arith
men: skills lacking_ But students seemingly lack the higher con plex skills '-
of making inferences and analogies or the ability to organiu concepts .

Into ;.oherent paragraphs." Placing.blame provides little help to students

-1 Ralph W Tyler. "The New Emphnsis In Curriculum Derlopment,"
/ anemal / eadervlup (October 1976 1: 6$.

'4 George II "Ninth Annual Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitude
oward Public School." Ph, Delta kappan 1Septemher 1977): 41.

ChriNtopher Jencks. *The Wrong Answer for Schools Is:," Washington
Post. 19 I ehruar!, 1978. r ,
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or reassurance to parents. Rather than speculate over the decline, attack
statistic's. or Like defensie postures. educators must demonstrate student
mastery of the three Rs and progress to a broaderi view of skills. We must
show parents that students/need not only the three Rs hut moreperhaps
the three t's. coding. errtical thinking. caring.

Sharing coOli/ation's wealth of knowledge. communicating and ex-
panding that knowledge. and caring about the impact of that knowledge
on oursels es. each other, and the worldthese translate into the three
Cs of L'odi,ng. gritical-thinking. and caring. Codine includes the communi-
cation and computation processes or Nstems that encompass our human
heritage of knowledge. Knowledge of the sinhols that comprise language
or communications sstems, 'including mathematical equations and scien-
tific formulae. is crucial for students. seeking access to that heritage. The
traditional thiee Rs of reading.ow riling. and arithmetic fall under coding.
Critical thinkent: requires the incorporation of logic, decision making and
problem sok mg .1, part of the daily fare for all students. An atmosphere

riarttv caring for self. others, and our enYironmentmust permeate
our schools. 'M ithOut students who care, all our knowledge and thinking
signif nothing.

Coding: I ommunicatiqn 'and Compuinium. "Knowledge. in prin-
opt.... is informati,m that can he coded explicitly in a symbolic system.1"
I o into:illation or to pass on know led,:e. we must be able to
decode the %anons smbohc ssstems. Any type of communicationlisten-
ing. speaking. reading. writing, or nonverbal communicationrequires
deLoding skills v.hich enable us to understand the symbols that form the
building blocks of knowledge, past etperience. and culture. An under-
standing or decoding of e nu.' or 11,0 enables us to manipulate. catalog,
and mentalk store the smbol. necessary for thinking. Helping students
to understand the coding process and tap the storehouse of human'knowl-.
edge remains .1 h.tsic aim of education. Literacy in various symbolic codes
is the primars concern ot education. '' Before a student can think criti-
call\ , understand the Sies% of others, or test his her concept of what
another Inas be thinkine or feeling, the student must grasp the codes so
inteo-il 1,, our own or .np. co.dp/ation. ('ommunication and computa-
tional skills re:else, and righth so great emphasis in our schools. Most
schook .ontinue their commitment to tilling any gaps in students' coding

Rxher than retreating frtrni teaching basic skills, educators con-
tinue t,o hc I c.1.11 student acquire as much of the great reservoir of human
kno%sledgc aN pos-able In the past some educators thought that students
drowned in a t1 d t smhols that rhe %%ere unable to absorb, so teach-

I ).t% 1< 1 ikon \ hat I. Wot th K 110%k and What Can Be T.mght."
S. h. , *s.,0. ember 197 . 4 2

(hid
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ers attempted to slow down and control the flow of factual information.
This effort was interpreted as less emphasis on basic skills; however. the .
goal remained to faCilitate the absorption and learning process, not stop
it. Any code require% experience with the concepts symbolized. To pro-
nounce the word estalcaor or read e Mt': does not ensure understanding
or an abilits to manipulate the code in the mind. The act of actually seeing
an escalator may he necessary in the decoding process. Widening the
experiential background of students through field trips and othcr explora-
tor!, Jetts ities helps students gain new symbols and requires them to
catalog experiences abd to communicate those experiences by using coding

f:retical Thinking. \\ hether.it he serving well at tennis or thinking
criticall. an> skill demands modeling and a ss stem of responses' regarding
performance. If students are to think critically, teachers must model the
intellectual process and he aNe to lead and explore alternatives with stu-
dents. If intelligence is skill in the cultural medium, students must explore
the culture, finding patterns and analogies; but they need intellectual
leakrship in doing so. Recent articles in educational journals express con-
cern that teachers are too content oriented. Certainly a teacher must care
ahout the student tirst, hut after rapport and caring relationships are estab-

. lished, what do sst teach ,1 student hut manipulation of contentwhether
it he owels, anidogies, or statistics'? In order to lead the student in Ais-
cos cr , a teacher must model intellectual curiosity and be able to struclure
the content in mans was, for different studimts' backgrounds. The teacher
who does not easils manipulate content cannot present a concept in the
mans...different s good teaching re-uires.

I am reminded of an ads anced statistics class where I finally con-
lured nerse to ask a question and to interrupt a professor who was busy
filline the hoard, with equations.. lie repeated his explanation, not Once
hut twice, usme esactls the same words: hut my deficiency was not a
hstenint! problem_ After class, another professor who could approach the
problem in man% ax s quickly alleviated ms frustration. The first pro-
fessor vbas not too content oriented. Ile lacked the firm grasp of his field
that allows complex ptohlents to he related in simple terms with practical
explanation s. to studems of alums needs and backgrounds.

he often he.trd hut senseless dichotoms of elementary teachers
beine Juld oriented and secondary teachers being content oriented makes
little sense s child reaches sarious loci, of sophistication he "she
must has e teachers able to diagnose and prescrihe for his her needs at
that les el Students %%Ito reach the formal operational level need exposure
to Lontent that allows for transfer and ssnthesis of previous learning just
as students %kit() hat reading problems need special help. What is needed
is scone en% it onment for all students to attempt and fail, to explore
and retreat with constant encouragement that allows for the necessary

4
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practice in the skill of critical thinking. Se inars, discussion groups, and
student involvement in ecision making and p iblem solving all help stu-

, dents apply and trans er such skill. Students w o complain of ijrelexiant
courses and boredom within schools speak to the need for challenging
students and involvi our youth in the problems of the community and
school. If studente)are to he able to perceive patterns, grasp limitless
factual information. decide what questions to ask and what knowledge
society must store and value, they must learn to think critically about
today's problems. Administrators, counselors and teachers who model
problem sok ing, consider alternatives, and listen respectfully to all points
of view provide needed models of intellectual ope ess. One cannot be-
come skilled in tennis without practice; and one doe not learn to make
decisions, solve problems, and think critically without ractice.

Caring. Caring. a commitment to sdf and otys, cannot be ab-
sorbed from an emironment devoid of concern for students. Students need
concerned adults aS models. If administrators and teachers care about
students and show they care, students will care about themselves, each
other, and their world. A sense of community and concern must permeate
the ecosystem of the school and he modeled by everyone with whom the
student conies in contact, from the principal to the cafeteria worker. By
working with the families and with the community, the schools con provide
an extension of the Caring function, which must beencouraged.

4
Ecosystem Components: Community and School

Schook must proide opportunities for parent involvement. Not one
hut (411 the communication a%enues should be explored. Study groups pro-
ided h school staff to help parents and time set aside within the teacher's
school (1,i for parent talks on an informal basis help the home-sch ol
bond. I 00 often -,. phone call or contact with the school results from
tis c incidents or problems. AkIjustmg teachers' work hours so that parents
cdn drop 11%. Nchool after work one day a week requires onLy minor sched-
ule changes but pa%s off 'in strong school support by working parents.
School-related lluestionn.ores and newsletters provide parerfts with the
feelinki that th e,. are an important and integral part of the ecosystem.

Limits strth.ture. ideals. and pattern, of behavior should he supported
athl Ntrengthened. mit kihrupted b!, school ,sstem deckions and actions. In an
age Lharacterlied h rapid demographic change, high mobility. fluctuating
%Ales, and accelerating ,osi,d change. it becomes increastngIy important for
l hildrcn and their Linidies to hase islands of strength. A community with a
sense ot identits Lan proIde a significant place for the development of both
hinds ,ind social bonds w his h bring together home and school to the mutual
benefit of both "14

" (yordon Ander.on. -Sense ot ommunity." (Frederick. Md.: Board of
docation ot I rederisk otinty) p. 2.
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A feeling Of ownership by the community and stUdents ist inforces identifi-
cation with tbe school.

Family and cominunity must be supportedbi khpol decisions. Re-
districting, new schools. and boundary changes often work against the
community. Two equally exphsive proposals may produce decidedly
unequal benefits in human terms. To build a more economical rcw school
rather than to renovate an existing structure with community ties may be
a huge lo4s in the human .clement. A renovated facility that enjoys the
tradition and emotional investmen' f the Lommunity may be esthetically,
historically. and humanl) a better investment than a modern facility that
does not enjoy the ownership of- the community:bne need not wonder why
the school thlrerjoys community support. the school from which brothers
and sisters, mothers and fathers have graduated, the school whose students
identify with the facilit) seems jo have less vandalism.

Case Study N.

Studies of curriculum change generally seek to account for success or
failure in hrinkung about eurmulum change. Many of the studies of curriculum
change processes focus on formal planning as a determinant of success. Others
emphasiie the human taetors 'Still others point to the availability of Tesources of
various types as .1 critical factu.. Some concentrate on the organization and its
social roles. Others oncentrate on questions of participation and authority. All
seek to disclose howithe last steps between formal planning and actual delivery
of a curriculum to school and classroom are, can he, and should he taken."

That studies of curriculum change revolve around formal planning,
availabilitt, of resources, organization, social roles, participation, and
authoritt,. as v.ell as the human factor, indicates that all play an important
role in change. How dt es interaction of such factors influence the eco-\
svstem's balance' 1 hat s\ nue blend of the factors contributes to the rela-
tie sl10:ess of 1: hang e ni6its consideration. Without attempting to analyze
the blend, the following ..tse study illustrates one attempt at building a
viable ecos) stem.

Establiahing a ele Vivid& School: Old Middle School North,
Glen Burnie, Marylahd

In 1975 the Anne Arundel County Board of Education in Annapolis,
Mart land. adopted a middle school philosophy that included certain spe-
cific yoals. The middle school philosophy culminated the work of a pro-
fessional committee determined to provide a smooth transition and secgre
environment for the student between elementary school and senior high.
The school was to reflect the needs of youngsters in sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades rather than to imitate senior high school by being a junior

Det. ker I Walker. Toward ComprehenAbm of Curricular Realities
(P410 Alto. Cala Stanford University). p. 5.
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high school. Night dances and activities, as well' as competitive sports, were
replaced by intramurals and after-schodl activities that were of a non-
dating nature. A teacher guidance program that provided support. for
youngsters coming from neighborhood elementary schools into the larger
middle school community was to be established; and more cooperation
between home and school, with additional parent involvement was sought.
Teachers who were, cognizant and understanding of the middle sch ol
student 4.--cleeds- and -Were bletr provletorthoseneedemetnec
sary. Exploratory activities that broadened students' experiential back
ground without causing fear of failure were to be encouraged. The'middle
school philosophy reflected a need for a departmental organization to
articulate the skills and an interdisciplinary organization to integrate the
skills, providing transfer and mecting individual student needs.

As a new middle school, Old Mill Middle School. North enjoyed the
luxury of a well-defined county program and a middle school philosophy
established by county professional stafand supported by the board of
education. Such prior planning paid dividends to all involved. The prin-
cipal, who was a member of the county middle school.committee and was

jipp9inted a year prior to the new middle school's opening, selected a
staficommitted to the philosophy and goals of the middle school. A com-
mitment of staff to a philosophy does.not preclude future differences of
opinion. but it does ensure a common frame of reference for discussion.
The availability of a central-purchasing agent to help order equipment
and materials for the new building made it possible for the principal's time
to be spent on curriculum. inservice, staffing, and student needs.

Because the new school necessitated a reassignment of feeder schools,
mueh administrative time was devoted to building community identification
and support for the concept of middle.schools. Parents voiced anxiety for
sixth graders leaving smaller neighborhood elementa schools and enter-
ing the larsta ornplex. Besieged by medi (ports of.drugs- and
discipline in larger schools, parents needed reas ranee. The purpose of
the middle school entailed protecting and keepiz students "younger" by
enabling the middle school youngsters to matur, in an environment de-
signed for them rather than in a miniature high s hool, a junior high. Add-
ing to parental fears was the knowledge that th Kuilding would be the
open space design that some parents associate4ith permissiveness: Coffee
clatches at 7 a m. and 7 p.m. in community h'omes provided opportunities
for the principal to talk with parents and listen to their concerns, fears,
and hopes. I hese meetings built a base of community support. Meetings
with feeder school groups and talks to local organizations and civic awci-
ations furthered the concept of middle schools and allayed initial concerns
of parents.

Departmental leaders, resource teachers, and counselors were chosen
by the principal before February of the year prior to school's opening.
They came from many schools in the county system but managed to meet
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and plan programs, discuss philosophy and goals, and order materials :Ind
'equipment. Having insiders who understood, supported, and could articu-
late middle khool goals provided the first step toward implementing and
achieving school objectives; School leaders-who could help leachers trans-
form written philosophy and aims into reality by modeling the day-to-day
expertise added invaluable support.

Teacher selection criteria included commitment to the middle school._...._
philosophy and a willingnesS to work on both departmental and ititer-
dis4linary teams. Each teacher also areepted the role of teacher-advisor
for a group of middle school studentS. Before being assigned to the Old
Mill Middle staff, teachers currently in the county system received a class
visit from the principal.

All teachers assigned to the khool attended summer workihops prior
to schoor.s opening. Since county funding paid for only a one-week work-
shop for new schools and the staff felt more preparation time was needed,
a two-credit wohshop submitted to the Maryland State Department of
Education permitted longer workshop time. Department or team leaders,
paid for five additional work days during the summer, planned fbr imme-
diate staff needs and formed the basic structure for an ongoing faculty
inservice program. In addition, six staff members took a county-sponsored
course on middle schools and developed Teacher Advisor Program (TAP)
materials during the course."

Prior to opening, days' were scheduled when parents could come in
arid meet with teacher-advisors and the interdisciplinary team respansible
for their children. Student volunteers from the feeder schools acted as
guides for parents and conducted student tours during August. Because
students' first opinion of the school would influekcs parents' perceptions
of the open-space middle school, every effort went into the first few school
days. Highly structured plans reflected a concern with student idjustmene
Hopefully, students felt cornfortable hut challenged. The important dimen-
sion resided in the process by sY;hich decisions involving all aspects of the
school were made. Administrators meeting with departmental or team
leader% on a da6 basis for the first week allowed quick feedback as to
what area% needed attention or where possible changes could avert prob-
lems. A collahor;ktive feeling of making a good start and having a stake in
the suc:ess or failure of the nuddle sChool concept spurred extra effort that
Overcame the frustration% of opening school two weeks late without many
"of the books and materials which had been ordered.

To encourage community involvemebt, on each Wednesday, after
regular student dismissal, the interdisciplinary teams met to discuss pro-
gram and student progress with parents. Parents appreciated the informal
nature of such conferences and were reassured by the realization that they
could drop hy school without incurring red tape. Parent questionnaires,
open house davs. and newsletters all encouraged an open-door policy that
delivered man!, patent volunteers to the school's doorstep. Volunteers

4
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received training ceinducted by the school's resource teacher. Parent-
Teacher-Student Association and the Citizens. Advisory Committee jointly'
sponored monthly meetings that turned into seminars on parenting skills.
the school psychologist provided evening courses for parents, and the'
school counselors held guidance sessions for parents, dealing with prob-
lems identified tr. PTSA questionnaires.

Approaching the parent-school relationshii) on many levels encour-
aged home-school cooperation. Welcoming parents to participate and view
the working school did much to alleviate concerns, Inservice time devoted
to teaching ttachers how to handle controversial issues and !went coin-
plaints when they naturally occur provided teachers with background and
an accepting attitude that reaped. rich rewards in community support of
the staff. A

Fah ek the principal met with department heads to ensure an
open orgamration and communication structure that encouraged a flow
of concerns and shared decision making. Staff questionnaires provided in-
put for msersice and faculty meetings devoted to instructional concerns.
Bulletins discussed at departmental sr interdisciplinary meetings led by
the principal, resource teacher, or other in-house personnel.met administr,
tick! tweds. Utili/atton of consultants required prior planning with school
committees and folloss-up by school staff. The most effective inservice
imolved teachers' seeing their peers demonstrating behaviors supported by
the school administration and leading to specific middle school objectives.

Resource teachers and department chairpersons worked in instruc-
tion/ areas and modeled desired teaching behaviors; but at the same time
the% managed to observe program, work closely with teachers, and also
fulfill an administrato.e function. By removing uncooperative students from
main instructional area..Nigning conference time or detention, and sug-
gest hitt_ alternato.e vka%s of handling instructional or behavior problems to
teachers. department chairpersons provided on-the-spot expertise. Such
immediate :wee.s to a master teacher or someone with authority prevented
all but the most serious problems from reaching the main office, thus
allowng administrators time. to work with teachers on instruction and
currieulum rather than the small hut time-consuming problems that pre-
sent loni2range planning.

At the end of the first year, the relative success in meeting goals
seemed d 1 ret' I I proportional to the amount of time and emphasis given
the goals h% the administration_ Student questiohnanes elicited positive
comments ttmard the school. Asked what they liked most about school,
students responded %%ith "the teachers" and comments.such as "we can
talk to them- or "the% listen Oilier activities mentioned most often by'
students %ere I AP: mini-co sc:Nld trips to the Port of Baltimore, the
Smithsonian in wasnington, d 11aoric Annapolis; or other activities
rook ing around the sc.hool's Hi mtennial themes. Questionnaires sent to
parents reflected stiong support ft he school staff. The qaff's willingness

4
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to Welcome parents each Wednesday afternoon and the interdisciplinary
team orghnization wereheralded by pareKts as strong points of,the school.
During the second year Old Mdl Middle School North receiVed mention
by the Maryland Congress of Parents and -Teachers, Inc; for work in
school-community relations.

Expansion of special areas required adding new staff membets at the,
end of the first year. providing inset vice for new_ teachers while--continuing-
regular staff development proved a !wail' but necessary burden. Weekly
meetings for new teachers included inservice topics covered hy the staff
the previous year. Fortunately, Old Mill Mi'ddle School North became a
teacher training center for the University of Maryland and pail of a joint
county-university etfort to institute a middle school emphasis for teachers.
This cooperanve endeavor provided a schookrained, school-supervised,
and schomkevaluated pool of prospective teachers that alleviated problems
of replenishing the middle school staff 'and provided the additional help of
as many as 20 student teachers in the school.

Old Mill Middle North followed a process that enabled the compo-
nents of The school to fuse in a tiable ecosystem. lt was buffeted by the
same problems thIrt confront most schools, but it held together with the
strong interaction that makes the whole 'stronger than the parts.

.4 9
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Classroom culture and
the Problem of Control

Joseph C. Geannis

11001 ( ASsiwosts everywhere are different and the same. The
tendency of educators and citizens to project their visions of a better life
on the schools has. along with modern technology, contributed to a pro-
liferation of designs for classrooms. We can point lo classrooms that
purport to he open or closed; nongra* or graded; oriented to individuals,
groups. or a class as a whole; and cencerned more with basics or with
enrichment. For each of these and their combinations we can find a
political and technical rationale, Classrooms vary also in their populations:
teachers or pupils are of one or another gender. age, socioeconomic status,
ethnicity, and aptitude. For these reasons one might expect stro atr-
ences between the cultures of various classrooms.

We observe also, however. that virtually all classrooms have-, , om-
mon certain feature:. Formally, these features include an expectation that
teachers will inculcate in their pupils certain knowledge, skills, and stand-
ards of conduct, the daily, seasonal, and life-span time frame within ikhich
schooling is conducted, and the, hijih ratio of pupils to teachershigh,
that is. compared with the proportion of children or youths to adults that
Is found in most settings outside schools. Informally, classrooms. are
characterized by behasior patterns that include responses to these condi-
tions responses which, in the eyes of many observers, are more similar
than dissunilar

the formal conditions of schooling generate what we can jean the
problem of control tn classrooms. Indeed, turning things around some-
s% hat. we must ask %%hether classrooms are not themselves an adaptation
to the probkm of control in schooling. 1 he core of the culture of a class-

Ni41 1he desetopment of this Lhapter was supported hy the ERIC Clear-
inghouse on I. rhn 1 dmation, -leachers College. Columbia University. funded
hs. the National Institute of Edik-ation. The points of view stated herein do not
necessards represent official position or policy of the National Institute of

ow.ation
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room is a teacher's and the pupils responses to the problem of control.
This wkll Ne our central argument. 'the argument assumes that this culture,
what we have eliewhere called the structure of school experience, is the
most powerful and enduring aspect of the curriculum of school and class-
room.' The most clearly patterned and frequently recurring organizations
of school and chissroom life are the curriculum :hut observation discovers.

, We sha41 betn hy-character.iting a standard classroom culture and
es.amming the sources of the general problem of control. Later the chapter
will turn to variatims on this pattern and explore the significance of dif-
krences among pupils and between alternatise designs for the classfoom.
Ultimately, one must ask how the problem of control in classrooms relates
to problems of control in society :it large. However, those analysesof
which there are rnany now -that immediately leap to the socializing and
sorting functions of schooling overklok the more immediate origins of the
problem of control in the peculiar ecology of schools themselves.

The Sameness of Classrooms

The point to b.: made first is not simply that all classrooms are alike,
hut that there is a standard classroom situation that is very difficult to alter.
In the late `MIK Good lad and Klein conducted observations in 150 class-
rooms, ranging from kindergarten through third grade, and about equally
distributed between large and small proportions of disadvantaged children.
(I he term &wilt anratzed itself assumes a cultural standard.) About half
of the sample schools were involved as single schools or as part of their
districts in projects or acti%ities supported by supplementary funds from
local, state, federal. or prisate sources. The time, it will be recalled, stood
toward the end of a decade and a half of rationalist school reformteam
teaching and floftffatieti trINtriWitofl. for which Goodlad had been one of
the most outspoken proponents, and numerous national curriculum proj-
ects. including a Yariets at the elementar y. school level. Goodlad and Klein
found a general pattern which is most sharply.- conveyed by the physical
image of the classrooms the!. observt.'d:

In rettard to seating. the kinikrgarten rooms almost always provided some
kind of table.. nd-..-han arrangement. a pattern that faded until individual desks
in rooms he.ame etlualk uniform for tkihird grade. Similarly, the rug
corners and reading 11 k ot the first two ears had virtually disappeared by
the third and fourth.

The general rmiire i that of a p14-hke enirgnment of the kindergarten..
Ith consukrahk opportuna% for freedom of mo%ement and activity, giving

' Josph I. (Aram.. "1 he School As a Model of Society.- Harvard Grad-
uate \(11)01 I 111(attilll Bulletin (Autumn 1967): 14-27. Reprinted in The
I ear Inn er Pe,litu,11 llehat tor. ed._ Norman Adkr and Charles FIarrington

S,:ott I oroman. I 97D): ct Robert Dreehen. On Whw is
Learned in i Reading. Mdss.: Addison-Weslo,. 196R).
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way to a much more restricted and circumscribed academic environment there-
after. By the third grade, materials and seating arrangements suggest a passive,
immobile pattern characterized by scatwork and total group activity under
teacher direction.2

Overall, reading in groups was the most freqUent activity obstrved.
Second most frequent was vindependent activities," which, between kinder-
garten and third grade. shifted from physical movement, especially .manip-
ulation of objects. toward academic work. Arithmetic, language arts
other than reading (writing, spelling, listening to stories, etc.), singing and
music, and physical education made up the remainder of the activities
that, together, constituted more than 85 percent of the classroom events
observed. Goodlad and Klein did find variations in this pattern between
the "regular" and the predominantly disadvantaged classes. Disadvantaged
children spent proportionally more time than advantaged chjdren in read-
ing in first grade, but less time in reading in third grade. T1isadvantaged
third grade children also spent less time ih singing and music, ,physical
education, and independent work of a relatively creative sort or at least
selected by the children from a set of options. They spent correspondingly
more time in prescribed seatwork, in workbooks and so forth, which
Goodlad and Klein characterize as "busy work." 3 Finally, the proportions
of time spent in artithmetic were comparable for the different classes
throughout the grades. These findings foreshadow those of other research
that we will attend to later in the chapter. However. Goodlad and Klein
end up giving greatest emphasis to the similarities between classes:

One conclusion stands out clearly: many of the changes we have believed
to he taking place in schooling have not been getting into classrooms; changes
widely recommended for the schools over the past 15 years were blunted on
school and classroom door. Second, schools and classrooms were marked by a
sameness regardless of location, student enrollment, and "typing" as provided
initially to us t% an administrator.

Third, there seemed to be a considerable discrepancy between teachers'
perceptions of their own innosative behavior and the perceptions of observers.
The teachers sincerely thought they were individualizing instruction, encourag-

* ing inductive learning. insolsing children in group processes. and so on. Fourth,
"spvcial." supplementary, and enrichment activities and practices differed very
little from "regular- classroom activities. Fifth, general or specifie classroom
goals were not identifiable to observers. Instruction was general in character
and not specifically directed to diagnosed needs, progress, and problems of
individual children. Teachers shot with a shotgun, not a rifle. Sixth, the direction
being pursued h the school as a whole was equally obscure or diffused.

Seventh, there appeared not to be a critical mass of teachers, parents;and
others working together toward developing either a sense of direction or solu-
tions to sehool.wide problems concerning them. Eight parallels number seven:

2 John I. Goodlatt and M. Francis Klein, Behind tlu Classroom Door
(Worthington. Ohio- ('harles A. Jones Publishing Company, 1970), p. 63.

3 Personal communication from the authors. The increase in seatwork is
implied but not esplicated in Behind the Classroom Door.

. )
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a

school personnel appeared to he very much alone in their endeavors. Principals
tended to remain in offices and-hallways and not to intrude on sacred classroom
ground in any direct way. Teachers, although alone and presumabty free to
teach in their classroom's, appeared to he hound to a common conception of
what school*, and should he.4

The highly teacher-dominated verbal interactions Good lad and Klein
obsered "behind the classrool door" are very consistent with those ob-
served a decade before by Hugh& in a Sample of 41 both recommended
and randomly selected elementary school classrooms. The more general
behavior patterns are consistent with various observations in elemenfary-
sj'hool classrooms, ranging from Jacksoff,s dispassionate Life in Class-
roomv4 to Holt's polemical flow Children Fail!

At the junior and senior high school level, a similar variety of studies
attest to the sameness of classrooms. The Report of the National Panel on
High School,. and Adolewent Education, to which a group of widely ex-
perienced and distinguished educators contributed, concluded that the
organization of high schools around the classroom unit has tended to'
render them "inflexible in their adaptive capacity to encompass newer
instructional forms and prodek.ures." Since these newer forms and pro-
ixdures.----at the high school level these incluL:1 team teaching the use of
paraprofessionals, flexible scheduling, modules, mini-schools, and various
inductive and experiential approaches to learninghave been meant to
break the mokl of the classroom unit, and in a limited number.of cases
-hive done so, it appears that organization arciund the classroom unit has
tended lo reit these changes.

Inside the standard high school classroom, most of what takes place
overtly is talk, and most of the talk is by thc teacher. The typical pattern
of talk is teacher question student answer/teacher reaction followed by
teachermucstion. The Oestions generally ask for recall or extrapolation of
knowledge, making mininial demands on students' critical, creative, or
empathic capa,:ities, ,ind capacities of this sort that students do have are
manifested more in their m,riakk.ways of refining the classroom game than

v.hat one first thinks of as critical, crL,tive, or empathic activity.
Quotatioris from two tirst-hand accounts of life in secondary schools

will illustrate these claims. Cusick participated in the student life of a com-
prehensiv'e school that drew lower- to middle-class students from small

$ (ioodlad and Klein. Choi room Door. pp. 97-9R.
Marie kl Hughes and others. A Research Report: The Assessment of the

Qualitact Teaclunt: (Salt Lake City: University of Utah. 19591.
" W Jackson. late in Classrooms (New York: Holt, Rinehart &

Winston. I 9t1S

' John Holt, How ( hildren Fail ( New York: Pitman. 1964).
John H Martin (Chairman) Report of the National Panel on High

Schoolv and .4doleuent Education. Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1975.
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towns and rural and suburban areas. One of the observations that sets the
Stage of, his book b the following:

Exceptions do occur, especially in classes where the students are divided
into work units and ,7'arry out some prearranged experiment or project in co-
operation .with one another. There the teacher caries on- his instruction by
walking around. interacting with them encouraging one group at a time. But
these are classes such a physies.or chemistry labs where the lab manuals and
texts lay out the step hy step process to he followed...and- there too the methods
are structured and the answers set. It is not enough just to say simply that there
were good and had classes, good and ,bad teachers. The fact was that the teach-
ing in all classes. science, math. English. language. was remarkably similar. The
teacher would take care of his basic maintenance activity: take attendance.
close the door, accept late slips, take out his hook, and call the page number;
then he would structure the actisity by acting out the part of questioner, en-
courager, teller, and explicator, doing, of course, most of what there was to do
while the students watched. waited, and responded to his cues. This was the
way clas-ses were conducted day in and day out.9

Herndon taught in an inner-city.junior high school, "about 98 percent
Negro, they had told me downtown in the district office, as if to say not
entirely Negro. t one point. Herndtin %%as frustrated by. the failure of
class discussions to lead to writing.

The problem with 9D was to find out what they wanted done which
netded the cilissroorn. the school situation to do, which couldn't he done other-
wise

lerndon was absent for a month. When he returned,

91) . . greeted me with- an indigkint and sincere-sounding imtcry. Mrs.
A was a hetter teacher than I. she was a real teacher, I wasn't no real teacher.
she really makie them work. not Just have them old discussions every day; no,
m M. they were learning spelling and shtences and all they was spozed to.
Moreoser she was striLt and didn't allow fooling .aiound --all in all they felt
the'd been really getting somewhere. I looktid in my grade hools up to. now
pretty empty ot marks, and saw, sure enough, a whole string of grades after
each name mostls, howeser, F's and zeroes. Many of them had nothing hut
/eroes, 1,4111,-h I took to mean tho had been busy not-doing this important work.
I pointed this out to the klass, hut it didn't matter. They had been hack on
Lumhar ground. st net teacher, no tooling around, no smart-off. no discussions
about hots h,,d shool was. and plenty of work. That Was . after all, what
school was and they were in tav or ot

The Problem of Cont.rol as Discipline

h.it school, or curriculum, ic underlies all of these observations,
Ahia brings us ha.:k to the problem of control. On the surface, the prob-

A (-11.1k Imole Aciwol (Ness York: Huh. Rinehart &
Winston. 1,07 1 ). p

lames Herndon. /he Wo%. Ii .Spo:ed to lie (New York: Simon and
's,huster. 19tti1. p PHI

" {bid . p 1112
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lern of control is die discipline problem. Numerous studies have *found this
to be among the most sahent problems teachers themselves perceive.
Waller," using anecdotes collected from his students, interpreted life in the
high school classroom as 'a constant struggle for control. Coss of control
over their clesses and loss of their iolls were the two things teachers feared
mosts I he problem of eatrol underlay even those clrIssrooms in Oitich the
rows of children appeared to he the most orderly. The pupils could erupt
at :iny moment, exploiting any weakness of the teacher. They might take
off on a saing or gesture of the teacher, might destroy a rule by literaliz- *
ing it, might introduce extraneous matter to disturb a discussion, and so OR.
I he teachers who contrMed their classes most successfully commanded
without expldnation. used punishment to define the situation of the student,
manipulated pupils social relationships. expressed anger quickly and main-
tained it. until a crisis had passed, and appealed to the most relevant ideals
nd nAp.es of their pupils.

Waller's account would apply to many vlassrooms today, though one
might charactenie others in more subtle terms. Most enduring are the
(% mimics of control that Waller analyzed: the -perilous equilibrium" of
social order in the school, the social distance between teacher and pupil,
the need for the teacher not to compromise this distance in the eyes a
other teachers. and the role: pupils play in the classroomclown, bully,
goat. good hm, had ho%, teacher's helper and so onsome of them roles
that doeloped in the children's primary groups, and others roles that are
more unique to the classroom.

Smith and Geoffre, some 35 years later, analyzed an urban eiglith
eride clissroom in terms That are remaykahly consistent with Waller's

namics. especiall considering that the conceptual framework of their
anal% sis was painstakingl built by applying to their observations theoreti-
,,d sotmes that were far removed from Waller, the spare and elegant

ia bli 'ei iI .oneepts of ifomans. Smith and Geoffrey add to Waller a time
per st,ck.t e dew. ed from their having observed with Geoffrey as the teacher
tor a whole %ear in a single classroom. Thus one sees in their account not
t.nl\ ludo dual student roles the court jester, the nonworkerhut also
ui !ntriL.Ite rtoL-ess of interwe.iving the children's and the teacher's expec-
tations is ertain behaior sequences spiral to form the individual-in-the-

Delinaw -clissroom control" as "the relationship between teacher
(1.re.tion. usuil k crli,11. and a high probability of pupil_ compliance.'

ieotfre% identified four stages of the teacher's establishing initial
iroo Int! the diddren" mvplved the teacher's stating the rules

and ,ommandate aoitities v. ithout much explanapon, hut with enough
Minh h and pleasure in the activities thepselves to infuse the

\1 :II %l . Sag ;0/0v% of lea, /um: Ncv. York: Wiley, 1932).
And M.Ilham ()collie\ . I he ( f»npletines oi an Urban

: t\css Ia. I hat t. Rinehat & Winston, 1968), p. 67.
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elassrOom "belief- sstems with "sentiments- to form classroom "norms,"
"I mean it,- "tollowinit throu0' and "Softening the tone of classroom
management- ehaructenied the subsequent tages of establishing control.

.As Waller cmphastied, and recent studies have reaffirmed. it is not
onl, the teacher who establishes control. A new teacher, especially, is
sociallied to the ride of disciplmanan b% other teachers and by the pupils
themselses McPherson identified four manIr strands of the self-image of
the teachers in a sLhool in which she herself taught: disciplinarian, direc-
tor of learnm. -industrious worker. and one dcserNang just and equitable
treatment.

The Most , lead% of,ser able aspect ot a teak:her v.as her stiecesi or failure
as a preset-% er ot

"Su, esst it! te.t, hers do not h.o.e problems
I o hd to send a child to the pi inerp.d is to 'adnut that you lan't control

the kidc
So %k in the arca ot discipline that the standards of role performance

mere , learest And in.n the attempts social control b older over younger and
newer teacheis %ere most eident."

Fuller summartred as follows the data reported in six studies that ex-
annned heeitinuit teahers' problems without severel> restriOng the alter-
nafo.e. anion . which the tea:het% could choose,:

A. ii IN reported thew in\ esttitations. %%hat m.e know is that beginning
tea, her ate .onerned about :lass control. about their own content adcquacy,
about the son,it:ons in 11 6; h the teakh and al.oht ealuations by their super-
Isors. b then purls and ot their pupils by themselYes.

I ne ot these tithhngs is temarkable in the light of the ditTerent
.Iire\ed I he ,onsistenc hes not onl in the similarity of concerns

csries.it kit in th,..0.sen,e ot eothern ahotit topk, %ORA are usually included
in edit. won ,lesqw_ methods ot presenting subject :natter.
a,cssment le,ti funk:. ti!. ot 'add neh.mor nd so

h 'he ha-is ot 1.01,2e of studies, Fuller argued persuasively for a
ule%;.!..lionn!A; sons cr:u.di/ation of teak hems' k:oncerns, going from a pre-

;di ise :11.1! is Lowe aeue about the classroom to an early teaching
on.c!ti %1!!1 e:f haracterucd .thote I to. finally, a phase of

LIR 1,11,ed pupil vain and self esaluation as opposed to per-
sondi And ,dtt.ition h\ othets. Uuller obsersed that a teacher could
ect s:tit.k.' in :he se, 'gni her Olive phases. From nmre sociological
Anit petspe,.io.e. e tnight hYpothesi/e that the basic conditions
or ,,,inst::ine the rioNem iii ,:onttol ensnare most teachers
in I mw.11 ic.i.haw phase.

pherson Ssnr.II 1,,un her (Cambridge. Mass,:
,f,! I IN.,1.!!'. Prcs. ;.)-21 p

dler cm Its ol I ca1/4 hers A Doelopmental Conceptuali-
ia;:kn 4.4,,a Benewi h t1969): 210.
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Lortiel" discusses teachers opinions, documented in other studies and'
confirmed by his 0%11 surves. that education courses had.not adequately
prepared them to deal with the problems of classroom discipline and man-
agement The courses were too "idealistic-.and "out of touch with reality."
Teachers learn to take the role of teacher largely through the 13,0(()
hours they spend in classrooms, on the average, before.graduation, and
then through their experience as teachers themselves. Teachers-to-be un-
derestimate the difficulties of the role, but still there is not much shift in
their conceptualizatiM of it after entering the role. Lortie takes this fact to
be evidence of the limited influence other teachers have on a given teach-,
,er's idea of 11(1w to implement the role, though the pressure to maintain
control is strong from other teachers.

On the theme of the sameness of classrooms, Lortie surmised that the
classroom unit is.nuintamed. with low interdependence of classrooms, be-
cause of the high turnoxer rate of teachers and the greater ease of adapting,
classroom units to local population changes. In our owns view, the moral
difficulties of rationallitni: ine teaching role cotitribute to the persistence of
the autonomous classroom. About half th e. teachers interviewed in one of
Lortie's surxcls "emphasiied moral outcomes that would result from their
work."

-
Teachers are Lharged ith maintaining good order and discipline in their

classrooms. It i highlv probable. in my view, that elaboratitms along moral
lines, in addition to demonstrating eontinuitie, within teachmg, give additional
meaning to these disLiplinarv activities."

I he possibihtx of interpreting the conditions of schooling in a way
congruent v.ith one's own moral principles mav be greatest in one's "own"
classroom. whatever the teacher's stage of 'development, in Fuller's terms.
1 he autononi% of ow classroom also protects the teacher from being ob-

.. serxed in moral compromises. he they sereammg. favoring :ompliant chil-
dren. or more ubtle lieparlures from an ideal. The mystique of teaching

the Icelint.! man% thot the problem of cot4rol &fie; pedagogy,.the
vior,,sant tient ot he ciassrot int %cems to emanate from thk personal moral
factor.

The Problem of Control and the ('onditions of Schooling

We alluded at the outset to three basic conditions of schooling: the
expectation that teachers w ill accomplish learning in their pupils, the time
fiame I schoolinl!. nd the high ratio of pupik to teachers. We turn to
these nov. tt xd, h% thsipline should be such a problem in the school
and %hat tuither ranutkations control has in the culture of Classrooms.

).in %, ;04,1 Wide he/ 1140.'11 al Studv (Chicago: Univer-
sirs Precs. Pc

[hid . r 1 I. 1 ;.
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Waller" anticipated much of what we understand today from a Sociologi-
cal point of view; Jacksonvl.presents the most complete cxological analygis.
Smith and Geoffrey2" combine these perspectives. We shall take up the
three basic conditions of schooling in the reverse order of their statement
above.

The Elo al Chitiren to Adults

A far larger number of children or youthssimply in the aggregate,
and in proportion to 'adultsis present in classrooms and schools than in
any other setting of ever,,day life outside of school (or church school),
except certain recreation settings. Jackson exelores the implications of this
crowding in detail. He attributes to it teachers' determining who will and

. will not speak, allocating supplies, granting special privileges, and serving
as official timekeeper. The necessity of. waiting, the denial of desirefor
example, Aly some can answer a question or he granted a requestand
the frequency of interruptions are shown to be further consequences of the
crowding of children in classro4ms. Most poignant of all is what Jackson

. summarizes as the requirement that children be "alone in tile crowd,"
ignoring the potential distractions of peers with whom they are more
intimately associated in school than they are likely to be, in such numbers,
in settings outside of chool. This last point is particularly crucial because
it, especially, seems to arise out of,the circumstances of the school situation
itself, rather than ohviousl> serve some socializing function for future life.

A further implication can he drawn, the underside of the points that
Jackson has made. The crowding of children in classrooms makes it diffi-
cult for them to exercise the peer competencies, the Skills of regulating
their relationships to one another, that the children are already developing
in settings outside the school. Younger children playing in unsupervised
settings rarely interact in groups exceeding three or four individuals. Where
larger numbers of ,,oung.children (still rarely as large as in school) are
coordinated, the tend to be organized by adults or by older youths in a
ganW. a part!,. or an .identure. In any ease, the activities are almost in-
variably related to pliS steal things. the toys and found objects, spaces, and
surfaces of children's pla,. Things mediate children's relationships to one
another. .1 his is the social order that kindetiarten recognizes. It is thus
quite understandable that soun g children might be -unruly" when they are
congregated in large numbers and expected to orient almost exclusively to
tangualte encoded information, spoken or written. The children's already
learned rules for regulating their interactions do not ly, but in fact they
will resort to these rifles -forming spontaneous group and making play
objects of whates.er comes to handwhenever the pre ure to attend to

I Wallcr. .Soestiloc;y.

laL loon, /lie
" South ;1rd tiry. ('ulapk.tines.
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eAclusivelj; language encoded information is relaxed. "Socializing" young
children to the standard classroom is thus not just a matter of teaching
them the expected conduct Amce,and-for-all, but one oil continual vigilance
to maintain it.

As children grow older, the patterns of their interaction change, but
the end result remains problematic for a classroom. The children's friend-
ship bonds strengthen, not to the same degree for every child, but in net-
works wherein inereasingly stable,clusters of children are directly or in-
directly connected .to certain individuals who emerge -as the centers of
attraction. However, some children (Gronlund2' estimated I 1 to 22 per-
cent of the children in all classes at all grade levels) are persistently ex-
cluded. Outside the classroom, in the extracurricular activities of schools
and in the settings of the children's and youths' nOnschool recreation
streets and fields, fast-food establishments, car parks, 'community dance

..

'centers, parties, and so onthe children interact, or watch the action, in
inereasingly larger numbers with minimum adult organization or surVeil-

------e, if any at all. The largest interactions, for example, sports contests
ahd dances, continue tol,e organized around things; but language emerges
as a sufficient medium for many social activities. SO'me interpretations of
"adolescent society" argue that youths are exercising capacities that will be
prized when they are adults: leading and following, self-assertion, and
affiliation.2' 'Youths eagerly take what part-time work is available to them,
and in recent years some hate been active in political caUsesdesegrega-
tion, antiwar activity, and ecology. One of every ten girls today becomes
pregnant before agel g. and an. increasing number of adolescents formally
mart.% while still in high schoO. However, the limited opportunities for
youths to participate in the ect4lomy and th e. political system, linked with
the continkrance of most in their\chiklhood homes past the point when they
are hrologically eapable of formiktg separate families, result in their capaci-
ties being, to sey the least, out i)f phase with what adult society is pre-
pared to accommodate.

It is the crowding of these youths into thc secondary school that the
Martin Report emphasizes. I he.report argues that the sheer logistics of
maintaining custody of youths in school for six or more hours a day, not
just in classes. hut in study halls, libraries, cafeterias, hallways, and so on,
disperses the teachers a otted to a school in such a way that the averagek
dass has to he large. 0 .ourse. one must ask viry a certaitfproportion of
teachers to students. reulting in arelatively constant range of class sizes,

Norman 1 (aonlund. .Sue sonwIt y in the Chis.sroom (New York: Harper
and Rim 1969 )

"Y. Lane, S olem.rn I he Adules( eat Siw:et.s (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press,
1 i Elks Hews. ithure Against Man (Sew York: Vintage Books,

Martin. Repf,rt Uti MO St hikds and Education.
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has been allotted to schools in modern times. What society is willing to pay
. for teachers certainly figures in this somehow. Society's valuation of teach-
, ers, howevef, is limed in part on some estimate of how many teachers are

required to do the wore of schooling. It might not.be too outrageous to
suppose, that 20 to 40 students' represents the.comfOrtable and barely
tolerable extremes to which a teacher's voice and vision can be adapted
from the front of the room. In ways that we shall explore further below,
the standard pupil-teacher nttio might thus tend to perpetuate the tradi-
tional modes of teaching with which it is consistent. Be this as it may,
adolescents are bound41Ltsst themselVes, to express their interests in one
another, to pull oat now one and now another-stop in the exquisitely
elaborated insttuments of their social' bcpressiOn. in the, most ordinary con-
verse. of the classroom. For the adolescent, more than for the younger
child, a classroom is a potential forum. For the teacher of adolescents, as
of otinger children, it is necessary either.to employ pupils' social com-
petencies or to repress them.

-7

4

The Time Frame ol Schooling

The fact that children between the ages of six and sixteen are required
to.attend school for certain c,lays and luiurs clearly relates to the youths we
have Just been discussing, as part of their exclusion from adult society.
Stinchcombe" has demonstrated that those youths for whom the onnee-
lion between schooling and subsequent employment is most tenuous are
those most alienated from high school, particularly lower-class males.
Drop-out statistics tell the same story. At the same time, exclusion from
adult societ affects all students in ways that the drop-out statistics do not
begin to indicate.

What more general effect on school experience does the requirement
to attend school hae.' Ja'ckson" reviewed a variety of earlier and more
recent studies of both iititiger and older chiklren's feelings about school.
I hese Nt ud_ies show ed relati%ek small proportions of students with strong
kelines ot like or dislike after th;.earliest ears of school. Most students'
feelings tow.ard sh oI 0,uld he characterited as stereotyped acceptance or
indifference .N pro e Igiding in two studies, however, was that stu-
dent, who indicated a liking tor school most often selected negative adjec-
n%cs from checklisi to describe their typtoll classroom feelings. Contrary
to eomentional school wisdom. the studies contained no evidence for a
correlation hetueen students' academic success and their liking of school.
1,,,:kson !elites ot this to 'school's hecoming "old hat.- holding few
surprise, -Ater the rit,t re thousand hours of attendance- Oh Jackson

in .11.0 to he fak.t that children must attend school. wheth& they want

N. in, h,om;-... ,t; MO; .S( hoot (Chicago: Quainangle.
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` to or not. To us 4his latter fact has the prior significance, linking first of alt
to the physfeal quality of school life, its peculiar mixture of psivity and
many:" things happening that Jackson describes so effectively. :;chool at-
tendance is prescribed legally in terms of days ed hours and a span -of

,years. The law affects most direetly. the distribution of children's attivities
in time..School starts and ends at prescribed hours of the day. Thc tempo
of activity from minute to minute speeds up and slows down in aaeguiar
,Itlythrit phnctuated by armal snack or recess, luncheon, the brierbreaks
at elaA or activity-changing and the approaeh of a day's, a week's,
and a season's end. The tempo is lifted or- depressed 1),y less regular hap-
penings; special assemblies, fire drills, jokes, things falling, working, fail-
ing, whatever events can occasion 3p-outburst of appreciation or a groan
of despair. Children's energies course through school like waters in a
stream', mming fastFr or slower as the stream ,bed changes, and finding
thi!ir way even under ice. Ouranalysis bf crowding emphasizes the -social
dimensain of schooling, the knowledge required in school directs- us to its
intellectual alpect. Thc fact,of compulsory school attendance focuses us on
the physieal dimension of the, school environment. Control of a physical
aspect of childr'en's lives. their' time, is the point of departure for the law..

it ri:mains to be said that the time frame..of schooling does not en-
t i re I y dictate how the children's energies are to be regulated. As the crowd-
ing of children creates the p'roblem of control of their social propensities,
children's restriction in time creates the problem of control of their activity.
-Teachers might attempt themselves to control children's energies entirely,
or the might accAimrnodate more to the children's own, individual and
cultural, defin:tions of work-, play-, and rest-time.

The Expectation That Teachers Will Foster Literary

I he teaching of reading, writing, arithmetic, and knowledge articu-
lated 'these means broadly speaking, the development of literacyis
,.erv much a matter of control. Firct of all, just the fact that certain indi-
siduals. all of them adults, have been ulhcially designated a teachers sug-
gests that it is their knowledge which is to be definitive in the classroom.

his does not simpl mean that teachers' answers are correct answers.
Fhe sers Itirm in which knowledge is to he demonstratedas answers to
questions. stontelling, moves in a game, or actions of a craftis itself a
(letinition of knowledge. !huh the form tKit the teactier fosters conveys
know ledce allimt knowledge. If a teacher is pressured by environmental
circhmstances into the enactment of one or another form, the teacher's role
sanctions this as knowicdve nonetheless.

For amf.ne to teach reading, writing, and arithmetic to any number
of 0:hers would inolve the exercise of control in some way. Consider
simr:% !he nature of the alphabet. Insofar as its letters stand for sounds
tha: k:ornhine to form the words of spoken Ilinguage, "decoding" and
-ctkodin4- mieht be thought to be pmely rational processes. In certain
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respects, however, the alphabet is highly arbitrary: the shapes usedto
retiresent the sounds, the order A to Z in which the alphabetis trans-
mined, and, particularly in English, the inexaa correspondence .between
the letters and sounds ( a giverNetter may stand for more than one sound,
and a given sound can im formed from more than ode combination of let-

,

ters). Learning reading and writing, and in partly similar ways learning
arithmetic, thus entails accommodation to conventions as well ds sheer
perceptual discrimination and reasoning. What we mean by control in this
case is. linked to what Dawe" has called "the impositio&.of meaning."
Spelling is qt blatant t;xample of tpis for virtually all school "childien, a
paradigm for more subtle disciplines of knowledge to come. For children
whose spoken language is not standard English, imposition of meaning
in learning to read and write is compounded.

Reading, writing, and 'at least advanced arithmetic are conducted ex-
clusively through sy mbols. One gets virtually no/'hformation from isolated
symbols directly. Information is extracted from 1ieir Connection with other
symbols of their system and from whatever a.sociations they may have
with sensory experience. This fact distinguishes symbols from concrete

-things and events, which contain relatively more information within their
shapes or boundaries, information that, further, yields more directly to
senswy actions.

That symbols can he used to represent objects and events one has not
exp.erienced constitutes their most immediate power and simultaneously
presents a problem of access to their Meaning. Progressive educators'
criticism of exclustvel !. verbal and numerical modes of conveying knowl-
edge in classrooms concentrated on the superficiality and distortions of
untkrstanding tiiat can result from having to employ concepts whose
referents !lase not been directly experienced.27 In characterizing this as

-passie learning. the. progressives also anticipated the point of view
hich especiallx has worked out: that thought must be developed

through actions on conerete objects before it can be operationalized more
formall Piaget. however. leads us to the edge of a more profound level of
the problem of meaning. let us say of the problem of control over mean-
me., one that the progressives slighted. This level is the capacity of sym-

represented knowledge to form and transform experience, to ar-
ratwe th t. objects and es ents svnhols refer to in relationships that are not
simpl induced from experience.

2'1).twe quoted in Michael F. D. Young. knowledge and Control (Lon-
don ( ollterAt.t,mtilan, 19711.

W1111.1m A Brownell. and tiordon Hendrickson. "How Children Learn
IntormAnon Concepts and (ieneratilations.- 49th Yearbook ot the National
k,1 the Nrutly ol Line ation. N I ((. hicago: Unwersity of Chicago Press.
145(»

Jean Pl.get 5 't t O 1:dta (aim; and the Py( hology of the Child (New
York orlon Press, 1 ti7ti).

^
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Abstractionthe separation of properties from things and events in
their contexts to define categories and relationshipsis crucial to the regu-
lation of experience in modern society. Modern science, industry,-agricul-
ture, commerce, administration, communication, and warfare (how can we
leave this out?)' all depend upon abstraction. That children and youths
from different sectors of society Ifave different degrees of access to this
mode of thinking will be central to questions to be .pursued later in this
chapter. Here We can observe more simplistically that schools in our
society are expe(:ted tt) foster abstrac4t thought. Blum ha) speculated that
"remoteness from everda!, life . . . is an important element in legitidating
,academic knowledge in schools.-29 Why would thi; be so? The capacily of
remoteness for legitimating academic knowledge derives in part from the
role ahstraction pl4s in the control of the, systems of modern life. At least
une intended or claimed function of academic knowledge is the transmis-
sion of this control to students.

Ahstraction itself. however. is nofthe only source of the remoteness
of academic knoW ledge. Another source is suggested more by the term
academic. This is the fact that the discipl4es of knowledge have been
organizect around. bodies of information and conceptual frameworks that
are conventional, the knowledge compacts of the academies, These con-
ventions, more complex than those of thealphabet, link academics to one
another in a common discourse that constitutes for them a differeni
"reality" from the realit> .44 nonparticiPants. As a discipline becomes a
subject, the conventicins become submerged; yet they continue to control
meaning. The difference is that the learner has less access to the rules of a
subje.Ct than of a parent discipline, except the most primiiive rule of all,
which is to replicate the conteMs of the subject.

'A filial aspect of academic knowledge is somewhat paradoxical in
relation to its hasis in conventions. This is what Goody and Watt3° have
delineated as the solitary and individualistic nature of writing 4fid reading
as communication..Compared with talk, communication thrtugh writing is
more solitar!, not lust because it can he done alone, but because there is
less opportunity for immediate adjustment of differences of interpretation
between reader and writer than between speakers. These characteristics
can cut two was in a cla:sroom. On the one hand, writing can be devel-
oped as a personal medium of expression. and the discussion 9f writing
or of reading done in common --can emphasize individual pupils' differ-
ences of interpretation. On the other hancl-reading and writing can be used
to isolate pupils from one another, however consciously or unconsciously
this mai, happen. I he process is most conspicuous in seatwork that is "busy

29 Alan t: mum.. The Corpti; of Knowledge as a 'Normative Order." in
dk,e and 6,ntroi ed. Michael F. D.-Young (London: Collier-Macmillan,

) p

"' t (lot dy And I "Thc: Consequences of Iat&auy" in ('omparative
StadPs tit ilotory and .tiociohn.q., V. 3, 1962.i
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work." Iv also enters into the classic pattern of teacher question/pupil
answer. teacher reaction followed by teacher question when the teacher
takes the presumed, standpoint of the author. of a reading, especially a text-
book, and monitors the pupil's interpretation of the reading. This second
way to use sreading and writing especially links the' nature of them to the
evaluation thip Jackson underscores as another pervasive quality of class-
room life. Reading and writing and discussion of them evoke evaluation.
They can further he empltned to occasion evaluation when it is central to
thne teacher's control of the pupils' sociaj relationships and thus contributes
to maintenance of the teacher's authority more generally.

What all this amounts to is that by its very nature the intellectual
material of st. ooliN. requires the learner's, acceptance of cultufal con-
ventions at a las tevels of abstractness:More often than not, however,
the classroont teacher does not share with, stUdents the intellectual gains
and teade-ofis these consentions, but requires instead the students' sub-
4nission to a.more personalistic authority. the teacher's own knowledge.

Much of what we haw been saying here about academic knowledge.
and control cat be illustrated b) a discussion Hughes recorded in an inter-
mediate grade classroom.

scHER:-Incidentalll.. did the California Indians have a pretty easy life?
rtfili: No.

'rum fit:R: Yes. ,they 1id, Arthur, Von't you jemember? Who can tell me
about it? I Hands up

Emu:: Telk about Indians not having to w k.)
Ti..%t Hilt: Why didn't they have to work as ha d as other Indians? Larry.
LARRY; "They didn't have to tight.

TF sctu.it: I hey were peaceful Indians. But one fact. One word will answer
it. Robert.

i Telk about freedom)
iii ft: That's rtght. They had freedom:it ehecc#,

RERE« lc Lots of food.
u. MK: Yes. thes had lots of food. Janice.

Jssu F t So% more about food)
Tt.,4i 111.k: All right. htit s hy did they hat e lots of food?

- o: The% had all the tood they wanted.
TEA( HER: All ritt. why

o: Commc Is
TE u Iu.' All right, hut there is still one thing I wanted you to say.-
('HILD. t Tries to tell about rahing crops) I can't think of the word.
'Dim tit K: Fertile.
Cita 0: Yes.

MK I'm going to tell ott. 1 wanted you to think this out. One reason
%as be.ause of the climate Things grew the year around. The winters were not
Severe and there waN a)% plenty 01 kW:"

-" Hughes, .4 vwcsment I); Quahly, pp. 105-106.
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This discussion is a rztthir haphazard course of learning, for any child.
The rules that govern meaning are opaque. To the extent thAt children have-
difficulty mastering these rules, communicatibn is threatened, itniktfte teach-
eris questioning must serve a more general strategy of holditig the class
together. The discussion above is skating on the brink, of -the discipline
problem. Allow us to point to the deliberate pun.

The Congruence of Classroom Controls

Each of the three basic features of schooling discussed up to this
point the crowding of pupils? th'e Compulsion of school attendance, and
the expectation that teachers Will foster literacy.entails A heavy exercise

-of control. Still we have recognized at Lach point that things could go more
limn one way. Teachers could employ.4 repress pu tls' social compe-
tencies, could share more or,less control over the cou

..
of ectivity, and

could exclude or include pupils in the explicit constructidn of knowledge.
These possibilities, together with the constraints in which they are couched,
constitute the core' problem of control inherent in schooling: They are
problematic even before we raise thequestion of how kocial class and caste
affect schooling. Before turning to this question. let 'Us ask why, in the

.., standard classroom, the set.of the more restrictive a each of these alter-
natives emerges as the most common solution to the problem of control.
The most encompassing explanation conlbines social ec9logy and develop-
mental pscholop. Space allows us only: to suggest the argument here.

Recall,that we have connected the three baskiinditions of schooling
to the social, the phsical..and ihe intellectual 'tweets of the teaching-
learning ens ironmept. The .connections might have been drawn in other
ways. For example, Fosha ' :Ws to these three domains another three
the emotional, the aesthetic,.and the.spiritual it alms of the curriculum and
the learning ens ironment..In' our view, these are variations on the social,
the phssical, and the intellectliat, emphasiging the affective'aspects of judg-
ments of the good, the beautiful, and thc: true. The idea we have attempted
to set up is that tile social, _physical, arid intellectual domains, of environ-
mitts, not just in schools, likt More generally, tcnd to be congruent with
0 another. !mums ely. Ilik idea is cotweyeil by the image of the standard
classroom quoted from (itodlad and Klein above. Operationally, it is best
understood in terms of human judgments: an individual tends to orient
consistently to one or another authority for all three kinds of judgments to
he made in a gisen environmeniintellectual, social, and physical, or mat-
ters of the true, the good. and the beautiful (pleasing or tolerable to the
senses, etc. ). 1 hus if a tAcher sees himself or herself as the ultimate

/
- A ohm xv roshe .Timard a Humane Curriculum- in Epays on Cur.

rieolum Artioir W I 0.11.1 ed. (Nevi York. Cuiriculum and Teaching Dept.,
teaehers College. Columbia University, 1975)
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arbiter of what is true in the knowledge realm of the classroom, the teacher
is likely also to assume the,role of ultimate authority for social and physical
questions as well. If a child perceives the teacher as the authotity or not the
authority in one of these realms, the child equally tends to set the teacher
this way in th other realms. Varying the psychology of this argument
now, let us say that in order for the teacher to -accept the child as the
authority, or as an authority to be negotiated with, in any one of. these .
realmsagain, matters of the true, the good, and the beautifulthe teacher
must accept the child as an arbiter in the remaining realms. Now let us
relate this discussion to Fuller's theory of teachers' development. If a
teacher has, perhaps in education courses, been persuaded of the validity
of the child's own intellectual construction of reality, the teacher cannot
act effectively on this without corresponding views of the meaning of the
child's social and physical activity." The fact that teachers are probably
not and children certainly not conscious of these distinctions in the every-
day mining course of classroom events does not contradict our basic sup-
position, but rather adds weight to it. In short; an individual tends to look
to some source in an environment, be it self or other,. to determine sthat's
"right" in all matters.

Individuals' judgnirmatk are influenced by environments through both
their pragmatic .and their symbolic properties. Individual desks facilitate
certain behaviors and impede otherssThey also signify that certain behav-
iors are e.spected and others not expected. Each of the three basic cOndi-
tions of schooling conve firstinitially and most emphaticallythe
mevsace that the teacher is supposed to be in control. The herding of chil-
dren into social situations in iichtheft' rules do not apply, the external
regulation of their energies. the conventkms of knowledge to which they
must submitall these siimal that the teacher is to exercise control. Prag-
matically and stibolicall, these conditions reinforce one another.34 To be
changed significantly, a classroom or school must be impacted physically,
mmall. and Intellectual!) .15

Differences Between Classrooms

The differences in classroom cultuie that appear to be associated
with differences among children are best understood as variations on the
standard classroom. A gradual accumulation of studies, especially in the
ethnographic mode, is tilling in details of these variations.

Ct 0 i Muses-. Misha S. Prather, B. Jack White, and Richard D. Alter.
l'eacher.' Whet S% %tem, and Preschool Atmospheres," Journal 01 Educational

67 ( 19661 .171-SI.

-" !crow. D Finn. -Expectations and the Educational Environment," Re-
, lot at:ona: Revean h 42 ( 1972 ) : 387-410. ;

(' Ses mour II Sarason. The Culture ol the School and the Problem of
(..banv Alln and Bacon, 1971.1.
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Metz" observed classrooms in the upper and lower tracks' of three
junior high schools in a city 4ihere it was the policy that a givdn teacher
be assigned to classes at both levels. The academic separation of the"
children was based on prior school achievement, which probably con-
tributed to the fact that it was strongly associated with social class and
ethnic separationsince pre'vious" school experience, not just ability, is
ietlecterin. achievement. The upper-track students expected school to
influence their growth, and they expected to be treated as junior partners,
i.e.. to have their opinions taken seriously; The lower-track students did
not see any justification for performing the tasks of schobl, except that,
in in tierndorN classes, that was "the way it. spozed to be"; anil they
did not have the upper-tracle students' sense of proprietorship in the
school. Metz writes:

For teachers 6ne of the most important aspects of students' behavior is
the challenges which all classes make.as they get to know a teacher and attempt
to establish patterns to their own liking in areas of disagreement. Tedchers in
Ca on %ere systematically questioned about these challenges, and all agreed
that were a fundamental fact of classroom interaction.

Most agreed that students in Tracks Three and Four posed theirs primarily
through men physical or verkal disorder, while those in Track One and Honors
classes most often test the teacher's mastery of the subject and related intel-
lectual matters.37

When the children engaged in explicitly proscribed behavior in class,
it was more boisterous, expressive, and public in the lower tracks and
more private or "sneak!," in the upper tracks." Teachers,, in turn, re-
sponded with different management and disciplinarY techniques in the
upper and losker tracks. The latter children were assigned mdre to in-
dependent routine written tasks, which cut down on the opportunity for
collective interference. Metz speculates that this was also more comfortable
for the children themselves because they were less exposed to public
failure in independent v.ork. The upper-track students were engaged in

'more class discussion. Teacherc less often felt they had to oduntervene
behavior in the upper-track classes; and when they did, an academic
strategem. -for example. a question aimed at a napping childusually
sufficed to. restore the expected order. In the lower-track classes, teacher
attempts to quell student misbehavior were harsher, more protracted, and

further remosed from the substance of the academic task concerned.
Metr's study strongly suggests an interpretation for the Goodlad and

MArv Haywood Metz. "Teachers' Adjustments to Students' Behavior:
Some Implications tor the Process of Desegregation." paper presented at Annual
Meeting of American Educational Research Association, Toroato, Ont., 1978.

17 !bid pp 4-5
3' See also Fr:!nces Schwartz.. "Continuity and Change in Student Adapta-

tion to One Alternane School: The Transformation of Academic. Behavior"
( Ph i). dissertation. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1976).
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Klein finding that, already in the primary grades, disadvantaged children
were- asSigned more -to seatwork. One could ask, however, whether this
it not a constructive adaptation to the children's needs or learning styles.
On the basis of still other studies, we' would argue that in most cases

-it is not. The kind of "independent" activity that is involved here is
typically associated with low percentages of time engaged in the presumed
task. Granni" made ecological observations of second grade classrooms
recommended as exemplars of several different models in Project Follow
Through (the primary grade sequel to Head Start). He found that, across
the models, children tended to be on task only 64 percent of the time
that they spent in those self-paced arithmetic and language arts activities
which they had had no part in selecting, and the materials of which con-
tained no explicit feedback to confirm the imkrectness of the children's
operations (an answer card, answers in the margin, manipulative mater-
ials ). Time on task dropped to 61 percent if one considered just those
situations where, in addition, the children were discouraged from inter-
acting with one another. In other words, the childten interacted anyway,
and the task materials, furniture arrangementstatuPteacher "desists"4°
conveyed mainly the message that inteeaction was not relevant to the task!
Conversely, the same children"disadvantaged," of coursewere pro-
gressively more on task as they gained more control ovei self-paced activity,
that is, as they could interact, were provided with materials that contained
feedback, and had at least some choice of the specific task they pursued.
Ifowever, these, more consistently learner-controlled conditions were rela-
tively scarce in the self-paccd arithmetic and language arts activities
the seat work of most or these classrooms. A variety of other studies41
suggests that inconsistent, let us say "low support," conditions predominate
in classroom seatwork generally, with correspondingly low percentages of
task engagement. Finally, there is mounting evidence that time engaged
in acadetnic tasks is aocifted with achievement in those tasks.42 Thus
low task engagement predicts low achievement, to which we must add
that it is likel!, to generate, if indeed it does not represent, alienation.

Further aspects of recitation or discussion in classes with children
from economic )r ethnic minorities are importart to note. A pattern re-

Joseph C (iranms. -Task Engagement and the Distribution of Pedagogi-
.cal Controls An Ecological Stud!, ot Differently Structured Classroom Settings,"
eurrwuluo, Inquir% (19751: 3-36.

'4" Cf Jacob S Kounin. Diviphne and Group Managenumt in Classrooms
(Ness York Holt. Rinehart &.Winston. 19701.

'' For example. Fredenek4J. McDonald, Recinninv Teacher Evaluation
Stud%. Phase II. /973-74 I-. le( wne Summary Report (Princeton, N.J. Educa-
tional Tesung Sersik.e. 197h).

t2 For example, Charles W Fisher and others. Final Report of the Begin-
rum: Tea( her I ,alu:ttion Stud% I ec hnif al Report 1'4 (San Francisco: Far West
Lihoratory ior Fducation Research and Development. June, I 978).
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,,2ported in a variety of..studies involves,the teacher's asking more concrete
questions of lower-income than of higher-income children. Leacock43 ob-
served this pattern in arithmetic, reading, and social studies instruction
in contrasting inner-city elementary school claisrooms. Le Semi( stresses
the consequeneo Of the pattern: the perpetuation of the categories of
thought that control relationships in society and between society and
nature." Smith and Geoffrey shos, how Geoffrey shifted his level of
questioning in a social studies lesson from more abstract to more concrete
in order to vbta.,4 what he recognized as correct answers from his stu-
dents.t.' Without our dening the socializing effect, this latter explanation,
closer to the classroom, appears to hg very important .to attend. to." It is
intriguing in this connection that Good lad and Klein found that most of
the children's answers to the questions leachers asked in primary grade
classrooms were correct. Perhaps one could amend this statement to saythe
answers were atcepted h> the teachers, thereby including the device by
which a teacher "accepts- an unwanted or divergent answer in the process
of dismissing it, as in the California Indians discussion quoted above.
Obtaining correct answers seems to be central to the use of recitation to
manace a clam as much as to develop knowledge and understanding in their
own right. Where children hAve less access to the knowledge in question
ahead of time, or from their experience, the first tactic appears to be to
obtain the answers from other children in the class, the second tactic to
lower the les el of the questioning, and the third to dissolve the discussion in
fa%or of seatwork.

A number of s000linguistie studies, especially I3oggs,'7 Philips," and
I cm," hae called attention to the contrast between the individually
oriented interactie st% le of the standard Classroom and the collectively
oriented interactions of minority children in their own subcultural settings.
I he children in the aboi.e-mentioned studiesnative Hawaiian, American

/ leanor B I c.icock. /4.achin.e and Learning in City Schools (New York:
Basic Book,.

" Nell Keddie. ( 1.1,sroom Knokkledge" in Knowledge and Control. ed.
Mi,11.11.1 I I) N.,ung i I ondon Collier-Macmillan. 19711.

smith and ( ieott re% . ( mnpleAities.
44 see fonathan II Tamer. The Structure of Sot adoci«d Theory (Home-

.4.00d. Ill I )oe Ire. 19741. on the question ot teleological explanation.
41 Stephan 1 Bogy.. I he Meaning of Queslions and Narratives to

in I iiPictrom of Lanquaky. eds. Courtney B. (-widen. Vera
P John and ()clI II% cv., York Teachers College Press, 19721.

44 Su..mn --P.irticipant Structures and Communicative Compe-
icl.,e NA. 31111 Spring% ( hlItIrCII in Community and Classroom," in Functions ot

eds Courtney B. Caiden. Vera P. John. and Dell
\ roc. Nc%. `r or k I c.1,_ her. 'ollege, 1972 ).

" I iii? .1 1 cm. N on Were "I alkin* Though. Oh Yes, You Wak: Black
er int ( hildf tn I hot Speech at Home nd School.- Council on Anthropology

and I ,144 (,)mirjeri% i I 1976): 1-1 1
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Indian, and migrant American Blackwere found to be loathe to com-
pete against one another in the presence of an adult authority, specifically
in the language game of the standard classroom. Knowing that it is a
few children who dominate the discussion in most classrooms, one might
relate this observation to the collectivization of subordinate children in
classrooms generalls. Roberts analyzed various manifestations of the
problem of conirol in urban junior high school classrooms. Teachers
tended to conduct question-and-answer sessions or individualized work, in
neith.er case utilizing and developing the students' relationships to one
another. Even the relativel!. rare "group work" observed was used as a
device for funneling correct answers to a teachvr or for pitting one group
against another. Roberts interpreted the students' responses as group re-
actions nonetheless:

Structurally. apathetic groups are fragmented,assortments of persons united
in one purpose It we can't he trusted to relate to each other, we will not relate
to the teacher In contrast to the silence of this covert rejection. the overt
reaction against authority produces a structure consisting of strong subgroups,
each with one aim: Destroy authority and nullify the structure of one-to-one
interaction with the teacher

In the light of the above discussion, it is interesting to examine the
.Oregon ( Direct Instruction ) Program of Bereiter, Engelmann, and Becker,
which has produced the strongest academic achievement test gains of the
various programs :it Project Follow 1hrough.52 The Program infuses the
traditional classroom recitation and seatwork settings with behavior modifi-
cation practices. 1 he seatssork assignments are called take homes, signify-
ing that thes will he taken home after they have been completed cor-
rectk - a switch on homework that is often the bccasion for failure at
home. 1 he take homes are programmed. On a given day thcy can generally
he done in %%hawser order each child determines, in between recitation
period,. )thei s ise, the take home setting resembles the conventional seat-
skork settin I he recitations, too, are programmed to produce high rates
nf correct responses to questions that are concept- and skill-patterned, but
still smele-answer I he recitations involve mass choral chanting. Children
also recite indisidualk on command, hut there is no hand waving to be
selected 11s the teadier I he behavior of the teacher is prescribed as
closeh. js th.ut of the pupils.

I he fact that hr4e-quarters of the tlay in these classrooms is allocated
ellaiN arts and arithmetic. coupled %kith the fact that much of this

time is spent Ill the relatisel !. on-task recitation settings, is the simplest

to in 1 Roberts S. m- rite Battle. Group Behavior in the Classroom
(No.% Dolihted.1%

(hid p *+4

\i %. hcnnctb. I mdino horn the Folloo. 'through Planned Varia-
tion St atoon.i Rt-,eati ite, 7 ( I 97S ) I I.
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explanathp for the achievement results of the Oregon Program. Apart
from thrachievement question, the somewhat higher support conditions
in the seatWork setting and the positive cast of the recitations, especially,

the collective responding.. appear to reduce the disorder and alienation
com.monly found in classrooms with minority children. On the other hand,
the Oregon Program\ exclusivel standard English orientation rejects the
language of the children's cultures.' and its total programming allows
for no differentiation among .the children, except in the rate at which

_.
different groups in the classroom progress.

It is probahl ho accident that the highest Jachieving program in
Folhm 1hrough most closelx resembles, and builds upon, the traditional
classroom.'" Iritrigui the teAchers Stallings"5 had observed implement-
ing the Oregon Pro

"
am most in accordance with the model were the

ones Who expressed the most dissatisfaction with it! One might speculate
that the model had enabled them to increase control of thcir classes and
thus to resolve the major concerns of Fuller's initial teaching phase, and
that the teachers then were ready to change toward a more differentiated,
child-oriented classroom.

An example of the latter can he understood as a further variant of
the standard classroom. MarshalP" reports his struggle to establish a
nonauthontanan discipline in a sixth grade classroom in an inner-city,
low-income black community. During a first, turbulent year, the class-
rootv sawed hack and forth between teacher control from the front of
the room and peer control from the back. Slowly, in second and third
ears with new students. a learning stations approach evolved, shaped
almost as much h% the students as by the teacher. Marshall summarizes
the major differences of the sstem from the conventional classroom as
tollows: ,

1 Kids sit in groups spread around the room rather than in rows.
2 Worksheets in sel.en subject areas (Math. English, Social Studies,

Creatice Writing, Oeneral. and Reading) are put in pockets scattered
around the outside ot the room e.er!, morning Monday through Thursday.

I on these station dacs. the stOunts are free to move around the room
and do the worksheets in ails order they like as long as they finish all seven
by the end ot the das .

4 'the teacher's role is not one of controlling the class or teaching seven
stihje t I or ecen one) at the tront ot the room, hut rather: (a) writing work-

htford A Hill. -A Resiew ot the I anguage Deficit Position: Some
N000linginstic and Pssi:holingtustic Perspecto.e...- IBCD Bulletin 12 (Fall
t977) 14

t Line Saallings. An Impkmentation Study of Seven Follow Through
mom, tor I Incation." paper presented at the American Educational Research
Association Annual Meeting. Chicago. 1974.

thid

Kim Marshall. 1 tot tau/ Older tn Grade 6-L. (Boston. Little. Brown and
( 0. pi72,

1.14

.t.
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sheets for seven subjects the night before and running off copies first thing in
the morning: fh) moving Around the room during the station time helping
people with the work and any other problems; (e) planning other activities
for the remaining part of the day after the stations are.finished; (d) correcting
the stations with the whole class in the last hour of the day: and (e) evaluating
progress in the traditional subjects with tesh every Friday."

Marshall's documentationstudents' writing, sample worksheets, and
photographs of the classroomshows a high level of adaptation between
teacher and students, for example inthe accommodation of concept and
skill instruction to students' concerns (the reason for writing the work-
sheet% the night before th.e were to be used). Marshall systematically
linked everyda events to more general categories of thought. His students
started out behaving no less obstrepemusly than Herndon's, but in the

cnd their intelligence and sociability were directed more toward educa-
tional goals.

Open classroom; represent a still greater departure from the con-
ventional classroom, particularly in the wider range of options for activity
they generally give, their greater use of manipulative materials, and, more
or less following from these conditions, the lesser time they allocate to
academic instruction.' Since open classrooms tend to be concentrated in
the primarv grades, a comparison with Marshall's classroom might be
inappropriate. j heoreticall. however, open classrooms are an alternative
at an% grade level. What is important to notice here is, first, that they
optinure the possibility of the pupils', especially younger children's,
regulating their interactions through concrete activities. Ross, Zimiles, and
( lerstein obsersed much higher frequencies of interaction, especially
initiated b% children, in nine open classrooms than in four traditional
classrooms, all of which classrooms were in public schools in lower-
Ifht utie. inner-cit% neighborhoods. Similar findings obtained for two "de-
velopmental.' t Bank Street ) and two traditional classrooms in middle-
imonte schools.

when the ,ontent ot the interact:on. is more closely analyzed. importvnt
onalitatise differ en, e% among the tour groups,. are seen. In the classrooms of
the tiadoional gropps tiI esarnple. a much larger proportion of all G it es

inter ..11Orls NA% concerned with rote and routine behaviors corn-
pat cd to da,si,%onis ot the nontraditional groups_ In both nontraditional groups,
too. nh,st ot the cognitise statements voere distributed among subcategories
representing higher lesel nehasiors 1he proportion of questioning behavior that
dealt with routine inquiries vas highest in the Traditional Lower group and
loss est m the Des elopnwntal Middle group I he traditional groups' expressive
interactions nwre otren ins olsed expressions of need t smial. physical, and

. pp I 5 cte

hhh I ask I oga gement."
Ss Is ta Ross. Herbert /mulles. and David Cierstem. Children's Interac-

?;,,, r, 1 Ot,j1 ,ind Nontraditional ( las sto011is (Orand I.orks, North
Dakota t nis c NtIs ot North Dakota. 197E0.

My
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task-related). whereas the nontraditional groups had a greafer proportion of .
expression of tneferences. of feelin s and attitudes. and of concern for others.
The largest differences in suhcat ,ory paAterns occurred in rehition to the
category concerned with represent' tional alp yormholic hehavior. Virtually all
of the interactions of the two traditional groups involved reading-drill activities,
while the hulk of these behaviors in the Develoilmental Middle group and a
si/ahic Proportion of those of the Open Lower group included forms of dra-
vole and creative expression and a much wider variety of-experiences in-
volving symholizatitin.""

JV
.

Using a questionnaire Turvey of C.hildren in two parochial' middle
schools in lower-income neighborhoods, one an.open and one a yaditional .'
school, Franks, Wismer, ilpd Dillon" foUnd that the .open-school children.
'judged each other as good or had students more on the basis of factors
related to peer interaction. whereas tradiiional school children emphasized
confornuty to) teacher ,authority an& de-emphasized attributes important
to peer endeavors. It was also found that the labeling process was rela-
tively rigid in the traditional school, the labels, good' and bad .bcing
distributed among a smaller proportion of children than in thc open sthool.

Our discussion of the culture of classrooms with minority students
h.is led us into discussing alternatives to the standard classroom, in part

- to demonstrate that -the wa it spozed.to he- is not the way it has.to be.
flow eser, it could be fateful to ignore students', and their parents', ideas
of what school is supposed to be. Barth"2 has chronicled the failure of a
rush into open education in one inner-city, elementary school: Marshall
took great care to arrive at a classroom system that was meaningful to
his students and their parents. Bernstein," particularly, has raised the
question of whether the more -visible" pedagogy of the traditional class-
room miktht not have more currency for lower-income children than the
relatisek "ins isible- pedagogs of the open classroomthough Bernstein's
anal% sis is oriented to British society and cannot easily be translated into
American terms

.

Much of what we hase written here about, in effect. the classroimi's
stereotspmg helms ior patterns for majorify and minority students, applies
to the roles of hos, and imls.in classrooms. I ee and Kedae" have spe-
LlIkall melted that tea,:hets faor docile helms i( r in their attempts to

I\
!hid . pp .17-1,:

1).0,1,1 D 1 rank.. ste,an I Wi,iner. and Stephen V. Dillon. -Peer Label-
itt Open and I radition.d S,:hook." paper pre.ented at Annual Meeting of

the NniCtian I do,:ation.d Reward) A.socianon. No% Orlean%. 1974.
RoLind S Barth. Opcn I.dniguiim and the .-I Uteri( an Schind (Nem. York:

k I i
' ficrnIcin ,,b.% and ( ontrol Vol ToWdrdi d I Iscory of

1 ondon Kontledge & Kegan Paul. revi..ed ed.
14-7

ce and ( Pita kedar.4sex Rok and Pupil kith.. in Fatly Child-
hood 1 R1.1( f 11 in titillation 10 fanoaryJune 1975): 493.
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cope with the crowding of children in the classroom and that-this results
in more positive sanctions for girls', andt more 'negative for boys', tradi-
tional sex roles. Lightfoot" haq called further attention to the double
jeopardy of young black girls who may learn a more aggressive coping
style outside of school and thus not conform to the norm of girls from
the majority crilture.

From goodlad and Klein's study. summarielt1 at the otaset of our
chapter, it would he surmised that altfinatises to the standard classroom
are very scarce, at least by behavioral standards. We have argued, indeed,
that there are reasons to expect them to continue to be scarce. Hos/ever,
F.ptein and McPartland.44 using a.questionnaire'survey of 7,361 students
in the elementary and secondary schools of a county public school system,
did find substantial variation between schools on a measure of what they
cialed "formal school structural properties of bpenness": individualization
of instruction, control of student conversation ond movement, control of
student assignments. and frequency of supervision of student assignments.
These properties were oul !. slightly associated with the.open plan architec;
ture of some of the schools hut might be attributed to the extensive de-.
velopmZmtal efforts of the school systm in question. The schools did not
differ signiticantl . on what Fpstein and McPartland called "informal open-
ness"' for example. whether teachers expected originality and personal
opinions in students' classv.ork. as opposed to close conformity to their
ov.n dveetions and kleas: and Aether teachers reserved most of th.:
deeision-making prcrogatises for themselves or extended decision-making
opportunities informall . to students. Still, while there was not between-
sc hool y a hail( m on ihformal (penness. there was within-school variation
on this measure. Furthermore, the informal properties were strongly
.Issoilated V. it h nonacademic student outcome: such as self-reliance and
attitudes toward school, while the formal properties were found to have
onli, smdll effect on these outcomes. (Academic achievement, was not
affected 11% either set of properties.) 1 he socioeconomic status of the stu-
dents was controlled in these analyseA.

Reasoning from the lack of 'differences in informal openness between
t he pen and traditional schools. vpstem and McPartland suggest that
teat.' her perstmaht% nne,hthase contributed to the within-school differences
in informal tipenness. I his v.ould bring us hack to Fuller's idea of teachers'

Sara I .0A rerh:e 1 ighttoot-. -Socialization and Isducation of Young Black
(ink m hoot.' I cat herv ( tillet,q, Re( ord 7g (1976): 239-62.

losce 1 I Nein and farms NI NI cP.irtland. -Family and School Inter-
atihns and %fain f-tto.ts on Atfecnse Outcomes. Report 235." (Baltiinore: The
Johns Hopkins ( enter tor Social Organtration of Schools. 1971): and
!dem . Author tt Si ruk tures and Student Des elopment. Report 246." (Balti-
more Ihe lohns Hopkins I no.ersit t enter tor Social Organization of Schools.
147s)
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developmental stages and tb our realization of the fundamental constraints
on teacfiers' yielding control over classroom events.

A recent study by Moos"; diffrentiates secondary school classrooms
more broadly than the Epstein and McPartland study and might be taken
as a "state of the.art" example of the measurement of classroom climate.
Moos administered the Classrimm Environment Scale (CES) to students
in 200 classrooms from 36 schools. Included were public general high
schools; vocational, private, and alternative high schools; and junior high
schools. The schoojs were located in a variety of communities on the
East and West coasts of the United States. The CES consista of 90.true-
false items which fall into nine different subscales, each ot which measures
students' perceptions of the emphasis ,on one dimension of classroom
climate. An analysis of the students' responses yielded five distinct clusters
of classrooms: control oriented (47 classrooms), changt oriented (44),
affiliation oriented (26). task oriented (47), and competition oriented (32).
Four classrooms could not he located in any cluster. One of the interesting
details 'bf these patterns is that within two of the clusters, afliliatipn
oriented and task oriented, there were two subclusters, one with an above.
average and the other with a below-average emphasis on teacher control;
while within the competition-oriented cluster, there were three subclusters,
one having an above-average, another an average, and the third, a below-
average emphasis on teacher control. Thus variations on control continue
to he central in Moos' more fine-grained analysis'. The competition-
oriented subeluster with aerage teacher control was further distinguished
from the other 6.1.0 competition subclusters by having a greater than
average emphasis on "teacher support- or personal-affective teacher-stu-
dent relationships. Moos labeled this a "supportive" competition-oriented
tpe. as opposed to the "structured" and "unstructured" competition-
oriented tpes of the other Rk-, of these subelusters.

Moos also administered a questionnajre asking the students how
satisfied the% %%ere with thcir school, their class, .the other students in the
class, their teacher. and their learning in the class. Analyses of variance
v.ere conducted to ascertain the extent to which these five student satisfac-
tion ariables discriminated among both the five'clusters and the nine
suhclusters. Satisfaction with school did nvt significantly differentiate in
either anaksis florAeer. each of the other satisfaction variables sig-
nificantly differentiated among class types in both sets of analyses. We
notice the parallel to I pstein and kfcPartland's findings. The parallel is
seen more sliecifkall), in the discussion of what amounts to the within-
school differences.

Stmknts in control oriented classes were the least satisfied with the class.
the teak her. and the amount of material they were learMng. A similar pattern

" Rudolf 1 pologv of Junior Ifigh and High School Class-
rooms.- A men( an I ilu«thonal Researt Ii Journal 1 5 (19781: 53-66.
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of results occurred in the structured task oriented classes and. to a somewhat
lesser extent. in the unstructured competition oriented and affiliation oriented

.'classes. Student, were relatiLd . highly satiStied with the class and the teacher
in kinoL anon oriented and supportiLe-eompetition oriented classes. Surprisingly.
students in Lisk.oriented ,lassrooms telt they were, not leaining much actual
material. howeser, the class milieu mai: have led to higher expectations about the
amount they should be leamng. Finally. students liked each other more in
classes whit% emphasized student-student affiliation."4

.Moos' distussion of these 'findings emphasi4es the discovery of 47
'classrooms ."almost exclusiselt oriented toward teacher control of student
behavior" and the finding that studentsand teacherswere in general
more satisfied ss ith innovation oriented than with control oriented classes."

Conclusion

We began this chapter with the observation that- classrooms tvery-.
where are different and the snme. Our analysis attended first to the
sameness Of classrooms, but in these last pages it has recognized more
the differences between classrooms. How can classrooms be both same
and different? \: uq..est that this is largely a matter of point of view.
When classrooms are compared with other settings. including the alter-
native educational settings that are the reference points for the Goodlad
and Klein and .the Vartin Report judgments. they appear. to be More
same than differFnt. When classrooms are compared with themSelves, the
judgments impheitl aeept the constraints of the classroom situation, and
differencL..4 stemming more from the students' and the teachers' styles
become more prominent. Moos. in his use of the term -relative" to char-
acterize different lock of student satisfaction and in his discussion of
the kmpt4tance of structure in -the classroom, recognizes the boundaries
of the classroom situatlon.

I he finding of differences does not diminish the need to explore
lternans es to the Ja.ccroom. Our anaksis of the classroom kituation has
made us More aware of how far-reaching alternatives to the classroom
might h.1.e to he in order to deselop fundamentally different educational .

I! ma he that the most significant changes in classrooms
wouhl he possihle onIL it the basic conditions of schoolingagain we
mean the pupil- teacher ratio, the fi yd time frame. and academic testing
Were %0 altered that a qre andard a%%rthiM siMply would not work. This
is a different ss as of rendering the conclusions reached by Goodlad and
klela and the Ntartin Report. One wonders what effect a new under-
standing ot these thing...will have upon education.

'4 Ibid p ito
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Section Two.
Some.Aspects of

Caniculum Them

111); NI XI i.OUR tliNpitERti deal with curriculum theory. Our
purpose in including, this section is to indicate that considered action must
tle based on theory. If the difference between professional teachers and
amateur teachers is. as is said in one of the chapters, that professional,

.
teachers has-LI not only a theory of subject matter hut also a theory about
the student, then the difference between professOnal atiid amateur curric-,
ulum workers is that tffe professionals have some theories about the work
they do, the way they talk$ and the Iv .ic concepts they employ.

First we Consider how curriculum Is written and talked about. Walker
lOoks at the forms the writing takes. In a somewhat wry statement, he
distinguishes between the popular and the serious writing and offers
rtolers ways of making the distinctions for themselves. Foshay deals with

. metaphors that control curriculum thought and action. Offering several
mktaphors for students (some un leasant) and some metaphors for
schools, he argues that in the de ree that we are in control of the
metaphors ke unconsciously use, we may penetrate the language of Our
fiekt,.

In chapter h Connelly and Flbaz take us through a somewhat in:-*
formal accoum of what they have learned about the curriculum in the
course of years of reading. writing, acting. and thinking. Theirs is an
attempti to rise above the usual curriculum theorizing to a human level
th'at allow, for uncertainties, acknowledges inconsistencies and weaknesses,

. and offers ho'pe.
., (iene%3 Cay presents a definitive account of the conceptual models

of the curriculun,-planning process. If one will hut recognize that curric-
ulum workers are in the business'of modifying. or changing, the function-
ing of the'curmulum. then the io.ailable models for this process are basic
to .I theory of kairriculum action.
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A Barnstorming Tour of
Writing on Curriculum

Decker F., Walker

THERE ARE the curriculum Materials themselves, of course.
Teachers' guides, textbooks, syllabi, courses of study, scope and sequence
sharts. and the like.

And 1then there are books and articles about The curriculum. Text-
books for curriculum courses, like Tyler,' Taba.,2 Smith, Stanley and Shores.,3
or Saylor and Alexander;4 and so on. Books o9his or that inhovation
the4nongraded-school, individualized instructioh, inquiry approaches to the
social studies, multicultural education, and the like. Articles urging us to
adopt this or that new or old practice. Articles analyzing this or that
development.

And, finally, there is writing abc,ut the writing about curriculum. Most
of what is called curriculum theory is writing aboutwriting about curricu-
lum. So are most histories of the curriculum field or of curriculum thought.
Philosophical anal) ses of key terms used in curriculum writing fall into
this category. And reviews of research. In fact, most of the writing for
academic presses and journals oil curriculum is writing abgbut writing about
curriculum. You are reading an example now.

There's another helpful distinction. Writing of the types just de-
scribed is about tile (or a} curriculum, about the actual program of studies
or plans for it. Other writing is ahout related processescurricllum de-
velopment, organization, management, evaluation, the policies of cur-
riculum making, and so on.

t Ralph W. T kr. Mow Prmuipks of Currkulum and Instruct; (Chicago:
Uno,ersit ot Chicago Press. 19501.

2 Hilda Taha. Curri( ulam Derelopnwnt: 71wory and Practice (New York:
Harcourt. Brace. and World. 19(12).

B thhand Smith. ,Wilham 0. Stanley. and J. Hasten Shores. Fundamen-
hds ot ciariculunt Development (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World,
I 9 )

4 I Galen Saylor and William M. Alexander, Curriculum Planning (New
York Rinehart and ('ompany, 1954).
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Once again. we can distingui6h writing that is part and parcel of these
processessuch as tests, policy statements, management plans, and so
on --from writing about 'the prticesses'and from writing about this writing.

ke have just cotnpletoki a lightning, jet-speed tour of writing on cur-
riculum. You now haw a iCugh idca of the rnin features of thc existing
literature. M, hat follows is a more leisurely, up-close tour. If our super-
quick tour has goren a riew from a jet, the upcoming one gives the view
from an open-cockpit two-seater hopping from field to fielda barnstorm-
ing tour.

lib

Curriculum Documents
Curriculum documents re the writings teachers and students use.

Included are schtmlhook,, ).korkhooks, teaching aids of various kinds, tests,
teachers' guides and- teachers' editions of textbooks. courses of study,
s)Ilabi, district or state curriciAum guides, and the what-do-l-do-Monday?
writing in publications tor teachers. I he associated processes include those

whicii these materials are created: selected for use; used, not used, or
misused, as t:it: prot.esses by which the materials have their effects
oo teacher. student:. \ nrious documents are also produced during
these processe,- agenda and working papers of writing teams; guidelines
mid criteria for nhnenals selection: memoranda, guidelines, and plans for

,: Ina:era, ,eiected: the wntten materials teachers
.11,st nbute ,tudcms to expLon how the published material should be
ult.:. And er .2% aluation reports.

thesc t)pe, 0; documents :ire n integral part of the curriculum
. ....Aired in Factice, or of thy processes leading to its realization,

or both I ho are, in ,orne sense, the curriculum: part of it, at an) rate.,
I he writing of these document, ft the o.ritith! of ...inricuitnn.

urn,ulum documents such s I:lec: arc VOttc:1 artifacts, tangible
tiase, ot t2\t1nescent thoughts ai%.i actions that constitute the
s-urriculurn prach..-c I he> le 'produced !, speci;di,t, in education, in
writing. in test construction. and the like 1,. rather than by
la people. I ho. are abo normally read and used b) professionals; lay-
people I other than students) seldom arc an intended audience. The ma-
terial, are produced in publishing houses, in dktrict offices. and in the
teacher's classroom or stukb..

Docunients produced for a m.iss audience. such as textbooks and
lests. Are enerill laboJed .n.er for years h) a large staff of writers and
spes.i.dist, Document, produced locally, are, h) contrast, usually products
of .1 few weeks or months of part-time work by teachers and whool ad-
ministrators. thev are documents produced in great hurry, zainost off-
the-cutf UI soine cases I his is not to say that tkv: mass-produced materials
are necessank better. A single teacher with a good idea may produce
documents worth many months of labor by specialists working on faulty
s s umpt lons

ky9
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The pro.blems faced by writers of curriculum documents include:

1. How to attain sufficient clarity and specificity so that those who
are supposed to he instructed by the document know exactly what they
are being advised to do;

2. How to make the document easy to consult, attractive, and help-
ful so that it will be used;

3. How to allow for the variety qf settings, personalities, and cir-
cumstances for which the document is intended;

4. How to maintain the, widest possible acceptability so that the
document's guidelines will be followed in the school or community.

These problems make the writing of curriculum documents a special
and difficult craft. To do it well requires a high level of writing skill in
addition to a thorough familiarity with the content to be presented and,the
educati%e processes associated with it. Some curriculum textbooks have
chapters devoted to preparing courses of study. But the amount written
about the craft of writingcurriculum documents is 'quite small compared,
say. with %hat has been written about the more specific art of stating be-
havioral objectives. Here. perhaps, is an opportunity for professional im-
provement in the coming ears.

The general or casual reader of' educational literature would have
to make a special effort to come in contact with curriculum documents.
l'extbooks and other pmately published documents are freely available,
of course. ffoueer. the are not normally sold to individuals, libraries
almost neer stock them, and so someone not closely 'connected with
schook ma ha% e difficult% obtaining them. But documents produced by
schook and school district$ are unmanageably difficull for a layperson to
obtain and to interpret. I here are so many of them. They are so varied
in title, format, content, and quality. They originate in so many ways, and
their true origin is often unknimn because they are routinely attributed
to the superintendent in man!. cases! Even when these local documents are

it would he difficult for any person outside the local situation
to judee their ser%iceabilit because they are intended for use in a par-
ticular context and must he judged for their usefulness in that context.

In short. for anonu except those (professionals. usually) directly
cimcerned ki.`i them. curriculum documentsespecially locally produced
Ones resist casual inspection and informal assessment. Nevertheless, in
one seti.e. at least. locall produced curriculum documents are more im-
portant than an!, other sort of writing about the curriculum. They are
more Joselt hound up %kith the actual, people and events that constitute
the curriculum in practice. that produce whatever tangible effects a cur-
riculUM has on students and, through them, on civilization.

Sirnpl!, to summarlire the current state of locat publications would
requite a teseaNh stud. iAith a scientific sainpling design and formal
method, of interpretation. Most persons interested in curriculum, how-

±2544._
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ever. would not he so much concerned with typical practice as with the
best or most innoi.atixe practice. It is precisely here that the difficulties
of a scattered and Jargelx fugitive literature become mostfrustrating. How
are we to know what is most interesting unless le are m nitoring the corn-

.
plete body of spch writing' And who can manage this'.

"I he result of this frustraung situation is the for ation of informal
networks,among eduCators. Word gets around that thi district has done
a fantastic job with K -12 language arts sequencing, th t that one has an
excellent set of behavioral obteetives for elementary mathematics instruc-
tion, and that oxer there they have a beautifully crafted poetry teaching
guide.

Some modest attempts ilee being made to sift through the mass of
local pub.i.ications and brini . somelof them to wider attention. ASCD has
a large divial. of ,uch imuN at each annual conference and publishes a
directorx which can he pur,:hased separately. A more ambitious venture
has been undertiken bx Fearon-Pitman Publishers. They produce the
Curriculum Development library.'' which consists of hundreds of curricu-
lum much:, 4)11 microtiche.pius a seven-volume inde.

Indo.idual. and orgimizations will continue to want to sift through
locall produced documents for specific purposes of research or practical
inginr!.. and some of these results will and should be published to a wider
audience.

Writing About Curtulum: Primary Literature of Curriculum
I he literature s%ide,t witerest and greatest appeal, the writing most

widelx 11011,14%1: the %%ruing on curriculum that the layperson is most
hkeh ti Inn aaoss is writing about it- or the processes associated with it.

1.11.,1 and foremost. this t,pe of writing is about what is wrong with
the nii i ul u in and What v,e should do about it. "The curriculum is de-
Kient in wav . therefore we should make that change." "If we arc to
fulfill 1;1,, r itt oi the inch, an dream, we must have that curriculum
chanLte IL r1 whit', happening in education today; get on the band-
kx Avon mor:: suhtk "Since education is a niatter of , the
eui ii:alum should bo like that." -Students learn thi way: therefore the
cur rkulum skou1,1 look drat wa,." "Modern life is like this: the curricu-
lum. therctore. should be like that." Both writing intended for profes-
siun.11, and vs rain.2. intended lot la,people take thew forms.

ssennalls these ssn,tines are calls to action, exhortations, urgings,
anpciatives Ills:died and unjustified. basic and refined, rational and emo-

k'soirlflt C Lon I wet wt. 1979. Exhibit of Curriculum Materials
the ;ith \*Nt I) \nn!1.11 onterenee, Detroit. Michigan. March 1-7, 1979.

S' p4 epu,1 \..ot.!.ition tor tinpersision and urriculum Development.
vv.r.htnoon st Va 22114.

h I ei,,-munt 1 ibta,v Fearon-Pitman Publishers, 6 Davis
Dro.e Rcliii,*n t C altt 94tHi2 New materials are added annually.
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tional. The problem to which most literature about the curriculum is
addressed is how to improve or reform curriculum. Writing whicil fails
4, address this moblem seems somehow unsatisfying, perhaps even irrele-
vant. We read it and wonder what we are supposed to do about these
things we've read.

The ultimate measure of the success of thivort of writing, I suppose,
is the magnitude of its effect on the actual curricula offered in schools.
But this indicator is not available; we do not know what t hanges are taking
place in school curriculaexcept in a vague, general senseand so we
are, hardly able to tell what has produced those changes.

One. proximate indicator of success is the popularity of the writing
sales of books, numbers of articles publighed in professional journals or
magazines of general circulation, and so on. By this measure, the' most
successful writing about curriculum treats popular innovations. In some
cases these are primarily professional enthusiasmsindividualization,
competency-based education, behavioral objectives, -for example. In other
cases the reform's niain impetus comes from the lay edmmunity-r-career
education, . basic education three Rs/back to basics, and accountability
are recent examples. Sometimes the innovation is a specific practice or
program; but more us'ually the really hot and long-lasting reform move-
ments center on a broad, vaguely delineated philosophy, point of view, or
orientation, such as open education, bilingual education, career education,
basic education, or community-based education.

From an acadenfic or intellectual point of view, this literature it a
very mixed hag. Although some of the seminal writing, on any of these
reforms is:thoughtful, well considered, well argued, anCi based upon an
explicit. worked-out set of ideas, much of the great flood of writing on any
popular .reform is just bad rhetoric. It is one-sided, superficial, long on
enthusiasm hut short on thought. It cannot be, taken seriously as profes-
sional inquir. as a contribution to knowledge' or understanding of edu-
cation. But it nesertheless serves a vital professiopal function: it helps
to shape the beliefs and opinions of those who determine the curriculum.
And since in our schools the curriculum is shaped by both professional
and Lop opinion, the most successful reform literature is directed at Both
audiences.

If we choose a different proximate indicator of the itnpact of writing
about the curriculum, different writing emerges as successful. Suppose, for
example, we assume that the influence of a work over a long time period
is a good indicator of its ultimate impact. Then works by more serious
writers rise to the top of the list, and the wave of writing on on-T-popular
innosations smks near the level of yesterday's news. The works of Plato,
Aristotic. l.ocke. Rousseau, and Dewey continue to he read and to influ-
ence thought and action in innumerable, barely perceptible ways hundreds
of .years after their publication. On a less grand scale, Works by Montessori,

Q
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horndike, KilpauiLk. Rugg. Counts, and Taba continue to he read and
u.sed by professional educators. exen though they may have been largely
tot-eta...a hy the generai puhhc. And among writers still w.tive, some'con-
onue to make Important contributions year after year regardkss of the
handwa,:on Larrently attracting most attention. ( Any mention of persons

di a,ti.: is sure to he 011U 0 ersval. but any such list would surely include
h ,listinewshed senior figures as 1 ler. Bloom. Foshay. H. Q. Smith;

.11hi kwhwah )
Literature is more systematic. More acceptable in scholarly

terms, !mire penetrating. and I'ften more onginal than all but the very
hest ot the ht,t.1tUte dooted to any specific reform. It. too, is directed
toward th c. questivn of what to do. but in very different ways. Instead of
ex:tortatkins. one nrid.s reasoned argument appealing to evidence; one finds
,ountetareuments and claims against the proposed innovation considered
seir.aisk one finds strenuous etforts to discover fundamental considera-
t:oris eteat weight that would. properly opplied, help decide the merits
tit th c. phipos.:d innoation.

But th: fN.re .11 .kritinc, as distinguished as it is, is not without its
shorts.oin neor and thocoughness make it unsuitable as a steady
diet tor the hidhons ot teaehers who must be reached in some way by-

!t!'ollt the .111-rk.'11RIM More popular tre.cments are essential. exei,
:t twor !MIN! Notiletirnes saenticed. Scholarly writings may set forth a

ot approach by means of which day-to-day practical problems
01 eousat.n,, may he ad,lressed and sok ed hut many presang problems

no: he treated So more detailed treatm,:nts, elaborations,
cs.,n,:ons to other roblems. and examples of putting these ideas into
pia, t;,e II .lk% 11, 1,e necessary. I he task of persuasion will also always

ne,essan. r ,d1 these reasons. purely scholarly works are never
twiements ot curriculum problems.

i seholarl . writing has a tendency to wander from the
as d i',11n1! at :ssue. ne.er to return. Ihe best Pducational scholarship

than the terms ot t he proctical problem into various fields
;,.1 ,ss:edlte phil,sophx lis%chology, social s,:ienees. and content fields.
;rtani, to the problem some terms or ideas that advance our think-

1,sue. eea if the adyanee is to ques.ion the importance
ot ho it posed. or Nhether It is really an issue at all. If

ss hAarly wiain2, made the return trip safely, all would be well.
1 1,..tai th especialk tor scholars not familiar with

.md , ten: practices of educatnai. 'the world of pure knowl-
,.s1,:e :s e:y Nk.hl'isir It is tempting to tarry there. Meanwhile, those

to do are frustrated by discussions that lead them to
. vbIn,ii are releant to the resolution of some issues, but

tiss con:rete resolutions. Fsen worse these readers may
b. .1 specialized scholarly 1Lascussion that makes recommenda-

cd s. iu nd I ri t d scholarship in one discipline but all too often
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reflects superficial comprehensiOn of practical realities: And so scholars
need help from those they serve, especially from informed practitioners
and policy makers.

Both popular.. and scholarly writing are necessary and potentially
mutuall eorre01e in writing about curriculum. What we need from the
enure corpus of work is a thorough consideration of possible courses of
action. %%ming about the eurriculum should help us act better, more
whet!, more la tune with our highest values. "The us to be helped iriaudes
a w ide s ariet!, of persons who ph!, many roles and who take part in cur-
riculum decisions and shape the climate of opinion that influences these
decisions. So different tp1, of writing will be needed for the differen4
audiences. We must also expect the writing to reflect a variety of opinions
and points ot iew.

V, hat we need, in taLt. is a dialogue, a communal discussion, de-/
liberation extended in space and time to include the many writers and
readers who participate in realizing the curriculum. Joseph Schwab has
articulated this siew in his -practical. papers." 7 His ideas suggest that the
major need is tor a closer relation between language and action. Action is
horn: taken on curriculum matters nearly every day in localitientround the
olunirc. la state capitols and in manY regional and national agencies.
For the most part. tins action is accompanied by some sort of direlersion
oi what should he done. But this discussion is more often than not desul-'
tot!. ahhre% lated. superficial. .11 includes an extremely restricted set of
.onsiderations.. I hese inadequacies stem from structural characteristics.
ut the discussions more than from the abilities and inclinations of the
people insol ed M xy must he found to make time and place on a,si

hasi.. for searching exanunation of the merits of actions. Incentives
must be. built in to reward thorough. careful, good deliberation. These
.0 u t lira I !lino% anon. %111 have to be substituted for current procedures
or hudt into re% ised %ersions. PerhapS the_ paradigm case of generally
inadequate deliberation is the selecticm of textbooks.

Nlexitime. in scholarls journals, the ideas that _need to be brought to
bear on rhe pra....tical decisions and actions may be found expressed in an
ahst t torm k s hol ars ho rarely, if ever, he.,,.ne involved in the action
the% Antu their ideas shouki guide. Perhaps a series of critical reviews
:ould he arraneed so that scholars and concerne knowledgeable experts

it anotis kinds cotll I hase the chance to assess the various proposed
altern.iti%cs. 1 his process could be supplemerited by trials in classrooms
and s.otis. al re% Wm.. IN!. teachers, possibly teachers elected by their peers.
Certaink . parents and the public's representatives, the board of education,
should h;.. di% oked. Sonic persons might even be commissioned to repre-
sent the students point of view. Then thc curriculum committee could
draft a public statement of the pros and cons of each alternative, as the

I I. ch,fmah. I he Practical: A Language for Curriculum" (Washington,
t. National I ducation Association. 19691.
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committee aw them in light of input from the various sources, to accom-
pany the comnuttee's recommended decision.

\L hat is described Jhove is only one h)pothetical example. There are
man) other important curriculum'decisions, and no one all-purpe)se pro-
cedure can he found. Consideration of various institutional mechanisms
for Imptus.ing the discourse that itCcompaniCs curricular avtion should be
a high priont) for our professional gssociations in the coming years.

In additii in. the uni)ersines and the scholars have an obligation to
their work into cliiser relation to the re'alities of schooling. The

st.holarl) hooks and artides need to sho4 continuous evidence of attention
to real school problems I he implications of ideas for practice need to
be prommentl) featured, not just appended. The research needs to be
betto attuned to the needs of those who mug make decisions.

James Hessler.' in a recent.tlissertation at Stanford, studied the litera-
ture oii indo, !dual,/ dhoti of education in journals over the past 50 years.
lie found that in some 262 articles, the average percentage of citations
ut empineal es, iderKe i other than logic or the author's personal experience

opintim i as 3.2. peRvnt. compared.vith nearly 80 percent in a com-
parison group of arift les from the field of nwdicine: Arguments given for

outnumbered arguments against it by nine to one. Among
the .1111¼ les published in this period, he ,found a few that seemed to be
quite thot ouh. .ireful, considered treatments of the pros anti cons of
indr.idualization. but these few articles were not more cited or used than
ihe mass iI rs that were more supertLial. .1 his situatiori contrasted
rather ,harph, with the hod!, of professional literature that he used as a
winpirison the medical literature On the heart bypass operation, a con-

suf L!.i %. al pro1/4 edure for severe heart disease. Ile ,also found one-
.itletliie' arid superticialit in much of the medical .literature. but not
near It iii the same Lierce

It edu,...nion aspires t) the status of a profession. it must adopt the
prokedute of a pruitessium Careful. unbiased consideration of alternative
Lotuses ot a, holt %nit tull comprehension of both the pros and the in-
ct !table cons of all ,icthms is characteristic of good professional practice.

handv..q!on enthusiasm and unquestioned reliance on global models
in..tedd of treatment 01 each case are not. Ehe next decade could well be

tint al in doe rniming m,hether curriculum moves further toward pro-
fessionalism. of . . . %Olaf

Writing About ('urriculum Writing: Metatheury and Criticism
t hen filer. write for themselves, they often write about writing.

\k hat luthets hat e rate n. as much as what others have done, calls out for

Limes I fessler. 1 he ( ot A rginn.nts in Individualiiation of In
,trimion" u Ph I) thsseit.oloh. Suntord t.riitersits. September. 1977).

\ithur I he prof,- %%tonal a., Lducator (Nov York: Teachers
ollege I97;).

,)
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response. It is only actions described or interpreted in some way that are
/accessible to language and disCursive thought. Views must Be expressed
before the% can he considered and discussed.

When a writer comments on specifics of another's,writing, the result
is crthcism. %%hen a v.riter builds .1 more abstract set of ideas that logically
encompases the ideas in .ano.ner's sork. the result is metatheory. Both
criticism and metatheor% are essentiaLto an informed and sophisticated
hod% of discourse about an!, subject. Both are in part a matter tlf attending
to one's tools of thought I he% are also in part a matter of testing through
argunhnt the relatie adequac% of contending views. And they are forms
of persuasion. means of attacking and defending competing value positions
or e%en competing ideologies Both criticism and metathetiry can disclose
mil'healions and assumptions that would otherwise remain tacit in the
%sax, %e talk about and interpret curriculum matters to one another and
to oursekes

he most direct form of writing about %riting gives attention to the
message itself, to what the writing savs. to the substantial claims and
assertions made I his NT.. ot %%ruing ranges fromletters to the editor to
scholark re% iews ot literature Ofniousl% we are here concerned more
ssith.seriolls responses whi.-11 often take the form of j)ooks or articles whose
writing was s!nnalated k other hooks.or articles. In this sense, any writing

oh a billhographs Is io some extent a resnon se to others' writir g. The
most duce! re polls..., re% 10% s of reseArL h. mtegratise'scholarshiji. race-
me ess.1%. or -think pieces" ate , itar links in a chain of dialogue th:it is
self critical and sc:i mp! For example. the detailed, in-depth eriti-
LINIII of onhspis and ideas hmod m P%-chohicioal Concepts in Education"'
Lan he a ,1t.d help in strengthening the foundations %Inch most practitioners
(and. f.,r that matter. s-holars addressing other curriculum questions)
me much too husx to examine at all Owl( I he debate that appears
in professional itiurnals. written b% practic g curriculum people, is also
essential to informed praoice It is a form of putting our professional heads
together ob%iousl. a central pnifessional task.

More generalb,, but less diretii. %%ruing about curriculum writing
ni.e. attend to assumptions .ind implications of what was explicitly stated.
Often this nieans attemion to the social and political values implicit in the
writing_ I he writing of Michael pple" and of the authors represented in
M. F Younds Knitwledk,e, and rim/ roll': illustrates the outstanding
recent ssork that has been done in this %em. In the domain of personal
%allies. the %olume editt-d by NA ilham Pm n.m r, Currieulion Theorizing: The

Pattl komisar and eds . Pss(luilogic cii (-mu epts
.thon fiRwo Wahl \1 ,..5.111) ( *0 19('7).
Nrichas.1 , Arnie. i he Hidden 'Curriculum and the Nature f Con-

Inter( hane- 2 1971 i 27-4o.
Michael oung. ed., twit luck,. and Control (London: Collier-

Macmillan, 1971 I.
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Reconceptualists.'" illustrates the flood of recent work, much of it extremcly
3houghtful and thought-provoking. - .

Attending to assumptions of-what was explicitly stated can also mean
identifying basic, underlying orientations. The conflicting conceptions of
curriculum identified by Eisner attd Valiance" in their book of that name
illustrate this type of work, an important staple of writing about curriculum
writing. And this kind of writing can mean analysis of the language used
in the writing, Tin the volunie Psychological Concepts in Education.

- finally, some writing about writing in cuiriculum is devoted to reflexiin
inquiry into the field itself. Such writing asks questions like: What should
curriculum specialists study and write about? Is a science of curriculum
making possible? What is the role of the arts in curriculum thought? Is.
curriculum planning inherently a moral activity or can it sometimes be
strictly teclmic'al? On what ideas or what disciplines should the curriculum
field be based? What is the present condition of the curriculum field and
where is it heading? Examples are: Eisner,' Goodlad,' Huebner,"
Schwab."

Writing logical and critical analyses of die work of those who idntify
themselves with a, field is an important function. It is a vital part of healthy
self-exanunation. Without it, fieLds' would not adapt and develop with
changing conditions. The danger of previousnessof in-groiipness and of
flight from the primary probletarof the fieldis always present, however.c
"I he audience for this type of writing is, after all, small. And member,: of
the audience are also contributors to the writing, so the potential for
domestic squabbles is great. When such writing is carried to excess so that
the primary problems are lost sight of and writing becomes excessively and
obse,so.ely self-conscious. something is wrong with the field and corrective
action is called for. But too often the attempt to determine what corrective
action needed draws still further energy into writing about writing. If
such a s.ictous circle closes, a held may find itself moribund. as Schwab"

. -
has argued in tne case of the curriculum field. Hut the circle can always be
broken.hs. creato.e attention to the primary problem..

. Currii ulum Theori:ms:: 7 he Reeonceptualivs
keley. Calif : Mc( tchan Publishing Corp., 1975)

" Elliot Eisner and Elizabeth Valiance, Contlutinc Conceptions of Curri-
culum (Berkelet . Calit . Mc('utchan Publishing Corp., 1974).
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'Our barnstorming tour of eurriculunl writing has revealed an extreme),
vatud pattern. ('urmulum is clearly an iny subject. It bilyngs to Aristotle's
-region 'of the mau and the %iiriable'' where certain knoWledge is not
posskble, only opinion.multiple and various, more or less considered,
twine less.atkquate. hut user clearly true or false. The overall picture
of curriculun wilt* today looks much like Nietzsche's characterization of
his ovbnitield, [Ihilologs: -mixed together like a magic potion fulfil the,
most outlandish lititiors. ores, and hones.- Technical pieces, scholarshi0;
rhetoric, news, comment, exposes, editorials, ideological diatribes, political
I;roadsides. sales pitches- -sirtually every form of discourse imaginable--
ciNulate among the most dierse audienecs for the greatest imaginable
variety of purposes and on practicall y. any occasion.

life ikerall impression is certainly not of a disciplined body of
knowledge or of a profession based upon such ; .n)dy of knowledge. If the
r:urrieulum tiold is a field, it is a field of problems, problems so divergent
that no coherent hod% of knowledge can he singled out as uniquely appro-

., p.iait. to ineir resofution. Practically everything known to humanity is
iide%ant. import.intl% so. to the resolution of nw curriculum problem.
I he ,K.ti%it, of those who work on curriculum problems is not and could
not he Llommated by a nebtl% knit body of experts in some foundational
stud% or disciplIne I he nature of the problems does not permit a hier-
archical -organization of tbe knowledge hearing upi - 'hem.

hir me, the field resembles a gigantic Marketplace of ideas and
proposals I see workshops where specialized craftspeople are quietly turn-

.
ing out uwful I the!, hope. an!. way ) gadgets and,, modestly putting them
on displa% I see bookstalls where scholarly types are intently discussing
the contents of books the% almost don't want _to sell. I hear vendors hawk-
ing their v..ire, and %ans %. iti loudspeakers calling people to rallies. I see
dimk iii cabarets here plots are being secretly made to overtHrow the
dominant powers as well as sumptuous clubs 4iihere the powerfull casually
disLuss how tho should exercise their obviously justly endowed powers.

'urn, ulum vbritim seems to me to he a slice of public life itself. It
is as rich and %aried as that life, and as confused and confusing. It can be
described. Its pul,se a n be taken, is course can he predicted with more
.or less a:curaL-%. but it resists our efForts to reduce it to an orderly, stable
pattern. After %ears of near-despair. I am now contennvith this state of
affairs Robert [:rost expresses my own attitude far better than I could:

Farth's the right place for love.
I don't knov. %%here it's likely to go better.

A neh et, 1 UsiOn is the right state for curriculum writing. I don't know
. how it .Aiuld do better.

Q



. Curriculum Talk
Arthur W. Foshay

I 1' is SC' %Mi.! RUCOCNIZED that the way we talk and think has
a controlling effect on our action. Behind our manifest language is meta-
phor, which carries latent meanings to event% Behind our action is also
theory about the domain of action. The difference between professional
teachers and amateur teachers, for example. is tha,t professional teachers
act on a theory ( however incomplete) of the learner in interaction with
subject matter. hut amateur teachers have only a theory of the subject
matter. One difference between thoughtful curriculum people and those
who are superficially controlled by the popular press is that the thoughtful
ones use language with care for its latent meanings.

}fere. we shall examine-a number of metaphors that appear commonly
in talk about the curriculum. We shall try to show that each of them is true
in some sense, hut that none of -them is sufficiently true to guide usnor
are all of them, collectively, adequate to tasks. We shall also consider
some things curriculum peopre ihm't talk about much, but ought to.

First let us explore, briefly, the way metaphors work. Itehind every
word we use is a history that continues to influence its meaning,' at one
level or another. The word curfew, for examile, once meant that it was
time to cover the tire for theeight. It is still associated with the night,
ankl it continues to mean that the day's activity shall come to an end. A
Awderorten was a garden where children grew. The idea that children
grow and develop like flowers is deeply buried in today's kindergarten. It
was not always thus. 1 hese unrecognized latent meanings are what we shall
explore here, for it is the substratum of mestning that leads to whatever
style a curriculum worker creates as he or she speaks and writes. Much
of the ridicule directed at educational writing arises justly from ridiculous
latent meanings.

We say that professional teachers have a theory of the learner. Let us
remember that the hundred-year-old systematic study of children has not
yet fully revealed them to us; in so remembering, let us acknowledge that
we fill in the gaps in our knowledge with metaphors about children.

SR
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Metaphors About Children

.The Child as Flower

The most popular metaphor among cUrrent elementary teachers is
that the child is.a Thwer, to he nurtured so that its potentialities may
blossom. Thi4 metaphor. most would frry, has its origin in Rousseau's
Emile. Rousseau believed that ever)thing a child could become was present
in childhood and that, like .a growing plant, all the child needed was
nourishment. Like others during his century, Rousseau believed that if we

(would only stop interfering with the state of nature, things wo d be ideal.
Wordsworth, following Rousseau, thought of little children "trailing clouds
of glory"i.e., that they came from heaven and were potentially angelic.
'Hie direct implication of the child as flower is that teachers should guide
them as little as possiblethat left to themselves children would develop
ideally, that the natural wisdom of childhood is a sufficient guide for
education. Hence deschooling, child-centered school, and in certain respects
both Summerhill and the open school came to be.

.

1 he difficult) with this metaphor is that it does not allow either for
guidance from elders (hence it denies the validity of adult experience) or
for deliberation b) gifowing children. An impulse is as valuable as a thought,
as the appropriate!) named -flower children" of 'the sixties seemed to
believe. (he hazard is that education would he governed by the whims of
children. and ever)one knows that a child has a whim of iron.

I he athantage of the metaphor is that it encourages whatever poten-
tial strengths children ha%c to show themselves. There is such a thing as
natural dewlopment. of course; it includes much that no one undet,tands.

The Child we Nigger

Fhis metaphor is AS harsh as one can imagine. A nigger is one without
rights, without status as a fellow human being. To be a nigger is to be
ciuell) stereot)ped. ultimatel). to be treated as propertyas a slave. Are
,:hildren eer iewed this way

*Ihe old tabula raw notion is such a view. Teachers who think tom
a child knows onl) what the teacher has taughfr conform to this cruel view.
Old-fashioned militan, training acted on this metaphor. In many schools,
children are disciplined without appeal; they have no rights, nor is there
any appeal to their reason since the metaphor denies that they have reason.

one interpretation of conditioning theory proceeds from this ugly
metaphor. [hose teaching methods that proceed on a strict, rather brutal
reward-punishment basis arise from the idea that the child is more like. a
pigeon than a human being. Ultimately, the child is a nigger.

'lite metaphor is violent, and Lt breeds violence. Children accept the
implications of the metaphors they are subjected to. Children as niggers
are treated violently, and they come to believe that violence is the name
i..i the game. Hence the brutality of the social relationships of suq't

,

a.
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children; hence their slavish dependence on the teacher for approval and
legitimacy; hence their unchallenged belief, in later years, that at root we
arc more like animals than like human beings.

The as Enemy

We have spoken of metaphors that carry latent meanings. One of those
most thoroughly concealed from the general consciousness is that the child
is an enemy, to be overcome. The metaphor is c`oncealed in the military
lingo that has become common recently: "objectives," "strategies," "target
populations," "mlnenvers." and the others; we "attack problems." Irywar,
the intent is to overcome the enemy. Without an enemy, there is no action.
The latent view of children in this language is that they are an enemy to be
overcome. It is presumed that they-will tight back as best they can, and
the teacher\ "strategies" are intended to defeat them so that their inherent
resistance will conic to an end. Like an infantry team, everyone is to obey
the demands of the "objectives," totally rejecting all distractions.

On the other hand, the military metaphor reminds us of the desirability
of clean orgam/ation to acbieve whatever purposes are intended and espe-
cially of the need for clear-cut purposes. The teacher who takes a pleasing
classroom process as Nutlicient runs the risk of "building a superhighway
tt nowhere." in kuh---Lewin's phrase. While purposes will emerge out of
activity, and some consequences of rich learning activity cannot be antici-
pated. the current vogue of "objectives" has the desirable ef1Pct of leading
people to plan as much as they can.

The Child as Cog

if one takes a school to he a smooth-running machine, then the various
parts must perform their separate functions efficiently, dependably, and
accurately. Filch part den% es its nwaning from its relations with the other
parts. tio cog has n:caning of itself, but the whole machine stops if any of
the cogs malfunction.

he hierarchical school structure encourages this metaphor, a meta-
phor buried deep in the system and rarely if ever used overtly. It comes
closeq to the.surface in a sort of teamwork view: you do your part, and
ill do mine the idea of independent development is lost in such
a view. which has its greatest effect, perhaps, on one's view of the teacher's
task. If hoth child and teacher are cogs, then neither is responsible for
the other. The teacher la,s out the subject matter, and the child works
with it. rhe possihilitt of personal relationships as a part of the educative
process is ignored. I he teacher is best thought of as one "bureaucratic
.functionar.- a., Sloan Wa;.land pointed out years ago, and tne child as
another.

It is true that in an important sense children arc dependent on one
another and their teacher. Social development arises from such interde-
pendence, and so does morality. The child as cog has to learn the virtues
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of cooperation. However, it is obvious that a child is much more ihan a
cog, even if the child is willing to act likeone in the interest of playing
the game by the apparent rules.

The Child as Machine

When a machine is running properly, it is completely predictable.
There are those who yearn for a completely predictable child. Much
educational research arises from this metaphor: one seeks that which is
"lawful" and predictable about learning behavior. Machines, of course,
are run by operators. They are constructed by peoplethey do not con-
struct themselves. science fiction to the contrary. The metaphor of the
chiid as machine, like sonic others rather deeply buried in our as uniptions,
conjures up a child who is nothing of himself or herself, but exi ts only to
fulfill the wishes of others. The child is manipulated for the 'WI-poses of
these others. If the child will respond,predictably (and he/she will) to a
combination of negative and positive reinforcement, then that is what is
usedsome variation of the carrot and stick.

There is truth in the meta.phor. People are somewhat predictable.
People can indeed he manipulated, often to their beneni. What is required
when one manipulates children is that the action be carried on within
strict ethical standards, on the one hand, and that the manipulation be
carried on only within the limits necessary, lest the children come to expect
manipulition and give up on their own abilities to run their lives satisfac-
torily. Children will submit to manipulation easily in many areas, since it
relieves them of the responsibility for thinking and making decisions.
Thinking and decision making are hard work, and children will avoid
them if they can.

The Child as Cluttneleon

A chameleon has the astonishing ability to take on the color of its
immediate environment. The child as chameleon .is under the control of
his 'her environment, and teachers who work within this ancient metaphor
are forever trying to arrange the surroundings so that the child will react
appropriately. his view of the child, like some of the others discussed
here, does not take Into account the child's independence as a person.

The metaphor was first used by Pico Della Mirandola during the
Renaissance: "man the chameleon." It was true then, though an incomplete
account of what a human being is, and it is true in the same way now.
A child is highly responsive to hisiher environmentthe physical environ-
ment, the aesthetic environment, the social environment (or classroom
climate). It follows that these environments must be appropriate to the
tasks at hand in school and that attention jo them is important.

The Child as Miniature Adult

This metaphor was common during the eighteenth century. However,
since in education we never seem to wholly abandon ideas or beliefs, and
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the school system as a whole is something of an attic where all that has
ever happened is present somewhere, one can still find schools where the
child is viewed as a miniature adult. It is less common now than it was a
generation or so ago to tell little bo)s to "he men!" or little girls to "be
ladies,"ibut a is hi, no means unknown.

NO, old ideas like this one had some truth to thcm. It is true, for
example, that children are forever anticipating adult roles, that thcy have
"a lust for growth." It is true, too, that adults owe children the skills, at-
titudes, and knowledge that constitute their introduction to an increasingly
adult life. Chiklren, can, indeed, act somewhat like miniattire adults, thus
winning praise from the adults. As ArWs points out, duqng the eighteenth
century and earlier, adults did not even see children as such: thcy were
portra!,ed as having adult proportions. though smaller, or they were por-
trayed as marl. the chubh little cherubs of the painting of the pet ibd. Only
later did adults see children in their actual proportions. And, we must
emphasize, the children would tr) to act the part.

The Freudian Child

[he Freudian account of childhood portra!,s the growing child as one
who ( more or less successfulls ) overconws a series of conflicts that arise
from .deep inner d.ris es 1 h; child is a mstery, even to herself or himself:
the chikl Ilse. in a delicate balance among the inner forces that control
him her. All interpersonal relationships reflect this series of conflicts;
everthing is smhohe of what goes on unconsciously in the child's life.
l':en the child's readiu of such nursery tales as Little Red Riding Ihwd
contrihuttA to the re..olution of these conflicts, as Bettelheim has pointed
out r...centh

Such beliefs seem eriti'able, though he!,ond the knowledge of those
not pschilanal,,tiall% trained. lhe risk of this metaitor (for the Freudian
ww is best understood as an array of metaphors) is that the rest of usi,

lacking such tramme, can do harm by meddling with forces we don't
understand (he practical implication of the Fr9idian view, in real schools,
is not unlike the practical implication of the chiki as flower: the thing to
do, in the tace of m stem,us powerful forces, is to let them have their was..
It is mit surprisine that blith at Summerhill and in the early work of Susan
Isaacs one tinds the chool rooted in a Freudian view of childliood. Basic-
ally, the slew denies To ordinar teachers the possibility of guidance.

.;

The Child as Gentleman

In the das of I om Brown, Rugby was an institution devoted to whip-
ping the doll out U hos while at the same time training them to be
Fnelish eentlemen -111 he a gentWman meant that one had a strong convic-
tun) of the importance of class distInctuins and of the superiority of the
gentr. Ihe tradition is ver% old, going all the way hack to medieval times
and the training for knighthood. It had its roots, as do so many of our

')`-
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traditions, with the Greeks; the tradition of oat' (honor,. virtue, bravery,
excellence) is at the bottom of our tradition of gentility.
. What is left of this tradition is the elitism associated with the liberal

arts at the college lescl and the tradititm of mannerliuess in the lower
schools. I ike man% of the educational traditions associated with the rise
of the middle class, this one suffers from superticiality. Just as grammar is
no ss:hstitute for fluency in writing or gracefulness in ex'pressing oneplf,
so maimers do not a gentleman make.

It's still an attractise Ida: provided it is pursued as it actually is,
'there is evers reason for mdisiduals to behave with grace, generosity. and
digni4; to seem to do' the difficult without aort; to be modest about
acs:omplishnients, set to accomplish greatl,; and so on.

Ilossever, the .issoklatti)ns that have accumulated around gentleman
are in general unpleasant. (her the centuries, the principal association with
the term is elitism. To he genteel, to act with gentility. deans print.ipally
to act as if one were a member of the upper class. For an ordinary Ameri-
can to act like a gentleman means, ultimately, for hint to. put .on airs.
Howeser. to he a gentleman means, most of the time, no more than to
he polite.

It is well tri remember the original meaning of the term. While the
centuries has e betraed the meaning, it has noble origins.

The Child as Reasoner
For a long time, it was behesed that since human reason is not shared

with the animals. it was the only virtue worth cultivating. Everything else
about human beings was to he subordinate to reason. If something was not
obxiousl!, reasonable, it %.ias to he suppresed. Hence the spression of
eniotion, of the aesthetic. es en of the spiritual qualities of what it is to be
human. I o this Wis. the education of the reason is thought by most people
to be the chief purpose of schooling and, by sonic to he its sole purpose.
I he des elopment of ,..0;.!fujion dom'nates research on instruction at the
expense of researk:h on the other human qualities, and the prestige system
reinfIrces this inihalance.

Teak.hers act on this metaphor when they try to reason with a dis-
traught child I hex aCt on it when they proclaim that highly charged public
problems. such as those that arise from racism, ought not to he highly
ch4reed, hut rather should he amenable to problem solving. Carried to its
extreme, as this metaphor sometimes is, it reduces human beings to corn-

,
puting machines 1 he famous New Yorker cartoon that has the compute
printing out -I think. therefore I ant- was, like all, great humor, closer to
the mark than it appeared to be.

We have considered ten metaphors that often govern the way we think
about Lhildren. Others might be thought of: the child as animal, the child
as art object, the chilli as emp:y vesseh for example.

The important thing about these metaphors is their widespread influ-
ence. Much of the quarreling among educationists arises from them. The
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quarrel Just now, fufik example, between se who emphasize the iMpor-
tance of objectives and those who see the s as primarily a nurturing
institution derives soMe of its bitterness from the nacknowledged meta-
pliors that underly these positions: the child as c emy and the child. as
.11,04er. The scorn that the famous prop schools tea4i their students to show
*Mad the public salools does not arise from an'examination of either
the prep schook or the public schools. It arises ultimately from:the conflict
of two metaphors: the gentleman and thecommoner.

Each (If the ten metaphors contains some uuth. Children are indeed,
in some sense, flowers. machines, enemies, niggers, chameleons, cogs,
miniature adults. Freudian beings, reasoners, and geatlemen. The difficulty
with the metaphors. aside from the fact that they do their work undetected,
-is twofold: they 'are ,often carried to harniful extremes; and they are, each
of them. inadeq'uate pictures pf what a child is. -

Not only are they individually inadequateohey are inadequate col-
lectively. All of them together do not describe a child. The fact is, we do
not yet have atv adequate theory of childhood, though mach knowledge
and insight have accumulated. Childhood is still, in large measure, a
mystery. Every time we try to legislate development, we collide with the
fact of indoodual ditkrences. Not only that, but we collide with the fact
that children haNe minds of their own, about which next to nothing is
known.

What follov., from the above discussion is that curriculum workers
ill do well to he pragmatic about where they get their information. The

research on childdeelopment continues to be a primary source for them,
of course. but the research is far from being explanatory of the reality
teachers face. Other sources exkt:'one's considered experience, the experi-
ence of teachers and parents one hears about and thinks over, observation
of children. and literature. This last, literature, is usually overlooked.
Go.en the present inadequate systematic knowledge we have to work with,
we would do well to consider seriously the insights of the great literary
tigures; for it is precisely their insightfulness that -makes them valuable to
us. Is .1 child soinething like Tom Sawyer or Huckleberry Finn? Tom
Brown? Penrod? ['he young Eleanor Roosevelt? Anne Frank? Little
Ifs,Inenr) Yes, of course; a child is something like all of these and others at
one time or another. and in every case the writer, has described aspects of
ch ildhood not included in our systematic knowledge.

v

Metaphors About Schools

We turn from metaplois about children to metaphors about schools.
Since organized education is an old institution, and since in our time it has
become a socially expensive one, it is not surprising that metaphors about
schools have accumulated. ..4.

. .
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The tictol as Factory.

since the rise of factories.. people ha\ e wanted so to view the
schooltt he earliest fawsr!, -form school most of us have hdard about was
the Lancastrian school of the earl!, nineteenth century. but more recent
expressions ot the metaphor ha\ e also appeared.

A factor!, is a highl!, producti\ e, essential. sihgle-purpose organization
intended to produce products. Ideally, there is nothing in a factory that
does not contribute to ifs production. Factories are centrally managed, and
the work is laid out and supyr% ised by the manager or his surrogates. The
workers ate orgamied hierarchically, and there is a distinct division of
responsibility between managL:ment and labor. Modern factories are orgit-
wed into s,stems and subs!,stems, with the input, process, and output
carefulb, monitored.

A considerable number of schook are put together according to this
metaphorind some educational research also proceeds from it. As origi-
nall, propoleib team taching was based on the factory metaphor, for its'
most Ariking and to some. attractive feature was the hierarchical organi-
/ation,.with team leaders, ai,taM team leadersi and so on. As in a factory,
the worlq of the. t,:am A.IN supposed to be subdivided, specialized, and
delegated.

. Fducational research that is organized on an input-process-output
basis also presume, that the school is a factory. One serious drawback to
this research'is that Al present the process is not adequately understood or
described. %et some researchers seem to think that an input-output model
IS suilMent.

I here are ad%antage, and disadvantages to the metaphor. Its main
mb,.intage seems to he tha n.'n public schools, being large, benefit from
lorge.scale management techniques...Such techniques make it 'possible for
the mana;Nr ot .sua a school to be readily accountable to the public that
pmvs for the saools and -consume-- the "products.- Such techniques .
offer the promise of increased efficiency both th the use of people and the
care ot the e\penw..1: phswal plant. While some criticiee the factory model
for Os 'aupersonaht%. it is e, ident that the factory-school need not be
ui wsonal. an!, more than an actual.factory need be. This is a matter of
man.weri st%

I he principal &sad\ antage of the factory model is that it offers an
illusion of certain:\ in an area dominated by uncertainty and ambiguity.
I he m.in\ seriu, gap, in educational knowledge re4ire that teachers
impro%ise constantl%. 10 act as if jobs could be described adequately and
then distribiited according to a table of organization or to act as if the
"product- could be monitored satisfactoril !,. is to deceive oneself.

The .sehmil as fhpie

One alternati\ e metaphor to the school as factory is the school as
clinic. A clinic has an intake procedure, a rVerral procedure, and specialists

9 4
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who work with individuals according to their needs. Some schools act on
this metaphor. though rarely completely. In such schools, one hears a great
deal 'ibout "individualtiation,- "diagnosil:* and "special needs"; One does
not hear nearly as'much about "evaluation of the output."

!mk I. evaluation 'appears to be very difficult for such schogls. The
teachers are, creot:k-upied ith.the differences and complexities children
bring with thernand also vbith that unknown entity. the whole child.

If the schoOt were tot respond wholly to the metaphor of the clinic, it
would replace the input-throughput-output metaphor of the factory with a
diagnosis-referral-specialited tNatment metaphor. Typically, this is not
ihme, even in sehook dominated by the metaphor of-the clinic. Instead,
everAhing is done by one gaerdlist, and thu."clinie" suffers accQrdingly,

rite School wi Buremierm-y

A hurcaucracv is an .1Nanization of nonelected government officials,
overned by rules and arranged in a hierarchy. Within a bureaucracy,
there is a constant struggle to increase the scope of one's authority and,
at the same time to avoid responsibility for anything that goes awry. The
muelv-critici.'ed Senate Office Building in Washington is an excellent
example of bureaucratic maneuvering. Designed during one national ad-
ministration, it was funded during another and built during yet .another.
Rich administration made changes. The beauty of the.building, from a
bureaucratic point of view, ir that its many faults are not ascribable to
ar.x one in particular.

So it often is w ith the schools. The personnel in the school,s are,
Indeed. Inmelek.-ted government officials. To the extent possible, they do
their %wt.'s' ac,:ording to sets of rules which are above reason, and they
:crt:111111, r h aoid responsibility for things that go wrong.

.10 lea%c it at that vipould he unjust. There are, of course, excellent
shool sx stems, or sk.hool bureaucracies, just as there are excellent govern-
ment ageneles, or g ')vernment bureaucracies, They ris4cvilhov the stereo-
type of the bureauerac, beeause they have managed to achieve good
iniirale I here is a genet-Ai/anon here: the lower the morale in an organi-

on. the mi,re the individuals in tt will behave like the stereotype of the

(i0011 morale is made of many things. of course. Chiefly, it appears
,n\ist of co. ticquent recognition of good performance. Thd people

in All k nirm m w ith good morale take an informed pride in one another.
It folltm. that the curriculum 5orker can eontribute to good morale by
\colac to it that excellent teachers are recogniied and their advicq is
soueht out

Consequences of the Metaphors

w,e 11.1%c al ced here that metaphors functum. usually unconsciously,
,ontrol, oser the kffld of approach taken to children and the operating
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policitA of schools. They Slso influence the way curriculum people talk to
each other. Most of the talk is concerned with group managcment, content
management, teaching. styles. and politics and power t us examine
these briefly and then consider what curriculum peoW don't talk about.

Group Management

Since numbers of children irrive at school to be educated, it is not
surprising that the manageme of groups of children occupies much of
the attention of school peopl . The basic fx,.t appears to be that whil2
children arrive in groups, they are all different from one another. What
makes inthviduals a group is what they have in common, not what dis-
tinguishes them from each other. So children are grouped according to
borne commonaltyage, reading ability, sex, or apparent abilities, such
as academic proficiency. Of course, every one of these commonalties is a
stereotype ignoring most of wnat a student is. Our tendency to create
stable groups on bases such as these arises from the apparent ease of
administration of the factory metaphor. When we group children according
to some single criterion-, then seek to.teach them as individuals, the fac-
tory metaphor and the clinic metaphor are in conflict..Confusion results.

Such confusion is very widespread in the ...hools. The grouping that
results from the factory metaphor implies that the children are to be
taught as a unit---w hole class instruction.- The grouping that results from
the clinic metaphor would be temporary and transient, according to the
shifting needs'of the students. Many teachexs try to achieve such temporary
groupings within a class organized according to the factory metaphor. The
frequent ( not uniersal ) confusion that results could be reduced if the
whole school wcre to follow the clinic metaphor; as things stand, teachers
are left dealing with classes too small to allow the clinic metaphor to
operate full), and the) lack the specialized knowledge or assistance that
would make the metaphor complete.

NFA publication of the fifties was called Labels and Fingerprints.
I he point it made was that, we tend to deal with children*.by labels, but
that the) are as different as their finggrprints. The tensie:, between the two
points of )iew continues to plague us. Perhaps, if we would be consistent'
1A t h the metapLor we act on, the tension would be reduced,

Content Vanagement

I 14cre is a difference between managing 9ontent that has b en chosen
..---".md d..ciding A hat to teach. Curriculum peo e spend more effort n Man-

aging than on selecting.

Here, again, the factory metaphor, together with the child as cog or
as machine. is found in operation. In a factory, one places manufacturing
maames on a production line. The processing or-selected inputs is what
factories do.

01/41
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Pursuant to the metaphors, it wos almost inevitable that we would
ai4pt a special submetapnor to describe 4ilemanagement of content: the
"lea ing package." Now, a package is a complete entity. It is bounded; it
is self-contained; it requires no further attention. A "learning package,"
to be true to itself, would be a self-monitorini throughput system. It would
function most ef1icien4 where no origintl thinking was requiredindeed,
no thinking at all. It is not surpri-sing, therefore, that "learning package?'
chiellv seek to train students..in skills and that the metaphor tempts the
curriculum designer to red4cde all knowledge to especially those
skills that make no demands on the imaginaLion.

The other aspect of managing content that preoccupies the curriculum
person is the ancient matter of scope and sequence Since it appears to be
the case that in almost all fields there is no best sequence, much,of this con-.
cern 'has little to do with the quality of the offering, only its tidiness. The
child is viewed as a self-governing machine in the process of being as-
sembled.

It is interesting that the questiln 9f scope', vr.depth, is not discu;sed
vet.% much ;n the real school world. A little thought suggests that scope is
the aspect of managing content th:it has to do with the quality of the
offering Shall we "co%er the ground" or, as Earl Kelley used to say, "un-
cover" it? Shall we'seek breadth or depth? Shall we integrate the various
ubject or teach thern separately? If integrate, how to do.it without risking
superticialit.' If separate. how to avoid overcompartmentahzing the curric-
ulum? 'Fills rniture of questions, some very-old, seems to occupy little of
the curriculum worker's attention. Instead, followin the factory metaphor,
the tendenc k to in" prepackaged content.

Teaching Shies

A sign:11,:ant but 1:sser amount of the curriculum worker's at ntion
is dooted to te:Lching stles. Since so little is known about the effect veness
of teachine. ,md sink.-e all kinds of methods and styles seem to work, talk
:11)4>ut teaching st les wl e rn to he for,Ifie amateurs. Yet we Carry it on.

Perhaps the matter of stic arises from the uttractivenesF. of the meta-
.

phor of the child a.. flower. If ihe child is a flower, we need onl nd it; we
111 not in.mulacture it. A reaehing style that is gentle, nurtufig, respectful,

nd sensiiRe to the beauty otthe growing child is therefore desirable. Of
cilurse the actual st le a teacher adopts is a function of th: teacher's view
of himself herself in the role. The gentle, nurturing style k characteristic of
the Jeacher 4, ho take% a gmwing, flower-like view of himself/herself. The
contraqtng Authoritamin st le is most commonly found among those who

.1.41er thcinsekes gentlemen and ladies and who view the student as a
potennal mernfier ot the gentility. A teaching style arises from a view of

I ik tiththt to be IR ed. To have an effect on style, therefore, curriculum
worker% %ould be required to indicate how they think teachers should live
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their lives what view they should take of themselves, what basic meta-
phors they Ili ould act on personally, and the.like.

Such tIlk probably would not be permissible. Teachers woukI tend to
think it was presumptuous, and possibly an invasion j,if privacy.

Politiex and Poker

A great deal ot theNalk tyt goes on iimong cur?iculum workers has yi
'do with who's in eharge. With the recent resurgence of mantlated curricu-
lum by state legislatures and the accompanying demands for accountability
in rather narrow ways, the school is being treated like a hureaucfacy and
the curriculum worK'rs, like bureaucrats. "' he, orders are issued,The respon-
sibility is tix6d, and in true bureaucratic fashion, everyone tries io pllice the
responsibility elsewhere in the Mrucife.

To prevent thk trend tdward the bureaucratization of the schools'fr'om'
leading to widespread irresponsibility and rule making, it is necessary fitif
the people in the schools to take responsibility. Since if is iii the nature of
bureaucracies to -avoid.responsibillity, anyone who will take it standsout at
once; such-a person will find chat others will grant it, willingly.

For example. one 4.)f the widespread current weaknesses in education
is the failure to carry on well-designed local evaluation..Here is a field that
cries out for local leadership,ia field in which much excellent techniqueand
knowledge have been developed over the years. Anyone hi 4,local school
who bdecomes inforthed about evaluation can take the responsibility for lead-
ing in us development and thus counteract the trend 4 the public mind to
make a mindkss bureaucracy out of the schools. The answer. to the ques-
tion -Who's in charge." 6ould be found; the professionalg would be in
charge, as they ought to be..

What Curriculum Olgple Don't Talk About, but Should

We haw considered what curriculum people talk about in the main.
We turn now to loo at several topics one rarely hears discussed. In our,
failure to talk about t we risk leaving them to be determined.hy others.

Purposes

We are paying the piper for our failur/to take the formulation of pur-
poses seriousl. 1 he last widely recognized statements of the purposes of
American education were Education for ALL American Children and Edu-
cation tor A1.1. American Youth, now nearly two generations behind us.
our failure to do ote sustained attention the formulation of purposes has
resulted in the fragmentation of thevhigh school curriculum and the re-
emergence of the basics movement. If we won't tell the people what we are
Irving to accomplish, they will tell us--and they have. They are amateurs at
this t.tsk, tif course, and their efforts are full of mistakes. So far, however,
we have not even tried to talk back. The price for our neglect is very high.
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4
COSI 't

- A currtculm decision has seven parts: the student (his nature 'and
needs), the content (in relation with the student ), the learning method (in
relation with the student and the content ), the- purposes (in relation with
the prevding 1..pmponents). the context (including instructional materials
and fhe social and physical environment ), the goverrtame (who makes the
decisions and how are they made), and the cost (in time, talent, and

. money ). Leave onc of these elements out of a curriculum decision, and it
will erode or collapse.

.

Of these, theeleinent least discussed by curriculum pe ople is the cosh
We resist the efforts of others to help. Notice how we succeSsfully avoided
PPBS (Planning-Prograwiuing-Budgeting System) and other attempts at
cost-benefit analysis. We make. grievous mistakes in this field constantly.
For example, school after school has adopted programs from elsewhere
withput providing adequate staff training. Talent is a part oUchst. If you

w4Qcan't staff a program, you can't have it..Ne grams, such as the excel-
lent ones in geography, have languished bec

a7
se nobody faced squarely the

question of time for the new'material. Schools have bought portions of ex-
pensive curriculum programs because they 'didn't want to spend the money
for the entire program, thus in Inane, cases aborting the program. Some
pmgrams cannot be cannibalized. .

.

We are naive about cost, and most of .us find the problem distasteful
to deal with. We could use expert help in this field. Major economists, such
as Frhz Machlup, have given,educational costitheir serious attention. We
would do well to study such books as his (The Production and Distributioniot Knowledge) and in genekal to seek td bring to bear on curricutum prob-
lems the skills of economist3

What we are talking about is entirely different from what is studied in
school finance, and the local assistant supetintendent for business is not the

. consultant suggested tp:rz. There is a crucial difference between managing
cost and merely holdint.,, it down. .1

,
Summary

In these pages we have attempted to acquaint the new curriculum
worker with the kind of language he is likely to come across in his field and
to remind the experiene.ed curriculum worker of some aspects of his work
he ma?, has.e oserlooked. If this statement does its work, we will all speak
with our minds on the basic metvhors we are using; we will attend to the
fundamental assumptions we are,expressing about children and schools; we
will seek to expand 'he prokssional talk we carry on; and we will attend to
some unfinished business.
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Conceptual Bases for
Curriculum Thoughb

A Teacher's Perspective
F Michael Connelly and Freema Elbaz

Oui AtitiRiNED ['ASK. in this chapter was to develop conceptual
bases for curriculum thougfit. Our ponderings on the problem drifted into
a world of theories, concepts, and conceptual schemes for organizing our
thinking about curriculukn. We saw ourialves in a land of Tabas, Strate-
meyers, Foshays, Beauchamps, and Mggs; and we imagiried that this year-
book challenge might permit still another theoretical addition to the land.
But the land is'already densely populated. New additions are common. We
decided that one more theoretical view, however sound, would be of little
benefit to teachers..

Indeed, we thought that there were so many concepts -and theories,
eac;i of them useful in their own way, that it would be better for.us to offer
a conceptual criticism of them. In this way teachers could stand on top of
all the concepts and theorielt classify them, examine their assumptions, and
compare their strengths anti weakness. Buiagain, we realized that others
had gone before us, for example, Pinar, Eisner and Valiance, Schwab, and
Hyman. .rtiere are important teacher uses of criticism, and these will be
discussed later in this chapter. However, we realized that it was, in prin-
ciple. possible to construct as many critical theories as there were theories
to' which the criticisms apply. Again, we could not imagine how we could
usefully add to the collection. Besides, our passage from curriculum to
theories of curriculum, to critical theories of theories reminded us of Dr.
Seuss's Yertle the Turtle who, in his attempt to reach the moon by standing
on top of a pole composed of turtles standing on each other's back, fell
back into the pond.

Yertle the reitle's story highligi''s the problem that finally alteraThe
direction of our ponderings. In the story, the higher the turtle pole grew,
the more difficult became the life of the bottom turtle who lived in the pond.
Our reflections on curriculum reform over the past 20 years suggested that
the teachers plight in that period was not unlike that of the bottom turtle in
Yert le pole. Fhe prescriptions derived from theories, theories of theories,
and correspooding curriculum developments all weigh on the teacher and

95
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add cortiplexity to .the nauirally complex practical world of the teacher.
Indeed, theory appears to have done the exact opposite of what is normally
claimed for it. namely, to simplify and order a complex world. With these
consi&rations in mind we decided to orient our thoughts directly,to the
bottom turtle's thinking. Instead of proposing a way of viewing the curricu-
lum, we deterfnined to understan& how teachers yiew the curriculum. What,
we asked, is the character of their curriculum thought? How can it be cotf-
ceptualized?

But if that was pur target. how should we,proceed? One methodology,
borrowed from the traditions of the theoreticaiworld noted above, would
he to adopt a theoretical starting point. Thus, for example, we might begin
With a 'set of statements about human nature, learning, and the teachei's7
place in curriculum. We might show that wt; slew human beings as indi-
viduals whose freedom is an important quality which conditions their !early
Mg. this ,,iew might then be joined with a compatible theory of learning, for
example. a Piagetian view of the learner as structuring his oWn learning; or
we might link our notions to a humanistic view or to some other. From this
starting point we would go on to make statements about the nature of stu-
dints, the learning process. and the teacher, thus linking up our theoretical
starting point with the experience of the reader and thereby demonstrating
the appropriateness of the proposed conceptual basis.

Such a methodology resembles a pattern of curriculum development
which will be discussed later in this chapter in the section on methods of
curriculum reform. Borrowing a conclusion from that section, we can now
assert'that this tnethodology is inadequate to our purpose since it "exhibits
a deducthe. applied Jelationship between research and curriculum prac-
ticef'' Accordingly, we not only turned away from the developMent of a
theory about curriculum, we also turned away from the accepted theoretical
method. Instead we begin our discussion with our own experience of devel-
opments in the curriculum tield over the past 20 years This experience has
led Lh from a starti`ng point in lheory;, identified below as the Sputnik-Skylab
era, through an exploration of the notion of the practical and an apprecia-
tion of the 4:entraht of the practical for curriculum, to a new understanding
of the need for integration of theory and practice in our view of the teacher.

We inyite the reader to follow our account of the nations of theory
and practice as they h.o.e developed and have been used in the field of
curriculum in recent years and to share the understandings we have gained
from this ,,lew of the held. This account gives rise to a view of the teacher
as an agent deploy ing practical knowledge in the wgrk of teaching and
planning for teaching. Hie centrality of the teacher in this account of pr-
riculum emerges as a necessary feature of our understanding of the nature
of curriculum oser the past 20 years viewed through the lens of theory and
practice.

' F. Michael (onnelly. "1 he Functions of Curriculum Development,"
l'wereininky I I 972) 16i .77.
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Finally, it i; this view of the teacher, grounded in our experience of the
curriculum field, which wil.1 hie used at the end of this chapter to generate a
conceptual basis for curriculum thought. Readers will then be able .to
evaluate these notions, not accorditig to whether they Accept our theoretical
starting milt and the line of argument leading out from it, hut accordinglo
whether they share, retrospectively, our experience and eim partijipate in
the process we undertake of giving meaning and order to this experience.

What We Have Learned in 20 Years of Curriculum

The past 20 .years have been e.xtraordinary ones for curriculum. It
remains for the historians to name and explain the era. Those of us who
worked at the time have, marked its origin in the Sputnik blast-off and its
grounding with Skylab. During that time much was done and much.was
thought about curriculum.

There were numerous new curricula developed in North Americai
Europe, and elsewhere. Many were under thc sponsorship of governments
and foundations and may be traced in yearbooks, handbooks, libraries,
and curriculum centers. My riad others were'developed by local teams of
teachers. There were new instructional plans, organizational plans, facilities
plaits, and management plans.

At the same time as these things were done, there was a great deal of
thought about the curriculum. Curriculum research, whiclr had only a small
place in educational research, virtually developed new subfields of study,
for example., curriculum development, curriculum implementation, cur-
riculum caluanon, and curriculum decision thaking..The curriculum and
instruction departments of some universities were ,upgraded with the
addition of research-oriented staff; and in other places .new organizatOns
such as hhoratories, centers, and institutes were formed with a t ong
curriculum emphasis. 1 hree new journals started publication: Currici
Ingion LP/IMO( to ( 'urn( uhlin Studies, and Curriculum Theorizing.

Now that we hac had such an intense experience with curriculum and
now .th.tt Ae are reasonahls geared up to think about the curriculum, what
hit% L. we learned ' Fo.e points stand out. The five provide a context for
making the case that we must look to the teacher for a conceptual basis
of Lurriculum thought.

in

Learning No. I : To Return to Practical Ground

.1 he tirst thiti k! we have learned is that Skylah'brought us back to
eArth at Sputnik's point ot parture. This point is a practical one, a feature
that has alwa.: ..haracteriied curriculum. Tratditionally curriculum was
coneerned with the nuts and bolts of schools and of teacher education
programs_ People v,ho worked in C and I departments were normally
ex-teachers. chosen for their practic; l success in schools. Commonly these

and 1 teachers of teachers held e same formal education as did their

1 9
o
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student teachers. Practical wisdom, not theoietical competence, marked
the separation of the two teaching levels.

Sputnik took u; on a theoretical ride. For one thing, many of the
heavily funded centralized Projects Vittire. dominated by philosophers,
psychologists, sociologists, and subject matter, experts. Moreover, the
process of materials development relied heavily on 'scientific procedures for
field testing with useropinion and student-effeos data helping shape the
final product. Marq programs vfiere introduced in a rhetoric of theoretical
and public &bate on purposes of schooling, nature of knowledge, concepts
of 'the learner. role of the teacher. and social need. ;theoretical writings
proliferated (m the doelopment and implementation of curriculum and on
the various conceptions upon which Olese practices rested. The various
theoretical arguments zind positions came into a semblance of order by a
brand of curricffium theor- which might he called curriculum criticism.
Here. author. frequently plumping for their own view, wrote about the
arious theoretical views by identifying underlying assumptions and by
developing classification schemes.

.The Teturn to practical ground from our theoretical ride wa, directed
by Schwab.= Schwab's curriculum-as-practical theme was echoed through-
out the educational literature. For example, thc 1972 Natiotial Society for
the Study of rducation Yearbook, Philosophical Redirection of Educa-
tional Revearch.' contained practical themes. In the field of educational
administration and organizational theory, Greenfield' has been arguing for
more practical and less theoretical and ratitytalistic views of organizational
development.

These writings on curriculum-as-practical have led to an expanded
and more useful notion of what it means to be practical than that with
which Sputnik began. As Schwab reminds us, his is no mere "curbstone"
notion of the practical. It is a notion lodged in the Aristotelian distinction
hetween practical and thou-etical pursuits of men. irsing this distinction,
we may say that the plactical is a very different source for conceptual basis
of curnculum thought than is the theoretical; and if we follow Schwab and
others. we might even sav that the theoretical is inappropriate to our talk.
1 he distinction ctimmits us to the view that people have theoretical interests
which kad thcm to pursue the knowing and understanding of things, and
they flaw praencal interests which direct them to pursue the doing and

1,Neph J SktpAah. "-The Praoival: A Language for Curriculum." School
Ret te.,t "s 1 I 9h9 ) 1.21. Ideni.. "1 he Practical: Arts of Eclectic,- School Re-
t iett t 1911 491-c92. !dem The I',n.d 1 ranslation into Curriculum,
Ceitof Re$ tew SI I 147 A 1 SW 22_

Harold B Dunkel. I) Boh (iimin. and I awrence G. Thomas. eds..
Phi!,'%,,pht, Red,,e1 trim ol hhicuttorral Revearch. in 7Ist Yearbook of the
National sooet% tor the Stlidl, ot Fdtuiltitm. pt. I. (Chicago!" NSSE. 1972).

' I homas B cireenticld. 'Org.iniration Theory as Ideology," Curriculum
Inquir, 9 ( I 9-9 I 97-112.
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making of things. Science, psychology, and curriculum theory are theoret-
ical pursuits; painting, acting morally, teaehing2and.doing cariculum are
practical pursuits.

The distinction further commits us it) the view that the proper study
Snd thought about these pursu-ts must reflect the nature of their subject
matter: Thus, if our subject matter is that of science or psychology, we will
properly adopt a theoretical staeice as our conceptual hasis for under-
standing events in those fields. And if our subject matter is art et education,
ue should adopt a practical stance as a conceptual hasis for doing_ better in
those fields. .1 o appl) a theoretical stance to a practical field is to commit
a conceptual fallae. Following this distinction it is clear, then, that the
proper purpose of curriculum thought is not understanding, although this
may play a role, but is the improvement of the practice of curriculum. As
Dunkcl, Gown, nd Thom,ts state, "lhe improrcmem of all of the various
acti it,es that make up educational practice . . . is the hope of both em-
pirical researchers and educational philosophers Thus, the practical
ground on which we, stan4 is one in which the, conceptual basis of our
thought must %erre the improrement of curriculum practice, not simply the
understanding of it.

Now that we know that our primary source for a conceptual.basis of
curriculum thought is practice, and that the study of practice properly con-
forms to characteristics of the piactieal and is governed by the intention to
improw practice, we ma ask: What are the marks of practice thm are of
interest to a conceptual basis for curriculum thought? Interested readers
would do well to begin with Schwab's essays oi the practical.and then,
dependith; on their predilections, move backwz:rds,in time to Schwab's
Aristotelian underpinnings or forward in time to works such as Reid's

InnAlni: About the ( 'urriculum,"Westbur's Science, Curriculwn, and Lth-
eral _thicatun Reid and Lalker's Cave Studiev'in Curriculum C'hange,' or
Connellr's I he Functions of Curriculum Development." It will suffice at
this point to note that h e r conceptual bases of.eurriolum thought are
de\elOped out of the practical will he marked by limited. applicability.
I his statement follows in)m the fact that actions. and the dtkisions that
lead to them. are ext remcl x ailed and complex: they do not take necessary r
paths or use ne%:es.arr strategies. The paths and strategies c(!uld he other-
Alse, depending on th mix ol personnel and en% ironnpmt;.l factors. Fur-

Dunkel: roA in and I hops. al Rdirfftion p. 5.
4 V. ithom A Reid hInkuic A bnut the Carrn-aban he :Jam, e and 7 real-

mew ( :dam 1''e'F'l,'m I 1 ondon. Routlt.dge and Kegan Paul. 1978).
Ian INeNthur% and Nen I NrIkot, eds , len( e. urriculum, and Liberal

athm I ( i,a. ( nis.'ettitt of-q hic.o.to Press, 1978).
%dh.rin Reid dnd De, het 1 Walker, eds .Srudres in (*unit uium

Gcat rlie I 11014 .Shife% I I ondon: Rourtedge Kegan
Pdrd. 1975 I

9.conriclls., I uution,
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thermore, sincethe practical purpose of a conceeptual basis for curriculum
thought k to impro an%e curriculum, d since curriculum is characteriZed by
various kind, s of actions, the scope of .applie.ation can only be to Fertain

_

t)pes of actions. Indeed.At is possitzle to argue that every action is unique
and that.: at most, we can conduct detailed case studies to aid the forma-
tion of conceptual bases of curriculum thought. According to thC4 view,
each incident is unique,.and while it nt* he studied in depth, the researcher
cannot offer gerferalizations. Generalizations, according to this extrerne

,view. cannot he L:onstructed front the case by the researcher, only by art-
a :r practitioner in a situation that he .she deems like that described in

die case stud, Our own view is that we need not go this fur.'" Later, we will
argue that it is possible to construct practical rules, prat:tic`al printiples, aud
images. each of %Ina is marked by the power of limited generalization.

Learning No. 2: To I Se Curriculum Theory for Finifink
Curriculum .Issumptions-

l'he %,trious curriculum theories to whiqh w'e referred eariler are useful
to a teacher to the. extent that he shecan identify theories which have per-
specto.es coinciding with his her own. A teacher sympathetic. to a given
*theor!, ma!, use it as a conceptual%sis for thinking more deeply about
whateser aspect of curriculum the theory treats,. But how does a teach&
know which of the theories coincides with his her own perspective? Indeed,
4e nia, ask: is compatabilit!, between teacher and theory an adequate
%iew of rho possible uses to which Cr teacher might put theory? We, along
14, ith others, think not. 1 he literature which we identified above as curricu-

- lum criticism. while primaril:. intended for other theoreticians, is useful to,
te.yhers in reealing theoretical assumptions and in permitting the classi-

hcation ot theories. I ne following examples from works by Pinar," Eisner
tich A.111," and Hyman" illustrate our point.

In his hook ( urrir WW1! Thrinizing, Pinar introduces a classification
-of theorists ac,ording to f.renction: "traditionalists," who he claims are
alhoorencal sin,.-e their function is to guide practitioners; "conceptual em-
pit ic:ts... s ht iii%th4.itc: phenomena and whose function is to predir...t and
control pra,:tice Ind the "recomeptualists," SA hose function is to under-

(dem 1 io%% %%c Publish Case Studies of Curriculum Development?
11 I Re c ot Reid and V,ilker 's Case Studies in ('urriculum Change,-
crorr, !illorr inwirr t I 1475

%1111.rui ['mat". ed .1( lull(ni he011 :ink' I he ReCOM ePtUtili ( Her-
N1%.( ilLhor Publishing orp . I97S I.

kihot 5 I isn% r And 1 li/aheth V.dlanee. eds , Confin tine Com plions
nurrn I Berkelc ( . Mt:Cub:half Publishing Corp . 1974 A.

Sch%% oh. '1 bs N I ang"ge
4 RonAld I 11% inju. trrour lu % In Curtit rilum nglev,00d

PrenriecIlall. 1971)

,
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stand the nature of educational. experience. The 'reconceptualists" further
divide into the "critws,- who study other theories, and the "post-critical,"
who Ire concerned to create thtir own theory: 'the marks of enthusiasm for
Pmdr's own preference, "reconcvptualists," are found.in such commentg as:
"1 het represent an at int-garde- and ".Fheir importance to the field far
co..eeds their nurnher."

Allot her w 'del% use] ciltique is I. isner and Val lance's Conflicting
,,! urnh ulivr .1 heir het critical term, is not function hpt

cf meepti, are interested in the wa.xs people conceptualize tfle cur-.
riculum for purposes of curriculum development. Five conceptions are
presented: the development -.4 "cognitive processes," .which is oriented to
intellimual operations .and stresses .the learning processes as a basis for
curriculum de% elopment, "curriculum-as-technohogy," which is oriented to
strate:ies of declopinc. curriculum arid focuses on the technology of the
de% elopment process. "self-actualliation.;; which is oriented to the learner's
pep.onal erowth and stresses curriculum content for this purpose; "social
reconstruction." whidi oriented to the role of education in society and
focuses on carricurifin for social adaptation and change; and "academic
rationalism." w!..ich is oriented to the intellectual tools of culture and
stresses disciplined modes of knowing. TM.: Fisner and Valiance criticism
is offered with.,ln indlCation of their own preference.

SJitt al, presents still another classificatio: which, with a touch of
1 ni. , he refers :is Ais.:11N- from the field. Schwab's key termS' are theory

pra. e md .re concerned to identify the various theoretical move-
ments relatite to the practice of curriculum. There are six such "flights":

"tlii.:ht of 'the tie:d.- in which th.: problems of the field are redefined in
terms ot some ither held. a "flight upward." to theories about titeories;

"IliLtht dti%% 1p% WI consists of the stripping away Of theory en-
nrelt . -tlittht sidewats.- to the role of critic of which his own set of
-thi.thi," is an example. perseveration," which consists of repeated state-
ment% well-known positions, for example, the Tyler Rationale; and a
"t11:::it to coutentiousnes, and ad hominem debate." Schwab's preferonces
are In his nh':.lphti,q a field dying from an erdose of theory. His
0,11 icitisi i .ir thArcplacement of these theoretical "flights" with a

ior anou curriculum based on the nature of curriculum as

!i trl'an. i q uc 11C's ON the ket term to generate eleven theoret-
ical :..'1. on N... ha; clutz!it to he done in curriculum. The eileven, he says, are
.111 csicirsit ot two identified earlier hy pewe!.. namely. writers who fix
theit..11:ention Oil suble..-t matter and those who attend to the child. The

!II %% ii dr .he rot:us is named in the title, are: "continuing reconstruc-
tion Wet , Hies"; -persistent life situations"; "common

-stii.cture of the disciplines"; "broad fields": "existerrial inte-
,tratio% "%own %lett.", -student protest"; "communications"; and "hu-

(
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manktic processes." 'Hyman, iik Eisnet and Valiance, is more concerned
to elassify than to-present his own views.

Consider the fact that each of our cri.tics bases his criticism ou differ-
ent terms. funLtion. conception, theory-pr4ctice,. and focus. Consequently,
each identiiies Clitaent assumptions and constructs different classifications
of the same literature.1 his situation points up the fact that the literatttie of
both theorx and critical theory is diverse. Undoubtedly, with some exercise
of the imagination. we might imagine other ways of organizing this litera-
ture as, indeed. all inspecuotrof the theoretical literature of curriculum will
reeal For example. this earbook presents Geneva Gay's .critique.

In sumnury. our povion is that the theoretical literature orcurriculum
is an important si)urce for understanding the conceptual basis of curripu-
him Probity more deepl into the crifickms of this literature, we are able
to 'demo sonic of the a:sumptions. functions. conceptions, "flights." and
fo,i that swecp through this literature, thereby obtaining an even deeper
and more theoretical coiveptual basis for currieulum. Hut for the purpose
of understanding and improing the curricUlum-as-practiced, these theoret-%

ical sources cern somehow removed. M,ost are curriculum sources for
theoreticians. I he are sources, primarily aimed at facilitating further
theoren,..11 thoughts about curriculum.- In so directing their attentions,

Ith..al Authors mo% e apart from fife conceptual underpinnings of the prac-
Ikx ,f ..urriculum. In short, as Pinar notes, the "reconceptualists' pur-
pose 4s "not to guide pitactitioners" but. tather, "tb understand the nature

edo:Ational experience I heir purpose, in other words, is governe by
'he tradmonal t f ind or theoltetical inquy, cruel fors.a.e o. m.

lich,Oe among theoreticians, ut of questionable relevance for
1,1111. itint! the affairs of pracuce.

Bubc tact that the.ritical literature is designed to be irrelevant to
the :iiipt,iement of practice does not mean that it is practically useless. We

alreadx noted that practical benefits accrue to the kkntification of
iin .in,t to the da,sitications permitted by the critical literature.

I he t. .Ihi ne stratee% is,suegested as a teacher' tool for reading and
u,efull% the two kinds of theoretical literature.

k ci us heem ti recogni/ing that the difference among the various
permit, us to ask a number of queslions Aif any one theory, thereby
r. up from different sides. For example. vfe might read an Illich pro-

po..d b Iirst a .1king Prnar's question, -What is iti function?" Then we would
k!iether the article was directly aimed at the improvement of prc-

k. k con.eined with an empirical basis for curriculum thinking,
Alt:II:led to reeon..eptiiihre our thoughts about curriculum. Upon

our,elk es about the theory's function, we might ask Eisner and
tpie-4 i,n 'Atliat is the paper's guiding conception?" Then we

;;:.1 ,le:cinune whether the conceptual orientation of the paper was
:he te,.linoloi,x of deeloping curriculum, the cognitive processes

Jiddren. hildren's personal growth. Ole social growth ot individuals

I 09
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and pr society, or the disciplined modes of knosving. Upon settling the
fUnction and guiding conception of the paper we Might ask Schwab's ques-
tion, "What is its movement relative to practice?" Then we would determine
whether the author was proposing to solve curriculum problems from the
point of siew of another field, to offer abstract theoretical accounts, to
move 1ater1ly to criticism of theoretic:al writing, and so on through
Schswah's six categories. Upon settling the matter of the paper's function,
guiding conception, and theory:practice movement, we might then ask
Hyman's question, "What is its focusr Then we would determine whether
it was primarik focused on the child or on the subject matter, and we wolld
explore each of the I I Ih man fokeil These questiOns generate a rich view of
the Mich proposal with which n. The proposal Might, for example,
turn out to he seen as a "reconceptu. st's" "flight" from the field which
was focused onNhe learner with a "socia construction" drientation.

One* difficulty with the criticisms and t theories of theories is that
as et we have, no clear idea of where they are fkely to stop. We noted that
we might easily hase imagined-more: and We yhserved 'that there were, in
fact, more in the literature. What are the limit . In response to just this kind

,.of concern,.Schwab and Dunkel, o the back of Tyler'5 and ulti-
mately grounding their notion in. the A stotelian Topics, pmposed the
notion of the c"nmonplaces. the learner, he teacher, the subject matter, the
milieu. As with our critics' questions above, the commonplaces are a prac-
titioner tool. they comprehensisely bound the field of curriculum, This face
implies that any fully adequate statement of curriculum will deal with each
of. these matters in one w a) or another. The terms themselves are as free
from specific meaning as possible. They are merely the corners of ,the box
or, as lierron''. hns desc'ribed them in his notion of commonplaces of scien-
tific inquiry, the mosaic tiles which may be put together in various ways. If
we grant, for e;ttunpli:: that even the most abstract and theoretical curricu-
lum ,irgument will somehow deal with the learner, then we are able to ask,
What does th .. theory make of the learner? The same is true for each of
the other commonplaces. .rheir function for us as practitioners in trying to
use the theoretical literature as a source for curriculum thought is precisely
the same as the set of questions derived from the critics. But now, the
commonplaces are both simpler and more comprehensive. For our purposes
thes are more useful.

Now if we as practitioners are to deal with theory as a conceptual
basis of curriculum. then the principle function of our various questions
is to determine the compatability between the actual or the imagined prac-

\ ti intentions of the work and our ow n predilections:When everything
meoretical said, it still remains to he done; and it is done by practitioners

1. Ralph hicr. Mon Print rides 01 Ciarnulnm and Insmwtion (Chicago:
n t.rsit of ChK-ago Prcss. 197D).

" M I) Herron. I he Nature ot SkAentitic Enquiry," School Review 79
(1971). 171-212.
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with their own heliefs and assumptions and II:1 !heir n notions of what
is worth thimg I 11th. tor meaningtul dialogue 4.!!:: 111:201CLIC.Il

the practitioner must r;ach outside the the:ti... .fr.cntions and he she
condu,t lia ilLi :eisonal dekhciations ieei. I hell: is litt;e

pony.. tor LAarnpi.....',n laborme throu..2h op.ox.:,...itcd heliaionst's ae-
c,.unt Of learit.h..: .s w,11.11.. possihdity 01-support
for or modukat.on ot one t.: ts) Nittidark.. .not prepared to consider radis..al he she nia,. after askin:!, of
Mich the .various questions. Je...ide not to read in depth. 1 hus, our
eritic-inspn ed glieNtions al:: important first and toremost heeause4 . they
permit us to detcsmine 1%;:at the atahr4 thqtri:. thert.-11 allowing us to
assess whether the author this an% inta,st tor what It t' a.s prthlatonerv wala
to do. When that issue :s settled, e may then de,..ide to find out whw the
the, 'relit Ian ha% II, sa1.

Learning No. 3: To Tolerate IWersity

1 he third thing we hae learned from the reeent period Of ctirriculum
reform is a tolerance for diersth. Walker. ipr e\ample. terminates his
chapter in this earbook ith what appears to he almost a sigh of relief
that he can now iew t li man% curriculum policies. beliefs, proposals. and
theories as proper and ac,ording to uatuie. For many of us the acceptance
of di%ersit represents a kind of personal ps%cho1ovical maturity. Toierwee
is d !Nue associated w !III the oid anti.tUe wise. ()ur curriculum wisdom is
concepttiall grounded m an everiencc w hicli has taught us to think of
curriculum as fIatiLl. Pra,:tical matters are. of course, diverse. To
acknowledge this state of aft airs is not a consequence ot ininwture theoret-
ical thinking but of taking curriculum tor what it is. Curriculum situations
and cirt:unistances %.1r.. as do policies and public debates on the curricu-
lurn. Flirt hermore. since, as noted ab& 've. our conceptual understanding of
eurriculum has limited applicability, our concept.s ill he close to experi-
enee. I he closer to e\penenee and the narrower their range of application,
the inore concepts ther,: are. ln addition, we hake already seen that a
further retreat to them.% as a source hi!' a conceptual hash of curriculum
thouvht leads ako to Llo.ersit both in the thole:lc-di iews themselves and
in the produets ot critical thought about them. Accordingly. we are led to
the le1k that the dil.ersn of curriculum policies and thought is partof the
nature ot our beast. curriculum.

There are those, of course. who still behoe that it is possible to reduce
curriculum diersit Indeed. compiehenske curriculktm orderings such as

open dassroonts. mon.% teaching, the new math. and Piagetian psychology
bodoubtedl . vain popularit.. in part, because they promise order and sim-
pheit% Rut our epenen:e voth bandwagons suggests more than a little
caution in this regard. The orderings soon begin to falter as legitimate
diersit% asserts both its theoretical volt:e ilnd its practical effect. First one.
then another idea is offered as an alternative to the plan. At the same time

1
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teachers appe;ir who function poorly acconling to the plan; some students
Ai succeed while others has.e difficult; and so on. The comprehensive order-

ing which was Oesigned for dl turns out to he good only for a 4ew. Thus,
what at firq appears to he a %%holistic account is eventually seen as a con-
ceptual ,reduct Rifl.

Fasley's:' reiew of (ielman tnd Gaiktelrs The Child's Understanding
of Number is dlustrato.e.4111.he book is on the cognihive psychology of chil-
dren's arithmetic ind, as F.as le) points out. presents a view very different
from the heha%iorkticastudie popular in the sixties and the even more
popular epistemologicAitudies of Piaget which folloost of us are
aware that Piag.et's many theoretical writings found their way into curricu-
lum-oriented journals such as Science I...dueation. into the curriculum policy
documents of minktnes of education, and into preservice and in-service
teacher education programs. We might wdl have thought for a time that.
Piagets along Ck ith hk epistemological orientation, was all that was needed
hy Curriculum planners concerned with the development of basic concepts.
But, says Fasleyclearl uncomfortable with both the Piagetian and,
before it. the beha% iorktic reductionGelman and Galistell have written a
"landmark hooks because lt k part of the reawakening of the cognitive
psehology of children's arithmetic.- For those of us who have learned our
curriculum lessons wells we might have predicted that such a'book would
be wntten sind tkit someone would refer to it as a, landmark book. Pjaget
has things of importance to say, but he does not say it all. Children are more
di%erse than Piagetss view suggests; and other viewsbehavioristic, cog-
inn% e. and others --ako have things of importance to say. When one of the
%iews passes for the whole, we may recognize it for the reduction it is.

Learning No. 1: To Evaluate Methods of Curriculum Reform

!he 20 years of urriculum activity marked by Sputnik and Skylab
were fueled h!. a Line to improve schooling through curriculum reform.

hu.. the theoretical '11ight's of this period contains the notion that theory
wmld impro%e practice. But did it? Undoubtedly, more is now known
about curriculum. and there are better curriculum materials available. This
out,.ome onl% hal.e beneficial result in the long run. But there is
alrno.t uncqui%0,..al e% idence that the improvements did not come about as
intended. I here are numerous research studies. reviews. and evaluation
reports to support this point.' One of our favorites in this regard is Gal-

" t \ I Ask. . "iteiev. of K. (#...linan ind C . H. Galistell, The Childs
I M hlucaluIpal Revear( her 8 (1979 ).

some eample, .Ire a ) Mary 1. Diederich, "Physical Sciences and
Processes ot !intim% A ( ruique ot Chem-Study. CHA. PSSC." Journal of
Rewar, h in Scisli. 1 r) (19691: 309-315: h) Michael Fullen and Alan
Pomtret. -Research on ( urrieillum and I ntruction Implementati)n.- Review of

.1f,..aumol Th ,e41,1 h I I 977 1 liS -97. c Joseph B. Cliaequintas "The
Pto,ess ot I du.:Ational Change in Scnooks" ke iew Resew( h in Education

t 1q7.1) 17S.
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1::,.het'N studs ' of thc Biological Sciences Curriculum Study classrooms; he
reports that it h not possihlettfor a visitor to determine whether he/she is in
a BSCS classroom t ir a tfaditional classroom without noticing the text used.
Tin curricul'ar held of stud, known 4, curticulum implementation is a re-
sponse to the tact th.it 'research. theory. and new programs are not used by
schools as intended Implementatiim res'earch is designed to discover factors
inhibiting impli:meutation and to develop successful implementation
strateines.

From the point of iew of the relationship o theory and practice, the
putting tit research. theop,. and curriculum programs into practice regUires
application. I heor is applied to practice. JuM as physics.studies physical
CVellts and applies its theoR to engineering praCtices, soaccording to the
applied ,Iew scienee theories study social events and apply their
theor!, to the pr.k.nce of education. Thus, the commitment to theory
broth:hi with it a rhethodoloo of .chool reform which denigrated practice
in the interests of pphed theor%. In the next section of this paper we
e% hihit the , gious theoretical respkoises that have .been made to the inade-
qUailes 01 this methodoloo. For now it suffices for us us to point out that
we has.e le.nned that the application of theory, research findings, and well-
rescardied curl iculum doelopments is an inadequate methodology for the
imprw.ement. ot schools. 1 he corollary to this learning i5 that practice is
Most appropriatek siosed as an independent starting point for the eon,
strut-non ot methonologies aimed at the improvement oi practice. We
Lannot siinsfaCtoril1 proceed hv . continually adjusting the application
met hodol02% as rcsistance develops ..:uring implementation. Rather,
methodoloi2les locahied in the nature of practice itself are required.

Learning No. 5: To .See the Teacher Role in Curriculum Reform
I he impedimcnts to curriculum reform through the application of

Meter% _to practice are commonb. iewed in implementation studies as orig-
mann:, in either ot two sources: the teacher or the organization of school-
my to researsh lore, teachers actively resist change, and organi-
/alums prcent b% the se4.!ht of inertia. here is a rieh, relatively
uhlepcndent locia:ure on both of these matters. Space permitting, we might
ponitabls par Nu:: each. llowe%er, the pursuit of organizational theory would
hruilL! 11. 1),i, I. to practice and practitioners --hence, the teacher. Organiza-
tional tlicoosis tend to'Ci,..kk organizations in terms of the arrangement of
el'.11% and personnel 1 hus. thi nive aigation of an organization is the
ins estigat on ol the mutual and intentetise actions of the people who make
up the orerinu.ition Fri+111 the point of view of the curriculum, the key
tima,:inioner is the teacher tic she is the curriculum agent who acts as an
intetniedial%, betv.een learners, theoretical knowledge, and the world to

"1 I t lanai:her I ea,..he- Variation in Concept Presentation in Biological4 Sk tens.; t untodmn Stud\ iirrioiluni Program.- (Urbana: Institute for Re-
search 1 sccptmal hildren. [nisers6 ot Illinois. 196f0.

I it
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which knowledge refers. AcAordingly, we shall pursue only 'that line of
imptementatioTrwork- whicXviews the teacher as an impedintent-The-reader

should recognize this simplification while grant* us our view that other
practitioner agents are hest seen according to an understiPnding of the
te..ieher. Our account closely follows a review of this matter by Connelly
and BetkPerett in a paper titlFd "Teacters' Rples in the Using and Doing
of Research and Curriculum Developments): 2° The various developments
are summarized in 'Fable I. .,

Table 1. Teachers, Cdurricula, and Curriculum Theory

LA. TEACHER-PROOF
CURRICULA

B. TEACHERS AS ACTIVE
IMPLEMtNTERS

C. TEACHERS AS
#

PARTNERS IN
DEVELOPMENT

Materials designed to
minimize teacher,
influence on programs.

x'

Teachers assumed to
. nave impact on irnple-

mentation of curricular
: ideas.

Action research and
implemeniation-oriented
strategie,) aimed at help-
mg teachers understand
curricular innovations.x x"

1
x'

Teachers assumed to be
full partners in develop-
ment as user-developers.
Teacher inquiry oriented
toward: discovery of
curriculum potential;
change and transforma-
tion of materials; forma-
tion of new alternatives
ana decisions.

y x" z
Legend x developers curricular ideas; xtranslation of ideas into curricular ma-

teriels. x implementation versions of cupecular ideas in clasSroom; y, zalter-
native versions of curricular ideas in classroom

Early in the Sputnik-Skylab period, the curious phrase "teacher-
proof materialC was popular; journals actually published articles on
whether such materials were possible. (See Table 1, A.) This attempt to
bypass the k acher's influence altogether is the most visible expression of
the applied theory methodology of school reform. Now, however, few
researchers write about such notions. Largely duc to thc implementation-
evaluation efforts of large-scale curriculum projects, it is generally recog-
nized that teachers do nor neutrally implement theories and programs;

deselop programs of study for their classrooms by adaptation, trans-
lation. ind modification of given programs and research findings; they
np es en occpaonall!, develop their own curriculum materials.

As ar4itfit- of this reawakened awareness of the teacher's function in
currwolumiteptlopuwnt, somewhat more sophisticated notions of the
teacher's reta(lonship to iheory and proposed curriculum programs were

t Michael Connelly and Miram Ben-Peretz, "Teachers Roles in the
Isirig and Doing of Research and Curriculum Development," Journal of Cur-
ticulion Sludh.s. forthcoming.
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.-. .
developed. ( See 1 able I. B. ) These ideas res.)pect the influence of teachers

. ,.
'On programs and encompass the combined concepts of implementation and
acttunTeseidiTh. 1-ivirths-tance. McNamara," in an iirtide entitle4.1`Teachert
and Studknk Combine Efforts in Action Research," writes that thc objec-
tive ut his amide "is to analfe and suggest some supporting roles that
tiachers and students can assume" in regard to system planning within a
school district.'Altiwugh McNamara refers to the active involvement of
both teachers and students in school planning, he points out that-this might
be an answer to the recognited difficulties in implementing ixternal inno-
vatiSe pitijects in schook. Likewise, in an article called "Acion Research
in 'the School: Insolving Students and Teachers in Classroom Change.-
Fullen '42 descrihes a projeet which is concerned with factors that take into
account the ddlieulties of unlearning old roles and learning new roles in
ongoing social sstems. For Fullen, school change would be facilitated by
an understanding of role changes.

I he joining of action research with implementation represents an
approaeh to school change whic i f6cuses on the implementation process
with the assumption that if enough isere known about teacher involvement in
curriculum implementation. theoretical findings and pro&ram developments
would find their s.v.i more directly into the classroom. Admittedly, this
approaA is More realistic in its recognition of the teacher's influence and
more rcsponsise to the teacher's need to feel involved and effective. Yet thc
approach retains the same basic stance on the teacher's role that character-.
ized the research and development efforts of the 1960s.

At first. action research-implementation strategies might appear to
be courteous and respectful of teachers and ideologically on the right side
of school change since they recognila tlie influence. of teachers over the
actual uses of research and program materials. But closer inspection sug-
gi.sts that such programs depend upon an unnecessarily restricted view of
teacher inquir!.. The% hold that teachers should limit their investigation to
strategies for adopting an idea and should not do an investigation of the
relause merits of tlie idea itself. If idea .r is to be implemented, teachers,
how eser humanels. are to be converted to a belief in x and to a deeper
understanding of I Belies ing in .1 and knowing what is intended by x, they
will...is:cording to action research-implementation strategy, teach x in a less
mpditied. purer. and th-re,7 fore more effective form. The principal fault in
this orientation is the ntion that teachers play mere supporting roles in the
edu..-ati% c process and are unable to act as critics at the level of ideas. With
su. h a notion it makes sense to he,offended when teachers do not imple-

James I McNamara. -Teachers and Students Combine Efforts in Action
Research.- ( learrni: Hou,i. 47 December 19721: 242-248.

Linen and others. -Action Research in the School: Involving
students and I e.t,..hers in Chts.room Change." Educational Change and Society:

anathan 1.dritatwn, ed. R. A. Carlton and others (Toronto:
(page. I 97h
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ment as prescribed, and it makes sense to construct sophisti ateu, humane
methdds to modify teachers' role behavior in the direction of minimizing
their inflitenCe as Oapters of the -woe pew educational strategies.

The variou< efforts to rewin the 'theory application methodology
4 1 able I. A and B through accomModatibns to teacher impediments were
the joint.products oc-theoretickns. policy makers, and .high-level practi-
tioners. It was not merel the theoreticians who worried that their theory
%s as not amiropriatek applied and who therefore undertook evaluation and
implementation research. Policy makers who had a stake in demonstrating
their accountabilit) to public wishes were equally committed to applied
theor as %%ere administratise personnel who oiler/ saw their job in school
hoards as the, application of lpcal, provincial, and*national policies to their
situation. No doubt es en teachers, educated as they are in 91e tradition of
practice-as-applied:theor), aided and abetted the applied methodology.
Tlwre was not, then, a mere theorelically abstract test of the application
methodolop for school reform, but a very concrete and concerted one as

11 well.. There can he little doubt thai the application methodology is inade-
quate because teachers are autonomous curricu!um agents.

We ma summarize our point by noting that when the teacher's role
as a thinking, deliberating agent oriented toward action is adopted, the
piciure changes. (See Table I. C.) With, such a view the teaaher assumes a
position of autonomy over instructional aets and, thereby, over theories
and curriculum developments applied to instruction. In an earlier paper23 it
was argued. that researcher-developers and teachers may, best be seen as
,upporting each other in curriculum development by virtue of thsinftfick
cut. hut oh% iousl telated, functions. This relationshipdecisively shifts the
teacher's 'function from implementer to decision maker and independent
de% eloper.

Consrstent %i,11 thk notion of an effective teacher is the concept of
"curriculum potential.- ." For Ben-Peretz the potential of any given set of
curriculum materiak encompasses developer interpretations as well as
possiNe uses that might he revealed by external analysts or imdementers.

e aLtree ith her %hen she writes:

urri:ular materials are more complex and richer in educational possi-
hilinc, than an% list ot goak or objectives. whether general or specific. and con-
tain nieqc than an espression 01 the intentions of the writers. If we look upon
materlak .1, the end product ot creative process. then any single interpretation
%lekk (ink .1 partial picture ot the whote.v.

I he anals\iS of "curriculum potential- for a particular classroom situation
tater, wide scope for the teacher's exercise of a reflective investigative spirit.

cachers trout sarious wa,s using theory and curriculum materials in

109

'ontwIls ainctionN"
21 %Imam lien. Pero', ..1 he Concept ot Curriculum Potential,- Curriculum

//leo.% Nerit 0,-1, 5 (1975; 59,

1
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concrete classroom situatiofs as they ,functkin in their particular, practical
situation.

In short, the appropriate knowledge and experience held by theoreti-
cians and by practitioners cannot easily be 'exchanged. Theoreticians, -in
-Their various guises as Thi:oreticianS, researchers. externardevelopers, and
policy makers cannot adetluately pin for particular circumstances when
they have no experience of them. Likewise, of course. practitioners cannot
adequistely plan for generalizable knowledge and generalizable materials
development. Neither can the knowledge of the experts pass for the wisdom
of the teachei, nor can the teacher's wisdom pass for theoretical kilowledge
of what is toTse thought or developed.

We do not propose, therefore, that theoretical work be abandoned, but
merely that our key practitioner, the teacher, be treated on his/her own
terms and not as a derivative of the theoretical. Each has a role to play. Our
problem is that the 20-1,ear theoretical "flight" adopted a methodology
which implied that the teacher's function could be subordinated to the
theoretical function in the improvement of schooling.

Thus, our essential problem for this chapter is set. Theoretical knowl-
edge has its plaa; and we have considerable insight into it, both from its
own publication and from theoretical criticism of it. We believe that theory
has a role to play in the iMprovement of schools. But we do not believe
that improvement can come about by any mere application of theory. And,
if we are not to think of the teacher as an adjudicator, adjuster, and adapter
of knowledge, thereby retaining the application methodology, tfien we are
committed to thinking of the teacher as a knower of the practical. We
believe that this constitutes our rock bottom conceptual hasis of curriculum
thouglit hen,our concern is with curriculum as practices.

here is very little direct research on the problem at hand: Certain
notions based on our own studies arc described below for purposes of bet-
ter understanding this practi.cal basis of curriculum thought. But we also
recogni/e tlut v. hat we have to say at this point constitutes a mere nibbling
at the edges. The field of curriculum has been so devoted to its theoretical
fanc!, .ind to the retention of its application methodology that little thought
has been inven to the nature of teachers' practical thought. As that work is
undertaken. we may expect more satisfying practical conceptions of cur-
riculum t hough t.

Intellectual Milieu for Teacher's Curriculum Thought
I he intellectual milieu for teacher's thought is prescriptive in charac-

ter. .1 ht.. chstrac'teristic derives, in part, from the fact that there arenumer-
Otis stakeholders to the ground on which the teacher works.26 They each

had Connelli. Robin J. Frms. and Florence Irvine, "Stakeholders
( irr t j in ( urrn /dun: Planntne lor the Classroom, ed. F. Michael

Comiells.. Albert S. Dukswi. and hank Quinlan (Toronto: OISE Press. forth-
,Looting)
1. 1
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want something. More than that, they have a right to something.. Parents,
business people, principak, superintendents, and so 'on come to mind, It niay
be thought that students are the ultimate stakeholders, and so they are,
llowever, they have a special role in that they constitute the primary sub-
qc.ct matter of teacher's thinking,..._ we will. therefore. postpone ilkenssionmi
them until later. Policy makers also have a special role in that they carry
kgal authority for their expression of what should he done in the schools.
It is, of emirs:. the case that policy is often divisible into statements of
must and statements of should where only the must statements have legal
authority. Researchers and theoreticians hase .the least direct stake in
schooling. although one might imagine differently upon witnessing the
20-year Sputnik-Sky lab "flight." Nevertheless, while theoreticians are paid
to undeNtand practice and to think up ways of impro,,,ing practice, they
have no specific stake in any particular situation exc.F.pt insofar as they may
privately represent a business interest, their own children, and so forth.
Yet they too have operated prescriptively. It ,is dear that the intellectual
stance behind thy applied theory methodology of school reform is pre-
scriptive in character. Thus, on all sides, the teacher is not in a knowing
ens irimment but, rather, in a prescriptive. doing environment of other
stakeholders. Teachers are exhorted, expected, and required to do this, that,
and the other thing, and to do it better. While ,the theortician does his/her
work in a "what is" environment the teacher does his/her work in a "what
ought to he done" environment.

Furthermore, the teaeher's own thinking is constrained by a need to
do something educational which, by any account, is necessarily marked by
the growth of children. Thus teachers' thinking is characterized by questions
of what' ought to be done to encourage the growth that is the purpose of
their work. and their thinking takes into account the prescriptive wishes of
stakeholdeN in their intellectual environment. A research-oriented pro-
fessor reading-this chapter will quickly grasp our meaning. His 'her thinking
is serv differelt th hen he site k pondering research problems thlm when
he .she is phmning for his her Gwn class instruction. Academics, in fact,
think of these two functions as very different parts of their lives, Some think
of research and teaching as mutually beneficial; others grudgingly do one
at the expense of the other: and still others do only one or the other, either
in 1.1111 ersit!t setting, or in pure teaching or pure research institutions. But
howeser the.-think of the relationship. few woukf hold that thinking about
research And ahout teaching are the same7

How does one function in this prescriptive teaching environment?
Schwab :s and others haxe named the method deliberation. People meet in

"lbere are exceptions. ot course. for example. professors who teach as
it toaching %ere merelx .tn .Ipplied branch of their own theoretical work. 'their
counterpart in the st.hook are those kw dry-as-dust subject matter secondary
school teachers ho are tx.casionAly found.

24 Schwab. I he Practical: A Language.-
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groups to discuss and debate ends and means; through this process deci-
sions on what to do are made. A number of studies have been done on this
deliberative method. Schwab referred to deliberativenethods as "arts" in
the last of hk three papers on the practical. Walker 3" studied the delibera-
tive methods of a curricuhim planning team. One of us has undertaken a
study of teacher thinking ttht theoFy, 'And in Rekrand-Watker's"-
book of case studies of curriculum development, the notion of strategy is
used to rder to the deliberative methods employed by the subjects in the
case study. But these studies, important as they are to our understanding of
the teacher's method of practical thinking, do not reveal the practical
knowledge with which the teacher does his/her thinking.

In short, we have been taught that teacher thinkingoccurs in a prescrip-
tive intellectual nUlietk. Furthermore, we recognize that teacher thought is,
itself. prescriptke in Chara,ter and proceeds by the method of deliberation
on which there has been some research. But there is little research on the
nature bf the priictical knowledge with which the teacher does his/her
thinking. It is to this matter that we now turn our attention.

The Teacher's Practical Knowledge

Substantively, the s:ontent of the teacher's practical knowledge is easily
cataloged. Thece k knowledge of subject matter, students, milieu of school-

doelopment and organization of curriculum materials, instructional
procedures. and self. The latter is often overlooked.when ones perspective
is not practical. But when the teacher's point of view is adopted, personal
goals, values. beliefs, talents, and shortcomings come to the fore. These
matters affect the teacher's curriculum planning and teaching.

We might imagine that the above catarog of krnwledge areas was
ruerel!, tilled with chunks of content knowledge drawn from the subject
matter disciplines, hits of theoretical knowledge drawn from various social
science disciplines: pieces of accumulated wisdom of the .field; recipes
droAn from the tradition of schooling in a given culture, school system, or
sLhool. and acknowledged items from the personal teaching habits of the
indoddual. Indeed. to note these is almost to assert the commonplace.
'reacher education progr.ams, for example, arc commonly organized accord-
mg to the areas noted in the catalog. Program content is. normally drawn
from the subject matter disciplines. for example. the requirement of the
equivalent 4rf a 11.A.; from the smial science disciplines, for example,
courses in ps!,cholow,. from accumulated wisdom of the field, for example,
nwthods courses and the use of associate teachers as "professors'', from

ah. I he Pr.R:tical Translation
Deker I Walker. "A Naturalistic Modcl For Curriculum Development,-

6, hoot Reties.% SO I 1971 ! 6 I -65.

Jt Held and Walker. Case Studiev.
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tradition:3 of sehoolin.!.!. for example, special.g!ate 01 prOvincial certification
requirements; and from local mores and per,onal traits, for example, prac-
tice teaching. lhis program: hind the catalog on !,vhich it is based, appears
to he a realistic account of the teacher\ knowledge in which the practical
and ad hoc character of that knowledge is recognized. But if no noire than

.this can he saul for the teacher's know ledge. the reades would be justified in
tkonderin2 %hether it warrants being called knoy.%ledge at 'all. We suggest
that the teacher practical knowledge is not simply ;1 collection if random
theoretical statements combi'ned with handy .hints for the care and feeding
ot stridents and leaened by personal idiosyncrasy. Rather, we suggest that
the teacher's knowledge can most usefully be viewed as a body of knowl-
dge, not a totally comprehensive or consistent one to be sure, but none-

theless a body of knowledg: held in a uniquely practical way and strue-
ed in mills of the teacher's piractical purposes.

Customarily, knowledge is thought to be structured in such a way
that the parts hunt a coherent whole. "his is recognized in our metaphor
of .1 ..hild%". of knowledge. Know Itydge, moreover. Is th'ought to stand in re
Litton to further knowledge and to the phenomenal world. Its relatiOnship
to further knowledge permits its growth and development; and its relation-
ship to the pheniimenal world is one of order, simplicity, and generalizabil-
it% It is WIC, ot 'iliffse. that different thinkers on the notion of knowledge
k:onceo.e ot its stru:ture, growth. and relationship to the world in a variety
of different ways. But the problems set by these three features are common
to .111 mid recognired in branches of thought known as epistemology and
ontology %e liae. therefore, conceptualized the teacher's practical knowl-
edee alone the same dutiensions: orientations of teacher's knowledge and
ct gain/anon of teacher\ kmiw ledge. Our notions of the orientation and
or:Nun/awn of !cachet's knowledge permit us to construct a view of the
teacher's knowledge which allows for growth along the various orientation
doeclions and ccording to its s.irious lescls of organizatiOn.

In what follows we outline the notion_ of the teacher's practical knowl-
edge, using categories llooloped in a recent case study of a teacher's knowl-
ed:N Illustrations presented hen: are drawn from that study. The teacher
tetetted to IN Sarah. te.icher of Niglish and reading in a large suburban
hieh c present fo,e orientations: to situations, to theory, to others

self I persona! I. and to experience; and we present three levels
of ,,teani/atIon tules of practice. practical principles, and images.

PrienhitionN of Teacher's Knowledge

o !quo:thins. It is e% Mott thaf.the teacher works within the context
spe,01,- situations M. her use of knowledge in these situatkins is ma

like the theotencan's application of a general statement to a particular

I 1 lb ( s: Stud% ot le.tcher's Practical Knkmledge"
oh I) dissei Luton toi Sit:dies in Fdueution, forthcoming).
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instance to determine whether the instance fits the theory. Nor it the
teacher's use of knowledge akin to the lawyer's use of a body of legal
precedents, subsuming .the details of a case to the general features of the
precedent 4hich Ariphes. For the teacher the instance, his:her case, comes.
first. .1 he situation determines what aspects of his- her knowledge (theoret-
ical siew, classroom methods, procedural rules, habits, and so forth) will
he sjlected as reles ant and s-ubsequently made use of. The teacher's orienta-
tion to situations implies that we cannot speak of the teacher's-knowledge as
fixed. In each case the teacher will bring to bear a different range or
selection from hts her knowledge, chosen with a view to helping him/her
deal with the situation at hand.

For instance, 'Sarah, the teaelk in our case study, had extensive
knowledge of oimmunications and group dynamics which. she used in
deseloping one unit of a course on learning. She was well aware that this
knowledge was equally reloant to the work the group of teachers in-
soked in ieseloping the learning course. But in th* latter context this
knowledge was not brought to bear because if did not serve the group's
;ask of preparing for instruction. As Sarah put it:

User%thing in the human side of me said. I should shoss him that I can risk
ospressaig om.n doubts . hut I didn't. because it v.as,only ten minutes till
the class. and I couldn't alk v. n.self that luxury, because sse still had to get
o%er a tos' points

lloweser. to think of situations as a sequence or series of unique
e%ents. each of whi,..h calls forth a different use of the teacher's knowledge,
is to osersimplit y. leachers. we believe, perceive situations in their tdtality;
:intl they cope with this perception by using knowledge to reduce com-
plexity . For example, Sarah's perception of her situation was rich and
complex Rut. partly as a result of the perceived complexity, she found the
chssroom a stressful place in which she must "constantly he tuned in to so
ri.iny thine. ()ne w ay Sarah oriented her knowledge to this situation was
by .(k.scloping and using materials with a relatively narrow focus in the
area of learning skills. StructuAng class work around specific techniques ot
reading. for example, enabled Sarah to heeler cope with her perception of
a chat Mc classroom situation.

To Theorv. As someone who works with intellectual materials, the
teacher Must necessaril!, shape his her work by some view of theory. This
%less 111.V. range from outright rejection---for example, the teacher who

. sees himself herself as a pragmatist working by trial and error in the class-
room to deliberate. single-minded application of a particular theoryfor
example. the teacher who is inspired by Piaget. In between, the teacher
ma% feel that theor% is relevant but remote, or difficult to use; such a
teaLher tn.t . drass on theories of practice rather than on clearly theoretical
formulations \, hates er the teacher's position. his.-her stance with respect
to theory determines what kinds of theoretical knowledge he/she will

1 ?
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draw upon and how he she will us e. it in ;I par'ticular situation. Thus,
the teacher's theoretical orientation shapes his her practical knowledge in
an important .way.

Sarah's work with a learning course for secondary school students
is illustratie. Her stance toward theory was a very respectful One. She
saw theorN as a hod% of knol,kledev manding aboe practice and "affording
a broader liut because. of this resPect. she was sometimes inhibited
in making use of theor.. lho learning course. deNelored cooperatively
with other tedchers. began mull the intention of preparing materials on
thinking. liut eraduali the focus shifted to'learning defined in terms of
tasks such as ess.v. v.ntino. v.hich students were asked to complete in
school. .1 he shift did not reflect a change in what the teachers wanted but,
tattier,. in what the% considered themselves knowledgeably capable of
dome. I lic came. quite correct1), to belie%e that thinking was a very
theirretical field. we in w WI the) had little education. Consequently
the) slud. to learning. an area in which the) thought they were better
prepared b both training and esperience. Thus, it is clear thaf the redi-
rection of i.hed work v.as dire,:t1 influenced by their respectful View of
theor Silh:c one wa of roceeding clid not satisfy their notion ofthe
proper use of "icoq, the 110se another way that did.

T. Others. Inoitahl. the teacher's knowledge is shaped by .social.
LOlitlit II)!) iiid onstramts. l-samples of the social shaping of teacher's
kno%% ledge thRe been prt.s.ided in recent )ears by writers in books such
as k ni,$t ontr.,1 On the other hand, teachers also use their
knowledge quite purposeful!) to structure their social situations by orga-
wing c(asses to bring about partieular teacher-student relations, by in-
oking themsekes in the doelopmeht of curricula as a group effort, and
11%. pr 'nit 'tine particular notions of teaching and learning within the com-
mint% of their ,o1leaeues. I his active r.spect of the social orientation cif
teacher's knowledve is of particular importance in our view because it
.upporis the picture we draw mg of the teacher as an ag'ent within the
cAlfri1/4 ulum powess.

I he i.NO si IId pio%ides a striking cum* of the teacher's socially
oriented use o! know Wee. Sarah was a teSeher who strong:), disliked
heine in a position of p.1%%er in her relations with students. She wanted to

old the -phone% structure- in which she was "perceived as the one 'who
judges, the one ho passes and the one who gets tfu: other person into
unisersiR.- In her work she gradually shifted her teaching focus from
1 nelish I itera ture to reading. In doing so she developed a subject matter
and a \Ric of work which allowed her to relate to students on the basis
of sk:Its she could share with them rather than on the basis of some intel-
le, tual propert) to he transferred to them. She also found a new context

1) Njoting. d kai,oedce and Control: New. Directions for
the s.4-1,,100 Ida( fawn ii ondon ( ollierMdcmillan, 1971).
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for her work in the scifool's reading .c.enter. The center constituted a
smaller social framework which was more congenial for Sarah than the
school as a whole for the iharmg of skills with students.

To Self. 1:xer encimnter between teacher and student reveals' their
dixergent perceptitms of their common situation, their attention to dif-.
ferent -aspect, ot the situation. and .their different ihterpretations of the
situation I hest poinN of %le y.. and the interpretations which they pro-
duce. reflect a personal -need ,to ihtegrate, order, and render meaningful
tme's operience. I he teacher's personal orientafion rests not only on
intelleLtual belief hut also' tm perception. feeling. values, purposes, and
eo.mnutment. I hese are retleeted in,the example just4tifAed: Sarah's devel-
opment of suhjeet matter in the area of learning skills.enabled her to meet'
the goal of he +ing tsstuden to acquiro skills imd ako allowed her to meet1

a personal 6.4e to be in a position of serx ice to.students and other teachers.
,....,

NTo Ex ffreenre. Implicit in the situational and peNonal orkintations
of the 'Leachers knowledg,e is.tts exPeriential base. The teacher's knowledge
is drawn ultimatelx from his her experience, givCN shape to his -her world,
and allow, him her to functitm in it. There are nuny ways of character-
iimg the feacher's experiential orientation. Schutz and Luckmann,:" for
example. suoest that we lool, at the form and degree of spontaneity the
teacher manifests in teaching. at the level of atwntiveness he .she brings,
at the numhg of different features of his her experience to which the
teacher attends, :yid , 1 I the time perspective the teacher has on his 'her
w.iirk I elms Nua as these allow us to foeus on the quality of the teacher's
experience lind on the st lc of teaching and of thought. With respect to
s irah. :hem: terms allow us to attend, for example, to a conflict between
the sptiataaettx ot her teaching and her wish to he in control of t-he direc-
tion Liken l'n. Ntuden: learmng. 1 his focus of attention further enables us
h, di.,..0er that when the suhiect matter she was teaching had been fulls
worked out. Sarah was hefier able to mediate between spontaneity. and
..-ontrol ;it her teaclunt.t. .

I:1 .urnmary. Sarahs practical knowledge was composed of theo-
te. il. pr.1,11,-.11. and pt:rstinal fravients. These fragments wore' welded
Ho,. .in orni/ed whole h x iltue ot the fact that Sarah was in an active
e x...h a itt.,t.",,, it h her %Alt I IL'Ullibl Nituanon. Her knowlodge was practical
because it tun, :wiled to orient Small in it wax that permitted her, to act

the situation '% chilli,. of course, is a poor metaphor to label the forces
v.h.,h bonded her know ledce fragnwnts into a functional whole. As the
Alum, ortitatains ,hitted in emphask according to the task and the

moment. the 1),rth..111.11- 'share of her practical knowledge adjusted. Indeed,
r .han V. c MI( \AC \%tilild do better to adopt a biological metaphor

\ .ird I hi 1fl.i I uckmann. 1 he Su la lurev of the Life-World
t I %.insion III Not timeNtet n 1.nierstly Prk.ss, 19731.
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and use the notion of regulatory adjustment to environment. With this
notion in mind, we can say, in the cage of Sarah anti in general, internal
readjustments continually occur as the organism (teacher) interacts with
its environment. The adjustments change the shape and expression of
the orgInism in the interest of Maintaining its ability to cope with the
environment.

Organisation and Structure of Practicpl Knowledge

One Consequence of adopting the notion of a structured per-
sonal knowledge composed of many fragment and foriented situationally,
theoretically, personally, socially, and experiential y is that, once again,
we confront our old friend diversity. But .now we are firmly on curricu-
lum ground. Here, at least, is a conceptual basis for curriculum thought.

But hase we created nothing more than a chimera in which flickering
,situational events call forth flickering conceptual responses in practical
knowledge? This is one w ay of reading Schwab, who, it will be recalled,
piloted the theoretical -fligtt- back to practice. Schwab noted that the
bringing to hear of practical knowledge on a problematic situation results
in a decision, and decisions, he holds, are always particular and non-

\ generaliohle. A distressing implication of this reading of Schwab, for
'Schwab as surely as for others, is that one cannot learn from one's ex-
perience. But surely teachers can and do profit from experience. Indeed,
practical knowledge as described above comes from practice. It is con-
structed through time by the actions taken. Some recognize this learning
with the phrase the everienced teacher; others, with the word wisdom.
But ss hawser ss'e call it, we are compelled to think of it as learned through
practice. The reader is reminded that an orientatk'n to theory is part of
practical knowledge and that the teacher's study of research and theory
in unisersity courses 'ss ill constitute a practical orientation. The teacher
will study. theory qua practice, unlike the inexperienced or the research
oriented. .1 hus, when v.e talk of learning from practical experience, wc
include the study of theory by experienced teachers.

-1.o account for this learning, and for the commonsense observation
that teachers act -in general- to some recognizable degree, we have
adopted three term:: rules of practice, practical principles, and images.
I he three wan, reflect vary mg degrees or lvv4s of generality in the
teacher's organization of knowledge and enthody1, . 'her :purposes in
varying Asays. Rules of practice are statements, sometimes highly descrip-
tive, of what the teacher does. The use of rules of practice is a methodical
carry ng out of the teacher's purposes, which may or may not be articu-
lated. 'the practical prinT:iple is a broader, more inclusive, statement than
the rule. Practical principles embody purpose in a deliberate and reflective

, the statement of a principle enunciates, or at least implies, the
/-171171111 e which_emerges at the end of a process of deliberation on a prob-

lem. Finally, the image is a brief, descriptive, and sometimes metaphoric

1 9
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statement which captures some essential feature of the teacher's perception
of' himselrherself, his/her teaching, his 'her situation in the classroom,
or his/her subject matter. Images serve to guide the teacher's thinking
arld to organize knowledge in the relevant area, the image is generally
inibued with a judgment of value and constitutes a guide to the intuitive
reAzation of the teacher's purposes.

Sarah's knowledge of communication was expressed on all three
levels. Some of the rules of practice she followed are expressed in this
statement -I certainly, try very hard 'to listen very actively to the kids, to
paraphrase, to encourage them to paraphrase, and at most times to allow
them to express their concerns without judging them." The principle which
ordem Sarah's rules is that students should be provided with a class at-
mosphere in which they are able to take risks and thereby come to com-
municate more openly. 'The image which captures in a metaphoric way
the purpose toward which Sarah worked is found in her statement that
she wanted to have "a window onto the kids and what they're thinking."
Fqually. Sarah wanted her own window to he more open.

Conclusion

We hae sketched a view of the teacher's knowledge as practical,
illustrated with reference to thc practical knowledge of one teacher. In
doing so with Sarah we have shown how the world of practice continually
shaped that teacher's knowledge and, conversely, how the teacher herself
structured the practical situation in accordance with her knowledge and
purposes.

reader may be wondering, however, what substantive guide-
-lines, if ,m),, can he drawn from this analysis. Situations differ; teachers

differ %k hat knimledge, what views are likely to serve teachers best?
What sorts of training and professional development will provide the most
appropriate practical knowledge and help teachers use their knowledge
effectielv? We can best answer these questions by summarizing what we
haw done here and giving our recommendations.

e begin h considering, and rejectiq., a number of theoretical
startin; points for tackling the job of developing conceptual bases for cur-
riculum thought. So we have not offered conceptual bases for the teacher's
thought in the sense of substantive content taken asAalid for all practi-
tioners - conceptual "furniture" with which to fill ale teacher's mind.
Instead. e chose to share with the reader our own experience of events
in the curriculum field and to show how this experience led us to see the
teacher with his her own knowledge and ways of using it as central to
curriculum. We went on to describe in detail one research experiencea
case stud of a teaz.her viewed as a holder of practical knowledgeand
to articulate the conception of practical knowledge to which this experi-
en,:e eae rise In so doing, we have elaborated a process which teachers

follow to arro.e at their own conceptual bases. We have argued that
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thjr teacher's curriculum thought is. practical and that it arises from ex-
perience in'nique, personalthough not unprinciplefway.

Our view of teacher's knowledge as practical and as central to cur-
riculum thought rests on assumptions about knowledge, about teaching
and learning, about the social milieu; our assumptions grew out of our
experience with curriculum and with the work of teachers. Here we can
only suggest some of our assumptions. Following Dewey, we take a view
of knowledge as a process of inquiry, emphasizing the act of creating
knowledge through inquiry rather than the work of acquiring the fixed
products of previous inquiry. Thus, we assume that the subject matter of
instruction should be presented. at least at times, as a process of inquiry.
We stress the active, constructive, aitd-iairposive nature of mind and.of
learning. We believe the teacher learns from.the act of teaching.

Our purpose is not to argue that the reader adopt our point of view
but to illustrate a process and recormnend that teachers adopt a personal
version of that process in their own work. That is, we are suggesting that
teachers begin with their own experibnce and work to understand and
articulate it. The concepts that will be needed to give form and direction
to a teacher's experience cannot be specified in advance; they are de-
pendent on the teacher's situation, needs, purposes,' predilections, training,
and the like and should be closely tied to these practical considerations.
At the very end of such a process, when the teacher has come to a clear
understanding of his her own experience and is aware.of the -knowledge
he she uses to deal with that experience, then and only then he/she may
wish to begin to operate in a theoretical manner, spelling out his/her
basic assumptions and clarifying these, but always with a view to further
serving his her own practical needs.

this process we have discussed is a new one for teachers who have
not generally been trained to respect their own experience as evidence of
knowledge and as a means of extending that knowledge. It is important
that teachers he provided, in teacher training and in in-service workshops,
with v aricd opportunities to become aware of their own knowledge and
of how the, are using it. Only then will they be able to structure their
own teaching :ituations so as to improve practice and at the same time to
increase the range of their experiences and thus to extend their own
knowledge. We believe that teachers would profit greatly from making this
prok:ess a conscious part of their work.



Conceptual Models of the
Cuniculum-Planning Process

Geneva Gay

(urrk:ulum construction in the United States is generally conducted in a
shod...114d% pievmeal and superficial fashion. "Reforms" de implemented in
response to popular larnor and perceived social crisis; Innovations" are often
little more th.ui jargon. and the whole process is influenced mainly by mere
educational vogue. I he results, of couse. are school programs characterized by
tragmemation. imbalance. transience, caprice, and at times. incoherence.'

Robert Zais

SosIE t RIO 11 UM WORKERS would argue vehemently with
Robert tais' assessment of curriculum planning in American education.
Others v.ould applaud his perceptiveness. Whether one agrees or disagrees
with /al.' description of curriculum practice in the United States, most
would agree that curriculum planning is an extremely difficult task. And,
it is one that occurs without a single set of concise; prescriptive guidelines.
(*urriculum deelopment is far from being a purely objective or scientific
enterprise that follosss a universal, predetermined planning process; cur-
riculum Lies elopment is more of an "artistic" endeavor that is often chaotic,
political. and emergent. it embodies a combination of intuition, individual
initialise and cfeatisity, trial-and-error experimentation, scicial politics,
and educated guesses.

%%hile no one set of prescriptive guidelines is acceptable to all cur-
riculum specialists. some consensus exists concerning the generic com-
ponents of curriculum construction. Curriculum theorists and pravtitioners
agree that, in one form or another, curriculum development includes:
identification of edtu:atitutal goals and objectives; selection and organiza-
tion of content, learning activities, and, teaching sesses; and evaluation
of student outcomes and the effectiveness of the dcsi n process. However.
%sham approach should he taken in trying to accomplish these tasks so that
the process of curriculum planning is sytematic, coherent, and effective

' Roller t preface to Currh alum. Prim iplev and Foundations (New
`fork I hornas 0 rowc11( ompany. p.
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is probIematic. Some theorists anct practitioners recommend the use of
academie rationalism 0 the mist feasible approach to the planning
process; others appeal to the psychological. order and experiential inter-
actions of the individuals in the teaching-learning process; others endorse
scientific technology; and still others recommend the political realities of
given, school sitUations.

In actuality curriculum practitioners usually do what the particular
situations and circumstances prompting instructional development demand
at a given point in. time. Rarely. if ever. is a single conceptual model of
curriculum planning used to guide curriculum practice. Rather, practitioners
are more likely to use an eclectic approach. In the act of creating curricu-
lum, they combine bits and pieces of content and processes from different
theoretical models to make their actions coherent or to develop a work-
able format that can turn the potential chaos of conflicting demands, needs,
and inte'rests of different constituent groups into reasonable, manageable
insiructional plans.

Despite thk "reality," there is a place for theory in curriculum prac-
tice..According to Ronald Hyman, a particular focus in the curriculum-
planning process is nec sarv "to give coherence and rationality to the
decisions made concew g the- curriculum." 2 Louise Berman contends
that "the curriculum must .stablish its points of emphasis or priority. With-
out such emphases the curriculum becomes bland and does not provide
the means of dealing with problems of conflicting interests." 3 Robert Zais
suggests that a "theoretiol framework, judiciously conceived and utilized,
is just as essential for tke rational, orderly, and productive conduct of the
curriculum enterprise" a. as historical perspective. Hilda Taba declares
that "any enterprke as complex as curriculum development requires some
kind of theoretical pr conceptual framework of thinking to guide it."
Curti m theory can 'either guide practice or can be used as a perceptual
screen through Ahich practice is interpreted and ordered.

Four discernible models for cotweptualizing the curriculum-planning
process exist For purposes of this chapter they arc identified as the aca-
demic trunli.l. the etperiential model, the te'chnical model, and the prag-
matic ohNiel. I hew models are not pure: they do not constitute mutually
exclusive categories. None is functionally operational: curriculum practi-
tioners will not implement the model in its idealized or theoretical form
or emplox one model to the total exclusion of all others. Rather. currici-
lum workers are hkely to use segments of one or another of the. models,

2 Ronald T Ihnn. ed . -1 he Curriculum ksue." in Approaches in Cur-
riculum (Fnglenkood (Ur.. Prentivc-Hall. 1973). 0. 3.

I I (lake Bernun, New Prioritiec in the Currkuluns (Columbus. Ohio:
(Sharles I: Merrill Publishing Company, 1968). p. 2.

4 /ilk. Curriculum. p. 75.
Hilda Talla. ('urrii ulum Devdopment: Theory and Practice (New York:

Harcourt. Brace and World. 1962). p. 413.
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depending upon ihe specific characteristics of the schpol's sociopolitical
(environment, constituent interests, needs and demands and upon general

educational tren& rand priorities. There is some qverlap among the models;
however, each has a particular point of departure, a core of emphasis, a
primary focus that is unique. Each of these models is discussed in detail.

s

The Academic Model

clnie curriculum specialists contend thaf curriculum development is
a systematic process governed by academic rationality and theoretical
logic. This approach to the curriculum-planning process is an academic
one in that it is based upon the use of si; larly logic in educational deci-
sion making. It praises thetypisdom cif infellectual maturity and academic
rationality. The curriculum specialist is thus placed in the position of
making most curriculum decisions unila rally. This conception of cur-
riculuin planning appears more .tiften in the literature of curriculum theor-
izing than in the field of actual curriculum practice.

The academic model of curriculun\ development, for which the Tyler
Rationale provides the theoretical and ideological contours, suggests that
there is a quality of curriculum planning which transcends idiosyncrasies
of particular school situatibns. The process begins with the identification
of objectives and continues through the .selection of content, learning
activities, teaching techniques, and evaluation procedures. As Taba sug-
gests. "no matter what its nature, the statement of desired outcomes sets
the scope and the limits of what is to be taught and learned." 6 The pri-
ority item, then, in, the academic approach to curriculum planning is
identifying objectives, using intellectual rationality to accomplish this task.

Curriculum workers who perceive instructional planning from an
academic framework rely upon five foundational sources for determining
desired learning outcomes. These are the learner, society, st.bject matter
disciplines. philosophy: and the psychology of learning. "No single source
of information is adequate to provide a basis for wise and comprehensive
!ecisions about the objectives of the school. . . . Each source should be
given some consideration in planning any comprehensive curriculum 'pro-
gram.- 7 Therefore, concerted efforts are undertaken to.compile a balanced
list of objectivs which is consistent with all five of the major foundational
sources of dektred learning outcomes.

The academically oriented curriculum developer tries to get as much
valid information as possible from as many reliable sources as possible
to determine what kind of changes in student behavior (e.g.. learning) is
rmist desirable. Learners' needs and characteristics are examined in terms

lhid p 197,4,
'Ralph W_ Tyler, lia.%ic Principh.s of Curriculum and Instruction (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press. 1949), p. 5.

1 ? )
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of physical, psychosocial, intellectual, and moral development. The re-
search and theories of such developmental psychologists and learning
.theorists as Piaget. Dewey, Maslow, Prescott, Kdhlberg, Tanner, ',mid
Ilavighurst are used.conjunctively to develop composite, general profiles
of learners. Anything less than this comprehensive analysis is considered
insufficient. in view of the fact that human growth is developmental, orga-

jnismic. differential. asynehronistic, and cyclical.
Formulating a generahied pthfile of learners characteristics is a

necessary function of eurriculum planning, but that profile is not suffieie.nt
to determine desired learning outcomes for indivictual students. The cur-'-
riculum worker must also obtain data specific to individual students. The
list of objectives Must include "some needs that are common to .mosl
American children, other need; that are common to almost all children in
the given school. and *still other needs that are common to certain groups
within the school but not common to a Majority of the children in the
sehool."4

Angther source of objectives in the academic curriculum-planning
model is societal* needs and characteristics. The historical patterns of goal
klentitication in American education provide somf insights apd directions
into what might be plausible objectives. K owit4 this, the academie cur-
riculum.worker con,sults Committee of Ten ts, "Seven Cardinol Prin-
ciples of Secimdary Education." Education Policies Commission reports,
"Ten Imperathe Neeuts of All American Youth." and more recent (1972-
1973) reports by several commissions on the reform of secondary educa-
tion. Ako ai1ile are data from sociological surveys, technologkal
advnncements. *employment studies, political action and public opinion

polls. and nurriage and family life studies. Economic crises, value con-
flicts. mass media. environmental pollution, racial dkhartpony, and per-
sonal alienation and isolation irta technologkal society may also be taken
into account in deternnning instructional objectiveA.

Subject matter Llisciplines constitute a third data base for the identifi-
cation of edu;ational go:ds and objectives. Discipline specialists assist the
curriculum worker in formulating objectives by providing both substantive
content and s.ntactical processe% for intellectual skill development. Philip
Phenix ha identified ctmtent a; the greatest contribution disciplines have
to offer to curriculum deelopment. lie argues that "all curriculum con-
tem shouk1 be drawn from the disciplines, or, to put it another way, that
onh knowledge cont..med in the disciplines is appropriate to the cur-
nculum.- According to Cecil Parker and Louis Rubin. "The predomi-
nant value of a subject lies not so much in its accumulated Information or
in its intellectual artifa:ts. but in its special way of looking at phenomena,

41111d p lo
9 Phi1i H Phenix. the tc of Dssupline, as Curriculum Content.- The

Education Eiuutn 26 ( March 1%2 ) : 273.

J. I
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.in its methods of inquiiy, its procedures for utilizing research' arkii its models
for systematic thought." ''' .

The logical, rational-, and systematic investigation of learners, society,
and the dkciplines produces far too my objectives'to he manageable in -.
an effective instructional progrdm. The psychology of learning and phi-
losophy of education, the two other sources for formulating desired learn-
ing ouwomes, serve as screens for selecting the most significant objectives
from among those already tentatively identified.

When using learning theories to select curriculum objectives, Con-
tent. zind learning activities, academically oriented, curriculum workers
consult experimental and developMental psycholegy, as well as anthro-
pological, sociological, and sociop'sychological studies. They inVestigate
cognitive. behavioral. gestalt, moral, and soeioCultural (or Environmental)
theories of htimaa growth and development to derive comprehensive and
prescriptive principles of learning. The resulting data enable them to
identify desired learning outmmes that are developritental in nature, to
determine the nmst appropriate sequence of objectives, and to ascertain
the conditions requisite for learning certain types of objectives. These in-
vestigations ako help curriculum planners to .understand that consistency
arid integration among different learning activities produce multiple out-
comes and are. thus, desirable guidelines .for instructional planning.

.I he partieular educational 4thilosophy adopted by a Curriculum
planner implies major values and beliefs .held about what is the nature
of ..the good life. what is ihe role of education ivitti realization, what
know letige is worth knowing, whether schools shmild teach youth to fit
ink) the existing social order or to reconstruct society, and whether the
same educational experiences should (or can) serve equally well all
closces :ind ethnic groups in society. In the academic process of curricu-
lum planning. it is more important for these philosophical questions to
be asked and carefull considered than for a particular set of responses
to he endorsed. However. some schook of thought appear to be more
compatible th.m others with the overall charnter of academic rationality
in curriculum deelopment. he more compatible include those philoso-
phies which iew the fundamental purposes of education as the preserva-
tion and transmissiim of the cultural heritage and cumulative knowledge
of humankind. and the development of the intellect. Tra.ditionally, these
philosophies have dominwed secondary curriculum relative to priority of
objectives. Likciphnary-based sources of content, and the structural scope
and sequence of junior and senior high school learning experiences.

Since the Woods Hole Conference in 1958, the publication of Jerome
Bruner's Procesv of Fdrication in 1960, and the national curriculum re-)
form mowinent of the I 960s, academic rationalism in curriculum planning

''' 1 Cecil P.trker and I mils Rubin. Procesv ay Content: Curru idum Design
and the -I prbecuton 0 1 Ek rum- ledve l( hicago: Rand McNally .ana ('ompany,
19t1,), p 22
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has broadened its conception of desirable content to include methods of
disciplined inquiry. the development of k!ognitive processes Of intellectual
skills, and the structure of the disciplines. The change in Philip Phenix's
conception of what constitutes legitimate curriculum contenr typifies this
modification. He sa)s:

It is more important tor The htudent to learn to hecome skillful in the Ways
ot knossing than to lear4i about any particular Product of investigation. Knowl-
edge of methods makes it possible tor a person to. continue learning and to
undertake inquiries of hk oss n. Furthermore. the modes of thought are far less
transient than are the products of inquiry."

,

Parker and Rubin corrithorate Phe.n.k:s's arguments and extend them some-
"what W hen the) remind curriculum planners:

It is theimeh esposing. the learner to those processes which accompany
man\ manutacture and unit/awn of knowledge that knowledge itself and its
functional %orth can hest he ciaritied. Also, it i$ through exposing the learner to
these processes that the unique characterNtics of his personal learning aptitudes
mas he utilized effectively."

c,iiven the rapid obsolescence of factual information and.the incredible
rate of knowledge production, it seems useless for school Curriculum to
place too much emphasis on knowledge acquisition per.se. Rather, it is

more plausible to concentrate on those generic intellectual skills that are
enduring and applicable in any learning context. hese skillsdecision
making, problem sof% mg, reflective and klitical thinking, valuing, concept
forming, data processing. etC.- have theicown internal 14cal order which
is conducike to s)stematic anal)sk and compre-hensi,,n. As a result, cur-
riculum m.orkers lising academic rationality in progrz.m planning view

..uhiect matter instrumental to the development sef ithellectual
abilities that can be used in areas .1 he r than those in which the processes were
orieinalk defined 1 or esampl,... content in history or biology is considered less
importan! than the deselopment ot the student\ ahdity to inter. to speculate, to
dedue or to analsze. 1 hese . . . will endure long atter the particular
(Intent 1,r' know led:.!e is forgotten or rendered obsolete by new knowledge."

In order to assess the extent and kinds of changes in student he-
lm% a r !hat result from planned learning activities, the academic curriculum
planner dcsigns ealuation procedures that will provide opportunities for
studcnts to (iv monstrate learning, Will he multidimelisional, and will occur
at different unersals in the instructional process. The goal is to acquire
information on both student academic achievement and the effectiveness
of the curriculum-planning and implementation processes.

" I p II Thous. R. cams ifi Afennins; (Nev, York: Mairaw-Hill. 1964).

" Patker and RuNn. Pw. e%v Is Cf Intent. p. 29.
" I Lhot isn;r and I lizaheth Valiance. . Conthenns: Cdneeptions-

,.t irrk II:11P11 ( Rer kelcs . ( .1111 Mc( uthan Publishing ( orporation, 1974),
P 19

132
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Numerous curriculum desions wItich are the products of the academic'
aPProach to curriculum deelopment exist. I he most familiar of these are
the disciphne eentered ir separatesubjeet designs. 1 heir focus and se-
quence ate determined h. 1021: ot aiadenb: rationalut by "expandmg
hori/ons and -spirai oreamiation.d patterns. and h the inherent struc-
ture ot di cipI i rr 'ii erit he knosk:dgu esplosiiin. the proliferation
(4 uhcct and an nh.1,asin...! 0111,11a.I. tin coucept mastery iv instruction
haw necessitated tither curriculum oreabi/ational patterns. Noticeable
;inion,Y, these are core pro.2ram. hripd fields, problems approaches4
correlated and combin.itions of separate subjects to form

courses le ethnomu.leolop social ps,,.chology,
interdi.ciplmar% ,tudtes. inquir> into the Ntificture of the disciplines;

and rimetional doelopment teach* reading in the
L-ontent arca. I.

The FAperkutial N1odel

nhk: curticulum %Shia claims a
luL'h defici He..t,:%:. and unielsalit% and tend., to cumulate in dis-
ciprine decigns. the experiential model

.uhle,tie !,.,:utistie. and tran,aerional. It is a learner:.
centered. to teaching and learning. It emnha-
slies sus-h as teachers and learners v,orking co-
operaty.ek .,i;ri:k.;t1111 decisior,s, It utihres selt-ki.ireeted, self-
paced. urimu..:11:,..!. tad person [hied instinctional programs. It theorires
that person l N.alue,.. and eperienes are eritical cur-
widow torrent. 7:11: iii%olement ot students in planning learning

. .t, : ruakum/ri: ie.irmirmic outcomes. that people ereate
!hell throthAi selecto.e perception. :mu' that
pcop!. t:n 1.1 ref.,ou,d me,mme to them. 13,, etension,

curriGuluni i ohe that results from a plan-
f.:ri mo.t threctk affected b% it and one that is

iwon akays eoking, m. ttifin:1% rooted in, inter-
rct to

I J. ::;m .. .... ' i .mteriti of thC e \periential urriculum-
r! ;i: AL. . hilJ enteledness. interpersonal

id the deefopment proLess. the e\isten.7-----
r.,1.,,det ve ;:i5Lodua: imoled ri karnin:: tp.ities. and the primacy
f. arfes....1e ns:iiist:on It consider. pschologreal and cultural
, h learner, la, seen from the perspective of their

per,cpitial teifit% the nimor (I(4RC tif in.trac:Ional objectits
're ,nhoan!o.,. ihf.c!- itt tl,e :11111, alum_ Pattiular attention ts 1,..tven

I Ite!rn 01 Ard lt,ntrritk / e, /ow l'qttiny an(I flit.
I . :. I fi,-( . \, AshInFti In. I ) ( ANsoijation

h.( 1..r%[,1,1) Intl( :111,11111111Devel0pillvnr. 19771.

le
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to rer.folcith! and doeloping the litiman qualities of learners (both as
roc;Ithers ;,t .,lat order ). as well ;is to maximi/ing

growth toward pschoIo...!,...11 intellation. or self-aoualiiation of the whole
per,n \ithur ,,,:eption of a -humane ...urriculuni" is con-
isien: %%Hi the ,I .urrLiduin dexeuTment as an experiential. plan-

11111Z rIt'k'e I Is' l12....L's!. 0!.11 tiIC IIII101011 at eje.itio IS to celebate the
hum.;n 5-aandolor: I o coal curriculum content and experiences
mua he .11 those qualities of indixidulik which are essential
to the preser,ation tilca humanit. I hese qualities include the intel-
lctu II. th emot,ona:. !he ,,,,1;11. the olisical, the aesthetic, and the
sponu.,1 I !is is.toie th, .IN a being in a perpetual state of be-.
conun,2 human.: the directional focus for curriculum de-
slIMI110 atfectie experiences constitute the content

ihe cm:Ica:nor
c\perien,..es is a critical concern in

;IN Ilium do diTnient. I his conception of instrueti,onal
.kkep!., hi .1772tniknt !Ihtt an indRiduars evaluation of self and

sense ot personal ale. in part. a consequence of feeling in control
wn dcsr:n. L'I.'Ilelr4; that one's opinions, ideas, values,

and ins !:twor:.:::t student, are likel% to feel better about them-
'eIis Ind r!i; !,en edtLarrimal experiences and to he more

rt),It.,...-t.:; ma14-it the% \ecute some power, authority, and
ie.trnine

o'h v.orker also believes that in-
do.ida I!, know. hc:!cr than amon,... else knows them and arc
!!lcMi it kten'.P% 1n2 and selectinv learning experiences that

;'%%1 '!,th doelopment. Carl Rogers, an advo-
,- evi5:,.1! lc cbseixes that -man's behaxior is exquki-

jilt! ordered complexity toward the
s to achice '' William Kilpatrick argues

.1m,Lui% ii !:' !hat -the cr% c.,cno... of life is the effort of
'.5 de. sacssfull with its confronting situation. The

\':Yi I 't !:. \his the or'anisrn to action. 1 he organism
!:1,1i, !Mallet. and it makes efforts accordingly.

x , iutice..., lies the fa,:t of preference." 17 Thus,
h' I: :1;t1m planner. !nth% !duals' self-perceptions and

\H- %1;, -.L. 1 a%%.11,1 Ilumanc ( Evvayv on
,Nk A 1 1,11.:2c. ( m11,11'111111 Ind 'leak:lung Depart-
.11 S
\ k ,,. Ara iiesorlinio .1 I !ilk I unenoning Person," in

, /?, /i I a / In tor hitt( alli()n. ed. Arthur W.
( \k I ) \ 1.1tIon tarr Sitpet\ision anti Curriculum Devel-
alm, a

.%. iii am If kdis if! I IR' 1 Wiltlais the ALIP.It Movement,"
a.: a a / 1,, 14;4, I 347
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personal preferences, their assessments of self-needs, and their progres-
sions toward self-integration are essential formative data in the curriculum
decision-making process.

Cuiticulum workers who operate expelientiall) ni designing instruc-
tional plans hellese that since people are the products of their experiences,
acquiring comprehensii.e pervectis'es of these experiences is central to
the development Hock..., significant portion of learners' experiential
realities emanate trom their social cultural backgrounds and frames of
re re re.nce Social espcnences..c.4.itu, identities, nd cultural heritages and
conditioning arc as much a par: of ri individual's personal endowments
and I-earning potentialthes. and are Ws. significant in curriculum planning,
as inLellectual ahilitic md ps!, chological eharacteristies-are.'" Since learn-
ing results nom the selection and modification of perceptions, and since
cultural conditioning .ers es as a filter through which experiences are
screened and Issr,tned meaning. understanding the cultural lift styles and
heriragss of learners is imperative for .designing effective instructional
plans. I herefore, educators should systematically. investigate the cultural
background of students -in order to comprehend the impact such a back-
ground lus on the w a), in which the child perceives the world and is ae-
cu.toincd to Arnimt and being, taught. On the basis ot such investigations
the school and the teather can promote continuity for the child." u'

Imak students from s arious social, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds
respond fo school instructional plans and processes is partly a result of
the degree of congruenc between their culturally determined perceptions
01 teaching and learning and the characteristics of school curriculum con-
tent .old learning .ttnitres As A. 1. Hallowell points out:

hAt i e.irricil and the ...mitt:tit of acquired esperienees in One society corn-
p.ircd u it h iniither eonstoote important variables with reference to the full

q.indin!-! es planat ii 'n. and prediction ot behavior of individuals .. . personal
adjustment in a heha, iorAl emironinent v.ith culturally constituted propertie
piodu,:c the phenomena ot set and expectancy so that in any given
perceptual situation ti h I.i til, take on differential directive importance."

differential perceptions are particularly apparent in learning styles,
commum.athm hehas tor., %due systems, and motivational patternscate-
gories iu critical sariahles for planning and executing instructional pro-

ntamnium tr*Iit . to ethnically and socially diverse pupil popula-
tion,

l COIL' S cMhe,k and Walter if. Hill. eds. ('ultural Challenges to Edu-
u,arct: I I LA1110011. \ 1 a I e\Ir)'Ztofl BtIllks. 1 973 ).

" J I UIIe. xn Anthropological Framev.ork for Studying Edu-
canon." in / Pattetav and ( ultural Configurations. eds., Joan 1.

Rhcrtmd Swrru K .Akinsan>ii INew Yot k : Da% id McKay Company, 1976 ),
S

A. I Fiatiossell..t.illniral Factors in tile Structurall'iation of Perception,"
Intri'l .4 Remler, eds . Lam. A. movar and Richard

1- Porter i Belmont, ( alit Wadsv.orth Publishing Cowan , 1972), pp. 50-51.
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The. experiential curriculum model places high priorityon educational
. objecto,es that are person- and process-oriente'd 'and that contribute to

the peisonal late:Nation ot le.arneN as individuals and members oi a social
order. I hk:..e ohjecns.es include: learning ho u. to learn and how to thiiik
cribs...dl !. and autonomousl), ).duing, developing positive.. self-concepts,
taking i ei.il perspc;n3/4es. paPilcipating in dedocracy, developing indi-
sidual sreatisity and social eilic.icy. Identifying these outcomes as -Wu-
cati,m tor lite.- 1 oWs kuhin explains that people should learn to think,
to feel, to l'oe. to ...due. to li)c. to act, and to find personal meaning in

Ines. I uiio Beztellseim argues that because Our technological
society causes r.1/4.11010:z.i,A problems and disintegrating behaviors in in-
disiduals. the curriculum bhould help individuals learn to relate to others,
to analy/e pa1/4t esreriences mnke inferences from them for future
behasior. to understand self v. ell enough to maintain personal identity
and respond reasonahl and meaningful!) to life's sitpa,tions according to
personal inteiests. %alucs. and belicfs.2' These emphases on process skill
des'elopment noi intended to Imply that knowledge, content, .intel-
lectualits. and cultural heritage- base no place in the educational process.
Rather. the% suges; that -it is the 'doing acts' of schooling which
piodu,:e the greatcst good.-

and experience create the primal-) syntactical contexts for
the it:all/anon ot .0,1,11. interpersonal. ziud intellectual process skill de-
selopment .11111a Dev.e!. eyressed these sentiments in 1897 in Article III
nj hi. red,w,i)11,.. Creed. 1 his creed said. in part:

Ihe so..1.11 I Ic '1 the child is the basis ot concentration. or correlation, in
All his 1.41lini...! And 1he social lite gises the unconscious unity and the

..t .1:i hi. Molts and ot an, hi., attainments . . . the true center of ,

th- hl Ntiht*,ts not science, not hterature, nor history, nor
reo.?riph... but the n lt,L1.11 deiRli1C1 . . cdtwation must be conceived
as a . IltiiitIil1 I k.:%.011%tt 1..11011 ot experience, that the process and- the goal of
ediwar:on ale OW And the saili.; thing.:4

iduk..ittni :he "hole- ,lidd through the use of experiential content and
pioccsses :ed \kilham htlpatriels to adsise curriculum planners:

s khih' kke interact meaningtull with situatiorweis thus the
Reify NA hat wv are. a situation stirs us chiefly by the

' I uis 1:l6111 *1 he Object of Schooling- An Evolutionary View." in
/It,. SA:It. s, reit (Washington. DC.: Association for Super-
stsion and ( Deselopment. 1%9 I. pp. 15-34.

hi Imo Bett,Theim. Autonomy and Inner Freedom: Skills of Emotional
Manaeemeni In / ft.,- 51 hoot% wid .514 ierv. ed.. I.ouis J Rubin (Wash-
ulLton. I ( Ss-so...A.0ton toz sopen,ision and turricultun Deselopnent, 1969).
pp 7 L44

Ruhin. 'I ot S,.hooling.- P. 31
John De%sv 1 he Sidled \fatter kft khieation.- in Approaches in Cur-

.4( «him. ed . Ronald I IInhin I nglev.00d Prentice-HA 1973), pp.
55_27
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meaning% it arothes. We then react with efforts at controlling the situatiOn
3ordwg io our praiiremecs In these efforts we are progressively changed
{ . sse undergo leaRfing etlects; and we also change the situation:25

Ifilda -Lib,' has pplauded the cruciality of activity and experience in
curriculum de% elopment. She sa), s:

People learn onk w ha, thes esperience. Only that learning which is related
1. .h.tie purposes and is rooted. in espenenee tra'n'slates itself into behavior
%:hange I earning in it true sense is an aetise transaction. To pursue active
learnirw the learner need's to engage in actis [nes which are vital to Ilk! in which
he can pursue personal go,d, and sansts personal ne0s.2"

-urricul.,nn workers operating from an experiential kramework may
emplO the inefhodolop suggested h!. Florence Stratemeyer and associates
tor the selection and orgainfation- of curriculum content. According to
ilion the, niosf significant learning activities for students are determined

the persistent life situations that recur throughout a person's life. Theie
persistent life situations fall into the categories of individual capabilities,
social abilities, and abilities to deal wth eiwironmental. forces. This strategy
for selecting and orgamring instructional content is consistent with the
espetiential model ot curriculum planning in that it recognizes the unique-
ness and the similarities of indiviauats, helps learners face the world at
th...ir own lesels of readiness, uses personal meaning and individual-experi-
ences as legitimate curriculum content, and values the daily lifc of learners
as important to education. '1 he planning prr<ess suggested by Stratemeyer
and asstMates is also vharacterized by emergence, flexibility, environ7
mentalism. ins olement learning, and differentiation in learning activitit's.
Wiese authors remind curricvlum workers:

%ith.c it .rot., out ot the esperiences of learners, the curriculum will always
de.elopme a nd tie s !He Persistent lite situatiOns recur in many combinations

in the learner. daik lite I \act predictions as to how or when a given group of
parti,:ular problem or as to which persistent dife situations

Inas he inter ttosen in an immediate eoncern are not possible. To diffei-ences
isioned ht at u,iron in individual maturation rates mus.t be added those

trom the cstmhmees learners have had and from the homes and corn-
niumne, in s. fifth thes are groAing up. Thc choice, organization, and guidance
of the eveileu..,.. jou An% group. therefore. will grow out of situations of
hs-me and ommunits the particular group faces 27

In a,tu.diring important experiential content and !earning activities,
the ciii ri., uilum plannintz process must make provisions fo students to
dccop their :ndRidual differences, to develop self-knowledge and per-

ki1pank.k. I Ic I ..Nentials of the Actitit Movement," p. 349.
I .0,, uholl Detrie,pment. p. 401.
I lorence SIt itetneer and others. Developinq Carriculuni for Modern
.!nd ed Nos York BkIreali of Publications, Teachers College,

196' p 1 17

p.
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ceptions, to experience relating to others, and to understand themselves
as social benws operating in a nmltitude of social systems. These goals
can be attained In using sueh content and methodologies as laboratory
learning. aestheta:s, salues analsis, experimentation, role reversals and

ial perspechse-taktne. ithiral dilemma discussions, critical thinking and
problow sok tue. inquiry and discovt,ry. multicultural education, and in-
trospcense selt-anal.x

xperiential eurriculum planning encompasses and encourages human
growth within ,partiular socioeultural sstems and or contexts. It recoil-
ni/es the importaitee and resilience of ethnic, environmental, and cultural

oriods in assigning Meaning, value, and priority to human experi-
enLes. It contends that education is of greatest worth to culturally different
stildellts Vhekl the eontent and learning activities complement
their ethnic identities. eulturall determived learning styles, and perceptual
tiames ot reference. lhe experiential curriculum worker is thus cc/M-
ilt:Ned to understand different ethnic groups' cultural characteristics, value

stems. Olnimunicatwii hktorical experiences, and interactional
palterns and to create learning opportunities that interface with these par-
ticular perceptual sets. Recent curriculum innovations which embody some
of these eomponcilts and aspire to broaden an individual's sense of hu-
manitx Nuthin the L-ontcst of cultural differences are ethnic studies, multi-
cultural education. women's studies, parenting courses, death education,
and programs tor understanding toe aged.

Man% other LtIrrik:ulum designs claim to embody experiential planning
piumples iii 'tic font: III' ant OM I hese include Montessori methods, open
eda adon. learning ,:enters and statums, independent study, mini-courses

p11.1se l'ieL (1% es, s,:himis V. It hotlt walls, and humanities and fine arts
programs I o some degree all of these claims are legitimate, especially
sin,:e the cykrientkil process of currieulum planning does not specify a
narroxk Ix kletined set ot assumptions and priorities that are translatable into
a to% 1,-;!en poss:bili!lcs I hi tact is both its maim strength and weakness.
Its bioad-bdscd assumphons. Ciller gent native. and eclectic characteristics,

.1tk, e nd ;MI% us content emphases,' make it more
sti.k. IT! 11,1c ,t ide Lall'e ll Interpretations and to greater difficulties in
NJ. k neld hased IIIIIIICIllentatitin than solne other mixiels of curriculum
de%. lopincnt

The Technkal Model

clormcnt, hke.all other aspects of education, has been
onlocn,c.i s;,!nith.drals h% the massixe technological advancements occur-

\metica and in the would during the last 50 years. Philosophies.
ideoh.2.ies and proalent iii industriol planning and production

hequciul kolowed b% educatois as guidelines for curriculum plan-
no4:. impicinentation, and esaluation.
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1 he technical model of- Ltirriculum development is essentially an
analvtical approach hieli perceie% instructional, planning in terms of
"systems," "management, Ind "production." It seeks to maximize educa-
tional program protno and performance through applying the same
principle, of scientific nmnagement and production operating in.industry.
.1 he concept of curriculum doelopment as a technical process first appeared
in 1 t111; in Franklin Bobbin's references to instructional planning as "edu-
ca!ional engineering.' and "screntitie curriculum-making." Its greatest
momentUM and most definitie artik:ulanon. hov.oer. have emerged out of
nit u e recent trends touard behalorism, account ihility, 'ompeteney-hased
performance. and cost-effectivc! anakses of educational programming.

I he tedinical currkulum-planning process is similar to the academic
model in that it uses a means-ends paradigm and is based upon the Tyler
Rationale. I he specitierition ot educational ends, or desired terminal learn-
ing heliaiiirs. is the first order of business in both the academic and
technical planning processes. Differences occur between the two models in
the perceo.cd relationship betueen means and ends, the methodologies used
to identik obieeto,es, the sttuctural form the objectives take, and the
0.11thitic enteila lised to assess student achievement. Both the academic
and :L.,. alodyk Llaim to be sstematic, logical, and rational
apptorichec to curriculum planning. However, the foundations on which
these claims are tirade are quite different. While the academic model
appeal s it I heorct i al It)gic arid academic rationality as the bases for sound
decision making, the teehnical model uses the logic of "systems analysis,"
empir It Mii . scicntitie object o, and managerial efficiency.

I he stimulus-response and operant conditioning theories of behavior-
istic ps,.holog% comprise the epistemohigical foundations of technical
.ippri 'at. hes. to curriculum development. Their ontology is fundamentally
soentint realism or locical empiricism.:I his instructional planning model
asci,hes to the heliet that nothing is ryal cr meaningful unless it is
irhscr...iNe and is susLepuhle to obiective analysis. using publicly verifiable
data It presupposes, further, that knouledge uottb knowing is "prepara-
tion for lite.s tunctir ins-. that life's tasks arc reducible to their constituent
Nits. that represents a change in behavior and %ince behavior is

leartml.:, thscrable and measurable in quantifiable terms.
Robert iagne explains these idea% accordingly: "A learning occurrence .. .

takes place A hen the stimulus situation together with the content of memory
affect Illy learner in such a v..a% that ins performance changes from a time
heroic hem:: in that situation to a time after being in it. The change in
pertormame Is u hat leads to the conclusion that learning .has occurred."
I 1t lasine 111.11 learilit4;-. %kill occur most expeditiously, the instructional

ink lin Bohhitt. I be ( 'writ 14114m flosQtri: Houghton Mifflin Company,

Rohci t 1.igne jill ( ,,ndawnt of Learning, lid .ed. ( New York:
I kilt. Rinehart tliston. 1977 I. p s.

1 '?!)
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plan.must observe the laws of contiguity, repetition, re' forcement, and
preconditioning.."'

Technical curriculum development perceives learnin as a "system."
This "system" can he reduced to its constituent parts; it occurs in certain
systematic and predictable ways, and its efficiency and effectiveness can
be improved through goodpittrol or "management" principles. This con-
ception of learning and curriculum places "more stress upon reliably
measurahle and clearly common:cable behavioral objectives than it does
upon any other dimension or element of the entire system." "' The priority
giYen to scientifically determined behavioral objectives and quantifiable
performance-based data to serify the occurrence of learning are two major
factors which distinguish the technical curriculum-planning procesS from
the academic model discussed earlier.

An analytical approach to decision making is basic to the technical
model of eurriculum development. It emphasizes exact formulations_ and
rigorous procedures m instructional .planning. 71 is also based upon the
beliefs that "objectives should he stated in precise behavioral terms, that
teaching proceeds most efficiently when what is to be learned is arranged
hierarchically. that studems should be taught what they do not know and
not.what they already know. and that the goal of instruction is mastery." 32
1 his highly ordered process is designed to minimize subjective and intuitive
decision making and to maximize scientific objectivity in both curriculum
planning and the assessment of student performance. Several-new "manage-
ment.' tools are aallablc to curriculum technicians to assist them in the
effectise execution of a "systems" approach in instructional planning.
Among these are needs assessment and discrepancy analysis techniques,
hehasiordl obiectlY cs. PPBS ( Planning-Programming-Budgeting System),
PI.R I I Program kaluation Review Technique), method-means selection
techniques. and MBO ( Management by Objectives).

1 he technical approach to curriculum planning proceeds from a
"systems anaksis- or "management- framework. Carroll Londoner defines
"systems 411.th sis- as -the tittal analytical procedure (or blueprint) for
progressim; fiom the assessment of .an educational need and the specifica-
hem of tilt! tetnimal (gnomic to the actual achievement of that outcome
through the loek'al sequencing of the components co;nprising the total
system I he components of the planning "system" are, in order of

II
-" Robert \1 iagne and I eslie 1_ Briggs. Pini ipks of Instructional Design

Nos ork Holt. Rinehart & Winston, 19741.
" Robert 13 Thompson. A .Systems Approwli to Instruction (Hamden,

( -onn I met Rook.. 1971 ) . p. 146.

" Donald I Orloskv and 13 Othanel Smith. Curriculunt Development:
I %%Hey and I iisti;hrs (Chkago: Rand McNally College Publishing Company,
1975 i P Hin

arroll I onuoner. "lhe Systems Approach as an Administrative and
Program Planning loot ior ontinning Fducation:" Educational Technology
12 ( August l',72) . 25.
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sequence: jzmpirical analsis of meth; prioriti/ing needs; speaying objec-
tives in belia%ittral nr performance terms: selecting content *0 meet the
specified objectives. defining. describing, and sequentializing teaching proc-
esses and learning activities:. and identif)ing quantifiable evaluation
measures.

Needs assessment. the first step in the planning sequence of technical
curriculum deelopme.m. rihed ,Fenwick English. and Rogerd.ese

Kaufman as a "curriculumless process" since it is independent of any-
particular ctirriculum design or suhiect arca. It k empirical in nature and
facilitates the specificanim of -utcomes of education, the selection of
criteria for the doelopment and assessment of, curriculum, the validation
of heha%ioral ohirt-ties, and the' seketion of appropriate evaluation
devices." A necds assessment also helps to identify thc distance between
desired educational goals and present conditiims. Jon Wiles 'calls this
"developmental staging." a form cif discrepancy analysis which breaks
down the gaps between real educational situations and ideal (Amp.
displays the comprehensieness of the anticipated changes, and suggests
the instructional ehiecti%es needed to achkve desiNd chan0s.3'

_Once education:d needs or goals are identified, they are analynd and
translated into ohsersahle, measurahle. and behavioral terms. This k a
three-part sequential pro..-4dure. The first step is a task analysis to specify
the cksired hehaior outo,rnes of the instructional process. A task analysis
is, in effect. an imentor% of the components (i.e., knowledge, skills, atti-

.

tudes) of topic or ioh studenN are expected to master. As early as
191g Franklin flohhitt ..khocated an analtical procedure for identifying
educational ohlectis es. 1. .ing the concept of "activity analysis," which is
analogous to task analsis. he argued:

Human life. hosseser sari d. consists in the performance of specific activ-,
Ines I decanim that prepares r life is onc that preparesdefinitively and ade-
quatels tor these specific ai tt iIes. Hossever numerous and diverse they may
he tor AO% I*Cial class. thes can he discovered. 1 his requires only that one go
out into ow ssotld ot atiairs and dkower the particulars of sshich these affairs
consist these ill hoss the ahihties, habits. appreciations. and torn% of knovd-
edge that num need I hese ssill he numerous. definite, and partieularired. The

m.111 then he that series of experiences sshich children and youth
must haw tss ss.o. in attaining these objective%.:'

he seo;nd step in analyiing educational goals k expressing learning
tasks and act s !ties aS behavioral objectives. 'I hey are stated empirically,
meaning: (a ) 'the o%ert behavior that must occur to indicate the attain-

"Fenssick W I-nglish and Roger A. Kaufman. Needs Assessment: A Focus.
(,0-rit tiltim net elopinent (WachIngton. Associatkm for Supervision

and Curris..uhim Desdopment. I 975 ).
Jim W %%des. -Deselopmental Staging: In Pursuit of Comprehensive

urriculurn Planning.- (letittne Remy,. 50 I hhrti1t1 1977 ) : 274-77.

Robhitt. 1 he Curl-re:Am. p. 42.

in
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ment of the obie:.tive is stated in measurable terms, 00 The conditions
under whiLh the terminal behasior is to he m4nifested are specified, and
(el The criteria for establishing minimum le,:e s of proficiency in demon-,
strating the desired terminal behasior Joe iden hese behavioral
ohjeemes function as guidelinc for sequencing instructional activities,
selecting appropriate materials, and esaluating the instructional processes
and products.

.1 he third step in translating educational goals Mt) instructional objec-
tises is deteinuning the sequential or hierarchical relationship among the
behavioral objectives and identif.ing the order in which they are.to be
treated in.instruction. Tin:. procedure is called cfructural analysis."'

Onc% the list of sequentializedsbehavioral objectives is derived, the
curriculum' wor'her moses on to the second phase of the technical curric-
ulum-plonning process. I his phase is ealled synthecic. First, instructional
acti% Ines are specified. makinLi allow ances for individualization and options
in learning processes. A means;endi procedure is used to identify and
anahie all siable instructional alternatives for each terminal objective and
to select the ones ni.ost appropriate for achieving the desired competencies.
Second. some decisions are made about evaluation procedures. Techniques
are &shed to tilwir ( a ) mdisidual evaluation for monitoring student
peiformance and determining the progressional order of the objectives;
( h j formalise esaluation for assessing in-process instructional effectiveness
and nikprosing the obj,!eti es and materials while they are still in the
formAtisc staves of deselopment, and (c ) summative evaluation for pro-
%Rim an oserall mipression of the efficacy of the total .instructional
packaer

I he thyd aspect of the stems" technology of curriculum planning
is pirilo'?? It mcrel% means carring out the instructional activities as
planned and appl;ing the es aluaave criteria as *specified to systematically
collect data on the etticieno and efficacy of the instrdtional "system."
After all data are :OHL\ tel r.d anal ted. alterations are made in the

stem- i i ac,..ordance ssith the es aluative data. This process
of erofilabon. feedback. ,ind modification is iterative ins that it is a 'con-

and repeated process of csaluating each step with all prior steps
and 11.e specified terminal outconles to insure the systematic development
of al? s% sicm operations for acluesing the desired behaviors:4'1

Reccin cs.imples of curuculum .designs derived frohi a technical or
NssICION plannivg process are numerous and varied. Computer-assisted
instruction, programmed instruction, performance contracting, vocational

I ondoner. -ti%sti..m. Approach."
itt icc W I IL.km.to .ind Keith I. ['tisk ards. "A Systems Model for In-

ntoton.11 Desittti and Man.tgement, .tha io Tcdttrology 11 (September
1971 t.

" th1,1 pp .26

: ondimer. -titstems Approttek" p

1. 4 *).6 ILI
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educational programs, IAN for mainstreaming the handicapped. and
competency-based teacher education programs are all illustrative of tech-
nical models of curriculum. Each in its own way is goal oriented and
concerned with attaimng specific performance competencies through sys-
tematic, empirically based instructional programs. The various examples
claim such strengths as: increased relevance of instruction through indi-

ritualized, continuous reporting of student progress; choices among alterna-
tive instructional approaches; objective, data-baSed educational decision
making, high correlations between principles of learning- and instructional
program planning; and a "built-in process for continuous self-renewal of
the cu-f-rieulump4-anning-proeess itself. Furthermore, this technical approach
takes the guesswork out of curriculum development and replaces it with
scientific procedures that maximize the organizationt management, and
exe,:ution of qualitane education programs.

The Pragmatic Model

Whim De lmo Della-Dora asked, "Who Owns the Curriculum in a
Democratic Society?" in his presidential address to the 1976 annual
conference of the Assoeiation for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
he was, in effect, posing the question most fundamental to the pragmatic
process of curriculum -development. In answering the question he described
the interplay of salues, interests, demands, and powers of special interest
ffoups in making decisions about educational governance and instrtictional
planning and implenwntauon. Insofar as individuals, groups, and agencies
influence the allocation of alues in school systems, they are engaging in
political activities.'' The allocation of values and the power negotiations
among special interest groups occur with great regularity in curriculum
decision making. thereby making it a political process.

While some educators claim vurriculum planning is a systematic,
hwical, and prescriptic procedure. inhers contend that it is neither sys-
tematic nor particularly rational in the sense that the process is predictable,
follwAs prescriptic guidelines, or conforms to a single theoretical fvnte-

ork Rather. 11 is the outcome (if a very long and dynamically complex
process of social imolvement and interaction." "

111.4(1(1AR tirriculum planning is an eclectic and political process
that often occurs in a reactive, fragmentary, and "patchwork" fashion.
Curriculum piactitioncrs frequently employ a combination of selective

" J.iv D Scilimer and Richard M. Fnglert. "The Politics of Fducation:
An Introduction.- in /he PI ill Ia s (q him anon. 76th NSSE Yearbook. ed.. Jay
D Scribner hik.airo Uno,ersity of ('hicago Press, 1977). pp. 1-29.

" James 13 Macdon dd. "Curriculum Deelopment in Relation to Social
and Intellt.ctual Sstems. in I he Curru alum. Retrospect and Prospect. 70th
Nsst Yearbook. ed . Robert M. McClure (ChiLago: University of Chicago
Press. 1971), pp 95.96.
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concepts and principltA from, different theoretkal models, along with
conyermonal wisdom and eommon- sense.. depending upon the particular
phnning activities being pursued at -the moment and the Sociopolitical
Context in whiLli these aLtiyities take place. In other words.- in the same
instruk:tional programs. curneulum workers may use some elements of all
three conceptual rnodek ( e.g.. academic, experiential, technical) discussed
earlier..For. example. practitioners may appeal to academic rationality in
developing a rationale for a proposed :astructional program; they may use
a combination of ideas and strategies from the experiential and technical
models in selecting content. learning activities, and teaching processes;
they may draw on the technical model in determining the type of evaluative
measures; and they may utilize both pragmatic and technical models in
assessing need for an instructional ehangei.e.. action priorities may reflect
the interests and trends presemtly prominent in the nation's and/or school's
sociopolitical milieu. It ic not uncommon for local sehool districts to use
different, struetural arrangements in organizing curriculum-planning com-
mittees which represent ad intermingling of conceptual 4principles from
different .t heoret ical models of curriculum development. For instance,
curriculum-planning committees organized around subject areas tend to
'operate pnmarily within the academic planning mode; and those orgiinized
around grade level and or minimum competency testing may . function
basically to. [thin a technical framework. In a sense, then, the pragmatic
currict um-planning process can he considered both as a separate con-
eeptui i model of decision making and as a methodological technique for
the implementat It in of an% theoretical model of curriculum planning.

I he praematic curriculum model perceives instructional planning as a
particularistic. It ,calized prok:ess that is specific to the sociopolitical milieu
of the saool conkAt in sA Inch it occurs. It concentrates on what individuals
do in the 11.11I% operations of school bureaucracies to answer questions
about what should he taught and how curriculum should be determined,
orL!ani/cd, sind c aluated. 01 particular interest are the informal political
negonatklits. ril%%er allocations, and consensus building that take place
amonc different intorest groups. Decker Walker describes this approach
to curmulum deYelopment ati a "naturalistic model"; " John Verduin calls
It "cooper:01%e curriculum change-. 14 and (ilenys Unruh refers to it as
"responsie curriculum deyelopment.- s'. Lawrence lannaccone argues that
L un IL ulum do clopment is, hy nature, a political process. for "answers to
'who shall decide vkliat questions is alwavs an authoritative allocation of

4` Dck-ker I Walkers "A Naturalistic Model tor Curriculum Development."
seh,i/ Re, ,c'i I Nowinber 19711:

+' John R Venhun. Cooperatn.e C:urrkillum Improvement (Englewood
N Prenti...e-11.d1. 1967 ).

4 Olen... (1. Unruh, Responsive Curriculum Developnwnt: Theory and
Aenon ilkrkeley, Nt:('utchan Publishing Corporation, 1975).

1 4 4
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values containing sonic organization of influences and some distribution
.of resoures.- I"

(:urriculum planning is political in at least three other significant Ways.
First, decisions reizarding what instruetional programs are actually imple-
mented in schools and how they are prioritized* are affected by political
e%ents within the social en% ironments of schools. What learning is of
greatest worth and who should make this decision are as 'much political
questions as they are %atue issues. Second, state legislatures and local
school boards of education haVe the regulatory power to determine general
edueational goals and establish poliey for 'their achievement. Third, within
each loeal school district there exists a hierarchical administrative power
structure through %%Ina specific eurriculum issues and decisions are chan-
neled." According to Jame Macdonald, these three features comprise an
interacti%e and dynamic political system which subjects the curriculum-
planning. process -to do.erse and sometimes contradicting cultural and
social pressures, to the relation of instructional and social living in the
schools, and to tiie personalities and characteristics of those involved in
the development andilmplementation of C:urricula."4" What becomes the
operational or functional curriculum in local school communities results
from the power, influences, and pressures exerted upon the educational
decision-mAking proeehses from forces both internal and external to the
system.

currk alum planners concerned with practical realities eannot ignore
the A,R, natumal. state.'and rogional agencies and mass media affect state
and local curriculum policy making.a he North Central Association, Col-
lege I ntronec Namination Board, Fducational Testing Service, and the
National Assessment of I'ducational Progress are among the most influen-
tial accrediting associations and testing agencies affecting curriculum deci-
sion making I hese 7pressure points- establish normative standards which
local district, us,: to assess their own curricular strengths and weaknesses.
to institute modin,:ations in those areas of greatest weakness and to generate
curriculum alternaties M,Ithin a matter of days, eleetronie media can esca-
late a relaIIek minor or localiied educational issue into a national- crisis
and seendie,:ntly influence educational priorities and funding patterns in
nsti uc-tional programming.

A :ase in point w here these -pressure points- have converged on a
1,...ue and impacted significantly upon' curriculum decisions is the

1 .o4 i en, o lann.ie,on:. "The Politics of CurriLulum: Educational Deci-
sion-M.1k ii ho 'should Be Responsible leer What." panel presentation given
oi the Annu,11Coatereihe ot the Association tor Supervision and Curriculum
De,.elornhmt; San I tano..o. Ntarch 197g.

' \tek-h.tel W ISust and Decker F. Walker. "An Analysis of Curriculum
Pni h. SLIk 111,2. Ret it4 tq du( WIOned Re.Setin h 41 ( Ikeemher 1971): 479-
co9

's Macdonald. -Curriculum Development." p. 97.
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current ctmcern for basics and minimum ompetency testing. The mass
media'S itiseussion of dechniug*cores em standardized tests of basic literacy
skills has intensified reactions..to this. sitUation almost to the point of
hysteria. Pressurts from the general public, colleges and universities, pro-
fessional asociations, paren). and business and industry demand that
schools he held accountable for delivery oi basic literacy skills at minimum
levlsof protieienc: These interest'groups have exerted enough power and
pressure to influence 35 states, to mandate- and/or encourage minimum
competency testitrg for grade promotions and hish school graduation. A
similar situation has oocurred with College Boards. Historieidly; college
and university entrance requirements' have exerted an inordinate amount
of ihfluence on the form an4-coment of-high school curricula. .

National. %tate, and regional educational associations are also powerful
determinants of local curriculum priorities. Prestigious associations such as
ASCD. NEA, NASSP, AAS, and IRA regularly identify their value
commitments and endorse curriculum priorities through publications, con-
ferences, position statements. .and resolutions. Usually these associations
are content to Use these "academic maneuvers" to encourage curriculum
policy making in certain directions unless Mir particular content areas arz
threatened by financinl. restraints ,and instrUctional reorganization plans.
Then they become politically mobilized and assertive. For example, the
current movement by. aesthetic educators to convince state departments
of education .and local school boards of the saliency of music and the
arts to general education was prompted by the growing tendeacy of schools
to drop these subjects from the curricula because of budgetary constraints.

One of the other most significant groups influencing practical cur-
riculum diNisions Is suppliers of instructional materials. Textbook authors
and publishers, the federal government, private foundations, and civic
group, are actiely engaged in developing educational materials. The
content, conceptuahration. value orientation, and structural design of these
materials haste a powerful effect on curriculum planning. When statewide,
single textbook adoptions were in vogue, publishers virtually controlled
the functional currkula of schools through the content presented in the
hook.. lksp&te the de.;line of single text adoptions and the increase of
nonprim instructional technology, textbook authors and publishers continue,
to be powerful forces to he reckoned with in curriculum planning.

Federal legislation and funding policies of governmental agencies are
other major determinants of pragmatic curriculum development. Education
is an expensiste business. Increasingly, state legislatures and local districts
are finding it stirtually impossible to finance educational programming
without federal assistance. The public is rebelling against growing costs
of education as is oddent in the difficulty that some districts are having in
getting bonds and IMO passed. in early school closings that result from
depletion of the fund base, and in the passage of Proposition 13 in
California. I hrough the financial support it provides, the federal govern-
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ment has become one of the most influential forces affecting curriculum
decisions."

Mire often than not the monies made available by the federal govern-
ment are earmarked for special-emphasis instructional. programs. There-
fore, the degree to which school systems get involved in seeking grants
and the kinds of grants solicitedgreatly affects the kinds of curriculum
priorities emOhasized in the districts. For example, a school district solicit-
ing heavy F.SEA or Iitle IX funds will have different curriculum develop-
ment priorities from one that is concerned primarily with compliance with
Pl. 94-142, vocational education, and programs for the gifted. As bella-
Dora has so pointedly observed, as the federal government assumes greater
responsibility for financing local education, the roles it plays in determining

-ilducartonal policy arc-likely-to increase proportionally."
On occasion, too. federal and state courts make decisions whichimpact

directly upon curriculum development. Robinson v. Cahill (minimum
competencies), Fpperron v. Arkansas (theory of evolutibn), and Lau v.
Nichols (bilingual education ) are some cases in point.

The groting involvement of the federal government in local education
has led to several developments relative to curriculum decision making.
Among these are: ( a ) increasing centralization of authority on curriculum
issues; ( b legahration of the curriculum as a result of a growing bgdy of
federal legislation, state regulations, and judicial decrees; (c) expansion
of the participants involved in curriculum construction, implementation,
and evaluation: and (d increasing complexity and bureaucratization of
the hierarch, of gosernmental authority and chains of command involved
in the curriculum decision-making process.'"

Pragmatic 'curriculum planners me not immune to pressure politics
from disciplinarv scholars and learning theorists. It is not uncommon for
scholars to lend their expertise to local curriculum planning by serving as
content consultants, conceptualirers, process observers, program evaluators,
and even curriculum proiect directors. These functions can shape the entire
char.icter of given in,.tructional programs..lt is not surprising, for instance,
that most of the major national curriculum projects of the 1960s were
discipline centered when we recall the pedagogical theory (disciplined
inquiry and the structure of the disciplinc0 in vogue at the time, the

reactuins to Sputnik. and the fact that most of the project directors
were uniersit scholars. Nor is it surprising to find that many local school
districts adopted Ntan: A ('ourse of Study (MACOS), Physical Sciences

"A W. Sturges. -Forces Influencing the Curriculum," Educational Lead-
ervlur 14 (October 197(1) . 40-43.

'") ()elm() Della-Dora. "Denweracy ,and Fdueation: Who Owns the ('urricu-
lum.- Eduouumal I eademla p 4 (Oetot:er 1)76): 51-59.

William 1 ov.e 130%d. -1,he Changing Politics of Curriculum Policy-
MAk ing in _Anwr wan St hools,- Review o/ 1...dat animal Research 48 (Fall 1978):
577.628.
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Study Committee ( PSSC ), Biological Stiences Curekculum Study (BSCS),
or School Mathematics Study Gwup (SMS(i) alkdi-of used them as models
for developing their own curriculum plans and priorities. The prestige of the.
projects, the scholars associated with them, and the intellectual tenor and
political climate of the times demanded these kinds of iesponses.

Private firms and civic groups are influential forces shaping curriculum
decisions, too. Their influence is exerted through advocacy positions on
critical educational issues and through the development of instructional ma-
terials which are specific to their particular interests and are made available
to educators' free of charge or at cost. Proctor and Gamble, the Chamber of
Commerce, Bell Telephone and Telegraph, and the AFL-CIO are among
the most active in these endeavors. Still other corporations are forming
mergers with publishing companies and diffusing their production portfolios
to include the dissemination of instructional materials. Illustrative of this
trend are 1/114's purchasing SRA;. American Educational Publications'
taking over Xerox; RCA's huing Random House: GE and Time's creating
General Learning. Inc.: and CBS' owning Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.52
The League of Women Voters, Civil Liberties Union, Common Cause,
Anti-Defamation League, and Nader's Raiders also exert influence on
curriculum decisions through the causes they promote. Feminist organiza-
tions pressure schools to include examination of st.-role biases, stereotypes,
and discrimination in instructional programs. Ethnic groups lobby for
accurate portrayals of their historical and cultural experiences in school
curricula. Gay libcration, "gray power" groups, the handicapped, and
other subsets of society practicing' alternative life styles and value systems
demand that their presence he felt in the negotiation of curriculum deci-
sions. I eacher unions are becoming increasingly more active in infhencing
curriculum development through collective bargaining and lobbying at the
state and federal gosernmental levels.

Additionally. the pragmatic-oriented curriculum worker must contend
with the political pre,sures operating within the local school community.
However, these pressures are not as systematically and consistently
expressed as are the external forces. Local communities tend to become
actixated in episodic curriculum issues, such as a controversy over a
particular te \thimk or instructional program. The Kanawha County, West
Virginia. textbook controversy of 1974, bond levies, Proposition 13, sex
education, and moral education are examples of this pattern.

As curriculum leaders plan and implement instructional program
changes. tho must he particularly sensitive to the chain of command in
local districts. Within the school bureaucracy they must operate through
an established administrative hierarchy of authority. At the apex of the
power structure are the superintendent and his or her immediate subordi-
nates. Vie!. are responsible for executing the planning process. The super-

52 Kirst and Walker. "Analysis."
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intendent and:or his or her designates organize mechanisms for change,
provide general Oirections and guidelines, facilitate cooperation, and
monitor interaction's among the individuals and groups actively engaged
in curriculum makaig.'' They are assisted by a contingency of curriculum
coordinators aRd or supersisors who help to create and faciliptc curric-
ulum-planning committees and .generally oversee the planning' of instruc-
tional program proposak. The curriculum k;ommittees do thc work of
preparing the proposals' for change. At the base of the pyramid of
authority is a host of study groups and advisory councils. They provide
dditional input and reviews for the design committees and function as a..
liaison hemeen community constituencies and the school personnel. Once
the currieulum design propikals are completed, the process executor (super-
intendent and or designates presents thcsm to the I poneymaking libdy

school hoard; and explains the validity of the proposed changes: how
they %ill atkct the total school program; the extent to which they represent
a compdation of different values, interests, and concerns of divergent con-
stituencies, and their possihle acceptaklity and eflectivenes04

According to Michael Kirst and Decker Walker, curriculum decision
making proceeds incremenhi lv through the vertical administrative power
structure in local school systems. Value conflicts between educational
personnel and community interest groups are "resolved through low profile
politics,"" That is, actual curriculum planning, "rather than being charac-

; terired h% dramatic crisis policy-making, or by the often prescribed but
seldom realized model of rational decision-making, generally is charac-
terried hv the modest and mundane strategy of disjointed inerementalism."
l),L%id Braybrooke and Charles Lindblom describe this process as a system
of "decision-making through small or incremental moves on particular
problems rather than through a comprehensive reform program . . . it
takes the form of n indefinite sequence of policy moves . . . land] it is
ex plorator% in that the goals of policy-making continue to change as ncw
experience v. oh polio throw s ncw light on what is possible and dcsirable.""

lthough eurriculum developnwnt as a pragmatic or political process
may not necessarily employ sophisticated(highly formalized decision-
making strategies that arc neatly sequentialized, objective, logical, and
sv-stematic, it is nonetheless real, and somehow it works. Pragmatic curric-
ulum planning is a ill, nanue complex of interactions between individuals
and groups wherein nian of the political negotiations and power alloca-

" Robert I. Jennings. "I he Polities of Curriculum Change." Peabody Jour-
nal of Lilw-ation 49 i July 1972) : 295-99.

" James (Minion, "Three Models for the Curriculum Development Proc-
ess." Cu rnit idwn now NetKork 4 (1973'74): 64-71.

K trst und Walker, "Anal\ sis," p. 487.
I he ( 'hanging Polities," p. 582.

" ()ask! Bras hrooke and ('harles L. Lindblom, .4 StrateRy of Decision
(Ne% York Free World, 1%1). p. 71.
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tions occur at the informal leel of operation. Conflicting values, demands,
and interests of different constituencies are often argued in private;
consensus decisions are often negotiated prior to public debate. This model
of curriculum planningmuch more than the academic. experiential, or
technical nioijcls approximates what happens in daily practice. -In many .

ways it is more an implementation process than a design or construction
model.

Conclusion

Whether perceived as a rational. experiential,,technical, or political
process, curriculum planning is a complex, imprecise, challenging phe-'
nomenon. Yet, it is incredibly vital and dynamic. The pasrticular positions
indkiduals take on What is the most viable approach to curriculum
planning reflect their personal philosophies of education and the perspec-
tiws (loin hich they le% the educative and curriculum-makingprocesses.
I he conceptual models discussed in this chapter are not the only ways of
conceptualizing...the curriculum-planning process. Others are available in
the literature, and cen more are likely tq be forthcoming. The question,
"Which curnculum-planning-process is the best or right, one to use? may
he the wro# question. A more appropriate query might be, "How can

sit t .4) t 41 or theoretical models of the curriculum-planning process help
curriculum v.Orkers better un4rstand and improve the dynamics of the
processv

When considered in&pendently and conjunctively, these four models
academic. experiential, technical, prarntatic----may provide greater in-

sights Into the coniplA 'task of curriculum development. Although it is

-cluite unlikely that tield-hased currieuhim practitioners will be able to
translate any one of these models into practice in its entirety, understanding
theoretwal models of curriculum planning can help the practitioners to
conceptualiie and describe their own planning practices better; to he
avtare of conceptual planning options; to be able to assess discrepancies
betv.een actual operations and idealized planning processes; to determine
the potentialities of genet-allied conceptual models of curriculum planning
as guidelines for actual practice in particularized situations; to he some-
v.hat less ulnerahle to the politicization of curriculum development; and
thus to impioe the quality of their curriculum decision making, planning,
do.cloprw, .ind implementing processes.

1
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Section T ree.
The Way It

1N I III i HIRD nos of the book, the authors attempt to deal
with .schook and school S,steMS as they are. Reality is always more com-
plex than theory In the first two sections, we attempted to deal with the
culture of the school. which is a way of dealing with the school as it is,
and with certain aspects of curriculum theory. Since the function of theory
is to clarifs realo, the second section also dealt with the way it is. But
both the first mo sections sought to simplify_ matters so that they might
he grasped. Aetualit!, doesn't come simple. It comes complicated.

In chapter s. Fenwick Fnglish returns to offer a practical plan for
tnapping curriculum in local school systems. His approach is highly
rational. It has been tried, and it works.

!hold:ire ('rajkow ski and Jerry Patterson write from the cotitext
of one of the more actike publie school systems. They bring together
them% and practice and suggest ways that ac'.ion may, indeed, he con-
sideted !fence the title of the present book. Theirs is one of the few
statements on lins basic theme that really unites theories about the way
it is %%ith the a.tualit% of the m,ay it is.

I he Josine chapter. b% Joel Weiss, seeks to go behind the classroom
door to outsider +.s.hat teachers can in fact do about it all. Acknowledging
that in the fiii tI anal% sis the curriculum is what 't.,achers and students do

cas-lt other in classrooms, he considers the opportunities and the con-
sif nt I me sell-Imposed. some from outside) that operate as, teachers
in.ike the curncultIrn.

he present book !nicht liae been called Thcory into Practice, if
!Hi title had not been preempt.A. Comidered Action fin' Curriculum

Hf tcqusic, not tuil% that we act hut that wc iave the means
tor Mak 1111.! oinsidered, deliberate ---not faddish, oportunistic, or
merel% respollsi% e. it pressUres. 1 hose readers who have reiched this point
:n the h1 ik %%ill he able to Judge whether it has achieveci its purose.
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Curriculum Development
Within the School System

Fenwick W. English

\I I mit fat i i Nissnit t consider curriculum development
And ,uttk:u{rlin th1/4:%It% apart tront their fun,:tion within school sy,tems. for
the pr !eh, itr urri ult:m adm.nistrator it makes httle sense to do so. The
fundamental tact ot 11:c ahour ,:utrynlum dexelopment within systems of
ed1117(411( di IN that the .icto.it occurs sittitin a sstem of schools and rein-
?or, ',ham sstem. (-wii,u!um deseloOment as a practice and curriculum
per Sc. .ire de,iened t., perpc!Uate the existing organizational and manager-

ii stiti,tkno s.hoohng. I o effectielv consider how curricu-
lum rnh he mpro%ed schools. it it necessary that this structure he
eanlined Ia thls sense ,urr,u:um theory cannot he decoupled from cur-
rent manaoement neon,

un,Iers..in1...! from management theory-. we turn now
irgam/anonal and numagerial structure ctiMe

in h het rri. hoo. ,Ao!k,. And how 11 affects curriculum development within
;he ,h001 'item

The Preeminence of Management

I ; : !10 .1citt tot ,s,,icuLuic ilesclopmeru of curriculum until a
'.'t'f i! ',h1,..1! 0:1 1.td i'cVfl formulated and implemented. Perhaps the

;r0h!e:11 ot ii. 'r'an;/IIit'ri 111 terms of management is that of
mu, er..Fin I Lm nd to: ,..11,es which results in difficulties meeting the

!hc, fe2ulai, then a response is relativel easy to
forum:J.; h rc,,,u:., I hry.o.er. it the demand is irregular. then at
er' ;:u :00 titSiti r;.:NOLIRe. ma\ he created. In the terms of manage-._

men. k Ii-rolioNequel,e
PithArs Sii, 111.1!o:!%. Is that the demand for goods and services

e.11 .1, .1 Ahole compared with holidax periods. One solution
tor cani;a:ion, 1, to tv.er,ratt for brief periods of time or to move to-
8.1i,l. 0.1/4.1.im ,ohn:o11., to unoen demand allow the organization
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to fix its resources and to meet peak demands without substantially raising
costs. The solution is called "smoothing." "Smoothing" enables an organi-,
zation to create an even response to irregular demands.

Now consider the nature of schooling prior to the graded school. In
the.one-room schoolhouse there was a great deal of uneven demand in
terms of learners who had a tremendous range intelleCtually and physically.
The rapid growth of cities and the move toward universal education
created excessive staffing and organizational demands upon the one-room
school. So the graded school mias developed.

*Fhe great advantage of the ,grailed school was that it fixed the demand
for services, i.e., it "smoothed"' out the demand by decentralizing it in self-
contained units and defining learning as time spent within the units
( grades). All of the coordination problems of the system with ungraded
units, and el, en of the Lancastrian -monitorial school during the brief flir-
tation with it. were soked. The uncertainty of irregular demand was sim-
ply absorbed within the smaller units. The necessity of dealing with learn-
-els all tog,ether was eliminated. Learning styles, learner differences,
motivation, stmoeconomic background were absorbed, as well as major
considerations for the allocation of resources.

In terms of costs, a minimum level of staff could be formulated much
more easil> and maintained by simply changing the ratio of teachers to
students t class size). I he requirement to process infoemation about stu-
dentc laterally and vertically was de-emphasized. In management thinking,
demand was eened out and a sy.stem of education could be built.

In terms of modern management. schools historically have selected
one of at least four design alternatives to the problem of "smoothing." One
alternato, e to the graded s,,stem with a nine-month schedule was to move
tow ard a longer school ear and have some students attend part of the
.ear and otheN attend another part. While there was some experimenta-.
tam with %ear-round schools due to growth demands, such patterns never
reall took hold. Another alternative was to move toward a modification
of the Lancastrian model with team telNhing or differentiated stalling and
open school approaches. A lule there was serious experimentation with
this desien alternative in the sixties. such models are not dominant today.

he last desiLtn altetnatie v. as simply not available at the time of the
ins efflion of the i i-aded scho,d because the application of Lamtputerized
in formation a od instruk:tional sstems was not available. This la:it option
was an in\ estment in um-eased capacit for processing information about
students ind creation of technology which could he responsive.

I he 0-aded stem the self-contained management design alterna-
tD.e q we I ho.-ame dominant and is dominant today. Hut each solution

ntains ,,,sts' I hc: t )f the grAded structure of schooling are a high

IA% R i.dhi.111h. I h61//1.'illif in De.li:11 1 Re.iding. Mass Addison.Wesley,
l'e7Th tir 22140
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level of duplicafion among 'and between the self-contained units and an
extremely difficult coordination problem that is created when any system
is required to be .responsive as a system. The level of decentralization in
most school systems is not conducive to rapid instructional or curricular
change. Both vertical and lateral communication within graded structuris
is extremely difficult.

The function of curriculum had tn be compatible with the function of
the mahagement design alternative which was prevalent. The curriculum
therefore had to be time based rather than pqrformance based. The curric-
ulum had to keep differences within the self-contained units and thvefore
had td be *extremely broad in conception. "Meeting the needs of students"
became synonymous with dealing' with individual differences within the
structure rather than altering the structure and forCing a different organi-
zationaf design selection. CurriCulum language had to maintain an elastic-
ity which precluded much specificity about real learning or objectives be-
cause the system had precluded much discussion of this nature by its
structural decision.

Curriculum therefore filled up time because time.is a dependent var-
iable rather than independent one. Since it is by time and absorption that
slack is reduced, no curriculum could operate very long on any contrary
principles without threatening.,the design alternative selected and inviting
retaliation or extinction. Thus ultimately the structure which was dominant
was accepted.

From a management perspective, discussion about humanizing the
school falls in the acceptable range as long as humanization does not mean
forcing a different structural design alternative. As long as alternatives
conceptualized reinforce or ignore the existing administration relation-
ships, they are tolerable. 'Therefore, various strategies to increase class-
room teaching effectivenessby setting performance objectives, defining
teac.hers duties, altering class size, individualizing instruction, utilizing
family assisted instruction, adopting subject-centered or child-centered
curricular models, using technologyare acceptable as long as the given
or assumed constant is a decentralized, self-contained organizational de-
sign decision.

However. wiaen such strategies call into question that design decision,
they are confronting a vast army of forces designed to maintain the origi-
nal decision--including the ldministrative hierarchy, state re ations, fed-
eral legislation, textbook publishers, and certification req ements for
teachers. Whether a search for different strategies by those png a dif-
ferent curricular base can be viable depends upon the extent to filch the
preeminence of management theory and thinking is recognized vs' a major
variable in changing public school curricula. No searches for ways to alter
curriculum can be efTective without understanding why the system in which
the curriculum functions operates as it doe§.

5
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School Districtssas "LoOsely Coupled Systems"

For the activity of curriculum development to.he accurately concep-
tualized within school dktricts. the inflt<nce of management theory must
be considered. The curriculum is used by the adminktration to maintain
the current organizational design alternative. The model of goverance has
been called a "loosely coupled system" by Karl Weick. He has said:,."Edu-
cational organizations are holding companies containing shares of stock
in uninspected activities and subunits which arc largely given their mean-
ing. reality, and value in the -ider social market."2

The fact that school s, tems have operated without precise mission
objectives has been well do umented." Much of the accountability move-
ment and the minimum c mpetency movement is aimed at establishing
such precise objectives by fegislative mandate.

Howeser. it is the absence of such objectives, that typifies school dis-
trict manageme,w today. The advantage of this absence is that in organi-
zations which represent 'loose couplings" between peoplei.e., roles,
grOups. subunits -there is a wider span of appropriate responses available
for role iitcumbents than if objeet&s were more precise. "Loose coupling"
between subunits creates indepetiffencies and reduces the requirement that
the overall organization engage in wholesale change. Only pieces or parts
of the system must change. The remainder can continue their current
range of ;icto,ities. Coordination costs are kept at a minimum because
subunits irate autonomously.

1. dsantage to "loosely coupled systems" is that while they may
he ah e to ,idt n an innoation quickly. the "loosely coupled" structure
presents a large harrier to spread or expansion of innovation. Expansion
must he indisidually negotiated across the subunits or between key influ-
ential indiiduak Subunit independence also presents an obstacle to politi-
cal resj,onsiveness. It forces the brunt of political pressure upon a few
checkpoints such as the hoard of education or the superintendent w,hile
the rest of the system escapes the brunt of potential Or real electoral wrath.

A -loosel coupled sstem- is a kind of organized anarchy. It is a
sstein with nut. lear and ambiguous objectives. Curriculum personnel and
administrators tring to implement the aims of the organization have a
broad range of possibilities for action. However, the compatibility between
those a,:tions and ttainment of the goals of organization arc unelear
and of ten unknown. hat then is effective action? What really makes a
ditieren.c I hes:: questions are not approachable in the usual means-ends

kart 1 welds. "I thtiational Organi/ations as Loosely coupled systems,"
dm: m triti e Sc lent c (Marterlv 21 (March 1976): 14.

Roger -\ Kantman and Fenv,ick W. Unglish. Needs Assesvment: A Guide'
but,H.te Choe,1 l)i ws( t thmagement (Arlington. Va.: Americ,:n Association
St;h4o1 Administrators. 1 97().
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types of frameworks which characterize rational planning and curriculum
development in-i'loosely.coupled systems."

. if educational systems are not rational and not amenable to the Osual.
approaches to planning, it is clear that the move towards competency-.
based. testing and thwmposition of more 'specific goals will not resultin a
more rational organization until or unless there is a fundamental changd in
the management structure that breiiks down the harriers which now corme
prise the "glue" which holds the organization together.4 This sittiation
scents, to he a paradox. The organwation is held together in such a way
as to be ahnost a nonorganization, and efforts to alter its method of oper-
ating must attack the %cry. sursival mechanisms it utilizes to perpetuate
itself..

Cu;rieulum Development in ',Loosely Oxlip led Systems"

Let us assume for the moment the correctness of the description of ,
the educatitmal system as -loosely4coupled" and examine what the cur-
riculum looks like in an organifation that is characterized by imprecise
ohjecties, global job descriptions, ambiguous technology, and no "best
way- known to the role incumbents tp aecomplih any of the major tasks.

Currieulunt costs in the form of global kinds of guides which serve
as %et.% lough, filters for instruetional personnel to utilize. Decisions about
the melusion or cdusion of subject or content arc assisted by the pres-
ence of such generic filters. Curriculum guides assist teachers in knowing
that a topic or slihjekl came before or will come after another. topic in a
particular K 12 sequewe hut within those parameters, the amount of
time, emphasis. pacing. and iteration:are the domain of teachers to decide.
Sit lie these dre open questnms ,and not even acceptable variations,
options. or ...onthmanons are specified, there is essentially no control exer-
cised hs curmulum guides or the management system. One critic re-
marked that "it is the kind ot system In which everyone is in control but
fli)-one I In iontrol

N1ost saool distrkt personnel in curriculum have no idea of the
e\tent to which .111 01%en spelled.out in a guide is* being fol-
lowed. mit- do the% km)w. it it were followed, the degree of v.ariation from
teacher to teacher. department to department, sehoo.1 to school, or sub-
disirki to subdistrict of the total ssstent. Drawing together a group of
representatoie personnel %k I 1 sA rite a new curriculum guide is moving from
one h%pothen..11 curriculum to another. As suck% new iiorriculum guide
ma% h.o.e noihin...1 to do with impacting the instructional program. The
cmistiti, lion of a new cultic does not proceed front a real idea of the
baseline of what evsts in the sihools.

I see I homas I: ()Nen. -Ntinimas1 I dnea timtional Sdards- A Systematic
l'etspeto.c.- paper prepared hy ( I MR1-.1.(Septenther/Oetoher 1977).

S. I C71,
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There is little or no.link'age between system goals and objectives and
the curriculum guides which contain instrudional objectives. Almost any
subject area curriculum could include most global educational goals.

distriLt goals therefori do not serve as effective operational
°criteria .upon which lo construct Or seltict curriculum, since almokt any
would he capable of delb.ering the desired goals. Such criteria are usually
embodied in a hoard of education philosophy of education if one exiAs
at all.

. . Central classroom atodnes,of teacheisinstruction and classroom
management are not primarily determined by high level policy decisions; they
ctinnot he siewed as 'following orders, and the reasons are not har4 to find.
l'he educational goals ot school systems tend to'be vaguely defined and refer to
present. and tuture outconies that defy easy measurement and specification into
readily identifiable goal-direeted aetivities."

(urric.ulum guides op'er.ite in isolation -fioM spec:ific management
ohjectiws for the district. Management objectives may relate to improving
services h expandmiz them. redwing class size, or even reducing Costs;
hut until management Ahjectives begin to focus on pupil learning, there
is no bridge between OTC! "stuff- in curriculum guides and management
action. Ntinapenient action is expected to help improve instruction, and r
curriculum is expected to fit into the management system. But they remain
tin-bilked and isolated. or -loosely coupled.s'

For example. when minimum competency tests or objectives are
-adopted h nhinagencent and embraced or integrated into the existing
curriCulum (or replace thKurriculunt).. it is often assumed that the,exist-
ing curriculu,vt the sum of the "loose!, coupled" subuhits within the sys-
tem) can somehosx produce the desirea results, The assumption is made
that the desired ranges of results are within the capability of the "in

-ice- curriculum and instructional systems to deliver. gr put another
It is ,Issuind that the miposition of a standard will substitute for a
%%as- or most etfecto.e approach to engage in instruction if one is

not knowt or has not been defined. Curriculum does not have to be
ies.ised instruction does not have to be changed. The minimum compez;
MIL silt:cart:anon will serse the function of both the criterion and the
recult simultaneously. lt is no wonder that so many thougltgul educators
arc pessimistic about the capability of the minimum competency movement
to make a substantial difference in upgrading instruction and/or reducing
costs ';

Rokert Dreek.n. "The School as a Workplace.- in Second Handbook on
t.a, /NH:: ed . R t I raers Whicago: Rand McNally. 1973). p. 453.

liar r \ndcrson. I he ( sts of Legislated Minimal Competency Re-
quo emcnts.' p.tp:r prepared tor the Cducation Commission of the States under

.-ontr .10 %%ith \ It 12 Septenther 1977. (Mimeographed.); Shirley Boes Neill.
ing. %tot emcnt Problems and Solutionx (Arlington, Va.: American

Association ot Sk.h.)ol Administrators. 1978).
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From At-end of the AL:twol sYstem-to thc other, curriculum.clexelop-
/-ment follow.s and tits io "foose coupled" utlits within districts, schools,

departments, and or grate levels. The production of specific curricula.
can occur within any 014 the units, hut absorption or moyement .across the
system is made e.xtremely difficult by the fact that negotietions are required
to expand a curriculum. Negotiationsiefer to the procesof exploring an0
exchanling influence in order, to affect the opposing negotiator. Negotia-
tions triin t.)cour fortbally in a collective, bargaining scnsc or informally.
However, negotiations. are Unit consuming, whether formal or informal..
Therefore, curriculum guides or philosophies of education have served a
largely syMbolic funetion: they liave givens the appearance of agreement
without the necessity of actual agreement on a precise meaning. Curriculum
guides iherefore .usually do not tamper with exisling relationshipapetween
orgamiational subudts.

Considered Action for Curriculum Improvement

The Improvement of Curriculum a'nd Management Theory

Traditional efforts to iinpne the "mix" of the curriculUm usually
accept the current management design decision. A design decision relates
to the nature of how any organization will group and &fine work (the
division of labor) and how certain classical problems, such as coordina-
41011 and 'ec000m i. of scale of resource utilization, will be confronted. Once
management 'has made the deS,On .decision, no discussion regarding the
-what" of curriculum,w ill he likely to exert any real change until the
management theory itself is confrOnted. Simply labeling management con-
siderations as examples of industrialized, assembly line impositions on a
humanistic enterprise will not help practicing administrators to deal with
the actual s,ariables by. which school systems call be changed.ahe real
test is the degree to which any theory is able to explain relationships and
then perhaps to predict effects, based upon real or hypothetical causes.

Curriculum theory must include management theory if curriculum is
to he unplemented in mtems of schools. Whether thc theory is humanistic,
existential. self-realizing, personalized, flexible, or individualized, it will
make little substantial impact on learning until it is able to generate a
practical alternati%e for systems of schools. As long as learning is con-
ceptualized as in idiosyncratic, largely unscheduled, and mostly fortuitious
kent. (Ind that a%%umptionlis the only alternative held up for school cur-
riculam administrators, we will continue to hold fast to the current design
alternause, and current curriculum development efforts will continue to
reinforce that alternato.e.

It is only if the curriculien developer and theorist understands man-
.ozement theorr, that he or she can offer the practical kinds of directions to

r)
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fully consider curricular .change. The ideology of Romanticism and the
notion of."orgiinic management" cannorbe viable substitutes for curricu-
lum development in syvtems of schools.7 -

The current-management model of schooling has frozen the cur-
riculum. It is preoccupied with .time and activities.within self-contained
units. Uneven learning curves. pupil boredom, excitement, discovery, joy,
creativity, are continually -smoothed" out in order to maintain the exist-
ing organization design decision. While doing so may be anachronistic to
learning. it is compatible with the definition of schooling. The type of
ortrizatioml design schools have selected has brought with it a kind
of control that hits meant incarceration for many tudertts and teachers.

1111Toward .4 hifferent Deugh Alternative

(*an schook really be different? The first prerequisite is to consider
which organization, design decision will lead to a different curriculum
"mix.- If the organization or management design is not considered, a
new curriculum Ahich embodies a set of values and constructs different
from that of the yxisting management aesign Cannot last. It will be Pre-
empted by thexxisting strwure's contrary set of values.

The problem with curricular alternatives that contain the same set"
of characteristic as the current set is that no design alternative has tt be
considered. Substituting exktentialism for Latin changes the subject "mix"
only. Nothing else may be changed.

The Concept 0 f Currieulaml'ariance

To qualify as a sstem, any system must create a common set of ele-
ments in ortier to function as an organization. A system create conform-
ance on some variables or criteria and ignores others. The c ent cur-
riculum has a great deal of commonplity in terms of time, but emendOis
difference in the content, Racing. and ordination or sequencing irractual
practice.

Variance refers to the extent to which any array .of content in one set
or sequence is exclusive to that in any other set or sequence. It is the-
widest possihle difference of nonoverlapping items. Taking- the two ele-
ments in tile most powerful variable relating to student achievement, time
on tack. the current school curriculum has a very low time variance °but
a large degree of content ( task ) variance. This situation occurs because
historically curriculum guides have been only general rekrences for de-
cisions hy teachers regarding content, pacing, and sequence. This type of
conform.Eice fits rather nicely into the existing organizational design de-

.

cision about self.contamed units.

The notion or "oreamc management k addressed as "fallacy of creativ-
ity- by Peter Drn.:ker in Management (New York: I larper and Row, 1973), p.
267..
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A different organizational design decisionmay reduce the current
level .of time conformance but require some other kind, of conformance
in order to continue to function as a system. Therefore, in any design
alternative, the curriculum developer must decide where conformance is
'desired or required and where it is not.

The movement loward competency testing.and standards is partially
an effort to reduce ;he perceived Jevel of curricular variance in content
and, by st) doing, improve the level of currieUlar concentration. The idea
appears to be to-ieduce the overall level of varianceHowever, without
sun: consideration of the time constraint, no improvement in pupil per-
formance may really occur. The Curriculum that 'can respond most effec-.,
lively to a narrow range of oUtcomes (minimum competencieS) may con-
tain exactly the opAite. variance-conformance balance between time and
content from that prisenftoday.

It may well be that an organizational variance on time offers more
possible individual variance than the current time and/or task conform-
ance-variance patterns. A greater possible variance in time for teaching

, and learning response would go much farlher in moving school systems
us sysiems toward focusine on learning and being more sensitive to the. -
learner: such time variance would also be more effective in delivering any
given range of results. More actual content-change and consolidation may
be prompted by scheduling *changes than by eons to neal first with con-
tent and its pragmatic and or 'theoretical base. Part of this assertion may
be borne 'out by some of the kinds of curricular changes forced by the
movement towards flexible scheduling in the late sixties;

Mthough the time dimension 'may be independent of consicgrations
of subject matter discussions, removing the, time lid may enable school
systems to take a kind of inventory to determine how well any given
subject or subjects can serve.as the means to achieve specified learner
objectis es and then to eliminate less effective areas or combine them into
fused subjects for any gisen range of objectives. It may be possible to
deal anew with the question of curriculum balance.

I.

Curriculum Mapping and (urriculum Power

An analytical procedure by which the real time and task dimensions
of the real curriculum itheione the learner *encounters) can be studied
has been called curriculum mapping.' It is based on an old descriptive
research technique called -content analysis."9 Curriculum mapping is a
technique to determine the variance in time and/or task delineations from

Fenwick W English.. Quality Control in Curricuiwn Development (Arl-..
ington. Va.: American Association of School Administrators, 1978).

9 Walter R. Borg. Edwatumal Revearch: An Introduction (New York:
David Mk:Kay Company. two), pp. 260-0: Joseph E. Hill and August Kerber.
Alodels. Methods, and Analytical Procedures in Education Research (Detroit:
Wayne State University Press. 1967), pp. 108-16.

6. )
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the curriculum guide and to indicate the extent to which what is .taUght
is aiso congruent with the testing progpam. The technique is based on the

a

assumption that tffere is significant variation in content taught and time4

spenCon any set of tasks (objectives, concepts, minimum competencies,
etc.) Within a school or school system. Another assumption is that ionce
known, such variables'can be adjusted so as to reach more effectivel# any
set of outcomes desired. A curriculum sequence is a statement of time and
task statements in ordinal form.

. Curriculum power is the degree to which a curriculum is able to reach
.effectively any set of outcomes desired. Power may be enhanced by dealing
with task inclusion and exclusion decisions regarding the curriculum and
with the level of repetition (time) wiSin types of ordination (sequences.)1°

One type of. summary curriculum map is shown in Table 1. It is a
hypothetical cOmpilation from individual classroom teachers as to what
they include or exclude in science teaching of 25 possible topics from the
curriculum guide.

.\
.1 If we exclude-for the moment a breakdOwn of whetivr the topics arq 4

introduced, reinforced, or expanded (somethinf which is extremely diffi-
cult to differentiate in practice), we can show. that the Most time is actually
spent on the following topics (K--12): (a) magnetism (5.7 hours per
week per semeste.il over seven .grades; (b) n trition (5.0) over five

loo
grades; (c) solar systems (5.0) over five grades; human bdy (5.0)
over four grades.

.

By-grade level the most time sOent on various'topics was: (a.) tenth
grade (6.5) four topics; (b) third grade (5.1) six topics; (c) twelfthkrade
(4.1) eleven topics, first grade (4.1) five topias, second grade (4.1) five
topics, fifth grade (4.1 ) five topics.

Those topics classified as singletonsi.e., the), appear only once in
the entire Ki 12 sequencewere simple machines, inkects, vdlumeAnd
mass. tobacco and drugs. and bonding. One topic included in the' c4r-
riculum guidei.e.. optical illusionswas not taught at all in the entire
K.-12 sequence. t

W hat Curriculum Mapping Provides. Using a curriculum map, a
curriculum adnunistratbr can compare actual time on task (objectives,
concepts. minimum competencies, etc.) with the desired time On task to
see the extent of variance between ,actual teaching content and designed
teaching content. This information, in conjunction with the testing pro-s.

gram and the existing curriculum guide, can h'elp the administrator do the
follow ing :

1 Determine a Baseline of Actual Time and Task Emphasis. A cur-
riculum guide provides a hypothetical curriculum. The extent to which it

' George 1 Posner and Kenneth A. Strike. "A Categorization Scheme for
Principles of Sequencing Content." Review of Educational Research 46 (Fall
l97E-0:



Table.1. Curriculum Mapping: Analysis of Data
Science Curriculum of Shady Grove Public Schools

TOPIC 2
Grades

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total Time
by Topic

1. Simple machines I/1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 1.02. WorW and energy 0 1/1 R/1 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 E/1 3.03. LocomotIon 1/1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04' 0 0 E/.2 1.24. Insects 0 0 0 0 0 1/1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0t 5. Magnetism 0 1/1 R/1 E/1 0 0 E/1 0 0 .R/1 0 R/.5 El.2 5.78. Weather l,.5 0 0 E/1 0 0 0 0 E/.5 0 0 0 0 2.07. Kinetics 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 E/1 3.08. Temperature - 1/ 5 R/1 R/1 0 0 0 0 E/.5 0 0 0 0 ' 3.0I. Nutrition 1/ 5 0 0 0 R/1 R/1 0 Ei.5 9 0
.0
E/2 0 0 5.0..10. Se*x differences 1: 1 0 0 0 . 0 D 0 0 0 E/2 0 0 2,111. Ecology

1 .1 R/ .R/.1' R/.1 R/1 .0 0 ,0 0 0 0 *0 0 . 1.412. Solar system 0 Ill R/1 E/1 E/1 0 0 0 E/1 0 0 0 0 5.013., Gravity 0 0 Q 1/1 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E/.1 1.114. Radioactive dating 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/.5 0 0 0 E/.1 .615. Volume and mass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 2.018. Bonding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1111 .117. Human body 0 0 0 0 0 I/1 E/1 E/1 0 0 E/2 0 0 5.018. Cells 0 0 0 0 0 1/.1 E/.2 E/.5 0 0 E/.5 0 0 1.319. Plants 0 0 0 - R/1 0 R/1 E/1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3.020. Tobacco and drugs 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 E/1 0 0 0 0 0 1.021. Atom 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/1 0 0 1/.2 1.2Friction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/1 0 0 0 E/.1 1.123 Optical illusions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.024. Waves 0 0 0 0 1/.2 0 0 0 E/.5 0 0 0 R/.1 .825,--thiantum theory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/1 1.0

TOTAL TIME BY GRADE 3 7 4.1 4 1 5.1 3.2 4.1 3.2 3.5 3.5 4.0 6.5 2.5 4.1

Legend: I introduced. R reinforced; E-7-- expanded
Time Delineation number equals hours per week per semester

A
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may he followed nray he onl> obliquely revealed in a testing program. If
there are significant variations from the guide, it becomes extremely diffi-
cult to adjusl the curriculum to-reach more etTeditely any range of -instruc-
tional ohjcetises without hasing a data b4se upon which to issue intilli-
!NISI directiOns. It is almost impossible,to.use test data as feedback under
such conditions, A curriculum map, depending upon the level of detail
included, can prosidj data on what the actual curriculum includes and
emphasi/es. and in what order. Such assessment of teaching content is one
element which is almost unisersally atisent in school districts' attempts
to comply with minimum competency requi)rements.
. 2 Prfivide a hieuv ror Currkulur and instructional Adjustments. The
time and task ordinal data revealed from a curriculum map can be com-
pared with the desired curriculum design, and directions can be issued to
insure gi.eater congruence. If a reference to the testing program is also
included, in the setup of a curriculum map, a. greater level of congruence
between obje ises-. teaching, and testing should occur.

Ordinardr riculum administrators bo.unce back and forth between
looking at the testing program and revamping curriculum guides, appar-
entl ). assuming that whatever is spelled out in the guides will insure teacher
compliance. What most curriculum maps reveal. often for the first time to
practitioners, is the extremely high level of content variance within the
same grade lescl and subject area by veteran teachers who know their
areas well. Ikcause teachers work in isolation from each other, midstream
adjustments do not usuall ). occur in Order to insure any kind of Minimal
loci of c(mpliance with a sct of outcomes desired. There is no warnirm
signal to the instructiotul staff that the level of content and time on task
varianee wit), oti from that which will he effective in reaching instruc-

' tional targets minimum competency objectives or othersexcept when
test scores hein to slide. At that i)itint it is often. impossible to reconstruct
any sates of eents that cjiuld he retraced to correct any imbalance in
em,lin ,! time and 1,1,1, cmpha,es. Most often instructional staff turn to the
curriculum etude as a solution, never knowing the extent to- which it is
representati%e of the actual classroom curriculum.

Tonard a Curriculum Breakthrough

In the language of tnanagement, a breakthrousgi oci.turs when a higher
lccI ot performance is recorded that becomes a new standard level of
pertormance In order to be called a breakthrough, an improvement must
meet two ci iteria. I he first is that the new level of performance has never
tviote been .ntamed. the second is that the change is the result of a design,
not likk A breakthrough therefore deals with the chronic causes of poor

" s Itir.tfl. K s Bingham. Jr.. and Frank M. Gryna, Quality Control
iianabiwit Nok York 1( ,raw-Hill, 1974), pp. 2-15.

)
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performance. It attempts to deal with those faotors which control the
largest degree of sanance. -

It is believed that teaching is the pivotal element in improving learner
performance and that the w a) to improve tha; performanoe is to insure
the greatest possible congruence bowl= the actUal and desired curricula.

oth are kesed to the testing program. and it is possible to use the
results obtained front testmg to make adjustments so teaching will become
more, etfectise. a new and superior level of pupil performance should be
possible to attain. hi do all of this, however, may call into question the
suucture and emphasis of the existing curriculum and the organizational
design alternatise selected tr. management. At that point the practitioner
will base arrised at an understinding of the pervasive influence of man-
agement theory on curriculum development.
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9 Cuniculum Change
and the School

Theodore J. Czajk%Avski and Jerry L. Patterson

i?''' a a e chank'e ofto ah: %drool intwIt-es some exist-
;,..panonam I hee regularities are in the nature

iii miended oiik.ouies 1! Is ,1 haraiteristie ot the modal process of change in
the hind Lulture that the intended outcome t the change in regularity) k rarely
srtred lcort% and it it is stated :leal . ht the end ot the change process it has
managed to cet lost It s.ertaink %t as not an intended outcome of the introduction
of the ne v. math that it should he taught precisely the way 'the old math was
talieht 'Rut that has been the oukome, and it ould be surprising if it were
othei w Ise '

Sarason
ilk ,-onsliision stands out :leak man% of the changes we have believed
LikuiL, ha%e not been getting into classrooms: changes
re..ommended tor the s,hools oer the past 15 tears uere blunted on the

sshool and Jasstoom door :
Goodlad and Klein

Nia \I\ T I i AI %%ILO les cl L.urriculum gets initiated or deeloped.
if it is li'!:n1I,Cek to make a difference, it must bear fruit in the school and

, ;INN! a 't 'MN HUN hapter tt ill discuss and anal),ie school level curricu-
lum and the one that follows will focus on the classroom. Sarason
w.tke, tic a himes about the necessity of changing behmioral and program-
in in. w.iihm the ...hoot it meaningful curriculum change is to

( 41:.1.1 alld hit.'111%, ConduNton undersetqes the failure of most
Mat. tut 101!11111 efforts of the past sewral decades to find their
w and J,issioonis It appears that most efforts at curricu-

$('1;11. Saiason ( rilture o, the Sehmd and the Problem ol. VI% n Bas.on. I Ii, p
lo'in I ( Lid and 1.0%-e% 71 Klein, lichind the Cla.ssroom Door

it lit t o lones. p 97.

\k... Ise hange and clunk ulunt de%elopment interchange-
.. iihim de;eltipment seeks to bring about some moce or less

in a Is !irk !dal ethliat1011.11 program I-%en curriculum deel-
., ! ait...nipt. to define nem, proerani tor example, career eduk.ition

r . dan shath:e ii onl% liesause ot its impact on other curricula.
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lum change li!erall,- fall short of significantly influencing what happens in
schools. This vems to be the case even at times when the change is in-
itiated within the walls of the sehool rather than by some external source..
Certain questionable assumptions about school% and teachers and curricu-
lum change processes has e contributed to our pi.oblems in fostering and
guiding school curriculum change.

Assumptions About Schoolkand Teachers

serious criticisms have been leseled by Herzog at typical ap-
proaehes to the concept of planned change. "These criticisms are viewing
schoolsos ol,tet ts to he manipulated anid fading to retognize that most
people are enoved in tient We% because they see value in those activities,
not because til s tire reishillt I() ChtlIC... I Much of the language we use
seems to betra our image of curriculum users: teachers and princiAls as

passive recipients in the curriculum change process at best, stubborn re-
sisters at worst. We talk about "disseminating," "installing," and "trans-
mitting" limos eurricular products. We talk of "change agents,"
"clients." and "teacher-proof curriculum." Esen much of the "involve-
ment" and "shared decision-making" emphasis of the past several years
smacks of manipulation and continues to reflect lack of respect for users.
'I he practice of characteriting user groups, often by schools,_.as more or
les% innosatise or as innosators or resisters is still very much alive in
school change ci,cles. I his hlamesmanship style is %cry self-serving and
indicates a sunplistic slew of human behasior, both individually and in
groups I's en if it might seem to be fair turnabout on teachers and admin-
istrators who often,blame students for not learning because they "come
from broken twilit." "aren't minis ated," or "Ewe poor study habits,"
thi. Is pe of eylanation reflects a lack of understanding of and respect for
teachers. principals. and the cianplexity of their school cultures.

Man schools and their inhabitants has e good reason for resisting
curriculum chanee. In .1 historical sense the, has e probably been lied to,
ci nned. manipulated. and coerced inan times by so-called change agents.

ho, h.o.c likIs le.trned to !ensue. resist, and. if necessary, subsert efforts
to chanee their classroom situations, particularly when they feel their
c:asstooms are operatme suceessfuth.

In a recent artide s hich discussed teachers' reasons for resisting
os anon., in the school L'utficulum, Delahanty stated:

1 eachers tear risk to classroom disciphne. pupil achievement. and ulti-
matcls their os% n reputations Moreover the risks are often unaccompanied. by

John D 11070,!. --V feM, Mg Issues from the Perspective of an R and D
( enter lored in K 1 cithstotld and II II Russe11. "Focus on Implemen-
tation.- biter( ihink'e 4 t 197 1 15. I Italic, added.)
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convincing prospects of success. Failure is most often attributed to teachers, not
innovators: success to innovators. rarely to teachers:*

Sarason emphasized a related point:

Another factor too lightly passed user by those involved in planning and
change is thut many ot those Aho comprise the school culture do not seek change
or react enthusiastically to it. 'there are those among the -change agents" whose
ways ot thinking are uncluttered by the possibility that others see the world
differently than they do.'

A critical elcment of any school change process is readiness far cur-.
riculum change -that is. a school statT that perceives a discrepancy be-
tween what iv and witat could he going on in alter school and classrooms.
lt's likely that readiness for charigecomowabout in an idiosyncratic man-
ner in each school and is based on that school's cultural peculiarities. The
cultural contigura.tion of an !. school has many reasons for being the way
it is. Some are caused .11!, ttie particillar people who have collected there;
sonic result from formal and informal leadership; some are based on his-
torical occurrences. and so on, These factors contribute to basic cultural
features like interpersonal norms, vested' interests, and coping behaviors
which undergird a school's behasioral and programmatic regularities. In
Sarason's words:

In using to undetshtnd such a complicated human network as a school
%%stem. it is insufficient to characterize its organizational structure as more or
les, authoritanau There can he many variations in organizational structure.and these satiation. are Important in terms ot the pattern of human functioning.ikew Ise similar oreonizational structures can he inhabited by different kinds of
people. and this too is important I he interaction between structhre and individ-uals must he our locus I urthermore to make matters even more complicated.it it precitelt Hut Aind InteP(41110n, cutrinR met lonV perhav 01 time. thatremits In symytlunv e Jan a tub( allure, which is held together by a Jot* notmuch dillerent coal no 1,4%% patttrial than /Mink's el morality that hind our
larger +system I ithltre

.1 here is little unlit% in labeling a particular school's cultural naturc
simply ,is inm is atis e or traditional or in planning to use the same curricu-
lum 1/4. han4e strati:0 across seseral school cultures. Those who seek to
pros ide currieulutn leadership must conic to understand the complexity
and tiniquenes; of each sehool culture. They must respect and accept each
s,.11,01 .-ulture for what it is and what it represents an seek from it thc
dara and human resources necessary to help Plan etTe lise change proc-
esses On the other hand, curriculum leaders who view Nchools as similar
objects to he man ipul'aied and teachers as resisters ss ithout reason have a
ision or realit which is unlikek to promote successful curriculum change.

' D.Ird U Dtigh.mrs, "thths Alumit Olderit; t

Samson. / Cuhroe 01 the SChool, p. 8,
" Ibid. p 211

UeaL;hers," Phi Delta Kappan
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Assumptions About Curriculum Change Processes .

Assumptions about the change process are often at the rttot of un-
successful school change effort,. Someof the more obvious and question-
able assumptions abinn change are illustrated by linear models, sequential
steps, and "best- vbas to promote change. School curriculum change
processes are too dependent upon the unique aspects of the school and
its inhabitants to be characteriied by linearity or -hest" sequential steps.
Sarason questions such assumptions as he discusses where to start:

I %%mild sugges that . here one starts has to he a problem that is presented
to nd discussed ,A th the target groups not as a matter of empty courtesy or
ritualistic adheren e to some %ague dcmoeratie ethos hut because it gives one a
more tealtstie t it hal one is tleahnt; it tilt' An ohvious consequence of
this ti that in &Hewn,' ,ettino (me nun %yrs svelLansw. the que.stion of where
to Stott tathet chttetroth. on,cquence that !host- o need to, follow a recipe
ts ill find misanstactor because there is no one Orace to start. Still another con-
sequence is that one ma, decide. indeed there are times one should decide. to
WWI th-te. that is. the minimal conditions revired for that particular change
to take hold. regardless ot ts here one starts. are not present. The reatler should
note that the decision nor to proceed %kith a particular change. far from being an
etaskii. forces one to consitler hot other Armit 01 changes hove to take place'
booty the Inmimul il/:!:'ipts t tin be said to esist.7

In addition to fault% assumptions about readiness for and initiation
of curriculum change. there is often a lack of understanding of and sub-
stantis e attention to unplementation. Most obviously deficient are those
processes sk Inch seem to cpect the transition from planning, adopting, or
Ailaptine, it implemen:m2 stmpl to occur. Fullan and Pomfret recently
published an outsianclia2_ rotes% of -Research tn Curriculum and Instruc-
titin linplemeniation Aniptii.; other things, the conclude:

It there is one tindity_. that Ntands OM in our reviess. it is that effective
11111flemettLifloti so,LII itinoanons Ithose that require role changesl requires
time pt:INt,11_11 ititti .14. i It in and .ontacts. insersiee tramin-,i.: and other forms of
people h.t.ed .lipport Re,e h has shossn tulle and again that there is no sub-
stitute tot the primacs ot contact among implementers. and hemeen
implementeis and planners ,:onsultants. it the difficult process ot unlearning ukl
role% And leatiniLf nc,.s ones is to occur I quall clear is the absence of such
opp,u tunnies oil .1 I eQ111.0 the planning and implementation ot most
inno anon, \II this i»,-ans 1, that nes% .approaches to educational change should
int h ide kqyzer time peispe.to.es more -,mall-scale intensiSe projects. more re-
sour,ct, time and meLhanism, toi contact itmone Aotad-he implementers at hoth
the liAltion or adoption "taco. and espeoallS during implementation. Providing
these reSoui,es ma% not he poloi,-.11ls and tiri,incialls teasihle in many situations.
hut there i nt, pI.si u that etlectise implementation %sill not occur ssithout
t hcni

Ibi,1 pp

\tish.lel I 'MAI and \lati Pomitet. Research on ( nictilum :ind hnstiuc
non Implementatnin.- Rc. I . it t o t clut animal RI-sew( h t Winter 1977): 391-92.
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Fullan and Pomfret also supported Sarason's notion that changes in
behaxioral regularities are necessary if a significant degree of implementa-
tion. is to he reached. They discussed a series 'of studies emphasizing such
findings as a majority of teachers' inability to identify the essential features
of the innovation they were supposedly using, and an innovation's descrip-
tion in abstract gTobal terms with consequent ambiguity on the part of the
teachers as to what the change entailed behaiorally. Then Fullan and
Pomfret diagrammed their proposition:9

Loy. explicitness User contusion Low degree
lack of clarity of
Frustration implementation.

It seems reasonable that changes in programmatic 1*-44aviora1
regularities would he unlikely to occur if users did not know plicitly
what the essential feature: of the curriculum change were and if they
could not specify the hehaiors they Would have to perforin ft') put the
change into action in their elassrooms.

Whether the locus of initiation for curriculum change is external to
the school ( for example. national or statewide) or internal (perhaps in-
spired h a group of teachers), a process can 'only be effective to the ex-
tent that it influences what goes on in schools, classrooms, and their sur-
roundings. It is our contentir that curriculum, in a real sense, is what
happens in and around sch&ls when kids, teachers, and things interact.
Whether that curriculum hns been inspired by a professionally bound and
slickly packaged curriculum product or by highly personal scratchings in
a teacher's plan hook. it is successful only to the extent that it enhances
the qualit of educational experiences that a' particular group of young-
sters has. To the extent that some written or otherwise established curricu-.
lum has become mternalired in a sc,hool's people, things, and interactions,
it is likelx to make a difference: to the extent that it hasn't become so, its
%alue to that particular school is at best unrealized.

In summarx. it seems that some faulty assumptions about curriculum
users as indkiduals and .4roup: and about curriculum change processes
desere considerable responsibility for the failure of many efforts to ex-
tend succ.esstull thioueh school and classroom doors. Inadequate under-
standing ot and attention to the culture of a school and the way it interacts

ith the staees ot cur riculuin change has been an obvious problem for
cuoiLulum. leadeis I he implementation 'stage has been particularly
sliehted In most Lurriculum change efforts even though it seems critical to
,hanecs in beha\loi .11 and programmatic regularities and ultimately to the
potewill h,r .11,....ess of air, attempted change.

111 an effort to help isolate and illuminate some of the "particulars"
hoot no tent ii in change. we have deeloped a descriptive model

h. h the I ramework for Understanding School Curriculum.

' Ihid pp 1684)9.

1 (2.)
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Change. In the following two sections we will introduce it 'and use it to
_describe some examples of strategies which could be used as part of a
total school curriculum change process. Walker emphasized the need for
theoretkal integration of the curriculum field and warned against pre-
scriptive modds:

Theoretical integration should lead to firmer. more dependable, and
more readily interpretable generalizations. But I doubt wheiher we shall orer see
useful wide generahrations about corriculum change because so much depends
on the particulars the particular subject involved and the particular reforms
being pursued. the particular climate of the times. what else happens to be going
on at the same time, the particulaplocale with its unique aciors. This situation
is not cause teir despair. bur rather for caution and modest expectations ...The
image of the technician at the control panel.directing the entire operation needs
to be replaced with a more reahrable one. pi:haps that of tbe motintaineer using
all of the tricks ot modern science, together with personal Ati ll and courage and
an intimate studs ot the particular terrain, to scale a peak.'°

Framework for Understanding School Currichlum Change
The purpose of the Framework is to conceptualize and describe pracr

tices at the school les cl which are aimed at curriculum change. The Frame-
work is descriptise, not prescriptive. In other words, it doesn't purport to
tell curriculum leaders xx hat they should do or pass judgement on What
they 'did. Rather. it pros ides concepts and categories for describing the
realities of school-based change, trying to simplify without being simplis-
tic. We hope it will arm the curriculum leader as "mountaineer" with
some took for nasigating the climbs up future -peaks."

The Framework for Understanding School Curriculum Change will '
he constructed using four components: stages% nature, orientation, and
,trateitiev of curriculum change. This categorization is offered with the
qualification that :ins effort to describe curriculum chang9 in such form
will lose some of the Lis namics of change ticcurring in a Fkhool. Perhaps
examples of the Framework in action will give some life to the schemt.

Stages ul Curriculum 1:hange
. .

Numerous models has e categoriied the process of curriculum change
into anssshere from mo stage, to eight or more." For purposes of this
discu,sion, hmseer., the number of stages is not iniportant:.the important
point is that the sfages as a group accurately describe the curriculum
chanize process Although the stages represented in Figure I are depicted
segimitialls.. the real life of the school curriculum change is less linear and
much More kis tianlic.

Dt\ker I. Walker_ -Tim ard Comprehension of Curricular Realities." in
ti,t 11 in Idni !;tion. ed . I ix S. Shulman (Itasca, Ill.: P. F. Pea-

t'ock Ptihh.her_. PP cl c2
" 1cnImood and II. II. Russell, "Focus on Ipplementation.- Inter-

( hwto. 4 10-25
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Figure 1. Framework fo Understanding School Curriculum Change

STAGE

The initiation of curriculuin change usually comes about in one of
three ways. In some cases, school staffs tfote a discrepancy between what
they think could be happening within thecurriculum and wiiat curriculum
practices actually exist. As an example, Bolmont Middle School health
teachers recentl y. participated in a workshop on. physical wellnesi:. The
teachers realized that much of their current curriculum centered on the
corteept of. illness and how to treat it. After several planning sessions,lhe
teachers agreed to initiaie changes in their health curriculum so that the
emphasis shifted ftom illness to wellness.

Sometimes, an innotation becomes simply an attractive alternative to
What's currently being done, and momentum grows io adopt the new idea.
The teachers at Sadler Elementary School voted to adopt a program of
Indit idually Guided Education IGE). The decision was not based Pri-
marily on .disyrepancies between what was and what should e. Rather it
was based on the comprehensive nature. of the IGE manage ent and re-,
porting system and its value to the Sadler staff.

A_ third way of initiating currkulum change is to mandate it. For
instance, the superintendent of Marsh Hollow School District directed all
schools to hate a competency-based physical education program within
12 months.

Regardless of the form it takes, the initiation stage usually includes
a plan of action aimed toward implementation. Many times plans change
as the process, unfolds, but the transition from initiation to development
frequentl occurs with the completion of basic plans.

Development con%kts of a school staff's readying the curriculum for
implenwntatum. At Nkells High School it took the form in social studies of
rnodifing a commercially prepared program. More specifically, the teach-
ers spent about a trear tailoring a program in law-rehted education to fit
the rweds of the Welk students. Tailoring, in this sense, meant omittinig
student objecties that %ere covered in other courses and including objec-
tit es that had been deeloped by local law enforcement programs.

In another school. curriculum development involved teachers' gen-
erating their own curriculum product, piloting it at two grade levels, then
preparing a tentato,eturriculum to he used by all teachers in the school.
1he understanding Was that further development should occur, based on
the results of a one-ytr trial.

I he implementamm stage begins when one or more of the features of
the planned Lhange is put into action by users. One of the more, compre-
hensit conceptuahiations of implementation was developed by Hall and
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Loucks. They contend that individual users reflect roughly seven different
"levels of ase"--e.g., mechankal, routine, integrated useas they be-
come more adept at using the innovation.u. Without elaborating on the
categories, it should be apparent that implementation isn't a static point.
In.fact, as Fullan and Pomfret point out:

'
. ... implementation is a highly c ,mples process involving relationships
between users !ind managers. and among various groups of users, in a process
characterized by inevitahle conflict and by atiticipated and unanticipated prob-
lems that should be prepared for prior to attempting implementation and con-
tinually addressed during 10' .

As mentioned earlier, the stages illustrated in Figure I represent one-
way of viewing the curriculum change process as it unfolds. Witi.1.1 each.
of these stages, change can assume a variety of forms as described below.

Nature of CUrrieulutu Change

In simplest terms a distinction can bb made regarding the nature of
change between unplanned and planned change. (See Figure 2.) Un-
planned change encompasses anx alteration in curriculum that evolves
without deliberate decisions which are goal directed. In one hypothetical
instance, Whitmore Elementary,School experienced virtually no teacher'
turnover for almost a decade. As the penduluin of prevailing curriculum
change swung toward a basic skills emphasis, teachers found themseKes
relying more and niore on instructional practices they had used years

1earlier. Staff stability contributed to continual einforcement of certain
biases about what tile schookscurriculum shoal be. Over the course of
ten years, Whitmore became labeled an extremely traditional school with
an outmoded curriculum. The curriculum probably justified the allegation.
It seems fair to.say-that what happened.was a natural occurrence and that
it was unplanned in the usual sense of the term.

Figure 2. Framework for Understanding School Curriculum Change

STAGE

NATURE

(Z MfrItat ton

By contrast, planned change implies something more than happen-
stance. Unruh, for instance, offers the following definition: "Planned

/ 12 Gene. F. Hall and Susan LoucKs. "A Developmental Model for Deter-
mining Whether the Treatment is Actually Impkmented." AERA Journal 14
(Summee 1977) 2(.37h: Gene'F. Hall, S. F. Loucks. B. W. Newlove. and W.

Ruthertord. t esek of Use of the. Innovation: A Framework for Analyzing
Innovatoe dcpti..n." Journal ol Teacher Education 26 (Spring 1975): 52-56.

Fullan and Pomfret, "Researchpn Curriculum," p. 391.

1 )
A,
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change inwhs mutual goal-setting and a coitscious, deliberative, and
collaborati,e effort to apply appropriate knowledge systematically to
human affhirs so that procedures can be designed for reaching the goals.""

As used in the Framework for UnderZtanding School Curriculum
Change, planned change refers to any deliberate attempt to bring about
change in the. curriculum. The locus of initiation'for a change may range

. from a fedetal statute requrring nondiscriminatory activities in the physi-
cal educatioh curriciilum, to a team of science teachers trying to improve
their unit on plants and 'animals, to an individual teacher seeking to im-

.
prove his, her reading program. In any case, there is a deliberate effort to
influence curriculum: Further discussion in this section will 'address such
change. This is not to minimize the effeet that unplanned change has on
school curriculum. but, to narrow the focus to activities planned by cur-.
6k:tit= leaders mnd school staff to improe curriculum.

Orientation of Curriculum Change

A% illustrated in Figure 3, most curriculum leaders have an orienta-
tion tinsard curriculum.change that can be categorized as either individual
or itroup oriented. Curriculum change practices. in general, seem to oper-
ate on a set of assumptions drawn from a psychology of the individual.

Figure 3. Framework for Underittliding School Curriculum Change

NATURE.

ORIENTATION

--r7

! 1.1)
-.-..

I hat is. a1/4tRuies geared to br. g about change are based on how individ-
uak beim% e ap.irt from their place in a group. An individual-oriented
ihange Ntrategk, for instance, would take into consideration personality,
homeostasis. se.,41rit%, and the like as variables affecting the planned
ch.ing theioteher hand, a group-oricnted strategy tends to focus

; FITIMarth on social lisxchological factors. The culture of the group. with
noims, %alues. inLenti es. and power structure. may

esert iniu:h greater influence on proposed change than thc collection of
indi%:.,luals in thti group In Saritson's %%ord.:

len% I Reyfinq ve rum( uhon Development.
.4, r:..n Herkcle . atit Mc('utchan, 1975).

Theory and
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Many of us are intelleetualli, reared on a psychology of the individualf
that Is. V9e learn. tornalt or intormally. to think and act in terms of sshat goes
on inside the heads of individuals In the process it becomes increasingly difficult
to hect;me :mare that indo,idual, operate in various social settings that have a
structure not compiehensible hi,. our existing theories of individual personality.
In fact, in maw, ,Ituations it is likely that one can predict an individual's
behastor tarhetter. on the hasis ot knowledge of the social structure and his
position in it than one can on the hasis of hi: personal .4.1ynamies.i't

ri summary, one orientation to change emphasizes a psychology cen-
tering on the behasior of indis iduak. A group orientation, on the other
hand, assumes that an alteration in the prevailing school culture is neces-.sary for curriculum'change to occur.

Strafrgies for Curriculum Chmige

Although in the real life of the schvols ;.urriculum iihange strategies
twi!, %ars. .ic%.01ding. to the conditions of the moment, it is possible to talk
about the three general strategies that appear in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Framework for Understanding School Curriculum Change

STACIE

NATUHE

ORIE NTATiON

STNATE,IY (-772-2\."

A pr (wet' fr(j(f Is (Me I hat usually emanates from the "top-down,"
anti the school or teachers hase little control oser the decision to partici-
pate I .sualls this strategs takes the form of legislation, court orders, or
directis es from superordinates Short of the radical position of nonpartici-
Noon %%ith its attendant consequences, teachers usually ,ente i. into this
form of k hanee N.sith a lox% loci of commitment to the change itself. At
best. commitment lies in a dens ed outcome unrelated to the goal of the
dLtnl.!t: etfort Mans times the imentise for participation in a i-ower strut-
egs is to asoid the neg.:lose sanctions for noncompliance. The role of the
teacher' under these conditiOns is usually passive, reacting to the forces
aimed at bringing abt nu sonic form of curriculum change.

I samples of power strategies woUld be accountability legislation
mandatin,! the testing of students on specific objectives in reading, Title

" Sarason. the Culture ot hold. p. 12.
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Iry
IX regulations. a superintendent's directive eeiluiring all elementary
schools to include metrics in the math curriculum within nine months,

. and a principal's demand that all teachers emphasize grammar as part of
their language arts program.

An infitience strategy is one that is designed to make curriculum
change attractive ,to the participants. Other labels used to describe this
strategy are persuasion, manipulation, and utilitarian. The major premise
of this strategy is that curriculum change can take place if the conditions
for change can be made sufficiently appealing to entice action by a school
staff. Thus the commitment to change using an influence strategy is usually
based on a perceised benefit to the participant, not on the change per Se.
For example. if teachers are influenced to attempt the curricular changes
ins olsed in changing from a junior high to a middle school organization,
and a feature of the new organization is additional planning time for
teachers, tWy may become committed to the change because of the in-
creased planning opportunity. Of course, this type of commitment can be
very tenuous; if another set of attractive conditions comcs along, com-
mitment could shift quickly.

The role of the school staff within an influence strategy can be pas-
sis e or interactise. Teachers can choose to participate only at a level suf-
ficient to receise the incentises. Or they can share in the decision making
as well as the curriculum change activities because the change happens to
he the best option asailable under the circumstahces.

Reavon rtrategiev proside the foundation for many models of educa-
tional change In this approach, commitment is to the change itself,
Teachers clearly see the need for a given change, and they arc willing to
take the steps necessary to achieve their goal. The incentive for engaging
in the process of curriculum change is the substance of the change. Usually
the participant's role extends into leadership, decision making, and active
insokement in the process. The reason strategy assumes that with suffi-
eient.know ledge. skills, and resources, teachers given the opportunity will
move in a reasonahl% deliberative manner to reduce the discrepancy be-
tween ss hat is and N. hat ought to he in the curriculum.

Application of the Framework for Understanding
School Curriculum Change

Noss that construction of the Framework ,is complete, an explana-
tion is in order regarding its application in the world of the school. Most
models of educational change propose one "best" way, as defined by the
;tut hori s ). to bring about change. What's neglected is the fact that change
in education is buffeted hs a variety of forces, both within and outside the
school In order to deal ssith these forces appropriately, a description of
currk-uluni Lhange needs to take into consideration the realities of cur-
riculum aange practices. The Framework for Understanding School Cur-
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riculum Change attempts this by recognizing that a given change takes on
its particular Configuration due to the conditions that go into making a
decision regarding effective change.

There are rnan paths to take using the Framework. It is important
to understand that while some paths may he seen as generally more favor-
able, any of the possible paths may be appropriate for a particular school
situaiion under a particular set of circumstances. Recent research on cur-
riculum and instruction has underscored the variety of practices that have
been applied." .1be Framework is an important step in conceptualizing
what these practices actually mean in the realm of school-based curricu-
lum change.

To illustrate the application of the Framework, certain paths are
described below. It should be pointed ott that these are only representa-
the. In reality. most of the possible combinations have been used in
schools, in xary ing circumstances with varying degrees of succ.ess.

Pose'er/ Individual

Frequently schook experience a "top-down" directive requiring
changes in school curriculum practices. The following example character-
izes what an indnidual-oriented power strategy would look likc.

Title IX of the Edt, on Amendments of 1972 declares, in part,
that:

No person in the I S sh.iIl on the basis of sex. he excluded from participa-
.

non in. he denied Me henctits tit. or heuhjected to discrimination under any
educ.itional progi.on or dctodts reeco.ing hu<al financial assistance.

'Relating speeiticalk to curriculum, Section 86.34 of the Title IX
regulation states that schook may not "provide any eurse Or otherwise
ear!, out an% educational program or actisity separately on the basis of
sex. or require or refuse participation therein of any students on the basis
of sex, includuy health, pInsical education, industrial, business, voca-
trval. technical. hoine economics, music, and adult education courses."

) pon recei% iIii notiti;ati,u1 of these rquirements, the director of
curriculum in a subtuban school district asked each school to see to it
that all teachers, ctimplied with the regulation within nine months. The
curriculum Lh.1,1,..e pro,.ess set in motion at each school followed along
these lines- All teachers %%ere gs en a copy of Title IX regulations.

b hes were asked to determine to what extent their curriculum was in
noncompliance i c 1 lhc %%cre told to submit a plan of action for redress-
ine nomomphance

his illustration depicts how the initiation of curriculum change could
oci or emplosim! a power NIT ateex that focused on changmg the behas ior
of indoiduals apart twin their role in the culture of the school.-

ratillan and Pomfret, -Research on Curriculum,- p. 391.
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Devdavnientfinfittence/Graup Path

Curriculum change practices during the development stage *are often
shaped by a myriad of forces, both Within and outside the school, vying
for It best" curriculum as defined in their terms. Thek example below
traces one school's experience in the curriculum development stage.

Burris Middle School recently completed a needs assessment in social
studies that showed some problems in curriculum coordination between
seventh and eighth grade: The staff agreed some form of action.was in 6rder.
But the school had just moved t a multiage" organizational structure the
pievious yearind commitment to further energy-draining activities was at
low ebb. 'I he principal..sensitive to the norms and power structure of the
school, realized that an appeal to reason Would cause some staff members
to act 'out of. the need to improve curriculum coordination. The principal
also realized. howeser, that the designated, leaders of the four teaching
teams considerably influenced any staff decision. Another factor the prin-
cipal noted was the outdated supply of soeial studies program materials,
Consequently. the principal identified some funds that were available to
purchase materials and .called a meeting of the team leaders with the
following proposition: If the staff were willing to meet bimonthly from
3:30-4:30 P.M. to try to resolve the curriculum discrepancies between
seventh and eighth grade social studies, new textbooks could be ordered
to support any changes in the curriculum. '

These incentises made the.needed curriculum work more attractive
to the team leaders. They, in turn, conveyed to their colleagues that con-
ditions were ripe for beginning curriculum, development. The staff was
influenced by the opportunity to get new social studies materials, and cur-
riculum development got underway, due in large part to the principal's
understanding of the culture 4f the school in connection with an influence
orientation toward the cuiriculum change.

Implementation/Reason/Individual Path

As cited in Fullan and Pomfret's research, few currieUlum change
projects eser reach the implementation stage. Even during implementa-
tion, though, s arious- combinann.ns of curriculum practices are available.
The example below illustrates how a school applied an individual-oriented
reasoned approach to implementation.

Stanford Elementary School had spent four years attempting to better
indisidualire its curriculum. Thrtiugh a series of inservice opportunities
funded b!, a Tale IV grant, the entire staff had revamped the curriculum
to include leant* centers as a central means for individualizing. For the
past six months, all teachers had been implementing the learning center
conapt with aring degrees of success. Even among those still struggling
at a mechanical use les el, commitment was high. Teachers continued to
seek new ideas for centers, and those who were most successful were
eager to help those who weren't.
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The principal viewed the prevailing curriculum practices as an oppor-, tunity to pair teachers in professional growth teams so that help could
be made available to those who needed it most. Because i%ll teachers in
the school were convinced of the merits of learning centers, the incentive
to change was the change itself. Thus, the principal figured that if indi-
vidual teachers were gisen opportunities for information and training,
they could eventually begin using learning centers In ways that fit their
teaching style, rather than cpntinuing the routinized approkh some wefe
employing. The staff agretd and used nig teaming system to further imple-,
rnent the learning center methods.

Our purposes for sharing the framework and depicting a few. of the
many possible paths to change are: to underscore the complexity of school'
curriculum change processes; to provide the reader with some sensible
and useful categories for observing and engaging in schbol curriculum
change: and to emphsize that options are not inherently good or bad,
only more or less appropriate depending on the "particulars" identified
by Walker.17

(

Changing Schools and "Scaling Peaks"

In the first section of this- chapter we discussed how certain faulty
assumptions about teachers, schools, and the process'of curriculum change
have interfered with efforts to adopt, adapt, or generate curriculum. We
concluded that section with Walker's statement which included an image
of.the curriculum worker as "mountaineer" rather than "technician." The
discussion of the Framework for Understanding School Curriculum angepf
emphasized the complexity of the process: among other things.; ow we
will emphasize some useful assumptions and observations in .an attempt
to enable the curriculum worker as "mountaineer" to 'understand the
nature of some of the "particulars" he/she will face "scaling the peaks"
of curriculum change.

For openers -we would suggest a new organizing concept for the
processprogram improvement. It seems to us that activities called cur-
riculum development, adoption of innovations, curriculum change, and
selection of new materials all represent attempts at program improvement.
Further, particularly at the school level, curriculum, activities, stafl devel-
opment actisities, and program evaluation tpAivities should be interrelated
efforts to improse program. These statements lead us to our general
assumption, or -particular" if you will. .cchools that meaningfully coordi-
nate curriculum change, cuff development, and program evaluation toward
tpecifie aspeciv ai program improvement are more likely to re..ch suc-
cecvful implementation than thove that don't. The "particulars" and .dis-
cussion that follow elaborate on this assumption.

11 Walker. -Toward Comprehension," pp. 51-52.
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Teachers and Praararn Improvement
An important lesson of the -Weak ot Reforni" t 1965-19751 i% that even

the "hest- I:kirk:ant-m.11 practice is unlikel . to fulfill its pronthe in the hands of
quAteb. tramcd or unmomated teacher, We have lc irned that the prob-

lem ot reform or hange is More a tunoion ot people and organizations than
ot technolog% '

McLaughlin and. Marsh haxe done an outstanding job of drawing
unplkations and conclusions from the Rand Study of Federal Programs
A.:morrow ChanIze." Sonie of the assumptions below relating
teachers and staff deselopment to program improxement are supported by
their article.

in terms .0 Ant)wledge ithout the practice of teaching, teachers often
represent the best clinical* expertise at.adable. ThiS assumption adds an-
other dimension to the argument that teachers must be substantively
insoked the process of curriculum chang: It suggests that we use the
clinical expertise of teachers to test and alter curriculum ideas so that
thex may he ote meanmgfully appIid in school and classroom settings.
Not to use the clinical expertise of teachers risks the demise of a perfectly
yood curriculum idea or procedure only because it was not structured or
modified to meet the realities of the s+ool. and teachers expected to
implement it Outside expert% often hesitate to Irt teachers manipulate and
alter their curriculum ideas and procedures because thcy fear the teachers
will destroy them.

I he other side of the coin is more appealing. If teachers in a school
do not !lase the opportunit to manipulate and alterye..., even destroy
an idea. it is unhkelv that they will ever come to understand, own, or
implem,:nt

In a sense. teachers and administratorc need to -reinvent the wheel"
cat It tone (-taro :dun, hunge i brought to or gewrated within the school
haldow So often we hear the comment in educational circles, "We don't
t or shouldn't ) has e to reins ent the wheel." The comment seems to be
based on the assumptum that once curriculum has been "invented" it can
be transferred directls in some manner to other schools. This assumption
seems to ienore the implications of differences in school cultures and the
eomrlexitie, of the :urriculum change process reffectxd in our discussion
of the Frainexork for l'nderstanding Scltool Curriculum Change. Just as
each L!eometrs student must rediscoser, for example. the Pythagorean
I heorem if he she is to understand. apply, and make it his or hers to use,
so must the staff of IL school rediscover the meaning (to them ) of a curricu-
lum idea and be able to understand, own, an..1 use it in their particular

if+

dbrcs W Mcl aughlin and David D. Marsh. "Staff Dev.:lopment and
t's ollege Record 80 (September 19781: 69.

" I he findines ot this study are reported in eight volumes under the gen-
eral tole. F.-cie.al Progtoorc Supporting Edwationa; ('hange. R-1589-HEW
fsani,i Monica. Rand Corporation. May 1978).

"st )
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situation_ Fven something which seemS relatively simple, like clarifying
the pt.trpose for curriculum change. requires coniplex interactions by a
school staff and often a CA insiderable-amount of time and energy. Perhaps
it is not tml neLessarv for each school staff to "reinvent the wheel" but
also to reestablish the purpose for working at "reinsenting the wheer and
to determine' whether the "%heel.- once "reinvented," will contribute to
improsing their school's educational program. At any rate, it is likely that
the "reinsenting" process is more important than the "wheel." ..-

Provssumai /earmni: mq-term, nonlinear process. School pro-
gram improvement ts based on the quality of the professional learning
that occurs as teachers and principe.ls struggle together to define a cur-
riculimi.idea. acquire the perceptions and knowledge required to make it
happen. and incorporate it tato their total school program. The meander-
ing path from identiling.or recogniting a need to improve, to evaluating
tilt/event to .hich implementation contributes to, the educational experi-
ences of the students is based on many readjustments to data about the
statf and where the% are relative to the process. 'Stages of concern" and
lesels of use" infohnation that reflect personal and behavioral patterns
are examples of data that could help a curriculum worker plan appro-
priate interventions kn the process!"

Alan deiel,pment thould he seen as an ongoing part of du' school
prok.rain improt i'Ment prch e%V. Stan' dei,clopment can help teachers and
administrators shat pen their program improvement goal(s) and establish
cormmtment and ownership gradually as the process unfolds. When seliool
staff come to see staff des clopment as a functioning component of the
continuing program improvement process, !hey have probably reached a
self rencwing mode. t sing the findings of the Rand Study, McLaughlin.
and Marsh found:

h tun the tetost ptolects. the project t+as not a 'project' at all,
butt an inte:!t .11 part 10 t, 1,110 problcm soli tiv and improvement process
%Anhui the s. Iwo! In .1 .C11,e -2001.1 stall detelitpment never ends. It is a continual
chai.t0elishe ot Ai re

temlership scluud hanue
hree let els of leadership seetn ti hake a significant impact on the

qualits nd effectisene, ot program iniprosement Fur our purposes we
w iii dentif% them as principal, district administrators, and project coordi-
nator

Print (pal% hate a Nit:n(1h an! impth t on program improvement through
their oftiheni e em orvaritzginomd clonate and their behavior in
kupo Irt of the pr(4 It is often said that the principal sets the tone for a
school building. I o the extent that the tone of a school reflects good work-

Hall. I °licks. Newlove. anti Rutherford. "I evels"; Hall and Loucks, "A
Developmntal Model."

21 McLaughlin and Marsh. -Staff Development," p. O.
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ing relationships among teachers and a willingness to struggle openly an
honestly with problems, the school is more likely to achieve program im-
provement. 1. he sense of ownership that usually develops when school staffs
have the opportunity to) shape specific attempts at program improvcnwnt
s necessary to promote high level impleentation. Principals also send
important messages to teachers with their behavior and involvement in thc
program improvement proc':ss. Rand StudY results support the following
comclusion:

1 he impt(rtanee of the principal to both the short- and Img-run outcomes
ot innosause protects can hardis he overstated. When teachers thought that
principals disliked a project. we rarely found favorable project outcomes. Some
projects with neutral or indifferent principals scored well. particularly in the
percentage ot goals achiesed. hut these projects typicallyfocused on individuali-
zation or curl-Killian resision. and had highly effective project directors who
compensated tor the lukewarm principals. projects having the active support
ot the prineip.d were the most likely to fare well. In gheral, the more supportive
the principal was perceised to he. the higher was the percentage of project goals
achiesed. the greater the improvement in student performance, and the more
estensise the continuation ot project methods and materials.

The principal's unique contribution to implementation lies not in "how to
do it" adsice hetter offered. hs project directors. but in giving moral support
to the staff and in creating an organizational climate that gives the project
leguimacs :'

.

01%trtct administrator,. or "downtown" stall di: have a significant
impact on pruwrarn improvement through recoure suppm and other per-
cen able etpr, -un, ot interest. Again the Rand Study provides a basis
for a conclusion that is helpful:

I he suppoit and interest ot cemral office staff was. as suggested earlier.
sen, important to staff williwmess to work hard to make changes in their teach-
ing practices lhouch a skilled and enthusiastic project director may.be able to
effeuisel: implement .1 special project in the absence of explicit support from
downtown proiect staff are unlikely to continue using project si:rategies unless
district administrators L.\ pre... interest 73

A a clic, tit e prole, I 1 oordmator has a significant impact on the level
,,I Imrlemcnrati,in red, hed in program improvement efjorts. The project
Lo,ordinator mas has e heen employed to perform the role or may be a
curriculum l- oordmator. principal. teirher, or someone else representing
another role who has ;leen assigned to or otherwise achieved a position
of leadership It seems critical that the project coordinator be perceived
bs the sc-hoiol staff as effeetise. This usually requires that the project
coordinator he sensitise to the types of assumptions and information con-
tained in tilts chapter 1 his person should he an effective process con-
sultant shc he should be able to, perceive the nuances of group processes

2" Paul Ikrinan and Milhrey VV_ McLaughlin, Federal Programs. .Supporl.
:?,c / iI:u jiju nal Change. l'ohone VIII: Implementing and Sustaining Innova-
tion, 14.1is9 W !Santa Monica, ('alif.: Rand.Corporation. May 1978).

Mcl aughlin and Marsh, "Staff Development,- p. 81.
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and school culture, to encourage the, group to ask the difficult questions
and follov, good decision-making.procedureq, and to shift gears and plan
intersentlons that respond to complex shifts in the process. The project
coordinator mai., more !tan anyone else, be the one who performs the
role of the -mountaineer." It should be esident by now that it is not an
e1tss role because the process Ss so complex and has no precise sequential
steps or guidelines. Using the Rand Study data. McLaughlin and Marsh
has i concluded:

the hanv gent data shosA that the more effective the project director
tin the sicsA ot teaehers) the higher the pery,entage ot project goals achieved,
and the greater the student improsement observed as a result of the project. An
effet.tf,e project .lues.tor has s.gnitieant instrumental value to project implementa-
tion .s doWtor-s speelat skills or knowkdge can foster staff understanding of
projeet goals aikkaperations. minims& the day-to-day difficulties encountered
bv classroom teacheis. and proside the concrete information staff needs to learn
during the c.ourse or propect operations."

Climbing the School -Peak . Some (losing Comments

( ;Rim the realities of school culture :ind the apparent need Ao mean-
inohe those nuist responsible for implementation, the school

scerlis to be the ;ritnars unit for program improvement. Whether the
curriculum idea being deliberated by a staff comes from some external
source or is generated %kithin the scho,A, the idiosyncracies of the particu-cs,
lar hool culture must be adequately perceRed and carefully considered
ifl plaruunc and guiding the process. Some perceptions can be supported
hs fill rI s ophis!,,..ited data -stages of concern," -levels of use") ;25 others
can tind support in s,hema Itke our Frameuork; others must remain more

Il and intuitise because there are as yet no conceptual tools or
lenses ;.shich theoreticalk integr ..e them. Many of the tools and skins of
the -mountamect- ate .1, set relatisely pi .ive. and the school culture,
is a tointidaHe toe As Satason has cautioned us:

\II that 1 .t111 s.t%11i ;! at this point is that when Ne say a setting is "orga-
d !bar olltures differ from each other, we mean among other things.

that there is .1 distmo striwture pattern that, so to speak. governs roles and
interrelanonships %.ithin that setting What is Implied, in addition is that struc-
ture antetates ail% one didtsithial and will continue in the absence of the indi-
sidual It mas well be that it is procisel hecanse psne cannot see structure in the
same was that ime sees indisidual that Ne haw trouble grasping and acting
Iii (c ins 01 esistenkx

On the other hand N e do has.: sonic reasonable, data-based information
about "particulars- that ean hip us in "scaling- program improvement
peiks W e h.o,e tried to share such information in this chapter.

[bid

Hall and others. e Hall and Loucks. "A Developmental Model."
Sarason, 1 he Culture 01 the School. p. 1 2.
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The Realities of
Curriculuin Work:..

t The Classroom Level
Joel Weiss

Fr M. %%( ll I n %/UK t %kith the idea that teachers should have the
responsibilit!, for what goes on in the class ;ming: However, there is
some question ,thout wh.itt role they should play in curriculum decision
making. where Lontrol should lie. During the twentieth century, one can
trace swmgs fotin control that is far removed from the classroom (in the
form of ,textbook writers. large-scale reform projects. provincial or stat
educatitm officials, board curriculum committees) to uontrol that is veste
with teaLher, in thL:ir own selling (e.g.. progressive and open education
moements t But if on the face of things the pendulum has swung from
on mosement to ant Om the swings have been of unequal amplitude
since most of the formal curriculum development work has occurred out-
side of the classroom. Publishers, professors, policy makers, and pro-
fessionals at curriculum making seemingly account fornke visible text-
books. packages. guides and source materials that we value as curricular
goods. .At the school hoard les el, curriculum consultants often decide on
the approprpte tem, and paL-kages for use in their jurisdiction. Teachers
sometimes sit tw LorriL-ulum committees, but it would appear as if ,the
clasaroom teadier has little to do and sa% about curriculum development.
//mot el cr. / t fit W ;tic in tho chapter thqt although classi.00m teachers
mos a,,t hate an f t f1 t1 latiZe rf di' iii t illT ciiliii,i del404'Ment lir we have
come to mink ot it. the% a( wally meld enormous influence on 1ay-10-day
(-tom Witt?) det t%ion

Conditions Affecting Teachers' Curriculum
Development Activities

a means for under.tynding the L lassroom curriculum contex,J let
us recall from chapter 3 some of the conditions of professional life for
the Llassroom teacher. At the elementary loch a teacher t)pieally spends

I 76
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most, if not all, of the school day with the same group of approximately
20-35 children. At the secondary school level, teachers may encounter
five or more groups of a comparable size passing through each day. For
the teacher of iyounger children, there is the potential for 30 different
curricular programs; for the secondary level teacher, the number of pro-
grams typicallysdeponds upon the.snun)he.r of different courses taught.

Grannis also suggests that schooling imposes restrictions on a child's
time. Not only are there formal laws that regulate when a child must be
in school, hut theft: are also regulation% rooted in tradition as well as
statute that help determine how the day shall be spent. The number of
hours spent on required subjects. the number of options available, the
number of resources asailahleall potentially temper how teachers and
students manage classroom time.

A third influence on classroom life suggested by Grannis is the
expectation that teachers will foster literacy. This expectation is regulated
not only by governmental authorities but also h. many segments of the
public, often in a vocal. way.' -I his emphasis on basic cognitive skills
xisually readin, and computing (and sometimes writing)exerts pressure
to fin,d nubile laitors of achievement, and schools have responded ydth
ixhotesale ie '! ci:mmerctally developed. stanch' dized wThievemeni tests.
And more recentl!.. mans 'lutes ha:be mandated the use of specially de-
veloped tests of literacy as a means of certifying the minimum essential
skills of high school students.

'I hese three conditions help to provide a framework for understanding
the nature of curriculum des elopment activities of teachers: They help to
define the world of the classroom, the agenda both hidden and otherwise.
Civen the complex nature of educational practice, it is simplistic to at-
tribute so much to so few factors, no matter how pervasive they appear
in their influence. So I would suggest, additionally, that a teacher's back-
ground may loom large as a potential. influence on curriculum develop-
ment *lens ales. For example, pedagogical training might influence a
teacher's view of how classrooms work and how children are perceive()
and treated. Although training in specific cutriculum development activities
is the exception in preserYice education, an emphasis in subject matter
training mav influence a teacher's willingness to participate in curriculum
development actisity in that area. Of course, the reverse may be true:

' Th.! fact of gosernmental regulations and public concern for basic skills
is not. ot course, a coincidence. State departments of education, ministries of
education, and local boards of education reflect community pressure in the
rhetoric and substance of guidelines. goals. and even resource materials. (See,
for example: Michael Kirst and Decker Walker. "An Analysis of Curriculum
Macy !stator Reijew ot Educational Research41 (December 19;71): 479-
5101 I cannot neglect public censorship Of the curriculum, since this is a very
dramatic and paintul encroachment not only upon the professional's respon-
sibility but aoo upon control of decision making. .

C.,
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.1%

lack of confidence in a subject area may render a. teacher unable to
participate in all but a superficial wayleaving choices to others./

Another way that a teacher's background might influence his/her
curriculum development activity is the extent of his-,ther involvement in
curriculum activities at the schovl, board, state', provincial,.or even na-
tionill levit Some of this involvement may be inflp'eneed bjt Se political
process that helps to delineate the centralization-decentralization mode of
educational decision making. i c., whether teachers and local schools and
boards'in fact have curriculum-making responsibility or there is centralized
control of curriculum work. And the amount of encouragement received
from colleague% and administrators can influence the perceived fewards
for this tvpe of involvement and possibly deter or encourage future
participation.

We can imagine a continuum of teacher involvement in curricular
work, all the v. a!, from creating the total curriculum to serving as monitor
for already developed programs. Neither extreme has much basis in the
reality of most teachers' professional lives. What is cerlain is that teachers
are exposed ( and expose themselves) to a variety of curricular situations
which call for some tvpe of decision making. Just the choice of text or
program used (even though such material might leave no room for indi-
vidual choices ) involves teachers in curricular decision making. Let us
look at some of the t!,pes of programs and consider how they affect the
teacher\ role 19, this decision making.

Etternally Developed Curricula and Their Effects

In tr.icing the most recent curriculum hiltory in North America, one
encounters the familiar tale of large-scale curAculuni projects having their
impetus in the launching of the Russian Sputnik satellite. Whilv certainly
this interpretation is a p:.rt of the story, the part dealing with forge-scale
public financial support and a renewal of di,:ipline-centered curriculum
etforts, it leaes the impression that centralized curriculum work started
with this event. But wc know that textbooks have always exert(' a strong
centraliiing influence. that is, a few textbook writers have controlled the
curricular acto ines of millions/ children. Nevertheless, choices of what
,programs and instructional strategies should be used involve such complex
professional, sociakcultural, political, and economic considerations that
at any point in time there are any number of options available to teachers.
In describing the role of the teacher in implementing the post-Sputnik,
discipline-centered curriculum development projects, Grobman points to
the veil, real differences among the projects "on their views of how
maten ik should he taught. how much flexibility should be buily into the
curriculum, how man!, choices teachers and students should/have, and

2 Daniel Tanner and I.aurel Tanner. Curriculum Development (New York:
Macmillan. 1975).
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whether all students should use the same Rather than super-
tkiil judging .111 proaanis dexeloped during this era as having similar
orggi/antm. re . striktined with no choice ot sequence and scope
of acto. Ines .1Ild irohman stwitests, that the differences are.great
among these proje,ts on their definitions of curriculum and that con-
sequenth the tole teaLhers pla% in using a prolect's material is varied.
So prinects that coneeo.e of the curriculum as a te\t. or as groups of
material to be used with .11I students or for eaeh indo.idual child, or as
im!.thIng and ecrthin;.! needed to achieve the goals, allow for a vatiety
of currictilum de,ision waking h.. teachers.

Alt Innigh (irobinan's analsis demonstrates the het:rogeneity of 'ap-
proach (or ii leas't of the 'mentions or the curriculum doelopers), the

met etle,:t i l the,e lah2e-scale curriculum efforts was a move toward
teaeherproot acti it . I e . curneulum deeloped in a preordinate fashion,
wit:i little opportunit per,ei%ed in actual for teachers to influence the
learning situatit tn. hat is unroll:int about this state of affaiN, of course,
is that teachers as the users ha%c the ultimate word in lAhat they do. They
not onl,, hi.i e he Lho,ce of what materials to use hut of how they are
used the subieLt nixter components, the instructional strategies, the
monsmonol aspe,ls. I nwitingl%. teachers Mal, not understand the sub-
ieit mane( %;0111011 Ma% ha% e &Ink:Lilt% adapting from a direct st!.le of
instruction :0 arp10.1Ch. I here Inal. also be instances
where .1 te.k ht:9 I t'as.-IN !o !he 1111pOsif Ion ot a predetermined pro:Jam by
consciou,lx Is', hi, her situation. In mxriad was, teachers alter
t he intent I011% t :11f r itUIUHi ie% e:t pers. As Shell Oil would has.e us believe
a few \cars ae.0 . the final hher has an important influence on performance.

II !he It 1-:.!t: sc.tle. L\tt mill% developed curriculum packages have
been inteipreted as rept esenting a teachet-proof curriculum approach,
there is also the extreme ot cut Ili:Winn-proof teachers. This state of affairs
('eLlmns %.% It h teaLhers %Alio appear to haxe a budt-in program deviceone
that At 1.% s ft ii CHEI k.11,1 similar implementation regardless of program,
tem. or guideline used Ilk:HMI' 11.1%, documented an example of curriculum-
proof it...R.11111:2 xxith ohset xaf:ons On the Inset% lee attempts of several
scale scien,:e prolects tanuhatlie teaehers with the rationale of each
plogram.

User-Based Curricula and Their Implications

I e CI bOOks and large-scale. externalb, deeloped cnrricular programs
are hut i tew the form- that curriculum dexelopment activities may
take. I here is a range of aetiities that can be colledivel. viewed as

( ohs/1111ln. neich,pnicirat r t to thou hult-( Iv' Dec ijult Puinfs
and P,0(..sses (Itasca. III : Peacock, 1970i. p. 115.

Morshal Herron. "On leacher Perception and ( utrieular Innoxation."
taunt I heory Ntm ork 7 (1971): 47-51.
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locall!, 11:ised curriculum efforts. One can view such efforts as part of a
trend that waxes and wanes, depending on other ipffuential. sources of
citrrieulum-making actixitx e e., decentrali/ation as a reaction to central-
i/ed currietUum control. Connell describe% the tension between the two
nuides t externallx and localk based) a% "oscillations," with one perhaps
being the dominant partner at an particular point in time. Consider this
hall of mirrors' Ihe most recent "oscillation" toward a more structured,
centraliied approach to basic skills is a reaction to the perceived laissez-
faire. teacl4r autononk-hased open schooling of the late sixties and early
se%entles 41irch in turn w as a reaction to the highl centralized, discipline-
centeNd programs of the late fifties and middle sixties, which in turn was
a reaction to the Lk me. proressise education movement of the forties
and fifties. .

Of course this des%.4iptam is an oversimplification of reality. At any
i:me. there are an% number of curriculum effort% laking place: professors
of education w none textbooks; foundation% sponsoring multicultural cur-
rculum modules: commercial curriculum committees translating state and

. proxincial euidelmes. currWum coordinators working with teachers to
do.elop a pro,,,r.im speciallx suited for a child having perceptual difficulties.

But how are teachers inx olved in curriculum development? It is naive
to expect that te.1%..hers should spend their time developing curriculum and
program materials. With some exceptions, teachers do not have the time,
resources. and tramme to perform this role. To he sure, teachers are eon-
%tariff% invoked in dot:loping outlines, lesson plans, objectives, exercises,
enrichment, aad remedial materials, but often as a reaction to an ad-
ministratix e directixe or a specific problem situation. I fowever, if few out
of the man teachers participate in curriculum development work as
external dexclopers. all teachers are involved in modifying, adopting,
adaptine. and otherv.ise translating already existing programs. materials,
and Vtildehlies. It is this function of teacher as'Afser that Connelly° con-
trasts with the external dexeloper.

Considerme starting and ending points and methodology, Connelly
sees the external do eloper's function a% the elaboration of theoretical
mitiknis of societx. knowledge, teacher, and learner and the translation of
these %le %. into eurrieulum materials: he sees the user's function as
arnculati n of %isions of specific instructional situations and the translation
into classroom use. I e.iaers cannot %wear allegiance to a program., they
can onk be faithful to their own situation. Now there is a problem
associated xxith tidchtx to external developer intentions: a misunderstand-
im! of a program 111.1% lead to inappropriate use. regardless of how much
the teacher knoxks a setting. But if a teacher knows the setting and is

Mic-hael Connell. "I he Functions of Curriculum Development," In-
te'rehtin;te 11972): 1(11-77.
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able to 'appropriatel!,.adapt a program to that setting, then the user's
.

intentions take precedem mer the developer's.
Let us now conside.- eoncepnons or models of curriculum devekpment

and what effects these haxe on teachers' curriculum decbions.
II

Curriculum Do elopment Models and Their Usefulness

Although tia u, chapter 7 nas already discussed several models of
curriculum de% elopment . some attention SA ill he paid here to several 'of
these approaches and some others with an ee toward the classroom
teacher. Gat descri6ed soeral onentations toy4ard education that find
expression in possible approaches to curriculum development. She pile-
rented four models: -acaJenue," -experiential." "technical," and "prag-
matic." As Connell has suggested in chapter the roots of these models
grow ir the soil of philosopk. Othe,.s have, developed their OW11 COn-
ceptions Of oremaIltitls toward urriculum that have implications for de-
elopment. For example. Eisner' has posited five conceptions: "cognitive,
"technological." -subject matter rationalism," "self-consummatory," and
"social reconstructionist." ithout much Llitlicl111\,.these can 'be identified
with the four models of (;ax

Rut as (isi% pointed out in chapter 7, none of these models is "tune-
..urriculum piactitioner% will Not implement the model

in its Ide,1111cd of theoretical lorm or empl.P.- one model to the total
exk:losion kit' all the others."

The i.wh',nu I pprom.h

Of all the intidels of c11111Allum deselopment, the Wet. Rationale
has reeixed most .c.kention and is an example of Gay's "academic" model.
her the %ears it has becomc identified as an objectives-based model ( with

teLhnical oxertono. I . 1 ii re.id the education literature over the last 15 Or
s.0 eArs /1 to behex e that much of the curriculum development work uses
the I x ler R.it u Mak. a the indjoi determiner. Rut to say that the ()Nee-
fixes-based ,ippro.ich 11.1, been influential in the literature is not to say
that most curriculum dexelopment and teachers' curriculum activity pro-
ceed xx oh this model in mind. 1 hcoretical support for this statement can
be found in the xx ritine.s of I isner.' K hebard." Macdonald-Ross," and

7 I nit.: Eisner, /he hili«inew(1/ Imat:inanon (Nev. York: Macmillan,
197q)

Ralph 1 Icr. MiNit l'un( ride.% Cumuulinn and InAnuction (Chicago:
Uno.ersii ot hicago Prcss. 1950).

" I isner.
Iterhert Kliell.trd. 1 he 1 ler Ratitm.de," Itthol Reviett 78 (February

1970i 29-72
ii M. Mdcdonald-Ross. -Behavioural Objectives: A Critical Review," In-

vtructunhd Acience 2 (1973): 1-52.

1 s s
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. Wise." In fact, it might be fair to say that most teachers go about cur-
riculum making,in a very intuitive fashion, with little reliance on an over-
riding model !)r highly artiolated conceptual orientation.

In addi'tion to the rhetoric on what teachers ought to do, there is a
small hut grow in i.! literature on what teachers actually do. Several studies
have been conducted that hear on how teachers plan and the extent to
which obieti%es figure prominently in their curriculum planning. Clark
and Yinger." in theq re%iew of research on how teachers think, sum-
mariied sc%eral studies that hear on teaclwr planning and made the point
that it is onb, since I k/70 that such empirical work on the preactive pinise .
of teaching ha: been conducted. The picture that develops fcom this
emerging research is that teachers rely less on objectives than we have
been led to evect. In a study of teacher planning in English secondary
schools. I aylor" found that in general, aims were of lesser ;mportance to
teacher planning than were the needs of the pupil and subject matter;
jeaching methods were %iewed as least important. Also of little importance
to these teachers were e%aluation and how a course fit with the curriculum
as ; whole Specifically on curriculum planning a factor analysis of teacher
rat..y, also indicated that aims and purposes of Ceaohing were less
important than 1.tctors associated with the teaching context (e.g.. materials,
resources) and student interest. Taylor's general conclusion was that
course pl.mmiag appeared to he unsystematic with teachers who (by my
inference) were not cerlain %%hat was expected of them in curriculum
development work. I sing a sample of American primary school teachers,
( otidlad and K lein found similar results showing the lack of centrality
of educational objecti% es,: "We are forced, to conclude that the vast
maiorit% ol teachers in our s.implc k as oriented more to a drive for
co%ekitte ot certain material than to a reasonably clear perception of he-
haior sought in pupils."'

I he tole of specified objecti%es in decisions teachers made 'prior to
teaching was studied h% tahorik." 1 he responses for.j,94 teachers indi-
cated that twin the following categories of decisions (objectives, content,
acto.ines: materials. diagnosis. c%aluation, instruction, and organization), i

the greatest number in the sample (XI percent) chose pupil activities. The I

I

12 Robert wise. I he L'se of Objectives iin Curriculum Planning," Curricu-
lum I lieol.S .\<:.% i,I h. i i I riii. -iso.lo. i

"Chusropher \L ( lark and Robert I. Yinger. "Research on Teacher
1 hulking,- Crom ideim Intour 7 (1977L 279-304.

" Philip II I.o.lor, now / eat hem Phut I herr Courses (New York: Hu-
(name, Pre... 1471)j

John ( toodlad and others, 1.twArni; lielund the Classroom Door (Worth-
ington. ()ut, lone.. 1974i. p. S.

John lahorik. -I yak:he( s' Planning Models," Eductuional LetiderslUp 33
(1975). 13439.
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decision most frequently made first surrounded ctmtent concerns (51 per-
cent ), while decisions on objectives were initiated first by 28 percent of
the sample. From this re8earch we might infer that teachers do not see
that objectives are of prime importance in their curriculum decision mak-
ing. Zahonk also found. contrary to the integrated ends-nwans model,17
seen by sonic as an alternanw to the objectives model, that a miniscule
number of teachers actually initiated their planning with a particular
activity in IOW.

A second point that emerces from this literature on teacher planning
tenth to support Lortie's" contention that craft pride for teachers is found
in the success of partiCular students and teachers* relationships with stu-
dents.] he important professional rewards for a teacher are, for the most
part. contained within the limited boundaries of the classroomespecially
since The teacher's craft is marked hy an. absence of concrete models for
emulation, unclear lines of influences, multiple and controversial criteria,
ambiguity about assessment criteria, and instability in the product. When
a teacher finds success with hut tine student, he she may believe that
his her day may 11.0,e bev worthwhile after all. Perhaps we should not
be surprised that students' needs and pupil activities figure so prominently
in the pl.uming of teachers. Ihe payoff for teachers may not be so much
in tefnis of general educational achievement for the greater good as with
special experiences for indit,idual children. This finding may he in keeping
with Jackson's" obseration that teachers are more intuitive than rational.

A "Pragmatic" .4 pprour h

A decade has passed since Joseph Schwab loeled his charge agziinst
the curriculum field, suggesting that progress will he made only by placing
less stress on theoretical talk about curriculum and more on .the reflexive
nature of curriculum prohlems as exemplified by what practitioners do.2°
What deseloped from Schwa,b's diagnosis and prescription hus been meta-
theorcti,:al w wine, about the met hods and principles of curriculum activ-
ity!' Since the emphasis is on deliberative actions instead of theoretical

'' Eisner.
is Dan I.ortie. School Teacher (Chicago: L.:diversity of ('hicago Press.

197s).

19 Philip Jackson. Lite in Clawooms (New York: Holt Rinehart, 1968).
Joseph Schkah. -The Practical: A Language for Curriculum," School

Review 75 Novemhtl 1969): 1-23.

2' Ian Westbury, -The Character of a.Curriculum for a Practical Curricu-
lum'." Curru.nlum Theory Net%%ork No. 10 (Fall 1972):25-36; Warner Wick,
"Knowledge and Aeticon The 1 heory and Practice of 'The Practical'," Curricu-
lum 7 henry Nehtork No. 10 (Fall 1972):37-44; Joseph I Schwab, Science Cur-
riculum and Liberal Education: Selected Evcays, eds.-Ian Westbury and Neil
Wilkof (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978).

1 *f
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inquiry, the major .emphasis should be decisions rather than knowledge
generationY" 0.

As Westbury suggests:

it i the character ot the practical) sees doing and making c proaucts
of skills and hahits that WA; esistmg situations as the nece-:sary 'antc "dnts to
end% that arc in %iew hut not %et accomplished. lt offers. a.nd draws upon, n
image ot a creatise and pratleal reformer discerning prohlenis through an
awareness ot apparent gat. between %%hat should he and What is. then see ng
mrlutions from "his understahdiug of what might be dom.\ and-finally movi
hring about change or unproement."

.
Reid" irgues that curriculum tasks should be seen as problem-solving

situations; and he suggests that they should be viewed in the'wider context
of problem sok ing.in. public policy-making areas. Illustrations of delibera-
tions in vurriculum-making actiitics are offe.red by Fox'3 and Walker?'

Of what relevance to our concems with the clasroom level- is this
"pragqiatic" .approach to curriculum activity? Schwab's own intentions for
cgrriculum. decision making include a team of specialists representing the
commonplaces subjek!t matter. nnhea. learner, and teacher), as well as
a general curriculum persoq." Ills model is more appropriate at the board
or external project lexel. But there are implications for the classroom
level in iewitnt curriculum development as problem-solving acti,yity,
especiall those problems which are not readily ain't:notated by research
or calculation. Curricular situations confront teachers with uncertain prae-
ncal problems. I he process of deliberalibn. entered into individually or
'with others, helps "to kientif the questions to which we must respond,
establisii erounds for deciding on answers. and then choose among the
aailable solutions..." To the extent that leachers can become sensitive
to this process of deliberation and recognize the situational nature of
curriculum makine. the% ma become better decision makers.

But there i for me a problem with the notion that the study of what
teachers are dottrt: is our road to salvation. My concern lies With whether

" I ec ronhach and Patrick Suppes. Re.warch lot Tomorrow's Schools:
wit nquir t 'or t (hu anon (New York: Macmillan, 1969).
" Westhur%. ( haracter of a Curriculum." pp. 30-31.

W11113111 Reid. "Practical Reasoning and Curriculum Theory in Search of
a No% Paradiem.- ( rum Wiwi Inquiry 9 (1979): 1+17-207.

' Somour 0%. A Practical Image of 'The Practical*.- Curriculum
I hemv fol, N Iii ii ,dl 1972): 4i-57.

ker M. alkyl-. Curriculum Developnwnt in an Art Project." in Case
own ( /lance: Great Britain and the Muted States., eds. Wil-

liam Rod and Decker \I ondon: Rontkdge and Kegan Paul. 19751.
Joseph Schwah. I he Practical 3: Iranslation into Curriculum." School

Ret tett $I (19.73). co1.22.

24 Reid. -Reasoning and 1 heory." p. 6; Reid calls these procedural prob-
lems since they are amenable to solution by an applicable methodology.
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. this apvoach c;iy1 best inrirm us of what teacherS ohght to be doing in
, terms of currieu umvpractices. hile tradition should he honored iu some-

sittlatpms,Ake should recognile that it should not plways he revered. Per-
.. haps Ihnse %kho are translating and doeloping the conception of deliberi-

"tion ill enable us to hate a process w hereb we might better judge the
,aetio s of wachers.

Two et.pproaches 10 Experiential" Curriculum Development

Progressive/Open Morements..Flik orientation to curriculum ho
its root, in the prolfressie education era and has been manifested mode
recently in the open educatam movement. Briefly, the argument for this
appro,0 to curriculum ttork ctmcerns the respecl that teachers have.fOr
the right of children to participate in decisions about' their own educatkm,
coupled with a. belief in the natural development of the child.2" One cf
the major dilemmas associated With this orientation is: How do teache s
translate their respect for children into allowing them decision-maki g
responsibilit'_' 1 o satiri/e the point: "Yes. hut do I have to lo what
want to do toda.'" In hi,: criticism of the progressive education move-
ment. Bode:" suggested that unless teachers took the rewnsibility for
cyeati%ch, channeling cluldren's interests through teachers' own profits-
sional esperiences and judgements. the movement was doomed to failure.
Kohlberg and !1/41.1er''' made the sante point in their rejection of the
nimantic conception ot Liam: UI L1111 in Imor of a developmental am for
education.

Io hat estem do tea,hers ref1e4 this "experiential- approach to
curriculum work ' A teacher's program deflects the complex world of the
cia;sroom: orgam/ation of curriculum; instructional/ strategies; various
roles for each of fhe actors: and 0:ganizatiomil arrangements for bringing
together students. teachers. and matenals in a specific context. Aveording
to !MI..' these dimensions of class life 1111 into two categoriest procedural,
Which speaks ti ! the oreanizational life nf the class (such as the size of
instruentinal groups. W holier there art* hells. Where learning takes place);
arid norinill41 W h ich addresses the amount of ,freediml students have in
making decisRins about class life. I he distinction between these two con-
cepts has implications for understanding teachers' views of curriculum. It

:1(harle. Sdherman, Crriiv in the Cho sroi INev. York: Random House,
(co).

Rot,f Bodc. ritp.:ressit e /Wm anim (it the Cross,oath. (Nev. York: New-
son. 1915i.

" I .0% ren,:e Kohlberg and Rohelle Mayer. "Development as the Aim of
1 slik anon.- (MI I dricat,,,nal kct iess- 42 I 1972 : 444-4-M.

B V I NI. Wbat's .()Pen. About ()pen him ationr in 'Hie Philmophy
(ipcn / silts cihtIt ed V. Nber_.v.111oston: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1975),

PP 3-
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is possible for a pro:Jain t.0 be procedural Aithout being nOrmative, butvrmatit Appeat tio subsume procedural dimen;ions. Goodiad and
kion" in their intystigation of Atnetin classrokuns have even questioned
tthNier proLedui.d :peirdess Aas being implementeij, since they foundfek uN,111.,cs of ,ukrik-ulumsinth+k at ion. in use. Traub ,ind Weiss," in their, ,stutis ol ivy es of te,K;ihers from 72 schools in SouthernOntario 0.er..a threi: ear pent td found evidence of procedural opennes_sbut not a traot te.chers allot% me studenh to he involved in decision
inAing. let ,Ilt,fie Ine them to be the sole decision makers. What also
conies throu2h is h.rt teachers rel heavdt on emsting curOculum mater-
ials, hut neither student: nor teachers engage in making curriculum ma-. .terkil to .ins. appreciable etent.

Cirannis !Lis siat!'.10ste'd that sonic form of joint teacher-student con-trol.is a tar bet!er niamtestatiim of humanistic ("e\perientiar) education
than foi either teacher or child to be solely in control. What emerges fornle at least Is that sonic %Cf.% e\ceptional teachers can initiate and main-
tain an -e\prienthil- ,,m,10,1,h to their curriculum hut that most teacherscithkr do not dio,,se plidos;,h,calk. to follow such .an approach, or their
dindeistandir of open edwa.,!on. for evimple, suggests a misunderstandingot .olhtitittes nolindiRe openness. .

ndermhindint; Weaning. I here is an emerging literature in the
kumk.uluin ti..Lt that h.is been Libeled -reconceptualist- because ts pro-ponent. dlnei -tiak1;tkm,disis- who w.int to guide practitioners' and
trom ho scetil to use the methods and pro-

tt.e s, 111%k:slit:Xt.' curncular phenomena, oftenlii a rictl's 'AA\ .1c:iiii,..eptualists- there is a mistrust of cur-
ium! \t!!....li i wen :ts .1ffluenk.ed lw a te-hnological

the purpose of the "rkeonceptualist" ap-
1 to underaand the4Juature of educational

.H [mem!l ind e\istentidl c\perience of the
!: , allscelidethe. LonscioUsnt:ss, and

sI/TWadt he v. ith histort, philosophy, and- ,it!

I : .t .1)1111(11,10ns Openness in the1. y '1 ( : 1 Iirrtti,ti \ paper presented at the;!1? h.( j'N k.hoIt)Lq,,II A ssoCiat oronto, On-,

I th..welitent .Intl the ( lmsiNteno ot PAtgogical, I ; R! 01 I )11 41ItI riUtiied lassioom SOtings.'

i' : .1 ( tit :illin1
'Bo .:,h.cr. r

I hi 1 he Recomeptualims
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t
Van Matien suggests that hermeneutics...the science of interpretation,

allows us to see curriculum as **the study of educational experience and
as the commumeatie analysis of curriculum persp gives, orientations and
framew orks.- " Rut knowledge of alternative p' . pcetives is not enough.

. Ilabet ma, goo, beyond the hermeneutic-interpretOk to the critical reflec-
tion of possibly distorted ways of communicating meaning. lie articulates
a crcdcal theory that is self-enlightening and includes "the experience of
an emancipation h means of critical insight into relationships of power;
the obiecti% it% of which has as its source solely that the relationships have
not been seen through. Critical reasons gain power analytically _over
dogmatic inhibition." ' -

flow can a "reconceptualist" view and, specifically, hermeneutics and
cntical..'.theor!, help us to address the issue of curriculum work at the
classroom let..1-.' For the most part. t urriculum persons who identify them-
seises with this orientation hae been busy establishing a conceptual,basis

- for their work ' At some point, however, the value for teachers of this
approach has to he demonstrated in two ways. First, it needs to be shown
that teachers c.m beclime more conscious of their practices from interpr-
ti%e and critical perspectix es. This goal may not be,easily achieved, for it
requires indo.iduals to he steeped in the art of iitieism and in political
ideoloi.!%. But the studs of political ideology may not he enough for "libera-

. tion" from inequities in a sstem that they are so tied to.
Second. een if teachers can readily deelop a heightened sense of

critical consciousness, there will still be the problem of whether such a
consclousncss L-an make a difference :in curriculum work. Will programs

fquahtati% % retle,:t differences and will teachers' heightened critical con-
sclolisile lead to increased performance of children on those poutcomes
most %.ducd i e , . communication skills)? Ihe answers to these questions
will depend on the etlorts at translatiniz theoretical conceptions into
defensi!,le curriculum materi.ds. Some notahle examples at translation are
()tiered !,% ( won ' tor V. Wine and the' social studies and by Gordoe for
m.olicinau,-,. Al anothcr loci, Vallance': offers an eximple of the use of

\1.1. ,..o, \titter). 1 inking*W,ts of Knov, ing With Ways of Being Prac-
nc.d ( .0,/, ulum fr.ra,, I) (1,177) 211.

' Hi veil 11.0.)erm.1... Ihrorl and Prq( tu e il ondon- Heinemann, 1974), p.
." I ,ve Also !dem_ A ,i,,utic.L..i. and Human Intetuth 1 Boston: Beacon Press.i'r I i

1

1 ' I oi esarnrk Punar. (1,,,r, uhon 1 Iwort:int;. iprid Ma eleine Grurner,
c ,iiII,Hh1111 a I hearle Meryl% 11.1%erh.- ( urrii ulum Inquiry 8 978): 37-64.

" Hem% ( wow_ V.riting and 'Critical Ihmking in the Social Studies,"
(.:,,:. !,',,,, /.,,,i:,,: N ( j`r! ) .791 III)

\1.ii.11.111 ( lorilon. ( ',Who and hivration Personal -.Aspects of the
\Liths.,,I.Lii, 1 p,..11,..no....' ( 1011( uhim bnim,- 8,f I 978).

' I hiaheth Vallart..-e. I he 1 andwape ot 1 he (ireat Plains Fperience':
An Appli..ationot ( un- b.:ffiurn Criticism," ( 'urru.ulum Inquiry 7 (1977): 87-105.

1 01
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a t crjticism as a means orjudging-surricuium materials. What are.otber
ys we can *dge or evaluate curriculem.materials or curriculum devel-

opmnent ? What paft do teachers play in such evaluation? In the next sec-
tiOn I deal with these and related questions,

Curriculum lievelopmentjvaluation and the Tekher's Role

What is meant by efkkiltiveness of curriculum development can be
answered.only by asking fur whom it is effectio: and toward what ends.
Persons with different foles may have diffeTent perspectives of what is
impoQint. What might be consyered effective by a school board's cur-
*ricutunt consultant may differ from what might 4e expected by a profes-
sional cucriculum writer or a..classroom teacher. The professional curricu-
lum writer niay he happy if a program sells; the consultant mity be pleased
if a program fits in with the rest of the KI2 curriculum; the teacher may
be relieved if it tits his her subject matter concerns and keeps the children
busy.

Each group with an interest inZurriculu development may assign
different roles to the enterprise and, in turn, to 1 evaluators. I am. de-
fining roles in the sine sense that Scriven43 did wh he differentiated
between roles and goals ,in his classic essay on evaluation. Goals refer to
questions of worth; roles refer to the purpose foi which evaluation may
be usi%I. Of course, the two are related since it is diflieu t%to conceive of
making a judgment of worth-of an entity without knowing 1 e purpose for
which it will be used. For example. a curriculum program may serve as
useful resource material for inseRiee work with teachers because it exem-
plifies a particular approach towara the learner; it need not necessarily
be useful as a program'for a particular group of students. Again, different
indmduals ma% take, and oen expect, different.things front the sante
currieulum doelopment activities. Ben-Peretz" has suggested the term
"curriculum potential.' for the phenomenon. For some, creating the ulti-
mate nuteri.ils . is of prune importance:. for others, the opportunity to
participate in deliberations nhq be tre major purpose for curriculum
doelopment. t

I he caluation of curriculum development at the c room level is
frauehi with some of the samc difficulties a, curricu I UM *development itself.
First. lust as teachers Are rarely involved in formal curriculum doelop-
ment. the% are rarely involved in formal evaluations of it. To he sure,
teachers make judgments about programs all the time; at the very least,
tho h.o,c an intuitive sense ot what works and what does not work. But

, .
Sro.en. I ht. Niethotioloo rs.;t1thition.- in Perspet tile, 01

ed Ft Stoke i( hicago Rand McNally. 1967).
" \imam Ben.Per cu. the Concept ot Curriculum Potential," (unit ulum

Ihewv Netli orit t1975): 151-59.

4
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this, of course, is not the whole story; for there may be many reasons why
teachers are not compelled to either 'systenurtically judge.what they are
using or even to raise quysiions about the process of determining how their
prograths are cho*Cen. For example, teach may use materials because
their board has invested.mone!, or time on hen . So teachers' involvement
in the caluanon of ,:arriculum will he more i tuitive than systematie; and t

,

this fact ma!? gudantee.tpat the de facto, not the de jure. privram will be
. .Mild i fled . i

A second way in which _he enterprises of evaluation 'and curriculum(
dev .lopment :ifre similar. is th disvrepancy between tibstract conceptions
and ingoing practices. Over the last 15 years, the number of abstract con-
ceptions (or Models) of the evaluation process has dramatically helped to
create an "instant discipline' Textbooks on educational. eivaluation (as
opp.osed to measurement and evaluation texts which concentrate ori test-
ing) hav.e helped to consolidate a number of these..conceptualizations into
soeral categories of models.45 Just as with models of'Curriculum develop-.
ment. example% of their lit are not eqsy to find. Again, Usefulness of
models for educational practice may reside more in their consciousnesSo
raising attributes than in their imitative Ookiers.

Variety' oj Evaluation Moder,

4 If not all ealuation models are equally useful as conceptions of eval-
uation processes in general, it is safe to assume that even fewer are appro-
priate tor curriculum development evaluation at the classroom level. Some
are developed for application at a gross or Macro level; others require re-

. soinces far beyond %(hat is available in the typical cliV setting; others may
not he responsive to the idiosyncratic ways of different classroom contexts;
still others 'nre we appropriate for some types of evaluation but not
others i and of iefUrse some are inappropriate for more" than one reason).
Robert Stake" has developed a set of criteria for comparing the different
c%akiation models. Ile has classified thi; many conceptualitations currently
aailable Into soeral approaches: "student gain by testing," "instimtional
Nelt-studi INN matf." "blue-ribbon panel," "transaction-obsefvation," "man-
agement anal% \is.- "instructional researelC "social policy analysis," "goal-
free c%.1ILLItit tn.- ",idNersarN evaluati9n.- To this list I have added the
connoisseurship-criticism approach. ',able I presents my selective adapta-
tion of Stake's chart.

.

o Sceral 0l the models arc similar in orientation to the curriculum de-
%clopment models described earlier in Gay's chapter. The ".., udent gain by
testinil.- model is. of course, diceetly related to the Most 1pular example

aa

V' I or- esample Blame Worthen and James Sanders. Educational Evaluo-
twn I hef)ry wnl l'ra( the (Worthington. Ohio: Jones. 1973).

" Robert Stake.. "Program Fyaluation. Pttrtieularly Responsive Evalua-
tion.- m (),( autuial Paper.SerieN (Kalamazoo: ( 'ollege of Education, Western
Ntichigan Uniersity, 1975), paper no. 5.
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of the "academic" model of curric-ulum developmentthe Tyler Rationale.
Another approach that probaBly fits within this rubric is the "institutional
self-sta4 by staff." The "technical" model of -curriculum development has
its counterparts ih the ".management analysis," 47 "instructional research,"
and "social -policy analysis" models. It is a little more difficult to find
ealuat.ion models th4t are comparable to the "experiential" model of cur-
riculum development; but with an emphasis on &closure of meaning, per-
haps the connoisseurship-criticism approach comes as close as any other.
The transaction-observation" model, which emphasizes the disclosure of
Conflicts in the values of participants, and "adversary !Valuation," which
stresses the testing of competinvlaims, come closest in fit to the "prag-
matic" model of vurriculum development.

Abundance does nor necessarily beget practical riches. At the class-
room level, there are cprisiraints of time and even of willingness on the
part of teachers to formally use evaluation procedures, no matter how
appropriate they might seem..A teacher may employ a variation of the
"acadeniic" model by developinig7oloiectives and using systematic evalua-

v

tion procedures if these delibe.rately test for the teacher's objectives. All
too often, howjer, external examinations intrude upon suet; plans so that
the testing may be of someone else's objectives (usually the test developer),
not necessarily those of the teacher. Perhaps the only other approaches
that teaihers have familiarity with are the "institutional self-study by staff"
and tl.e "blue-ribbon panel." Ironically, both of these approaches are con-
cerned less with the outcomes than with the inputs (i.e., antecedent con-

, clitions such is staff credentials and availlible resources) and with the
processes or transactills (such as pupil-teacher ratio and instructional
strategies emplo!,ed by teachers). There are many examples of the use of
thc "self-stud)," model; but all have in common the purpose of making the
staff tno.re aware of the quality of the resources of an it mikution, presum-
aNy as a consciousness-rttising device. Teachers havy profthly had less
experience x0h the "blue-ribbon panel" approach, except as the external
component of "institutional self-study." 48 Perhaps the visits of area super-
intendents are the closest teachers might come to this approach.

[here are two basic points that might he raised in considering eval-
uation of curriculum development at the classroom level: First, what is the

47 The Phi.i.Delta Kappa Committee on Evaluation has acknowledged the
influence 'of systems' technology on its model. In addition. one member of the
committee couched a description of the model in terms of an engineering
paradigm See also. William (iephart. -The Phi Delta Kappa Committee's
Evaluation Model One Member's View." in Curriculum Evaluation: Potential-
ity find .Realv. ed. Joel Weiss (Curriculum Theory Network Monograph Sup-
pkinent. 1971-72). pp. 1.15-11.

" I he various educational accrediting agencies in the U.S. (e.g.. North
(entral Association) and the Ontario Ministry of Education's Cooperative
Evaluation Program serve as examples of a combination of self-study and ex-
tonal committee study of institutions.

1 9 s
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focus of evaluation? Usually, we consider materials evaluation 'and/or
°evaluation of the outcomes of ate program. How much does looking at
these two factors tell us about currieuluin development? Arc there bther
legitimate aspcets to consider. such as fidelitS- of instruction to. program?
And certainly there is the ever present problem of whether curriculum

die
programs should be,ev.alu4ed solely on the basis of student o tcomes.

A second basic point concerns a fundamental point of iew about the
nature of education. Should the aaluation of curriculum development
start with preconceid ideas about the nature of the program or materials,
or should the program or materials be lovked at only, in the context of
practice? The dktinction between these two views lies at the heart of some
of the difficulties of a -top-down" approach to development and is 'Wore
broadly related to dktinctions between qualitative evaluation and quanti-
tative evaluation. One view suggests that you,know what to look for, se-
gardless of context; the other suggests that each classroom is like a finger-
Trint with its own individual pattern that won't necessarily be predicted
from kilowledge of other classes.

Both of these two basic points open up a number of.issues and prob-
lems worth considering. However. I have chosen to address but one of
them, the evaluation of currkulum materials 'fIcsing instruments designed
by someone other than the teachef b,ccause this area provides an oppor-
tunit to exptore some difficulties teachers may encounter in evaluation.

Curri(ulum Materials Evaluation

There scents to he no end to the amount of published curriculum
imiteriak a%ailable for teachers to choose from. One source has estimated
that over five thousand textbook.s are available for just the four subject
areas of reading, mathematics cc:. and social studies; over a half406,A41
million nonprint materials are on the market.° Of course not every teacher
or school or board has direct access to these riches. Traditional practices
and fin;mcial limitations represi.:nt constraints on curriculum decision mak-
ing. Still, the potential choices are staggering. .

How does a teadwr cope with choice making? Are there ret.dily avail-
able procedures, for c:aluating already developed curriculum materials?
1 here ha%e been two large-scale continuing efforts at informing practition-
ers about materiak. he Social Science Education Consortium (SSEC)
has lie% doped elaborate ChecklNis 1 criteria (e.g., rationzile, objectives,
e,tillation. ek. ) for evaluating mate als and has publkhed sets of evalu-
atitms of published pro.grams as guides for practitioners."" The Educational

4.1 F1/4111,...ition.d Proklucts Information Fxchange. Educational Product Re-
"h. Repopt Nritumal ot the Maitre and the Qual:ty ot In-

N1,11, I t, Ali,11 I Ved h V 7. eth !WM find Leat-ney% (New York: ETU:.
Ithittute, 19-7)

." Social Scienee FLitication Consortium. Social Studiec Curriculum Mater-
hay Data Boukkr. SSF( ', 1977).
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Produi...ts Information Exchange (EPIE) also publishes reviews but is, per-.
haps, more sophisticated' about providing linkages with the personal de=
ment bf decision making that lies with teachers. For example, ono of its
publications on early childhoild programs prov)des not only reviews of
different materials hut also a franiefiorke for viewing the dilf&ent áp-
proache to early childhood. 1 his t\pe of help.allows practitioners to select

--programs that mine marl% tit their own context. Thus teachers can become
conscious of dieir owri views on eduLation and how different curricula have
different assumptions and starting points.'i

But not only the curriculum programs have different assumptions and
'starting'points; so do the es aluatiowinstruments. All too often the unsus-
pecting user, assuming evaluation*.to be a Val ue-f ree enterprise, accepts
wherever an evaluation procedure goes. lloweer, evaluation is not value
free, and ealuation ifistruments do reflect biases of the evriluato.r. Allow
me an example of how suet) bias may operate with telchers. I teach a
graduate loel course in ealuation of curriculum and instruction. 'In one
of the class assipments students have to use a ruling form to evaluate two
social studies programs. One program is highly structured with objectives
stated to a high level of specificity and organized sequentially; the other
program contains a series of- enlarged photos with some broad questions
and activities conwined in a teacher's manual. -1 he evalbation rating formn
contains a series of questions on four constructs: objectkes, organization
of the material i.e.. scope and sequence ) . methodolop. and evaluation.
Each series of questions le.uk to a well-defined, seven:point rating scale
for each construct. .1 here is ako an.overall rating of the materials. Below
is a rating scale for objeeto,es. taken from the Lasli instrument.' The scale
illustrates quantitatise rating for ohjectivcs.

7

lhe objectives are stilted clearly and
in 1)chavioral terms. Both general and
instructional objectiveare statod in a
consistent conceptual framework. Ex-
cellent, one of the hest, useful .for a
teacher.

lhiceti%L-; %ague. unclear or missing.
I hose included not useful 1-ails to
distinizinsh hetv.een general and in-
structional obiecties, nuw, arious

ot objecto.e.,, contusing to the
teacher.

lm.ariahls. the ratings done he each class demonstrate great differ-
enees hetxeen the txxo programs. i t h the more structured program receiv-
ing on the aterage at least two points more than the less structured pro-

Educational Products Information Exchange. Educational Product Re-
tu,rt No 42. tarlv Child/win/ Lineation. How to Sel('ct and Evaluate Afaterials
itiev, York 1 NE Institute. March 1972).

Maurice l'ash. "Iieeeloping an In,trAent for Assessing Instructional
xtmerials... in Curru uhun 1.vatuation: Potentiality and Reality. ed. Joel Weiss
Wurric-lumslheory Nemork M ograph Supplement, 1971-72).

33 Ibid.
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gram. This result is no surprise since the criteria for the ratings indicate
that the author of the instrument sees virtue in structure.

Aftcr the students riave completed the assignment, I ask them to Close
their eyes, envision themselves as teachers contemplating both programs,
and choose again which one they would use. Generally more of those who
change their choice change from the more structured to the less structured
of the two programs. In the ensuing discussion, Usually several in the Class
suggest that the!, were origina4 seduced by the rhetoric of the rating form
and that if I hadn't asked them to make a second choice, they would have
stayed with the structured program. Since every story must have a moral,
it is this: if teachers are' to-'use evaluation instruments to adopt and/or
adapt ctirriculum materiak, they must be prepared to evaluate the evalu-
ation instruments as well.

Declining Enrollment and Curriculum: The Next Two Decades

We are, still thinkin4 and acting as if the educational hector is in a
peri6d of expansion. Howeyer, in many jurisdictions there is (and will con-
tinue 'to he for some time) a decline in both the school population and the
resources made available for the educational sector. Although the two do
not automatically go together, it appears as if politicians and educational
policy makers prefer to provide fewer financial resources for smaller stu-
dent population.

The impact of these two conditiops has already resulted in closing
schools and 'hiring fewer teachers in Many of the remaining school3. Over
the long term, how will this affect school programs?

It seems when professional educators do pay attention to the declin-
ing enrollment problem, they usually concentrate on the`financial and
administrative problems:" %However, recently a Commission on Declining
Enrollment set up h!. the Minister of Education in Ontario included a
Task Force on Curriculum. This fact provides at least one indicator of the
importance of program to the complex situation facing schools.55

The impact of declining enrollments and resources on curriculum can
perhaps he inferred from a consideration of their possible influences on
conditions of class life: crowding; emphasis on basic skills; and restrictions
on student\ time. What follows are my speculations which are offered as
a means of provoking thought on these crucial issues.

Fewer children ma ,. mean smaller classes, hut nowillcessarily. if the
pupd-teacher raw is kept constant, the crowding Meter. croes not change.
Furthermore. teachers ma!, he responsible for split grades (at the elemen-

Ahronumitz and Stuart Rosenfeld. eds.. Declining Enrollments:
he cihatenct, (q.rhe Coimm: Decade (Washington. D.C.: National Institute of

I duc.ition.197s)
" F Miehacl Connelly and Robin Frins, -The Shrinking Curriculum:

Print:Tics, Problems, and Solutions," Curriculum Inquiry 9 (1979): 277-304.
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tarv level) or subject areas in which they may not have had training (at
both the elementary and seeondary levels). The former situation may' de-
mand that the teaclwr offer a more differentiated sO of curriculum offer-

. ings w4thin a class. hut the latter n0.i have the effect of homogenizing the
curriculum. Fewer teachers indicates not only fewer-courses or classes but
also a more restricted vartet being offered. It is likely that onb of the
consequences of a restricted set of course offerings wll be an iticlination
toward hack to basics programming; i.e., schools should concentrate on
what they can do best: proside skill training. Those areas that are.,..0Sten
seen as "frills," such as the arts and special programs, may be the first to
suffer. 1 he amount of class ume may be influenced by this reversion to
more required courses, leas ing less time available for options and choices.

In terms of specitic curriculum nwking,:teachers may have to rely on
existing materials. particularly onfthose already available within the class,
school, or noard since tirt and program changes are expensive. In turn,
there probabb, will be fewer new texts, programs, and materials since the
market for such curriculum goods will shrink. Teachers may alsO I9ve
fewer consultants'to call upon since pressure to decrease administrative and
resource staffs mas be es en greaterthan the catl for fewer classroom
teachers.

.
. Soothsa%ers ma havecOfficulty predicting what the net effect of these
potential situations ,ill 11( on teacher curriculum decision making. The
movement toward more centrali/ed control of a system, if only to be in a
posi;& to deplo resources. could also lead to more centralized curricu-
lum Jontrol, or at least to an emphasis an conmion curriculum programs.
This situation mieht he %cry tempting for teachers who might find them-
selves teaching more diserse groups of students in nonfamiliar subjects.

..-

Dui as I haw sueeested throughout this chapter, even if teachers do not
decide upon the prograrns or materials, the!. do translate the'm consciously
or otherwise into images that t e!, are comfortable with. While the oppor-
tuna% for personal groklh nlio c greater under this changing type of edu-
cational s.stetn. unless teachers are go en time and appropriate profes-
sional des elopment ( made more difficult with &creasing resource staffs),
curriculum decision ma'ong Aill confirm.: to he a hapha/ard activity vth
teachers no more info; med about what :he ,. are going than under condi-
tions of an ex.pandm.. .ducationalsector. A diminished educatiynal system
can pros ide the h.i.i. 1,11 quality education. We nta never again have this
opportunits for teacher: I develop and understand their sense of purpose...
I he time and the condit s are certainly right. But can !he various edu-
cational puN lc.. Ind udine r and perhaps especialb, ) teachers. recognize
that teachers has e control uscr curriculum decisions?

..

-

0
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ASCD Board of Directors
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ASCD Publications, Spring 1980
Yell* Ooks
Consiuered Action for Curritulumtimprovement

t0-801861 $9 75
kJucation for an Open Society

No410-74012) $a 00
Education for Peace Focus on Mankind

1610-17948) $7 SO
Evaluation as Feedback and Guide

(610-17700) $6 50
Feeling, Valtung, and the Art of Growing

Insights Into the Affective
(6 t0-77104) $9 75

freedom, Bureaucracy. & School rig
(610-17508) $e 50

'Motoring the Human Condition A Curricular
Response to Critical Realities
(6 la-78132) $9 75

Learning and Mental Health in the School
(810-17674) $5.00

Life Skills in School and Society
(810.17788) $5.50

Lifelong Learning --Afriumar. Agenda
(81049100) $9 75

A New Look at Progressive Education
(61047812) $8 00

Perspectives on Curriculum Development
t 7/8-1976 1610-760781 $9 50

Schools in Search of Meaning
(61075044) $8 50

Perceiving. Behaving. Becoming A Now Focus
for Education .1610-172781 $5 00

To Nurture Humaneness:-Commitment for
the '70's 1610-17810) $8t 00

Books end Booklets
About Learning Materials (6,1-78134 54 50
Action Warning Student Community Seneca

Ptolects 1811740181 $2 50
Adventuring. Mastering. Associating New

Strategies tor Teaching Cr-Adren
(et 1-76080) $5 de

Beyond Jencks The Myth of Equal Schooling
(611-17928) $2 00

Bilingual Education for Lat nos
(6 t 76 t 42) Sti 75

The Changing Curr.culam
1811 177241 $2 00

Class, oom-Relevam Research .n rh.. ang.fage
Arts 1811.781401 $7 50

Clint. al Supervision A State of the Art Review
(811 801941 $3 75

Criter.a f.gr Theories of instruction
18)1-117581 $2 CO

Curpclilar Concerns in a Reyolvt onary E ra
161 -1 78521 $6 00

Currit ultan twitters imorov.ng Tho,r ;nf,LienCe
f 611.760841 $4 00

Theory ;611 771121 $7 00
Dograiling tho Grad.ng Myths A P TA( C

A,tern,e,vev to Ce.ttles ars I Marks
(611 760821 $6 00

Briferent.aterf Staffing (6 t t .t 7924i $3 50
rhst.ipline tor Today s Chadren and Youth

1161 1 1 7314) 1 50
Educational Ar countabii.*y Reynnd Behavioral

Ohiect.ves (811-17856i $2 50
E lemenlaty Scrool Mathematics A Guala to

Current Research 1611 '5056. 5130
E femee'ary S hool Scent A (lume tr

Carrent Research ;611 17726i 5: 25
Eliminating Ethnic R.as n iry,truct.ona.

Materals Comment and R.bliooraphy
18)1-74020) $3 25

Emerging Moral 0,mens.ons n Sooety
.mot.cahons for Schooimg
(611.750521 53 75

Ethnic Moddir ation of the ClittCUIUrn
(611 17832) $1 00

Global Studies Problems anti Prom.ses for
Elementary Teachers (el t -76086) $4 50

Handbook cif Base- C.t.tenSNO CompelenCids
(611.801961 $4 75

Humanistic Ectucation Objectives and
Assessment (81 t-78 t36) 44 75

Mathemati,:s

The Humanities and the Curriculum
(611.17708) $2.00u.

Impact of Decentralization on Curriculum:
Selected Viewpoints (811-75050) $3.75

imprcring Educational Assessment & An
inventory of MeasureS of Affective
Bestrior (611-17804) $4.50

internatit. lel Dimension of,Education
(811-17816) 32.25

Interpreting Language Arts Research for the
Teacher (811-17846) $4.00

Learning More About Learning
(811-17310) $2.00

Linguistics and the Classroom Teacher
(611-17720) $2.75

A Man tor Tomorrow's World
(811-17838) $2.25

Middle School in the Making
(811-74024) $5.00

The Middle School We Need
(611-75060) $2.50

Moving Toward elf-Directed Learning
4- (811791 $4.75

Multicultural ucation: Commitments, Issues,
And Appli tions (611-77108) $7.00

Needs Asses ent: A Focus for Curriculum
Develop nt (611-75048) $4.00

Observational Methods In the Classroom ,
(311-17948) $3.50

Open Education: Critique and Assessment
(611-75054) $4.75

artners: Parents and Schools
(611.79168) $4.75

.

Professional Supervision for Professional
Teachers (811-75046) $4.50

Removing Barriers to Humaneness in the High
School (811-17848) $2.50

Reschooling Society: A Conceptual Model
(611-17960) $240 .

The School of the Future-NOW
(811-17920) $3.75

Schools Become Accountable: A rACT
Approach (611-74018) $3.50

The School's Role as Moral Authority .
(811-77110) $4.50

Selec...4 Learning Experiences: Linking
Theory andoPractite (811-78138) $4.75

Social Studies for the Evolving individual
(611-17952) $3.00

Staff Development: Staff Liberation
(811-77108) $8.50

Supervision: Emerging Profession
(811-17796) $5.00

Supervision in i New Key (611-17928) $2.60
- _Supervision- Perspectives and Propositions

(tii 1-17732) $2.00
What Are the Sources of the Curriculum?

(811-17522) $1.50
Vitalizing the High School (811-74028) $3.50
Developmental Characteristics Of Children and

Youth (wall chart) (611-75058) $2.00
Discounts on quantity orders of Una title to
single address: 10-45 copies, 10%; 50 or more
copies, 15%. Make checks or money orders
payable to AIMS. Orders totaling $10.00 or
less must be prepaid. Orders from institutions
a A businesses must be 9n oilicial purchase
order form. Shipping and handling charges will
be added to billed porches', orders. Meese be
suss to list tint stock nutaat of sash pubtica-

1.: licrt, shown in panintimos.
1 Subscription to Educational Leedership-$15.00
; a yesr. LIMO Membership dues: Regular (sub-

scription ($15) and yearbook)-$21.00 a year;
Comprehensive (includes subscription ($IM
snd yearbook plus other books and booklets
distributed during period of membership)-
$311.00 a year.
Order from:
Association for Supervision and
Curripulum Developmenl
225 North Washington Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314


